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Foreword
iKnow is a European Commission funded project under the Socio-economic Sciences and Humanities (SSH)
theme. The iKnow Consortium was built around two complementary teams: a research team led by the University of
Manchester with the support of FFRC in Finland, TC AS in Czech Republic, Z_punkt in Germany, RTC North in UK,
ICTAF in Israel; and a technology development team also led by the University of Manchester with the support of
Cyber Fox in Czech Republic and Mindcom in Finland. This report is a clear example of the symbiosis between the
R and TD Teams. iKnow was deliberately configured and project managed in this way in order to make the most of
web-based technologies to support communications with a wide range of experts and stakeholders. This interviews
report is an output of the work conducted by the R Team but was also an input for the agenda of the TD Team. The
interviews are available online in a dedicated space in the iKnow Community and their content is searchable
using free text as well as keywords and tag clouds.
Researching “surprises” (i.e. Wild Cards) and “seeds of change” (i.e. Weak Signals) is an extremely challenging
endeavour but a fascinating and rewarding one. During the project the general reception of the innovation, foresight
and horizon scanning communities was extremely encouraging and this is reflected in the high levels of participation,
which, at the time of writing is around 1,500 members (15 October 2011) and counting 75 countries. As a result of
the enthusiasm we were overwhelmed with a huge amount of original contributions relevant to science, technology
and innovation policy in Europe and around the world. The issues revealed in this report and contained within the
iKnow community database were generated with the support of several face-to-face and web-based activities.
Overall, the study of Wild Cards and Weak Signals (WI-WE) helped us gain knowledge and understanding
about emerging and future issues in a wide range of thematic areas. The areas include: Health; Agro-food and
biotechnology; Information and Communication Technologies; Nanotechnology and materials; Energy; Environment;
Transport; Social Sciences and Humanities; Space; and Security. Given the scope and limited resources of the
project (particularly time) we needed to be selective; 120 WI-WE issues were rigorously analysed but this is just a
small sample (10%) of the total number of issues generated by the project.
Nevertheless this number was sufficient to demonstrate effectively the many product and process benefits of iKnow.
The product benefits of the research agenda are represented with over a thousand codified outputs that are useful
for follow-up action. These include: 1000+ WI-WE issues and the various projects reports with policy and research
recommendations. In addition, the TD agenda generated seven technological outputs or systems, namely: iBank (to
characterise and store WI-WE issues), iScan (to monitor and search WI-WE issues), iDelphi (to assess and prioritise
WI-WE issues), iLibrary (to share innovation and FHS documents), iCommunity (to engage and network innovation
and FHS people), iNews (to feature key contributions to iKnow’s FHS systems) and iOracle (to map FHS practices,
players and outcomes – in collaboration with the mapping activities of the European Foresight Platform). With regards
to the process benefits, iKnow has provided a forum for the involvement and participation of 1,000+ stakeholders
from Europe, 200+ from South America, 100+ from Asia, 100+ from North America, and 10+ from Oceania and
Africa. The participatory and strategic dialogue space provided by the iKnow system has aided communication,
networking and collaboration across organisational and geographical boundaries that would otherwise have been
very difficult to bridge.
We hope that this report will encourage you to join the iKnow Community and we invite you to contribute to and
make use of the resources available online at: www.iknowfutures.eu.
Rafael Popper
Director of iKnow
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SECTION 1 - written by Rafael Popper

1. Introduction to iKnow
1

and the Interviews Report

iKnow is one of six Blue Sky foresight research projects funded by the European Commission’s Seventh Framework
Programme for Research and Technology Development (FP7) under the Socio-economic Sciences and Humanities
(SSH) theme. The project is aimed at interconnecting Knowledge on issues and developments potentially shaking or
shaping the future of science, technology and innovation (STI) in Europe and the world.
There is a general consensus that the kinds of issues addressed by iKnow have often remained out of the “policy
radar” and so far have received little attention in forward-looking activities: the identification and analysis of Wild
Cards and Weak Signals (WI-WE) and their effects on European and national science, technology and innovation (STI)
policy. Wild Cards are the kind of issues that can potentially shake our future; Weak Signals relate to issues that are
currently shaping it.
• Wild Cards are high impact and low perceived probability events (e.g. unexpected systems failures or sudden
transformations resulting from breakthrough or incremental innovations). Wild Cards are often presented as
negative events, such as the 2001 terrorist attacks in the United States or the 2011 Fukushima nuclear disaster.
However, they can also be positive such as the discovery of penicillin by Fleming and, more recently, the “failed
treatment” for angina that led to unexpected side effects of the now worldwide-commercialised Viagra.
• Weak Signals are ambiguous events, often referred to as “seeds of change”, providing advance intelligence or
“hints” about potentially important futures, including Wild Cards, challenges and opportunities. Weak Signals lie
in the eye of the beholder and are generally influenced by the mental frameworks and subjective interpretations
of individuals with limited information about emerging trends, developments or issues in a particular time and
context. Their “weakness” is directly proportional to levels of uncertainty about their interpretations, importance and
implications in the short-medium-to-long-term. Thus, Weak Signals are unclear observables warning us about the
possibility of future “game changing” events.
Overall, iKnow has two interconnected objectives:
• To develop and pilot conceptual and methodological frameworks to identify and analyse Wild Cards and Weak
Signals (WI-WE); and
• To assess the implications and impact of selected WI-WE on, science, technology and innovation (STI) and key
dimensions of the European Research Area (ERA).
To do so, iKnow has used Foresight and Horizon Scanning (FHS) approaches to support the research and
technology development (RTD) agenda associated with each objective.
• Foresight is a systematic, participatory, prospective and policy-oriented process which, with the support of
environmental and horizon scanning approaches, is aimed to actively engage key stakeholders into a wide range of
activities “anticipating, recommending and transforming” (ART) “technological, economic, environmental, political,
social and ethical” (TEEPSE) futures.
• Horizon Scanning (HS) is a structured and continuous activity aimed to “monitor, analyse and position” (MAP)
“frontier issues” that are relevant for policy, research and strategic agendas. The types of issues mapped by HS
include new/emerging: trends, policies, practices, stakeholders, services, products, technologies, behaviours,
attitudes, “surprises” (Wild Cards) and “seeds of change” (Weak Signals).
This interview report provides a fascinating compendium of insights from 66 experts on STI, ERA and
FHS issues. Section 2 provides an overview of the nature of WI-WE issues discussed in the interviews.
Section 3 discusses methodological aspects raised in the interviews and draws lessons for future research.
Finally, Section 4 includes all interviews conducted by each member of the iKnow’s research team
(in alphabetical order).
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SECTION 2 - written by Rafael Popper and Ivan Montenegro Perini

2. The nature of WI-WE issues
2
raised in the 66 iKnow
interviews

The iKnow project team conducted 66 interviews with experts in various fields of science, technology and innovation.
Some of these experts were selected because of their interest in issues shaping the European Research Area. We
also included foresight and horizon scanning) practitioners in order to capture WI-WE issues associated to ongoing or
recently completed forward-looking activities.
Overall, the use of interviews in WI-WE analysis proved to be a rather powerful tool to capture emerging issues
(primarily concerns) that tend to remain off the STI “policy radar”. Some of these issues include Weak Signals such
as: organised environment conscious groups promoting a new kind of “Eco religion”; situations whereby the Chinese
government in Beijing indicts several members of the Shanghai government, reflecting rivalries; increasing number of
policies being implemented at regional level amid social tensions; increasing number of studies about the threats that
droughts and climate change pose to the world’s major agricultural players; recent gains in electoral or population
share by extreme groups or breakouts of violent incidents; higher frequency of cyber attacks; serious reduction in
support of research and development, particularly for the biological and molecular technologies in some countries;
stronger and more organised groups advocating for a shift towards post-material values; and, at the national level,
the loss of the overseas student market which threatens the future existence of several UK universities.
The interviews were even more effective for the identification of Wild Cards, for example: abrupt defragmentation
within the European Commission; sudden decline of male fertility in the West seriously affecting birth rates; a drastic
global reversal to protectionism; unexpected relocalisation of tourism because of geo-political instability, cost and
environmental concerns; vegetarianism becoming widespread worldwide, with huge impact on the food industry
and economic implications; potential break-up of China into independent provincial governments; a young people’s
revolutions against the established system; and “successful” and active manipulation to control the atmosphere/
weather; among others.

11

Overall, more than 400 WI-WE issues were identified in the 66 interviews. Of these, 60% are wild cards and
nearly 40% weak signals. This ratio is very similar to the results from the use of other methods (e.g. web-based
crowdsourcing, workshops and surveys), thus indicating a relatively higher preference to focus on potential
“surprises” rather than the underlying “observables” or weak signals hinting about their occurrence in the future.
Figure 1: Proportion of WI-WE issues resulting from the 66 iKnow interviews
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Wild Card
Wild Card
Weak Signal
Around half of the WI-WE issues discussed by the interviewees were considered “mixed” in terms of their desirability,
e.g. immigration trends. On the one hand, there are obvious scientific and economic benefits of a more flexible and
mobile labour market. On the other hand, immigration can have serious implications in STI systems if it leads to an
uncontrolled brain drain or social tensions, for example. New developments in nanotechnology and biotechnology
38% to antagonistic views about the way forward in a particular research
Weak
Signal
have also
mixed
interpretations, which often lead
or application area. The second half of issues are dominated by undesirable/negative ones (around 35%) and near
15% were positive ones. In some interviews we have explicitly asked interviewees to think about positive future
developments and the results show that our mindsets seem to be “configured” so as to focus on threats rather than
0
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
opportunities.
62%

Figure 2: Desirability if WI-WE issues raised in the interviews
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In order to get the “Big Picture” of the interview results we have81%
analysed the 400+ WI-WE issues in terms of their:
Wild Card
Social
77%
• typology using the TEEPSE framework (Technological, Economic,
Environmental, Political, Social and Ethical);
Weak Signal
64%
Economic (taking into account the specific research
• thematic relevance
interests of the EC Framework Programme Seventh,
68%
namely: Health, Agro-Food and Biotechnology,
49%Information and Communication Technologies, Nanotechnology,
Politcal Transport, Socio-economic
Energy, Environment,
50% Science and Humanities, Space, Security, Nuclear and
Capacities); and
30%
Technological
40%
• geographical relevance (Global, European, National and Sub-national).
35%
Environmental
With regards
to the typology of issues28%
raised, the social (around 80%) and economic (around 65%) dimensions are
the most commonly addressed. Taking
25% into account the current socio-economic challenges that Europe and the
20%
world are facing Ethical
as a result of the recent
financial crisis and its impacts in budget cuts, we are not surprised to see
0 these topics.
20
40political60
80
100
growing concerns about
The
and technological
dimensions were moderately addressed with
around 50% and 40% WI-WE issues drawing attention to these, respectively. Finally, and consistent with the apparent
dominance of technocratic values in Europe, we find Environmental (30%) and Ethical (25%) dimensions being the
least considered aspects of the issues (see Figure 3).
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Figure 4 shows the analysis of the interviews50%
in terms of their thematic relevance. It also confirms the results of
Card (SSH) and Environment
30%
the TEEPSE
analysis
(above),
i.e.
issues
about
Socio-economic
humanities
63% sciences andWild
Technological
40%
SSH
65% themes, we see
represent 65% and 30%, respectively. With regards to the other
around
Weak
Signal25% of issues on ICT,
35%10% on Security (dominated by Wild Cards), followed by Agro-Food,
20%Environmental
on Health and Capacities, around
30%
28%
EnvironmentEnergy, Transport, Nuclear
Nanotechnology,
and Space. When we compare these figures with the thematic
28%
25%
Ethical
representation
of WI-WE issues
generated
via workshops, web-based crowdsourcing, environmental scanning and
26%
20%
ICT
documentary analysis
5), 40
we find that,
writing, ICT and SSH issues tend to prevail, followed
0 (see Figure
20 20%
60 at the80time of 100
closely by Health, Environment and23%
Nanotech (see iScan at www.iknowfutures.eu).
Health
18%
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Figure 4: Thematic relevance of 18%
WI-WE issues raised in the iKnow interviews
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63%
65%

SSH

Figure 5: Top 5 thematic areas addressed
30% by WI-WE issues in the iBank
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Finally, Figure 6 the geographical relevance of WI-WE issues raised in the iKnow interviews. Around 80% of the issues
4%
haveTransport
global relevance thus making the interviews an interesting read for policy, business and research actors around
3%
the world. Some 50% of WI-WE issues have particular national relevance. Here we should mention that the actual
national
relevance3%
of issues is much higher but we decided to determine it by the actual number of wild card and
Nuclear
0%
weak signals explicitly
mentioning one or more countries. Following a similar approach, we see around 35% of WI0%
WE issues
being0%
particularly relevant at the European level and around 12% at the Sub-national level.
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3. Key highlights from
3

the iKnow Interviews

The foresight methodology developed and used in the iKnow project is unique in its emphasis on Wild Cards (WI) and
Weak Signals (WE). The iKnow methodology has evolved incrementally since the early phases of the project and is
continually renewed and refined. One of the methods used in the second half of the project involved the organisation
of experts interviews aimed to critically reflect upon the overall WI-WE methodology and to identify ways for
improvement. All in all the iKnow team conducted 66 interviews mainly with experts from the countries of the partner
organisations, which offer a rich source of ideas on WI-WE issues and further methodological developments.
Most of the participating experts considered the concepts of Wild Cards and Weak Signals as useful tools to map
(monitor, analyse and position) novel research and innovation topics. In some countries like the Czech Republic, the
WI-WE approach was utilised for the first time and with great success. Participants argued that it provides a clear
structure to think about different issues and is an excellent tool for experts with technical as well as social scientific
background to communicate. The WI-WE technique was considered to be important for both private and public
sectors as a tool in assessing the future risks and threats but also opportunities.
In addition, several methodological issues were raised during in the expert interviews, the most salient of which we
will be briefly discuss here.
• The definition of Wild Cards and Weak Signals
• The methods used to identify WI-WE
• The ways to impact decision-makers.

3.1.

15

What are Wild Cards and Weak Signals and how are they related?

The iKnow project centres on several key concepts, chief among them Wild Cards and Weak Signals and the
relationship between the two, both of them were subject of debate among team members. The majority of experts
were rather comfortable with the definition of Wild Cards and Weak Signals used by the iKnow team. They agreed on
the need for “a short, simple definition, which is not contaminated with jargon”. While some experts did not pay much
attention to issues of “terminology” and were rather interested in “content”, others discussed the issue in greater
depth. Since there are several different understandings of these terms and the link between them it seems to be
useful to provide here an overview of the various meanings and to discuss them.
The iKnow notion of a Wild Card – a high impact and low perceived probability event – was widely accepted by
experts. However, two issues came up several times in the conversations:
• on the one hand, not all interviewees agreed that a WI necessarily has to be surprising. As one expert put it “…
large meteor hitting the earth could be considered a wild card, but this is not really a surprising event”. Therefore in
iKnow we have focused our attention on the levels of uncertainty around these issues. These interlocutors stressed
that a high impact also depends on vulnerability and resilience of a system rather than only the surprise aspect of
an even. Nevertheless, the fact that some events can ‘hit’ us unexpectedly contributes to the notion of wild cards
as have “negative” impact as we are sometimes forced to adjust our priorities in order to adapt ourselves to new
environmental conditions.
• on the other hand, despite the iKnow team’s emphasis that Wild Cards could be positive or negative, the latter
notion clearly dominates the thinking and discussion (see Figure 2 in Section 2). Risk aversion is still the main
reason to engage in foresight work in general and to generate WI-WEs in particular. The approach is still less often
used to identify opportunities and seek out possibilities for business, alliances, and collaborations in the future.
Compared to ‘Wild Card’ the meaning of ‘Weak Signal’ is much more varied. The iKnow team worked with the
Weak Signals definition presented in Section 1 (above), but the interviews revealed several different uses.
Some interviewees tend to use the terms Weak Signals and Wild Cards interchangeably, albeit with Weak Signals
being more difficult to detect, more hidden, or much less developed than a Wild Card. In this case a Weak Signal
is considered as the “embryonic” or “early stage” of a Wild Card or a “Wild Card in the making”. One issue that has
been raised with this understanding is the question of when does a Weak Signal “turn into” a Wild Card, a question
that cannot be satisfactorily answered if the term is used in this way.
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Another meaning of Weak Signals, reflected in the interviews, is that of a Weak Signal is a pointer for something else,
e.g. for a Wild Card or for a trend leading to a Wild Card or any other phenomenon. A Weak Signal indicates that a
Wild Card might be “played out” (with devastating or promising effects). In this case Weak Signals can be linked to a
Wild Card, to its root cause or to a trend leading to the Wild Card. Hence, we could speak of a Weak Signal as the
peeping tone of the “Geiger counter” that indicates the presence of radioactivity and that becomes louder and faster
the higher the dose of radioactivity that is measured.
There are two major challenges if the “Weak Signals” concept is used in the latter way:
• The first is that Weak Signals are based on interpretations by the observer. Thus, the same signal may be
senseless in the eyes of someone else.
• The second challenge is that the link to Wild Cards (or trends leading to the Wild Cards or the relation to any other
phenomena) needs to be constructed by giving meaning to the signal.
Both aspects are related to each other. Establishing a link requires conceptual clarity and to provide some form of
account, be it in form of a “causal relationship”, a “motivation to take an action” or any other form of making sense of
natural and social phenomena. This account will need to be convincing to others, i.e. it will need to be interubjectively
shared should political (or any other form of collective) action be taken. Some sort of agreement about what the
signal means needs to be established and re-established, as the link between Wild Cards and Weak Signals might
change over time. Given these considerations it is not surprising that the ability to ‘see’ a Weak Signal is heavily
influence by the mindsets or mental frameworks of the observers and many experts stressed the need for social
interaction when discussing how to best “identify” WI-WE issues.

3.2.
16

How can WI-WE best be identified?

Another topic that was discussed throughout the iKnow project concerns the ways of how to best identify Wild
Cards and Weak Signals. Analytically the process is often divided into two steps: the scanning or identification of Wild
Cards and Weak Signals and making sense of them, as to ensure relevance for the organisation conducting a WI-WE
scanning.1 However, in practice the two steps are closely interrelated. The scanning of sources such as newspapers,
databases, or blogs does not yield a “neutral” result but is rather filtered by the analyst and the news provider. One
issue raised in this context concerns the “dynamics of the data sources themselves”. For scanning news sites, for
example, having background information on the orientation or criteria the editorial team are using for a story in the
first place, would be helpful, as they have already decided what constitute an interesting ”issue”.
While the majority of interviewed experts agree that there is no “simple cookbook manual” that can be read and then
applied by any “20-year-old graduate in front of a computer”, they stress the need for experience (with the content
not so much the method) and for an interactive (participatory, inclusive) method ensuring diverse perspectives are
taken into account.
• The latter can be achieved by including participants with a wide variety of backgrounds and interests.
• Alternatively, for scanning wild cards, one could consider “public input by having an open forum with no
boundaries”; the iKnow website might provide such a forum in the future.
• Problems can also be addressed in several different fields i.e. not only in the domain were they originated or are
traditionally deal with. For example “energy- or climate-related questions consider more than economics or energy
technology, as they have implications for wellbeing and social aspects as well as the political sphere. The impacts
can be seen on primary, secondary and tertiary levels. The closer we are to the primary impacts, the easier is to
consider the impacts. The main thing here is to carry out interdisciplinary study of the impacts of the impacts of the
impacts.”
For the latter purpose brainstorming activities and workshops with various research groups in and outside the
organisation conducting the WI-WE scanning are a useful participatory method. In this context many experts
underlined that an experienced futures researcher or expert should guide the process in general and the
brainstorming sessions in particular. Such expert should have knowledge of individual issues as much as of the
systems that bind them together. Again the old adage comes to mind that foresight is more of an art or a craft than a
science. Expectations as to the results of foresight work are to be adapted accordingly; and so are standards for the
evaluation of foresight projects, no matter which methodology they are using.

In the words of one expert: In the end, you have got two important tasks... In the first instance, you discover the Wild Cards and Weak Signals.
Then you need to assess which are more likely than others.”

1

SECTION 3 - written by THOMAS TEICHLER

In addition to brainstorming sessions, the iKnow team used in-depth expert interviews to identify Wild Cards and
Weak Signals. Discussing WI-WE issues in detail with a wide range of experts proved to be a very useful method to
identify issues that remain usually undetected. In comparison to other methods, e.g. the workshops we conducted,
interviews allow probing the different aspects of a Wild Card or a Weak signal. However, the interviews did not only
enrich the Wild Cards and Weak Signals but also allowed us to critically reflect upon the methodology and to identify
ways for its future refinement.
For the future identification of Wild Cards and Weak Signals it might be useful to “mine content that professional
foresight practitioners and other people interested in the future are already producing” in the social media like
Facebook, Twitter or Delicious. By aggregating the material from these sources the interests of the futures
community can be analysed and might yield useful results. Moreover, different sets of WI-WE issues could be
assessed by different professional communities. They can be expected to give the Wild Cards different priorities
and by mapping the different views, we could “begin to sift out the things that are interesting mainly because of a
particular perspective or their relevance to one or more phases of the policy/strategy cycle (including policy/strategy
formulation, implementation and learning). Such an approach would improve the relevance of WI-WE results to
decision-makers.

3.3.

How can WI-WE analysis influence decision-making?

A third issue that was raised in the expert interviews concerns the question of impact on decision-making and policy–
shaping. On the basis of the Delphi results the iKnow team observed a pronounced gap between the importance
attributed to Wild Cards by experts and the preparedness of policy makers. Evidently, in general the preparedness
of decision makers to Wild Cards is very low (in many cases non-existent), even in cases where the importance of
the Wild Card and its impact on STI policy is judged to be high. How can the aforementioned gap between expert
judgement and policy-making be closed?
The interviews provide several insightful reactions to the question of how to raise the awareness of the WI-WE
approach among those who take decisions and shape policy. First, there is the fundamental issue of legitimacy.
What makes the claims to knowledge about the future from the foresight community more legitimate than those of
others? The answer can be given by pointing to the use of a rigorous, systematic and transparent methodology, one
that fulfils the criteria of science. However, a note of caution seems to be in order: experts stressed time and other
limitations in the identification of WI-WE by scientific method. While a systematic approach is most useful, ability and
experience are key for the work with Wild Cards and Weak Signals.
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This points back to the social dimension of the entire foresight enterprise, which has been addressed already in
the previous two sections: the need to give an account of why a Wild Card is “wild” and how it is linked to a “Weak
Signal” and the identification or rather “generation” of Wild Cards and Weak Signals is best done in a participatory
manner. The situation for the foresight practitioner is, in the words of one interviewee, one in which s/he sees a Wild
Card and its links to one or more Weak Signals, as having a particular model in mind and giving credence that this is
a Weak Signal for the Wild Card. Presumably, the way the logic goes, everyone else would miss the weak signal but
the practitioner would see it because of her/his mental model.
Consequently, as another expert put it, part of what foresight and horizon scanning practitioners do, (just like product
designers or successful entrepreneurs), involves moving knowledge across borders or between communities who
normally do not talk to each other. In so doing, foresighters generate a certain amount of surprise. Many of these
Wild Cards presented to clients are “wild” because they are phenomena observed somewhere else that clients are
unaware of. And clients recognise the value to this sort of “out-of-the-box” thinking.
In other words, having an impact requires an intense engagement between foresight practitioners and policy-makers.
The engagement would be about perspectives of how to see certain WI-WE issues and what importance to assign
to them; about what is signaled by Weak Signals and how urgent possible action is. It would be an engagement of
collaborative construction of a problem view. To account for these aspects, more conceptual works seems to be
required, which could account for the importance of factors such as mental frameworks, the role of interpretations or
the communicative processes that are a pre-requisite for collective action, be they in a political, social or
business environment.
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Elina Hiltunen
Finland
What’s Next Consulting
Elina Hiltunen has succesfully defended her PhD thesis named: Weak Signals in Organizational Futures Learning at Aalto
University, school of Economics (faculty of organization and management), 22nd June, 2010. In her thesis the concept
“organizational futures learning”, was developed and Elina examined the use of Weak Signals (and other futures’ information)
in the organizational learning process.

Which of the six ERA dimensions do you find important
for future research in Europe?

20

(On a scale of 1-7, where 7 = extremely important, and 1= not
important at all.)
• Very important (7) = Sharing knowledge (notably between
research and industry; AND open up the world to facilitate
international co-operation in science and technology
• Important (5) = Developing world-class research infrastructures
• Not very important (3) = Realising a single labour market for
researchers; AND Optimistic research programmes and priorities
• Not important (2) = Strengthening research institutions

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years?
•
•
•
•
•

(WI) EU collapses
(WI) World war
(WI) Terrorist attack on EU capital, such as Brussels
(WI) Rise of anti-science attitudes, through e.g. religion
(WI) Invention of “Babel Fish” (science fiction author Douglas
Adam’s notion of a universal translator that would be able to
translate any language into another).
• (WE) Invention of everyday application of thought interfaces

As you mentioned more than one WI and WE, could you
describe any causal relationship between them or how
a wild scenario could be born?
EU collapses: a few new hotbeds of crisis emerge, and resistance
against the EU grows; or it becomes evident that EU funds are being
used for some undesired ends.
Or the Babel Fish – which, in a sense, is already upon us. The the
Google translator is an example of this type of invention. However,
when translating becomes flawless, research will become more
efficient!

What will be the dramatic impact of the wild cards you
mentioned, and how should it be addressed by future
research? In which field?
Future research should be in fields related to social science, political
science, Foresight research and consumer research.

What are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realization) of the
wild cards that you mentioned?
There were several and global wild cards, but generally speaking,
the growth of elements causing restlessness among different groups
of people could indicate the future challenges of the EU.

Looking ahead to the future of European research –
which of the WI/ WE that you mentioned should be
given top priority in EU research?
First and foremost, care should be taken care to keep the EU united;
and then to observe the weak signals, signs or obstacles indicating
the challenges to its existence.

Do you prefer other definitions of wild card and
weak signals? If these concepts are ambiguous in
your opinion, how could they be clarified and better
defined?
First and foremost, we should be perceptive on the relationship
between “what people (media, politicians, researchers etc.) are
saying“, and “what is actually happening”. I have written about this
in i.a. Futures and TSe publications, and e.g. an article in Journal of
Futures Studies, “Was It a wild card or just our blindness to gradual
change?” (http://www.jfs.tku.edu.tw/11-2/4wildcard-hiltunen.pdf),
which concentrates on dividing changes into two categories: 1)
wild cards and 2) gradual changes. The problem is that these [wild
cards and weak signals] are often confusingly used as synonyms.
Furthermore, they are not referred to equally and there are
several different interpretations. Weak signals are also referred as
“emerging issues” or “early warning signs”, yet I would look at them
just as means of anticipating future wild cards, and classify them
more through emerging issues/weak signals – division.
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What are the best methods to identify WI-WEs?
In academic literature the use of wild cards and weak signals
is widely discussed, for example in Mendonça & al. article in
Futures (36: 201-218) or the book Peripehrical Vision by Hines &
al. (eds.). Also, in Finland, useful tools to identify wild cards and
weak signals are “Trendwiki” and “Strategy signals”. Trendwiki is a
tool in which an entire organization collects weak signals by using
the crowdsourcing principle. Another good tool for this is horizon
scanning, which in my opinion is an exemplary method.

Would you like to add something that e.g. you haven’t
yet had a chance to share?
According to my thinking, weak signals and wild cards are noticed
and forgotten quite fast, and thus they should be recorded
immediately, when they appear. That is why I created the initial idea
for the Trendwiki service with Data Rangers Ltd.
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Terhi LATVALA
Finland
MTT, Agrifood Research Finland
Terhi Latvala is currently working at the MTT, Agrifood Research Finland, as a Principal Research Scientist. She received
her PhD in Agricultural Economics concerning “Information, risk and trust in the food chain: Ex-ante valuation of consumer
willingness to pay for beef quality information using the contingent valuation method”. Her expertise in the field of
research covers consumer-orientated food chain, interaction of producers and consumers in the food chain, and quality and
responsibility issues in food chain. Previously she has worked as a Agricultural Economist for Pellervo economic research
institute. Currently she is a member of several boards and associations including: Editorial Review Board of the Journal of
International Food & Agribusiness Marketing, Nordic Association of Agricultural Scientists (NJF) and European Association of
Agricultural Economists (EAAE).

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years?
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The food and agriculture industry is moving forwards rather slowly.
Rapid change occurs very rarely and sudden and immediate
significant “shock waves” are not typical. On the other hand,
however, the changes can still be surprising.
Perhaps this is more of a weak signal, but I’d see population
growth and the concomitant increasing food consumption as a
wild card. The wild card here is the transition from the old state of
overproduction to a situation where all land fields are in use, but
the demand for food continues to grow. In a sense, it is a “slow wild
card” that is developing little by little. Although progress towards this
situation may seem slow, I would consider it a potential scenario
within the next 20 years. Or at least, even if not fully realized, the
influences will be recognizable.
Another negative wild card would be some sort of disease
transmitted from foodstuff to humans. This could happen very fast
and suddenly. There have been several signals for this type of wild
card, but it would be major, if the disease were transmitted through
something we eat.
Another slightly more complicated wild card would be that market
price volatility, e.g. in food prices, will either increase or remain as a
permanent phenomenon.
Technological innovations are always respectable wild cards. A
true wild card would be such an innovation that would make the
entire food chain function in a transparent way. In other words,
technological improvements that would truly make the food chain
transparent (from, inter alia, farmer to manufacturer to trader to
customer). This would have to be realized globally, as today no
nation is able to provide such “system of total transparency” by itself
and still maintain profitable trade.
• End of arable land
• Infectious disease transmitted through (animal-based) foodstuff
to humans
• Constancy of price volatility in food market
• System of total transparency

What will be the dramatic impact of the wild cards you
mentioned, and how it should be addressed by future
research; in which field?
A system to improve the transparency of the food chain would
influence markets in several ways. At the moment the markets
function on the basis of prices, or low prices. Broadly, this sort
of a wild card would impact on the food manufacturing process.
For instance, there would be emphasis on responsibility. If we are
genuinely able to create a market where information on the qualities
of products (food stuff in this case) is clear and available at point of
purchase, people can choose products on the basis of certain quality
criteria. We already have systems such as EAN codes, which collect
information to different data banks. But the technological innovation
required for transparency which is still lacking is a different kind of
system that could work with different kinds of databases.
The wild card concerning the end of arable land and global demand
for food would change the agriculture and food industry particularly,
as well as the appreciation of the field. Although it cannot yet be
seen to be happening, it is not necessarily only a negative wild card;
it also gives hope for the agriculture and food industry. It would also
be significant in Finland, where there is plenty of arable land, which
is not cultivated because it is not profitable enough. It would mean
a stronger transition to global markets instead of functioning locally
and regionally.
The permanent food price volatility in the future would mean that,
without a proper system or safety net for countries that cannot
afford to buy food in periods of high prices, the consequences
could be severe, particularly for the poor, increasing inequality
and famines.
The most important themes for current and EU research are
definitely price volatility and transparency. This would require
research work in multiple fields. For instance, we already have
a very fast alarm system for tracking the development of animal
diseases, which functions globally. However, if we consider price and
quality, we require more research in technology to create a proper
application for sharing information. This would require the efficient
composition of a quality system. Price volatility and improving
transparency can equally be seen as an improvement of quality. This
would also require more openness and better statistics. On the other
hand, immaterial rights are an issue – who owns and is allowed to
use the information.
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In addition, the food price volatility situation and the other scenarios
would need serious changes in policies.
On the other hand, if we think of the increase in global demand for
foodstuff and population growth, instead of only trying to improve
cultivated plants and increasing production, we could focus on
improving biomass and some minor flaws developed in the food
industry. So, I would emphasize research on improving transparency
and supporting technological solutions as well as consumer
information and immaterial rights (i.e. what information, to whom,
and who is allowed to own, give and use the information).

What are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realization) of the
wild cards that you mentioned?
We already have already seen examples of price volatility, but its
future consistency is the wild card here. First, the proper weak
signal to indicate this sort of development was the peak in [food]
prices. Basically, this is a symptom of development; when global
demand is growing, stockpiles are diminishing, which easily
influences prices. If the demand is much higher in 20 years’ time,
it is safe to assume that the effect on food prices will be the same.
There are several other weak signals indicating the continuous trend
of food price volatility.
One example is the grain price peak, which was due to several bad
crop seasons, and was also seen further down the whole chain as
increased prices of animal feed-stuff and increase in input and their
prices. In the grain markets, countries began to overreact to crop
forecasts, which made the market very fragile. When the prices
went up all the time, even the slightest changes influenced prices
strongly. All these small signals influenced the grain markets so
that the stockpiles of the major countries in agricultural business
continued to decline year by year,. There was a five-year period of
continuous decline, until eventually there was only enough grain
left for 54 days for the entire world. This meant that if land was
cultivated today, it would take 54 days to harvest the next crop.
This was the point at which countries began acting nervously. There
are probably five significantly large grain exporters in the world,
and if just one of them is having problems, it will rapidly become a
significant problem for global market prices.
Another signal here is the area transformed from food production to
bioenergy production. This is a huge deal, for example, in USA with
maize cropping, but in the EU bioenergy production is around 1.6%,
which does not greatly influence our markets. When times became
more critical, several exporting countries implemented embargoes
or export bans, or imposed a levy (as in Argentina), so that
farmers had to pay taxes on exported grain. Obviously, all of these
measures increased prices, while lowering food prices happened by
increasing production. So, at the moment it is possible to increase
production, because we have enough arable land. However, if food
prices continues to be as volatile, the effects will become harsher,
particularly for those countries that are not able to buy food when
the prices are high.
• peak in prices
• bad crop seasons
• increase in prices of animal feed-stuff
• increased cultivation of non-food crops
• national policies such as embargoes on exporting foodstuff

In the light of the previously mentioned weak signals, it is obvious
what the weak signals are for the “End of arable land” wild card:
basically all the weak signals I mentioned above. In addition, as I
also mentioned in the beginning, the future scenario here would
be that all the field “surplus” we currently have in the EU, because
of profitability, would be in use. So, if the surplus field will be in
use, this resource is long gone in the price volatility situation. It is
interesting to consider what would be the reaction [of countries,
particularly major exporters] in the 54 days point in this scenario.
Speaking of grain prices, the systems and policies already existed,
but when the prices rose, exporters began to implement embargoes.
In other words, they [exporters] began to change their policies,
which radically influenced world food prices.
• continuous growth of world population
• continuous and strong global demand for foodstuff
• overreaction to forecast for crops
• changes in policies
• continuous reductions in food stockpiles (of the major exporting
countries)
There has been a lot of discussion about transparency in the food
chain. I would say the most significant weak signal here is funding.
There are plenty of ongoing as well as starting research projects that
are trying to develop transparency in the food chain. For instance,
the very first project funded by the EU was called “Transparent
food”, which aimed to map the area of research that is needed
concerning this issue.
• debate on the methods needed
• funding
• ongoing and future research programmes on international and
national level
As mentioned, there have been several weak signals indicating,
the development of foodstuff-to-human transmitted diseases. For
instance, there has been bird flu or the latest epidemic, swine
influenza, where animals and humans suffered from the same
disease. Luckily, bird flu was not a disease transmitting from
foodstuff to humans. However, there was a case during the swine
influenza epidemic where pigs had caught the disease from
humans, so it was not only an animal-to-human but also a humanto-animal transmitted disease. All these indicate the possibility of
this wild card.
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You mentioned more than one wild card or weak
signal, can you identify any causal relationships
between them?
The peak in prices signal and the transparency card in particular
have already caused discussion even at the political level, since the
food chain is argued to be transparent also as to prices. This was
due to the development whereby the end product prices finally came
down; the input prices were still high.
The card concerning the ‘End of arable land’ is also closely
connected with food price volatility. In the end, all of these wild cards
and weak signals seem to be connected by information. In other
words, each weak signal indicates that there is an insufficiency
in the information chain, in terms of who shares the information
and how. For example, the wild card concerning food consumption
and arable land would require follow-up systems to monitor and
foresee the storage needs. Perhaps the common factor here is chain
information; if it can be improved, so that it functions better and
more transparently, it immediately influences other factors as well.

What is your opinion on the concept of wild cards
and weak signals? What methods/processes for their
identification do you consider the most suitable?
24

The concepts “wild cards” and “weak signals” in my opinion as a
researcher [not a foresight specialist] are good, but in the end their
interpretation and its subjectivity should be more clearly discussed.
For example, are wild cards always sudden or could they be in
slow motion but eventually account for significant changes? I also
wondered about the word “weak”, as I am not sure whether it is the
best word to describe the concept “weak signal”.
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Kalevi Mäkinen
Finland
Kallugroup Oy
Kalevi Mäkinen has broad academic and professional history from the security field. He is holding Ph.D. and master’s degrees
in Military Science and Arts. In addition, he has among others, Military Officer’s Certificate, Master of Security and other
certificates in the field of crises management (in the EU). He has worked for the Finnish Ministry of Defence, G4S, Finnish
National Defence University, and Military Academy. Currently he is working in Kallugroup Oy as a Director, and his current
work involves corporate security and policy consultancy including due diligence support and assist to clients with the
development and implementation of business continuity plans, security strategies and risk management policies among other
things.

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years?
I don’t quite agree with the concepts of wild card and weak signals.
I approach this issue through risks and threats, which have lot
of interfaces between wild cards and weak signals. The content
of risks, particularly within the enterprise management concept,
includes a description that involves both wild cards and weak
signals. Ontologically these concepts overlap, and different fields
examine these concepts with different terms.

Please explain further how you understand the
concepts or what the immediate differences are
between the definitions used in futures research.
My criticism about futures research is that security is not defined
properly. The concept of security has several definitions and different
research projects have modelled the concept. Usually, the concept is
looked at first through historical aspects, then the present day and
then future prospects. When we talk about security, and wild cards
and weak signals related to it, I include these two in the concept
of strategic security, which includes, for example, unexpectedness.
Unexpectedness means that, methodologically, the capability and
means to be prepared for it on an operative level are of a different
type. For example, I am currently working in different organisations,
analysing and auditing them and developing training programmes
for them. We prepare for different wild cards, which the organisation
is not even aware of. Despite that, the organisation is able to
prepare for them. Methodologically there are different elements of,
for example, how a crisis should be managed. Within wild cards and
weak signals, we cover only a very small percentage of security,
which makes me doubt how fruitful it is to consider concepts that
are this narrow.
The problem is to examine things as an individual. So, when we
speak about modelling from security through the perspective of
individual, organisation and region: geographical, global, and begin
to examine it this way, it answers to so-called “new threats”, and
answers better to the definition than traditional security definition.
So, what is a weak signal in this context in the future, I think, is our
lack of common understanding about these issues.
To some extent, I prioritise security, but most people do not consider
security of such value. They think of security guards, and connect
security to negative aspects. But risks or threats can be positive as
well as negative, depending on your point of view. The core issue for
the future is flow of information.

An example is the Finnish security authorities, which publicly
appear to be functioning well, but which in reality are narrow in
outlook, and do not even have a dialogue with each other. In one
organisation there are different types of security chiefs – chief of
security, chief of rescue services, industrial safety officer, etc.– who
all work on different aspects of the organisation and never interact
with each other. However, security should be seen as one factor
in the development of an organisation, regardless of whether the
organisation is the UN, or NATO, or the EU. Security should be
included in the structures and operations models, which would
mean the weak signals would be tackled in such a way that the
organisation was workable in all conditions. Security would not
be an intrinsic value, but written into all functions, in the same
way that it is part of the payment system or the food industry, for
example. When security is a value, it will be included in all aspects
of developing the organisation. I observe a kind of narrow thinking
about one type of risk and threat. The inability to get out of these
mindsets, and practise fair openness, for example, between the
Finnish authorities, is a weak signal, which can also be seen
internationally. Iraq was not attacked, because it had nuclear
weapons, but for other reasons; security was used a politicised tool
in this case.
One threat is that security continues to be a politicised tool used in
the pursuit of selfish causes. The weak signal here is a (global) lack
of common sense, which means that we utilise concepts and issues
wrongly, and do not openly co-operate. This also affects tolerance, if
our focus continues to be an individual-centred view. Human dignity
and equality have a different significance in different cultures.
If we began to discuss banning the burkha in Finland, we would be
on the wrong track completely. From the Islamic point of view, it has
a different meaning, which we may not understand. The problem
is that we always seem to consider our own point of view to be the
only right one. We do not understand that people from
other cultures are thinking as well, and they have their own logic.
There are many contradictions between these issues.
The wild card here would be the clash between different groups,
due to a lack of understanding or will to understand and cooperate
with each other, and the weak signals to this potential wild card are
seen in the above-mentioned ways. The clash could take the form
of national revolt. In China, for example, people are beginning to rise
up against the authorities. The differentiation here is that, although
this lack of common sense may be seen as a weak signal, I see it a
threat.
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The problem of defining wild cards is that I do not define or classify
things that way. I try to approach things from another perspective.
I do not try to tackle threats by defining them; I do not even try to
tackle any threats. I would approach this issue differently, by aiming
to manage the operational process of, for example, the organisation.
I try to make sure the operational culture is secure when some
undesired event takes place. This event could be war, running out of
oil or electricity, an epidemic, or it could be something unimaginable.
At this point I do not even define all the wild cards, but begin to
develop and analyse an organisation – the methods, policies and
procedures – and look for weak signals from there. These weak
signals are then put together in a new way and thus are made to
look like a wild card. It is then possible to interfere in the process
that may develop things towards the wild card. But I do not begin
to define or list wild cards this way. My military training is based on
this way of thinking – first defining the threats and then developing
a plan of action – but I use a different angle to approach wild cards.
I start looking for wild cards from the actions of individuals and
organisations; by analysing these I get the idea of the potential weak
signals and wild cards. I aim to develop the organisation so that it
is able to functon, whatever the wild card is. This approach involves
crisis management and continuity planning. I find it impossible to
give you any wild cards, because to me wild cards can be anything.
I do not begin to define weak signals or wild cards, but start with
identifying the values of an individual or organisation. Values reveal
the most about culture, which is at the core of what I do, as culture
is space-, time- and environment-bound. The other core issue is
mission: what is the mission and vision of the organisation, country,
etc?
The other question is: what could be defined as a wild card? Is
terrorism a wild card? There is nothing really new about it. The
weak signal is our failure to understand that terrorist incidents have
already happened several times over the past few centuries. The
9/11 terrorist attacks were anticipated; only the exact date and time
were missing. The idea that attacking some central business centre
in USA is a wild card is absurd. They had actually prepared for it; it
was a recurrent incident locally and globally. The terrorist attack was
a threat, and the probability that it would happen was small, but it
would have had significant consequences. There were small signals
that were not understood and thus they were not able to prepare
for it and the attack happened. These are weak signals. There were
critical mistakes made in the process, and paying more attention to
developing the procedures would have been enough to prevent this
from happening. If this was a wild card, then any terrorist attack,
break-up of an oil pipeline, storms and so on, could be wild cards.
So, what is so wild about them? Which one of these did we not
know to exist, so that we could not be prepared for them? Each
one these would change the course of events locally and globally. It
seems wild card is just a new term created on top of old issues.

How would you improve the quality of weak signals or
wild cards? Or, more broadly, what would you add to
the current future research?
I recently attended a conference on future security. What bothered
me most was that security as a concept in the present day was not
examined further. The focus was on the theory of human security,
which is theoryin the last 30 years. The conference begun and
ended with an attempt to define it, with no further examination.
For instance, critical security, strategic security, both more recent
products, were not dealt with. More defined terminological
aspects concerning the individual-based viewpoint, and different
procedures and processes need to be set up. There is plenty of
research in Finland and globally that defines this, and there are
plenty of approaches to examine security, one one being to look at
what security is in the future. However, defining this in the future
context does not begin by defining wild cards or weak signals and
then knowing what will happen. It begins with the preparedness of
an individual to act in a changing environment, and then how an
organisation is preparing for changes and how it reacts to them to
enable it to continue to function. For instance, the terrorist attack
is only a one factor that perhaps may change some practices or
policies, but if policies and practices always change through crises
that we are unable to anticipate, what is the new aspect here?.
On the other hand, what I like about the idea is that we can examine
these issues through different scientific fields and approaches.
However, it would more important to examine how wild cards and
weak signals should or could be understood. I would also like to see
a real, creative discourse between policy makers and scientists. For
example in Finland we may develop a new strategy for the future of
Finland, but there is no scientific research behind, it and thus it is a
political decision with a certain agenda.

In terms of the impacts of the wild cards and weak
signals or risks and threats that you highlight, how
do think these issues should be addressed by future
research and in which field particularly?
We need an interdisciplinary approach, in all fields, as these issues
cannot be separated and classified as belonging to only one field
that could best solve them. For example, problems concerning
immigration could be avoided by adopting different, functional
procedures, such as implementation of a proper immigration policy,
socialisation of immigrants – the systems need to be taken care of.
Currently the systems do not work, e.g. they cause criminal activity.
The fact that immigrants are not openly received in this society is
a weak signal. If you approach this issue through the procedures,
there is a broad range of fields that should be involved. For example,
we should find the right procedures and processes to create a more
open society and decrease the lack of understanding within these
processes that now are undermining the system.
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Jukka Paatero
Finland
Aalto University School of Science and Technology
Jukka Paatero is currently working as Senior lecturer and research scientist at the Department of Energy Technology in
Aalto University School of Science and Technology. He is holding a doctorate in Science (Technology), and his main expertise
focuses on distributed energy systems, and particularly questions concerning integration of large-scale solar power,
electricity, small wind or wind power production into distribution network. In this context, Dr Paatero has studied energy
reserves and design of topologic power distribution network. Previously he has worked as a researcher and coordinator within
several projects concerning energy economics and energy systems.

Which of the six ERA dimension you find important for
the future research in Europe?
I consider the most important the development of ”Optimistic
research institutions”. I’m not sure, whether this is also true at
the EU level, but particularly in Finland this area is rather tenuous.
Basically, the Academy of Finland [research funding agency] is the
only institution that supports this area.

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years?
Basically, I have two types of ideas on wild cards. The other is
more closely connected to my own field of research, and the other
is more, let’s say general type that I have come across otherwise.
Perhaps, one of the technological based changes could be that cold
fusion proves to be an energy technology that is possible to apply
easily. This could for instance be a laser based concept.
Another wild card concerning energy technologies could be a
development of an easily farmed alga that could efficiently produce
hydrogen. In other words, this would require a development of an
alga that produces hydrogen through photosynthesis and thus
decomposes water in its process. Obviously, there are plenty of
other new potential energy sources, but these two appeals to me
the most.
Anyway, then another type of wild card, which on the other hand,
is also closely connected to energy, would be a radical change in
urban traffic systems. This could appear in several different forms,
from which one involves an innovation where electricity-based car
traffic forms coupled trains. In other words, the break through of
electric car also brings a new kind of innovation of city electric car
that would enable coupled traffic instead of having undergrounds or
trains. This type of structure would enable people to join the public
transport with their own units. In a sense, the first unit could be a
train or a wagon of some kind, but the rest following it are coupled
(private) units. This would definitely change the nature of urban
traffic radically.
• (Laser based concept of) Cold fusion proves to be an easily
applicable technology
• Invention of easily farmed alga
• Electricity based public transport system that is directly
integrated with private electric vehicle traffic

What will be the dramatic impact of the wild cards you
mentioned, and how it should be addressed by future
research; in which field?
Cold fusion as such would change energy production and its related
impacts. Firstly, it involves entirely new types of environmental
impacts. Combustion gasses, which are a huge problem itself, are
removed from the production of electricity. So, prices of electricity
would most likely fall radically. The nature of this type cold fusion
e.g. laser-based cold fusion would exist in very small units. This
means that we have a very small energy production unit, which is
considerably better and easier to duplicate and redeploy than for
example a fuel cell. Although it probably requires some sort of a
thermal power devise, which naturally increases its size. However, it
would still not be bigger than a shipping container, and still it would
essentially be rather modular. In any case, this would shake our
entire traffic of energy carriers, if we had this kind of good and easy
resource for electricity, which would also be harmless and effortless
to put to use. In addition, it includes further implications; if electricity
was this easy to utilize, it would most likely strongly enhance
utilization of electricity-based vehicles.
However, the algae-hydrogen card on the other hand, is seminal,
since it would essentially improve the supply of hydrogen. Now, it
is also possible that these high-temperature, fourth generation of
nuclear reactors will enable cheap hydrogen production, but the
algae one still is substantially different. Algae-hydrogen production
would not produce much pollution, or at least it would be bio mass
-type pollution, which again would be easy to utilize. The impacts
would be many-faceted. For instance, it could change our farming
culture, or perhaps water areas would develop into a sensible option
to farm algae either in oceans or tanks. Thus this would lead a
development of a new type of a crop, which would be particularly
desired in sunnier regions. In other words, algae production could
enable a new production structure for equatorial countries. For
example, in oil production countries this could work as an alternative
technology that could generate welfare and profit. In addition,
easy accessibility of hydrogen would probably also contribute to
technological break through of fuel cell. Surely, fuel cells have
been examined already, but the ante has been too small due to
the problem of not having enough hydrogen. So, if this problem
was solved, in surprising and effective manner, most likely our
infrastructure would change and combustion engine would most
likely disappear completely.
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Well, if we also have a look at the potential change of urban traffic
structure it would most likely also involve changes in city structure
and culture. The first impact would naturally be the necessary
reformation of urban planning. Traffic planning needed to be
changed entirely, and in addition, this form of traffic could increase
communality to some extent. However, everybody would still have
their own “box”, which they would use to join the traffic. In other
words, the implications of such change involve certain social and
city structure related changes. Very probably, this would be realized
through a technology that is based on electric car, which again
would significantly increase the intensity of electricity usage in
the society.

And in which fields and how do you think these should
be addressed in the future research?
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Without a doubt the cold fusion or such technological advancement
is such an innovation that it would be rather hard to prepare us for
it. In other words, if we suddenly had a cheap source of electricity,
the society would absorb it for all it is worth, which would have
impacts on several different issues. I suppose the only way to be
prepared for this kind of innovations is that we are willing to invest in
the new innovative research of energy production, despite that they
embody high risks.
As to the algae-hydrogen, of course the research related to this type
of energy production already exists. So, the questions concerning
hydrogen infrastructure, e.g. how we could develop a system
based on hydrogen instead of carbon hydrides, have already been
examined to some extent. However, now it is crucial to increase the
intensity of the research. The hydrogen production could naturally
appear in another way and of a different character in the future,
but the possibility for it clearly exists. If it becomes available in
innovative and cheap form, the rush to change the infrastructure
suitable will be terrific. In this sense, the research of infrastructure
ought to be channelled towards a new, more dynamic and flexible
structural developments. Of course, it is possible to change gas
station into a hydrogen station, but it is not as trivial as it sounds,
since gas station already have a certain type of structure. The same
goes for all kinds of distribution systems. In other words, we should
now begin to prepare for that eventually we will run out of oil, and
thus begin to plan the infrastructure in accordance with the upcoming transition, which will eventually in one form or another. Most
certainly it will not occur in the basis of bio mass, since bio mass
will not be sufficient enough. I mean, it will be insufficient, if we only
purely cultivate some canary grass somewhere and manufacture
gas out of it. This just simply won’t be an adequate solution. Instead
of an efficient photosynthetic conversion into hydrogen with high
efficiency, is basically possible particularly, if oceans are managed to
put in use. In this way, we would also have enough area, as oceans
aren’t currently utilized a lot for production.
In a way, as to the urban traffic card, I kind of aimed to answer this
question. I’m currently participating in a research, where is built a
dialogue between energy questions and urban planning. However,
the fact is that this sort of research is not practiced very widely
and the funding is not adequate. This research field is rather nonexistent, but indeed it should be addressed much more carefully.
This field of work involves traffic flows and social questions including
the nature of communality. The current city structure is quite
isolating, which seems to have effected negatively on the mental
well-being of society. Either way, it would be very useful to examine
new structures, e.g. how to create urban villages.

However, the technological perspective here is that we need to
recognize alternative ways to develop urban structures. The current
urban traffic is most likely going to change or even removed from
use completely. The core question here is that “how it will happen?”,
and that should be examined considerably more.

What are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realization) of the
wild cards that you mentioned?
This may not be much of a weak signal, but it has begun to be
clear that this oil based energy system is increasingly impossible
to maintain. Price levels have already risen clearly, and they won’t
come down to the level they were in the 1980s. Basically, there
have been clear signals that within the limits of economic theories
can be interpreted as signs that we are approaching situation where
we are about clash with scarcity of resources, which is causing rise
in costs. Basically, these signals prove that the transition will be
inevitable. It is inevitable that energy based on hydrocarbon is going
to be more and more expensive.
On the other hand, another issues relating to algae-hydrogen is
that today there exists a clear relationship between food and
energy. Through different forms of bioenergy we are able to see
that energy is not independent commodity but it is related to the
price of biomass i.e. food through different links. This is a focal
question, since at the same time it also concerns well-being. The
linkage has already appeared and it is recognizable, which is a
signal that this area will go through severe changes and reforms
due to its untenability. Otherwise, food prices will keep growing
unreasonably high.
In addition to the urban traffic –issue, electric cars are coming
and clearly visible phenomenon. Nonetheless, electric car is also
enabling new kind of thinking. It is very flexible machine in many
sense, and typically, it also benefits from smaller unite sizes.
Basically, at the moment, we have two kinds of passenger mileage,
and electric car makes the separation of the driving of long-distance
and short-distance more reasonable. For instance, electric car
functions well in cities, because if the performance per day stays
under 100 kilometers, we will manage with electric car very well. On
the other hand, if we want to go further, it will be tricky by electric
car. However, it would be extremely clever, if people begun to buy
electric cars, since they are rather inexpensive, convenient and
small. Of course, this would require a system or mechanism for
travelling long-distances as well, which would require a possession
of a regular car. But is it necessary to own a car by oneself, if one
only uses it rarely? There are already formats for joint ownership
such as City Car Club, which are already supporting this kind of
thinking, where ownership of a car is not necessity. If an electric car
was easily available, it would be possible to use that for driving in
cities and then use joint ownership cars for long-distance travels.
There are signals for the transition that changes a little this mindset
for cars. Actually, I think, the change has already begun. Another
significant signal is that town planners have begun to ask that what
will be the next urban structure that will last for the next hundred
years forward. At the moment people are strongly looking for new
solutions, which is a clear change. This type of research investment
and enthusiasm for this theme did not exist about 10 to 20 years
ago. It is a new type of research area, which is connected to the
impracticality of the current urban structure.
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The current urban structure is a relic of an industrial society, thus it
does not serve the current needs.
• growing and permanent trend of increase in oil prices
• increase of expenses within hydrocarbon based energy
production and consumption
• connection between food and energy (production)
• revival of electric cars
• increasing emphasis on separating long distance and short-haul
traffic systems
• integrated use services for cars (such as City Car Club)
• enthusiasm and demand for developing new urban structures

Well, you have already mapped this question a little,
but as you mentioned several wild cards and weak
signal, could you identify more causal relationships
between them?
Well, as typically as it appears to be in research field, different
affairs have strong connections; one innovation usually opens
possibilities to do something else on another sector. In addition
to what I have already put together, I would like to add that urban
planning is very strongly connected to traffic, which again is strongly
connected to energy carriers and transportation of substances; in
other words, to the question that do we have electric cars, hydrogen
cars or both. As a matter of fact, in a sense all of these three themes
are very close together. Their impacts are actually overlapping
very strongly, although it is always possible that only one of them
comes true and others are left aside. Naturally, connections are e.g.
between the price fall caused by cold fusion and potential growth of
electric car. Then of course a change could occur between energy
prices and food prices, so food prices wouldn’t necessarily be
connected to energy prices. On the other hand, it could also happen
that energy becomes cheaper than food. On the other hand, I
suppose, the new hydrogen source would definitely change traffic as
well. Perhaps we might still use electric cars, but the power source
wouldn’t be battery but fuel cell. Fuel cell also produces electricity,
and thus it would still be an electric car, yet there would also occur a
flameless combustion.

Looking ahead to the future of European research
– which of the Wi/We that you mentioned should be
given top priority in the EU research?
Well, I myself see very important the research of energy flows of
cities, if this can be described this way, and particularly the future
prospects in this context. This is connected to all of the wild cards
and weak signals, and thus it is possible to see the end of the era
of cheap oil. On the other hand, usage of oil also involves serious
damage for environment, so, there exist several factors, which are
supporting the idea of moving onto another type of energy source.
In order to move forward, the society needs to be able – skills and
knowledge – to accept “the something else”. Any research related to
this dilemma is in my opinion focal and very important.

Do you prefer other definitions of wild card and weak
signals? If these concepts are ambiguous in your
opinion, how could they be more clarified and better
defined?
I think, one of the biggest challenges of these concepts used here is
that their interface is rather obscure; i.e. when are we speaking of
[weak] signals and when wild cards.

Where the signal ends and card begins, is a little obscure for me, as
I see that there are actually several stages or degrees of wild cards
and weak signals.
In research one important theme is always that the tools are proper,
and terminology is one of the core parts of the tools. In other words,
development of terminology would always – also in this case – be
good to put even more effort. I myself examine distributed energy
production that is also suffering from the same problem. Distributed
energy production is a very multiform and obscurely defined. For
instance, in 2001 was published an article that aimed to define this
very extensively and right after this one came another one from
different perspective, but still the question of clear-line definitions
remains. Each time a student of mine aims to do a dissertation
concerning distributed energy systems she or he needs to define
the whole concept again. The concept itself is popularised, but the
content is still complicated. This type of problems always restrains
and hinders communication, understanding and also popularization.

What is your opinion on the concept of wild cards
and weak signals? What methods/processes for their
identification do you consider the most suitable?
I think the weak signals on their nature are not weak for everybody
but they are only weak on societal level. In this type of framing, I
consider the social media to be able to offer surprising tools and
solution. Humans seem to have plenty of information, and single
individuals do recognize all sorts of things from their environment.
For instance, a weak signal could be recognized when neighbouring
family buys a natural gas combustion apparatus for their car. This
is a signal that relates to the transition of traffic. People seek for
new solution, since the old ones aren’t satisfactory. The information
people have is the type that it involves plenty of sensation, overlaps,
and is awfully inhomogeneous. Still I consider it a resource that
needs to be put in use as broadly as possible.
Future research, in my opinion, concentrates a lot on specialist and
different experts, but many of the events are actually occurring in
the field. In a sense, the opportunities social media create could
perhaps be possible to apply to this course of research more widely.
I think the problem is that the perspective is chained in scientific
way of thinking, but innovations in society do not happen with the
same scientific logic. Thus it should be aimed to extend the methods
to a field that is closer to the mechanism where the innovations
break through. If we think about for example digital camera; it
was not a scientific relevance that everybody should now acquire
one, because “it is scientifically necessary fact”. It was completely
unessential but a transition related to people’s life style. It only was
enabled, because people had the need to communicate visually, and
thus had the interest of carrying a camera. In addition, it has also
a lot to do with internet that camera was so important to people; it
was possible to share digital media. I don’t think this type of visual
culture would have spread so extensively, if we hadn’t had media as
a tool to share it. People experience it gratifying, not only that they
have a great picture but that they can also show it to their friends.
I suppose, it is possible to identify structures that are accordance
with social theories, but in the end the process itself is not scientific.
It is just something that clicks with people. Besides the people’s
response to different impulses are that much unpredictable that
the signals will be recognizable in grass root level instead of some
research. This format could be developed for instance within some
media e.g. some kind of a feed in tool in Facebook.
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Oras Tynkkynen
Finland
Member of Finnish Parliament
Oras Tynkkynen is a member of the Finnish Parliament. The current government of Finland appointed him to the Prime
Minister’s Office as a specialist in climate policy issues. His work includes drafting the foresight report on climate and
energy policy, participation in meetings of the ministerial group on climate and energy policy, and coordination of climate
policy issues. His has also worked extensively as a reporter and has been active in several work groups and projects on the
environment and energy technology.

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years?
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There are several wild cards that I consider very probable, for
instance the collapse of China’s current economic-societal system,
or a regional war that crosses national borders. In the next 10 to
20 years, I consider the acceleration of climate change, or radical
changes within it, considerable possibilities. Another climate- or
energy-related wild card is that we reach a situation where solar
power or other renewable energy sources develop to the point that
renewable electricity becomes as cheap as, or even cheaper than,
grid power. This situation has been realised in some countries,
such as Japan, but it would be significant change if it was realised
worldwide. It would be a very positive change environmentally.
Another one related to the grid parity and energy field could be the
development of a backstop technology in the energy field, i.e.. the
further development of a new carbon-free technology that offers
alternatives to oil. These would be based on renewable resources to
which we seem to have limitless accessibility, such as solar or wind.
• collapse of China
• new type of regional wars
• sudden acceleration of climate change
• achieving global grid parity
• strong development of a backstop technology in the energy field

What will be the dramatic impact of the wild cards you
mentioned, and how it should be addressed by future
research; in which field?
The collapse of China card as well as the acceleration of climate
change would increase instability in societies globally, and most
likely evoke extremist movements. In the worst case scenario,
the international community and international co-operation
would be paralysed, and welfare could begin to disintegrate
globally. Achievement of grid parity would be multifaceted,
as it would partially remove problems that are caused by (a)
electricity production, and (b) the excessive use of electricity. The
environmental impacts would be very positive, if people began to
use the environmentally friendly energy sources. This could also
affect our thinking, by making it greener.

In the future these problems should be addressed more broadly,
in several different fields. For example energy- or climate-related
questions consider more than economics or energy technology, as
they have implications for wellbeing and social aspects as well as
the political sphere. The impacts can be seen on primary, secondary
and tertiary levels. The closer we are to the primary impacts, the
easier is to consider the impacts. The main thing here is to carry out
interdisciplinary study of the impacts of the impacts of the impacts
(i.e. 3-order impact analysis).

What are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realisation) of the
wild cards that you mentioned?
There are many weak signals that implicate the growing problems of
energy sufficiency or too excessive use of energy, and the increasing
signs of climate change and the measures that ought to be
considered. For instance, there are continuous news reports on the
melting of the ice sheets and increasing methane emissions. On the
other hand, although for example in Finland electricity consumption
seems to be increasing, the increase is very slow, which means that
we would not necessarily need, for example, two new nuclear power
plants to produce more energy.
If we consider the collapse of China card, the country’s internal
wealth gap and growing unemployment are showing a growing
likelihood for the card. Also, the rise of separatist movements is
increasing the potential to escalate these problems. In the end,
I would question the sustainability of the political system, as for
instance problems caused by intensive censorship and internal
protests in the country have continued to increase.
Research results that are implicating an acceleration of climate
change, but are yet to be verified, can be seen as weak signals.
Interestingly, nowadays there is extensive follow-up of temperatures.
However these follow-ups do not consider climate feedback
processes, which can be positive or negative. The negative ones are
hindering climate change and the positive ones are supporting it.
• continuous news reports on, e.g., melting ice sheets
• increase in methane emissions
• potential but not yet verified research results
• growth of wealth gap in China
• growth of unemployment (in China)
• rise of separatist movements in China
• dismissal of climate feedback processes
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You mentioned more than one wild card or weak
signal; can you identify any causal relationships
between them?
They are all related to each other rather strongly. Often the problem
of future-related estimations is that the synergy of the phenomenon
is not perceived; we do not manage to notice the complexity to its
full potential. The clear connections relate to climate change, peak
oil and the global economic situation.

Looking ahead to the future of European research
– which of the Wi/We that you mentioned should be
given top priority in the EU research?
I would definitely pay more attention to the interdisciplinary study of
trends between international relations, economics and globalisation
– considering how and why the international community could turn
or perhaps is already turning inwards. Further examination of the
economic developments, e.g. from the basis of the assumption that
the economy will always grow, how do we explain if the economy
does not grow, or what if we need to find solutions to climate
change, financial crisis, etc., within a shorter period of time?
When future reviews are made, they often aim to build too fixed
or too specified factors for wild cards. I would be interested in
seeing a future review where, instead of three or four wild cards,
100 wild cards or mini scenarios were considered, from which
could then be chosen three to five for further review; or maybe
scenarios could be disturbed with different, single factors and then
see how the scenario develops in each situation. Generally, the
concept of wild card does not quite capture the idea of a significant
change; perhaps we could speak of “tearing the cards” to make it
wild enough. Anyway, interdisciplinary dialogue between different
fields would be essential. The key to developing future research is
particularly encountering people internationally to enhance more
“disruptive thinking”.
I am very concerned generally about the dialogue between policy
makers and scientists. These two seriously lack interaction;
usually one is telling the other how things should be done, but a
constructive dialogue is missing. When facts and political opinions
diverge, policy makers have a problem. I wish we had a better forum
to interact properly without unnecessary agendas.
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Advansis Oy
Kimmo Viljamaa is a consultant at Advansis Ltd., a Finnish research and consulting company with expertise on innovation
management, innovation policy analysis and technology policy design. He holds a MSc in Regional Studies (2000) from the
University of Tampere. He was a researcher at the University of Tampere (1998-2005), working on regional innovation policy
and local economic development policy. Kimmo joined Advansis in 2006. During his career he has participated in several
Finnish and international research and development projects in the field, local and regional development policies, local
and regional development networks, national and regional innovation policy and programme evaluation. He has consulted
in small and medium-sized city regions in Finland and several regions in countiries newly acceded to the EU in preparing
and implementing their regional innovation strategies. He has also worked as a policy analyst in several EU research and
innovation policy studies. Kimmo is ERAWATCH Network Country correspondent and Co-author of ERAWATCH country reports
in 2008 and 2009.

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years?
32

From the perspective of events that can impact on the European
Research Area, so affecting European research policies, among
the biggest unexpected events is the breaking up of EU research
policies. This could be caused by a lack of strict common
agreements on political issues.
Another possible wild card may affect research and innovation. At
the moment a lot of production activities have moved to countries
like China and India. If in the future this also includes the growth of
research activities and education, then competition will be based not
only on prices but also on quality of production. This will radically
change the situation in EU. Such an event could be caused by the
return to their home countries of large numbers of students and
researchers who are presently in Europe and the US.

What will be the dramatic impact of the wild cards you
mentioned, and how it should be addressed by future
research; in which field?
The first wild card is a political and economic issue. Currently the
trend is for the growth of research activities in many countries. If
for any reason the European Union broke up, research development
would go into reverse.
For instance, currently the Bologna process is a European reform
process aimed at creating the European Higher Education Area
(EHEA), based on international cooperation and academic exchange,
that is attractive to European students and staff as well as to
students and staff from other parts of the world. The envisaged
European Higher Education Area will:
• facilitate mobility of students, graduates and higher
education staff;
• prepare students for their future careers and for life as active
citizens in democratic societies, and support their personal
development;
• offer broad access to high-quality higher education, based on
democratic principles and academic freedom.

If the EU breaks up, research will be divided and limited to national
contests. The situation will become more difficult, especially for
certain countries. Nordic countries, the UK and Ireland would
collaborate more than the other parts of Europe with countres
outside Europe. Bilateral collaboration and agreements will be
established.
Southern and eastern Europe would be probably be excluded to
some extent. Research collaboration will be less geographically
founded. Finland could establish more collaboration with Asia and
the Anglosaxon world.
Regarding the second wild card, and research capacity in China and
India, it could happen that many Asian universities employ European
staff. As a consequence, the US and EU might experience a serious
crisis. It will be a brain game. Global talents have the ability to
choose where they want to work and they will move depending on
the attractiveness of different countries. Companies also like clear
rules and political stability. So, for instance, China is more stable
than Russia. Stability is more important than values.
From the point of view of environmental and democratic standards,
tendencies for greening the economy and applying environmental
rules, it is very difficult to reduce the level that people have been
using. Some factors can help to keep already achieved strong
environmental and democratic rules: research systems have been
very different, like the US basic research and radical innovations.
They need to convert breakthroughs into commercial products.
On the other hand, intellectual property rights (IPR) aimed at
preventing the theft of technological achievements are not very
effective in China. Higher research and capacity could mean
more stealing of products by Asian countries. In some fields some
countries have been more effective in using existing technology
and creating the capability to improve production to set up strong
competition. In the EU there are problems in new member states
due to slow economic growth and the lack of capacity to renew their
old systems. The public sector is not as competitive as the private.
In Europe we have knowledge, capital and infrastructure. The EU
should facilitate research and infrastructure innovation inside its
borders, instead of importing it from China.
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What are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realisation) of the
wild cards that you mentioned?
For the EU development, weak signals can probably be seen in the
political climate from speeches and decisions following EU initiatives.
There are more agreements, but no real participation in policies and
initiatives, which are often different from common policies. There
is a lack of political will on the part of participants to join activities,
which are sometimes weak and not publicly announced. Only small
changes in national policies take place.
In the domain of research, a signal would probably be R&D activities,
which are moving to Indian universities. Weak signals could be the
presence of fewer Asian students in top universities in EU, or some
Chinese and Indian companies establishing offices and companies
in EU and already having their own capabilities in education and
research. The Chinese market up to now has been very small for EU
products and services. A more probable trend is that the Chinese
market will be opened up and there will be more competition and
more stability. More capability would create more demand. At
the moment China works like a market economy, but freedom of
individuals is triggered.

You mentioned more than one wild card or weak
signal, can you identify any causal relationships
between them?
The economy explains much. Some EU countries are less
competitive, and this probably causes crises in the public sector.
Local research systems would be less attractive and research in
other continents will be more interesting. Maybe single countries,
in a lack of solidarity, will be in competition with each other. Some
countries like Germany may start thinking that they want to go
ahead alone.
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Looking ahead to the future of European research
– which of the Wi/We that you mentioned should be
given top priority in EU research?
Stability of the EU is my top priority in many senses. More and more
research is done on big issues, such as energy and environment.
More research on the economy and politics and EU culture, as well
as ageing, environment and social issues, should be developed.
Interaction and collaboration between countries will be a top priority
to achieve more general stability.
If movement of people, research and companies is good, you
cannot avoid it. How far can the mobility effects be useful for the EU
and make salaries rise? Of course, different kinds of people go to
different kinds of places. In the labour market this will be balanced.
But in research, people go to the North and West. The critical issue
is how many of them are gaining expertise and then returning to
their countries to establish companies and export? How many do not
go back? Is it a two-way mobility or is only one way?
These are difficult issues. The implications can involve so
many aspects.
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Yair Aharonowitz
Israel
Tel Aviv University
Yair Aharonowitz is Professor of Microbiology and Biotechnology at Tel Aviv University (TAU). He served as TAU Vice President
and Dean for R&D, Chairman of the Department of Microbiology and Biotechnology and Chairman of the Institute of
Biotechnology and is a member of the TAU Board of Governors. Professor Aharonowitz was responsible for many visionary
programmes, including the 4xD programme (Drug Discovery Design and Development) that opened a new era in bio-research
at TAU. He is a Fellow of the American Academy of Microbiology and a member of the Israeli Society of Microbiology.

Are you aware of the WI-WE method?
No, although I have in the past experienced similar concepts and
approaches in policy making, especially in defence.

Can you propose some wild cards related to your fields
of interest?
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I can think of one wild card in biology research and another in the
education system.
Wild card in life sciences: scientists will show that DNA is not
responsible for heredity, after all. Research will lead to entirely new
theories on heredity, or at least will put some significant question
marks on the existing models. Such a development would have a
dramatic impact on science, especially in medicine and biology.
Wild card in education: the principal education programme will be
completed by the age of 18, including the first years of university.
The typical future graduate of such a system will have a first
university degree at the age of 18. This scenario means a significant
change in the high school curriculum, as well as in the university
curriculum.

Do you think that these wild cards will have a
particular impact on ERA?
These wild cards would have a significant impact worldwide.
ERA would not be especially effected, but undoubtedly they will
have an impact on the EU research agenda and on future science
programmes and policy.

What other points would you raise regarding future life
science research?
A further interesting topic is the secrets hidden in the human
Meta-Genome, which is a source of many unknown kinds of
DNAs, culturable and non-culturable. These could give rise to new,
previously unknown organisms (‘bad’ or ‘good’), which could signal
new breakthroughs.

And regarding useful application of the WI-WE
approach?
I find the WI-WE concept very interesting. I think it could be
useful for policy planning in all levels. It should be presented to
all concerned decision makers. In particular, I would propose
brainstorming on WI-WEs with an interdisciplinary forum of
experts from different S&T fields. This could bring new ideas
and new WI-WEs.
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Jose Luis Cordeiro
Venezuela
Institute of Developing Economies, IDE – JETRO, Singularity University, Stanford
Jose Luis Cordeiro is a futurist working in technology foresight, futures studies, globalisation, economic integration, long-term
development, energy, education and monetary policy. Born in Latin America, educated in Europe and North America, he has
worked extensively in Africa, Europe and the Americas, and currently lives in Asia. He has an MSc in Engineering from MIT.
Among his recent positions: a Visiting Research Fellow at the Institute of Developing Economies, IDE – JETRO, in Japan, and a
lecturer at the Singularity University, Stanford. He has lectured as an Invited Professor at several major institutions, from the
MIT and London Business School (LBS) to the Institute for Higher Studies in Administration (IESA) and the Central University of
Venezuela (UCV). He founded the Venezuela chapter of the World Future Society and the Venezuelan Node of the Millennium
Project. He is cofounder of the Venezuelan Transhumanist Association and of the Internet Society (ISOC, Venezuela Chapter),
board advisor to the Center for Responsible Nanotechnology (CRN), and is active in many other future-oriented organizations.

What is the most important wild card, in your opinion?
The most important is ‘the ultimate wild card’: the coming of
‘technological singularity’. This may happen between 2009
and 2045.
(‘Technological singularity’ is a concept advocated by Ray Kurzweil
and other futurists. It was introduced by the mathematician and
science fiction writer Vernor Vinge. The basic idea is that, due to
exponential growth, the capabilities of information technologies
lead to a ‘singularity’, when the power of these capabilities will be
enormous and will outperform all aspects of human intelligence1.)

Are there weak signals that could be related to this
‘ultimate’ wild card?
Various ongoing research signals the approaching technological
singularity’ – for example, the research at IBM Zurich on human
brain simulations.

What is the grand challenge posed by this wild card?
The grand challenge of research is how to prepare society for this
drastic change. The big problem is that society changes linearly,
while technology changes exponentially. People must be aware of
the accelerating change and its implications.

Any other wild cards of high importance?
I can mention two: global pandemic with mutating viruses; and
melting of ice in both North and South Poles as a result of a global
climate change.

What do you think are the implications on future
research policy in Europe?
I am disappointed by the current level of research in the EU.
Unfortunately, Europe is lagging behind. A good example is research
on genetically-modified organisms. The challenge for the EU in a
competitive global environment is to change its research policy,
cancelling many restrictions on research that are too severe – for
example, in cloning research, which is moving from Europe to
Singapore. Europe is losing its vision of the future. If Europe does
not make progress in research in certain areas, somebody else
surely will.
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What are the top priorities for research in Europe?
Technological singularity and its implications, medical nano-robots,
climate change and solar outbursts (eruptions). The last one (solar
outbursts) is a critical, global-scale problem that requires much
more research than is currently carried out. NASA is doing some
research, but in Europe ESA is doing almost nothing. ESA could lead
research on how to deal with solar outbursts. Humanity may face a
dangerous situation and solutions must be explored, including space
colonies in the far future.

What is your opinion on the WI-WE methodology?
The concept of wild cards is very useful; it helps to ‘open the mind’.
The definition of wild card is clear and understood. The identification
of wild cards depends on the area under consideration. The best
method is a good brainstorming.
In contrast to wild cards, the definition of weak signal is not
sufficiently clear. But in spite of this, it is at least partly useful. The
best reference for identification of weak signals is the recent work of
Elina Hiltunen (FFRC). An example of interesting recent weak signal
is the use of Twitter by people in Iran who are opposing the regime.
It could become an important tool to overthrow the government.

Do you have any other comments?
See, for example, R. Kurzweil, The Singularity is Near, Viking Publ.
According to Kurzweil, the coming of technological singularity
inevitably means a merging of humans and machines, as intelligence
becomes increasingly non-biological, and the dawning of a new form
of civilisation that transcends our biological limitations.

1

There is a highly recommended book: George S. Day and Paul J. H.
Schoemaker (2006), Peripheral Vision: Detecting the Weak Signals
That Will Make or Break Your Company, Harvard Business School
Press. I would also recommend contacting John Petersen (the
author of Out of the Blue, the well known book on wild cards).
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Oliver Da Costa
Belgium
European Commission, DG Information Society
Dr Da Costa has a PhD in plasma physics from the École Polytechnique. He is currently a Project Officer at the European
Commission/DG Information Society. His main areas of expertise are in foresight, converging technologies (nano-, bio- and
info-technologies and cognitive science) and science and technology road mapping.

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years?
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The major trend in the next 20 years will be global warming, its
consequences for ecosystems, economies and societies, as well as
the reactions of societies and countries to mitigate it or to deal with
its effects.
Wild cards with major consequences could be the very rapid
acceleration of global warming; the breakdown of China between
runaway Xinjiang and Tibet; massive social unrest; famines and lack
of water; environmental disasters; the paralysis of the EU, or even
worse, its disintegration as a consequence of an economic crisis,
and the unsustainable levels of debt of some countries.

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years and that
are particularly relevant to research in the EU and/or
may dramatically affect the ERA vision?
Paralysis of the EU, or, even worse, its breaking down, would have
major consequences for the ERA. Otherwise, European research
and research policy are doing relatively well, despite all their
shortcomings. But they may be threatened by things like young
people’s growing disaffection with research, science and technology;
restraints on freedom to move between countries; or strict
immigration policies.

What will be the dramatic impact of the wild cards you
mentioned, and how should it be addressed by future
research? In which fields?
Rapid acceleration of global warming, which could be amplified by
the melting of the ice sheet and/or the unfreezing of the permafrost,
would be disastrous, with major ecological and social disasters
(e.g., famines, massive migration, breakdown of the social fabric in
countries where immigrants are flowing). A lot of research is needed,
on the dynamics of the atmosphere and seas, on the behaviour of
polar ice, on permafrost, on monitoring capabilities.
The consequences of a breakdown of China are difficult to foresee,
but would be major for the global economy, for the US, and for the
rest of the world. More research and exchanges are needed to
understand what is going on in China, as well as in other parts of
the world, like the Moslem countries. If the EU were to break down,
the consequences would be disastrous.

What are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realisation) of the
wild cards that you mentioned?
A weak signal of the coming paralysis of the EU, or even worse its
breakdown, would be the growing reluctance of the economically
virtuous countries (e.g., Germany) to fund the growing level of debt
of less virtuous countries and to engage in further and deeper
European cooperation.

Can you identify any causal relationships between the
wild cards or weak signals you mentioned?
Global warming, penury of resources, economic crisis and
potential breakdown of the EU are all related to the collapse of
an unsustainable economic model and a society based on
exponential growth.

Looking ahead to the future of European research
– which of the wild cards or weak signals that you
mentioned should be given top priority in EU research?
Global warming – measuring it, preventing it and mitigating it –
should be given top priority.

What are the most pressing emerging issues in the EU
that are insufficiently addressed by current research?
Research on energy is weak: it does not take the whole supply chain
into account. For instance, the European Commission has intensively
promoted the development of agro-fuels, only to find
that it increased the shortage of cereals and therefore the lack of
food worldwide.

Are there interesting lessons from previous foresight
studies that employed the WI-WE approach?
I have read many foresight studies, but I am often disappointed.
Overall, I think that the Millennium Project on the ‘State of the
Future’ (http://www.millennium-project.org/millennium/sof2009.
html) is doing the best job in providing a complete overview, even
if I find it often overly optimistic in its belief that humanity can react
quickly and efficiently.

What are the best methods to identify wild cards and
weak signals?
Shaping Tomorrow is doing the best job (http://
shapingtomorrowmain.ning.com/). The future of foresight and
futures studies is in well-organised and moderated networks, not in
individual undertakings.
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Ehud Gal
Israel
Tel Aviv University (TAU)
Ehud Gal established ODF Optronics after serving for more than 20 years in the Israeli Military R&D units, during which he led
activities in the areas of image processing, computer vision and expert support systems. As Project Officer, R&D Division of
the Israel Air Force, he was in charge of cutting-edge technologies in the electro-optics field. He reached the senior position of
Scientific Deputy to the Head of DDR&D (defence Directorate for R&D), where his responsibilities included analysis of current
and future requirements of the defence arena, with an emphasis on identifying technological gaps, forecasting technological
trends and negotiating and processing contractual agreements for Defence R&D with local and foreign industries. He holds
a BSc from the Technion in Industrial Management and an MA from the National Security College in national security and
defence industries.

Can you envision major developments in your field that
could be considered as wild cards that are particularly
relevant to EU research and/or may dramatically affect
the ERA vision?
Active manipulation to control the atmosphere/weather. Controlling
the weather and parts of the atmosphere might have a major affect
on a broad spectrum of life on Earth.
Monitoring and manipulation of vast areas for nuclear, biological,
chemical agents, ‘Atmosphere windows’, and underground burying
and secreting of agents.
‘Atmosphere windows’ refer to getting above the atmosphere
with detectors on space-borne platforms, in order to observe at
wavelengths other than the visible and radiofrequency (RF) regions.
The dramatic impact could be the atmosphere windows control and
manipulation ability. The main wild card could be the convergence of
the various abilities, such as control, detailed observation and upon
that manipulation of the vision, climate, light, etc.
The ability to monitor and control nuclear, chemical or biological
agents could be abused and yield major threats on safety, homeland
security, defence issues, etc. The same manipulations, but in a
different way, could be created underground. Changing underground
content while hiding and burying materials, agents, etc., with or
without remote sensing control and manipulation, could have major
positive and negative effects.

Can you identify any causal relationships between the
topics you mentioned?
The combination of detection and manipulation of nuclear, biological
and chemical agents in the atmosphere, as well as underground
with remote sensing and activation.

Which topic should be given top priority in the
EU research?
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Atmosphere detection and manipulation.
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Ehud GAZIT
Israel
Tel-Aviv University
Professor Ehud Gazit is Vice President for Research and Development of Tel-Aviv University (TAU) and incumbent of the Chair
for Nano-Biology. He received his PhD from the Weizmann Institute of Science in 1997. Professor Gazit researches protein
folding, misfolding, and self-assembly. His laboratory was the first to discover aromatic dipeptides that form nanotubes and
nanospheres with unique mechanical and chemical properties. Applications of these nano-assemblies include ultra-sensitive
biosensors, energy-storage devices, and metallic nanowires. Gazit served as one of the Strategic Research Program (SRP)
Leaders of the EU ‘Nano2Life’ Network of Excellence and as an expert of the European Observatory of Nanobiotechnology
(EoN).

Can you envision major S&T wild cards in your areas
of research that may occur in the next 20 years?
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• New nanotechnology-based materials and structures with
outstanding qualities, much better than any available material
today in terms of stiffness, hardness, unique optical properties
(e.g. optical evasiveness) and more.
• Targeted artificial viruses that could deliver DNA viral with no
available vaccine.
• Infective agents for degenerative diseases.
• New organic materials embedded in protection and security
applications.
• The combination and synergy between superstrong new
materials, protection appliances based on nano-technologies
and organic materials, and additional features like optical
evasiveness, could create entirely new standards for equipment
with unprecedented features.

What is the importance of these breakthroughs to
ERA? What could be their dramatic impact?
All these developments are relevant to the EU public health,
homeland security, and quality of life, and even for the survival
of minor and major ethnic groups and countries. The dramatic
(negative) impact could be losing control in the development of new
materials. These new materials may have various impacts on the
human body and on quality of life, as well as causing harm to the
environment. Beyond that, new materials, as well as artificial viruses
and various other agents, could cause a broad range of security
issues at all levels: personal security, homeland security and EU
security.

What are the weak signals that (if detected) could
hint at a growing likelihood of the wild cards that you
mentioned?
Massive manipulation of DNA. Development of new materials
based on biological agents and manipulated by using various
nanotechnologies.

Can you identify causal relationships between the
developments you mentioned?
The relationship between very strong new material and ‘bulletproof’ protection appliances based on nanotechnologies and
organic materials could create very strong and highly capable
equipment. If you add to that new kind of stiff materials, with
properties such as optical evasiveness, you create a new level and
standard of equipment.

Looking to the future, what are the top priorities for
EU research, as implied by the wild cards that you
mentioned?
Major levels of control and regulatory steps should be developed,
in particular regarding the following two issues: (1) safety
and manipulation of new materials, (2) DNA manipulation and
embedding.
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Henry Kwok
Singapore
National University of Singapore
Henry Kwok is a business developer and entrepreneur, ex-Global Partner with Haines Centre for Strategic Management for
the Asia-Pacific Region, Singapore. He is Director/Vice-President, National University of Singapore, Business School Alumni
Association. He has held directorships in several local companies which he has helped to set up and expand internationally.

What are the best methods to identify WI-WEs? How
should environment scanning work in strategic
management?
• Foresight should not be about picking individual WEs in strategic
management. It is about understanding complex adaptive
systems and when to react, change or adapt – sometimes
companies react too fast. There are always tipping points in
systems, thus we should cluster information to watch out for
possible avalanches in advance.
• The key question is how well we are able to see the development
within the system and how soon we are able to change our
strategy to the changing environment; thus it is not so much how
well we plan, but also how well we can respond to changes –
especially wild cards
• WI are about the random side of the world – we cannot prepare
for all such issues. If there are many random elements, we must
bear in mind that no plan can take them into account. In planning
we are reacting to what we know and what we have perceived as
important. The best plans are flexible, allowing us to be ready to
change any time...

What kind of WI-WEs are interesting in strategic
management and what kind of WI-WEs is your
company currently working with – what kind
of signals are attempted to be detected in your
environment scanning?
• Visions or dreams of what we would like to see or create are
much more important issues than WEs. A strategy should be
flexible, so that when we see the sudden and pertinent changes,
we change our strategy as soon as possible.
• We regularly scan the environment for a wide range of factors.
We look for trends in socio-demographics, competition,
environment, politics, technologies, industry, community and
stakeholders’ preferences. Some key trends are the greying
population, the internet culture which impacts on interpersonal
skills and values, flattening organisations and their impact on
talent management and skills

Do you prefer other definitions of wild card and
weak signals? If these concepts are ambiguous in
your opinion, how could they be clarified and better
defined?
WI is anything that would change the way we do things now. While
it is easier to anticipate big moves, it is the small and unexpected
events that tend to have a bigger impact on us. I do struggle with
the term ‘wild cards’ – it is no longer wild if we can see it coming –
I would prefer to call them weak signals.

Are there interesting lessons from your previous
foresight/environment scanning studies that employed
the WI-WE approach?
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We should not look at WI-WEs individually. We should see how they
are interlinked. It is more like joining the dots to form the figure.
How they cluster and evolve gives us a better handle on anticipating
probable outcomes.
• It is like in the book Thomas L. Friedman The World is Flat: A
Brief History of the Twenty-First Century – it is a question of how
we can see a link between fall of the Berlin wall to the rise of
globalisation.

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years?
• Something major will happen in the way we transfer knowledge.
• Spam of real life can become acute. Companies are able
to provide information to people 24/7, whether people want it
or not.

What will be the dramatic impact of the wild cards you
mentioned, and how should it be addressed by future
research? In which field?
• Privacy is gone and we face information overflow.
• More research is required on the need to protect privacy and the
need to be able to filter the constant stream of data into useful
and meaningful information that we can act on.

What are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realisation) of the
wild cards that you mentioned?
Spam in the internet. On one hand, this could be a nuisance, but a
smart analysis of spam can give us some marketing trend that we
can capture.

Can you identify any causal relationships between the
topics you mentioned?
Real-life spam evolves gradually into an acute issue.
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Ron Meir
Israel
The Israel Institute of Technology
Ron Meir is a Professor in the department of Electrical Engineering at the Technion (The Israel Institute of Technology). His
main areas of expertise are Theoretical Neuroscience, and Learning in Natural and Artificial Systems. He obtained his PhD in
Physics from the Weizmann Institute of Science, and worked for several years in the fields of artificial neural networks and
machine learning. In recent years he has been working in theoretical neuroscience, trying to combine ideas and tools from
physics, engineering and biology into a theoretical framework for neuroscience.
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Can you envision major S&T wild cards that may occur
in the next 20 years?

What might the consequences of such fragmented
learning be?

A significant change in the way that people adapt to the flood of
information and organise knowledge structures in their minds. This
process may adversely affect brain development, particularly that
of the frontal cortex, which undergoes significant organisational
changes until the late teens.
The formation of a society in which only a few possess real deep
and broad understanding, while most people only know where
to find information. The concomitant illusion of knowledge is a
significant danger in itself.
A drastic decrease in the level of scientific research aimed at
acquiring knowledge for its own sake. Research will become
narrowly focused on direct applications and on developments which
can be reported on in three-minute snippets for easy digestion by a
populace of vanishing attention span.

As can be deduced from the wild card scenarios, the consequences
might turn out to be highly damaging at the personal level of
the individual and at the communal level of society. I find this
destructive, both of the ability to form real understanding, as noted
above, but also at the level of personal individuality. When you do
research by going through books and dealing with challenging,
thought-provoking material, and discussing issues with other
knowledgeable people, you create your own inner self, your
personal internal web of knowledge, where the knowledge is your
own. But when you go to the first or second site on Google, you
just receive the same dose as everybody else. Individuality loses,
conformity wins.
People will become stretched – like a huge pancake, infinitely wide
but infinitesimally thin, in the beautiful metaphor of the American
playwright Richard Foreman. They will know a lot, but understand
little. Children will adopt this way of obtaining knowledge, and their
brains will shape themselves accordingly as they grow. Learning
is a slow process, involving wide-ranging changes in the structure
of the brain. The brains of children will not become accustomed to
accumulating knowledge slowly, step by step, as is required for true
understanding to form. The transition of accumulated facts from
the capacity limited working memory to long-term memory may be
compromised. If people do not allow themselves to go through an
active, largely self-generated, process of learning, both the depth of
their knowledge, and their very individuality will atrophy.
Our Western culture is based on the idea of free will and on the
inherent right of each individual to choose his or her own path in life.
It is also largely based on the scientific method and its advancement
through the slow process of knowledge-based theory construction,
experimental testing and continual theory refinement. A future
where only few can acquire deep knowledge, and truly understand
its meaning and ramifications within a broad context, may further
undermine the foundations of democracy itself. .

Is there any connection between the above wild
cards?
The major theme connecting all three wild card scenarios is the
infiltration of the internet into our daily life. I think the internet will
have a largely unpredictable effect on the way our minds work.
There is a great deal of information available on the web, which is
accessible to everyone. However, this very accessibility may itself
pose a problem.

Why should the accessibility of knowledge be a
problem?
In the olden days, back when there was no Wikipedia or Google,
knowledge was generated through hard learning: if I needed to know
something, I would go to a library, seek a book that addressed my
concerns, and learn about the entire subject within its appropriate
context. That way, I would form a broad and deep perspective and
an extensive understanding of the material. Nowadays, when I find
myself ignorant of some fact, I simply go online and hit the first
result on Google, which is usually Wikipedia.
This fragmented learning process attenuates the learning process.
We learn multiple facts, one by one, obtaining tidbits of information,
without actually forming a mental structure that supports the
connection and interaction between them. There is no mental
picture in our minds – only a flat, unconnected series of dots.
Such knowledge is not true understanding, but the mere ability
to manipulate facts about any subject. The essential backbone of
knowledge, with its deep web of context and causal chains, is lost.
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What are the weak signals that (if detected) could
hint at a growing likelihood of the wild cards that you
mentioned?
We see this happening already, as people find it harder to deal
with reading even a single page. I also see this effect in presentday students. The student today does not think he needs to know
things – he can just google them. But if he does that, then the data
he sought is not in his head, but is rather distributed over the web!
And if it is not part of his thinking pattern, then he cannot form the
appropriate connections to the rest of the world, and the boundaries
of thought shrink to links and hyperlinks.
The weak signals will probably arise as similar cries of alarm
from people who are used to dealing with text and the patient
gathering and interpretation of new knowledge. Some will come
from journalists and the media, e.g. the paper ‘Is Google making
us stupid?’ by Nicholas Carr (2008). Other signals will come from
teachers, both in school and universities.

Looking ahead to the future, what are the top priorities
for EU research, as implied by the wild card that you
mentioned?
Grants and funding should encourage research that will help to
understand the effect of new technologies on our way of thinking.
Money should also be invested in figuring out new ways to better
educate the ‘children of the web’, in order to adapt to the increasing
availability of information and to their diminishing attention spans,
while not giving up the idea of slow, deep and personal learning
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What is your opinion on the Wild Cards / Weak Signals
methodology?
Having worked for many years in the field of machine learning, I am
aware of the limitations of predicting the future, and therefore am
cognizant of the possible pitfalls of the wild cards / weak signals
methodology. However, given the possible implications on the
future of society, I think it is an interesting and overall worthwhile
effort. Retaining modesty in the face of the complexity of things is
essential, as is keeping an open mind about the frailty of prediction.
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David Passig
Israel
Bar-Ilan University
Professor David Passig is a futurist, lecturer and consultant who specialises in technological, social and educational futures.
He holds a PhD in Future Studies from the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis, USA. Professor Passig is a faculty member
at the Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-Gan, Israel, where he teaches at the Graduate School of Education: systems theories,
future methodologies, technological, social and educational futures. He is heading the Graduate Programme in Information
& Communication Technologies (ICT) as well as the Virtual Reality Laboratory. He has consulted with entities in Israel, Asia,
Europe and North America. In 2008 he published (in Hebrew) a book entitled The Future Code – about futures methodologies
and their applications to foresee the future of Israel.

Looking towards the future and thinking about wild
cards, what are the current critical issues/trends?
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The biggest problem (in Europe in particular), that will drive new
types of research and new developments, including possible wild
cards, is the demographic problem.
2020 will be the first year in human history in which people older
than 64 will outnumber children aged five or under. This is an
important strong signal. The impact on Europe will be enormous,
because there will not be sufficient young, creative and productive
workforce to replace the old. This situation implies that huge effort
is needed to develop technological solutions, namely robotics and
automation. Robots will be needed to do everyday work in houses, to
help in health care, in everything.
The most critical point is related to military defence. Society will
refuse to let the young risk their lives. Here again robotics is
relevant. These are critical trends.

Can you mention major potential wild cards?
I can envision several wild cards:
Military conflict with Russia
The East-West conflict is not over. History shows that sudden ends
of conflicts are not really ends, and the conflicts tend to re-emerge
in even more dangerous forms. Russia is not accepting its defeat.
It is coming back, and Europe will have to deal with the new threat.
Russia is likely to come to the conclusion that it must take over
Eastern Europe again and occupy the ‘lost’ countries, perhaps
other European countries too. Without these countries, Russia feels
exposed and defenceless. The weak signals are already here. The
current tensions between the West and Russia (e.g. the deployment
of US ballistic missiles in East Europe) indicate the possibility of
this development. Russia will feel that it is their only way to survive
the 21st century. This situation will become even worse because
of the serious demographic problem in Russia (diminishing young
generation).
Implications: re-evaluation of the relations between Western
European countries and the Baltic countries. Significant increase of
defence/military research. Strengthening of NATO.
Because of the demographic problem (see above) and its current
strategic military weakness, the EU will be forced to look for
solutions: mercenaries, robots, increased military R&D... More
investment will be needed in the development of defence (not

security) technologies. The security research programme is
insufficient. The EU is not prepared for a period of military tension/
conflict. The current ‘altruistic’ attitudes of the EU may prove to
be a strategic mistake. Combined with the demographic problem
(decreasing percentage of young population), it is becoming a
serious strategic problem for the EU. Too little investment in defence
R&D can become a critical strategic mistake, considering the large
investments of Russia.
(We should remember that after the First World War nobody
imagined that in less than 30 years there would be another
world war.)
Although the above wild card and the ‘strong’ signals are
negative, they have positive aspects: Europe can become a world
leader in robotics, if appropriate investments in R&D are made.
The demographic problem also has positive potential: extension of
life, more research on quality of life in old age and better
health care, etc..
Disintegration of China
China will not be able to manage such a huge country and
population, and deal with huge economic differences between
different regions. It will disintegrate into several independent
countries.
Military conflict between Japan and the US
Japan will emerge as a new strong military power in the next
decades. A military conflict between US and Japan is possible (in
the mid 21st century) for several reasons (it will be one of the topics
covered in a new book that Passig is writing).
Energy from space as a real alternative to fossil fuels
There is a growing recognition that there are currently no real
(affordable) alternatives to fossil fuels. The real future of energy is
space: new technology that enables transmission of solar energy
from space efficiently and affordable. (There are old ideas in this
direction, but almost nobody is taking it seriously.)

Could you comment on the WI-WE methodology?
Learning from history, we must consider wild cards as the most
important topic in futures studies. Currently too little attention is paid
to this. The problem is that we do not yet have a systematic method
for identification of WI-WEs. Current methods are too primitive and
insufficient. That is why wild cards are so surprising. The chances of
identifying wild cards by brainstorming are low.
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A promising approach (that has not yet been sufficiently
explored) is to look at major current trends and to think about
what would happen if they are ‘reversed’, i.e. to look at a
completely opposite direction.
The name ‘wild card’ results from the fact that we do not yet have
the appropriate methodology to analyse future trends. In reality
there are no ‘wild cards’. There are historic processes that need
to be understood.
Supplement:
Wild card scenarios for Israel described in Passig’s book
The Future Code:
• Violence and street brawls between citizens of well established
and successful cities and failing cities.
• In most of the nations surrounding Israel an accelerating process
of social and national decay is under way. A mass flow of people
might storm the borders of Israel and no peace treaty will hold
the collapse of the borders.
• A group of terrorists might detonate a small nuclear bomb in
a US city. The US might be persuaded to cut its strategic ties
with Israel in response to the outcry from local and international
groups.
• By 2020 the price of an oil barrel might reach $500. In that case,
Israeli society will deteriorate to lower levels of complexity, which
might cause the Israeli elites to flee the country.
• A strong anti-religious movement might rise to challenge the
religiosity of the state and succeed in separating the two.
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Yossi SHACHAM
Israel
Tel-Aviv University
Professor Shacham is the head of the department of electrical engineering-physical electronics at Tel-Aviv University,
the founder of the Microtechnology TAU lab and previous head of the Nanoscience and Nanotechnology centre at TAU. He
specialises in nano interconnects and nano-bio interface. He is founder of three start-up companies based on TAU developed
technology. Main research topics: bio-sensors, water toxicity, cancer cell identification, protein surfaces, nanoelectrodes for
human brain applications, MEMS applications, ULSI interconnects, and nano-bio interfacing – whole cell biochips, interfacing
methods for lab-on chip with optical or electrochemical signals.

Can you envision major developments in your field that
could be considered as wild cards that are particularly
relevant to the EU research and/or may dramatically
affect the ERA vision?
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I can envision several significant developments: remote sensors
used for active manipulation; biological sensors as stand-alone
decisive creatures; electrode needles coated with various; and
‘smart dust’ sensors for various applications.
All of these are relevant to EU public health, homeland security, and
life and survival of minor and major ethnic groups and countries.
Remote sensing could detect and prevent poisoning of water,
chemical pollution, etc.
Electrode needles coated with various substances could be applied
for medical care, but also could be abused as weapons.
Remote sensing and remote manipulation could identify or detect
various DNA and create a reaction or various activations accordingly.
Dust of needle electrodes could be combined with remote sensing
as activation or manipulation factors.

What will be the dramatic impact of the developments
you mentioned, and how should it be addressed by
future research? In which field?
The dramatic impact could be loss of control, for example, of the
sensor activities.
Once the sensor could be abused and activated to change its
mode of sensing or even to alter the environment, it could cause
real harm. It could badly affect people’s everyday lives, as well
as causing harm to the human body and its surroundings. It may
cause a broad range of security issues: personal security, homeland
security, as well as security at the EU level.

What are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realisation) of the
wild cards that you mentioned?
Actual demonstration of technologies’ capabilities, such as DNA
and protein chips manipulation, remote manipulation of sensors,
massive grouping of sensors, creation of ‘dust’ nano-electrodes,
nano-needles electrodes.

What a related topics should be given top priority in
EU research?
Regulation and control of sensors and sensing machines in the
human environment, DNA manipulation and air pollution monitoring,
for example.
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Gadi Schuster
Israel
Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Professor Schuster received his BSc in Chemistry and PhD in Chemical Biology from the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
Following postdoctorate training at the University of California at Berkeley, he became a faculty member at the Technion (Israel
Institute of Technology), where he is now serving as the Dean of the Faculty of Biology. His research field is the control of gene
expression at the RNA stability level, and in particular the molecular mechanisms of RNA polyadenylation and degradation in
different organisms.

Can you envision major S&T wild cards that may occur
in the next 20 years?

Wouldn’t the government and/or civil bodies try to
prevent this intrusion on people’s privacy?

Yes, I can envision four wild cards related to advances
in biology:
1. Commercial companies will possess the technology that
enables the cheap and rapid sequencing of
entire genomes.
2. Partners will be chosen according to a DNA test.
3. Certain countries will encourage genetic engineering
and/or embryo selection, by subsidising their cost
and urging citizens to use the technologies, to reap
the benefits of a smarter and healthier society
15 years later.
4. Following genetic manipulation and/or embryo
selection, human beings will become divided into
castes according to their genes: smart, handsome,
creative, etc.

The government would not be able to do much against this
technology, especially when it costs less than a thousand dollars,
and is nearly as simple as putting a hair into a test tube. The rest
of the analysis would be done by computer, and it would not even
have to be a terribly advanced one. One would also be hard pressed
to stop the needs of the market. Every parent would want to know
their child’s potential for happiness, and whether their new boyfriend
or girlfriend can bring them that happiness. The rest is simple: you
just have to take a hair from a hairbrush, or a skin sample from a
used keyboard. Plus, some governments might use information on
the genome to encourage marriage between people of high-quality
genetic stock. As the technology makes more progress, and the
DNA of a single embryo can be analysed and sequenced, we might
witness government-sponsored in-vitro fertilisations (IVFs). In this
method, many eggs are extracted from the mother and fertilised
with the father’s sperm. The genome of the young embryos could
be sequenced and analysed in less than a day, and only those who
would be declared fit would be implanted back into the uterus. This
will probably happen first in highly organised countries.
Strong and opinionated civil organisations, as well as the media and
other determiners of public opinion, will probably prevent (or at least
slow down) the above applications. They might act under different
pretences, citing religious prohibitions, environmental concerns and
citizens’ right to privacy.

Is there any connection between the above
wild cards?
The major theme connecting all four wild cards is the progress of
DNA sequencing technologies, to the point where it is available
for the private-sector consumer at a reasonable price and quality
assurance. Additionally, models connecting different genes and their
combined effect on the intelligence and wellbeing of the individual
would be a definite bonus.

What will be the possible consequences of such
technology on society?
The first application that comes to mind is the more critical selection
of partners. Today we select our partners according to the ‘handicap
principle’: young males buy the biggest car their parents can afford,
to make the best impression. However, when DNA sequencing
technologies are broadly available, no such demonstrations will
be needed. Potential mates, as well as their parents, would know
all there is to know about the other’s potential to become involved
in crime, earn higher-than-average wages, or develop a disabling
medical condition.
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How should the developments be addressed by future
research?
I would advocate for research on the interface between scientists
and society, since there seems to be a wide gap between the two.
Scientists rush ahead without thinking about the effects on society,
and the lay citizen feels he has no control over the future. We will
also need to ensure the public have a better understanding of the
role of genetics in influencing our behaviour and appearance. We
need the public and our policy-makers to realise that, for example,
a single gene cannot in fact determine our IQ and other aspects of
our life. Another way of dealing with this problem would be to invest
in studies that make connections between the networks of genes,
which should have a much better chance at predicting the influence
of the genome on the person. While such models are being
developed today, their accuracy and efficiency will grow vastly as our
understanding of the genome grows.
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What are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realisation) of the
wild cards that you mentioned?
The miniaturisation and decreasing cost of the technology needed to
sequence an entire genome. Once the price falls sufficiently, genetic
tests would probably be subsidised by some governments as a
powerful tool to discover and begin treatment of genetic disorders,
even before the birth of the baby. Such legislation would face
criticism by organisations and individuals fearing for their privacy,
much as the biometric ID has encountered. Should this barrier of
aversion be broken, and genetic tests for babies become mandatory,
or at least subsidised, it would probably mean that that country is on
its way to having a library of information on the genetic material of
each of its citizens.

What is your opinion on the WI-WE methodology?
I am highly appreciative of the WI-WE initiative. I believe it may lead
to interesting foresight of possible futures.
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Lawrence (Larry) TAUB
United States of America
Larry Taub is a futurist and author and describes himself as a macro-historian. He has a BA in History from New York
University. He has lived and worked in Los Angeles, Paris, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Israel, India, Katmandu, New York, Munich
and Australia. He eventually settled in Tokyo, where he has lived for 25 years. His book, The Spiritual Imperative: Sex, Age, and
the Last Caste, presents his macrohistorical discoveries and predicts future trends based on them. He has published articles
on the subject, and has successfully predicted unexpected trends and events since the late 1970s. Most of Mr Taub’s ideas
for WI-WE are related to his macro-history models, as described in his book and in a recent article in the Futures Bulletin
(published by the World Futures Studies Federation).

Could you propose wild cards based on your macrohistory ideas, and point to associated weak signals?
Yes, I can imagine the following:
Spirituality becomes increasingly separated from organised and
established religion: massive disengagement of people from
established religions, and movement to spiritual expressions
outside religion. Within organised and established religions and
religious groups, massive movement away from orthodox, literal and
fundamentalist beliefs and practices towards the spiritual tendencies
within them. This trend will include spiritual attitudes to issues such
as environment protection and climate change, animal rights, gay
liberation, moral values, etc. This is a worldwide movement that
searches for a new worldview based on new spirituality: a new
version of the Renaissance. It means a reorientation of how humans
see the world: a new holistic view of nature and the universe.
Vegetarianism becomes widespread worldwide, with a huge impact
on the food industry and economic implications.
De-criminalisation or legalisation of drugs. This will have important
social implications and tremendous impact on the security and
economy of many countries, in particular Mexico and other countries
in Latin America.
Disappearing of male chauvinism and ‘machismo’. In this scenario,
the majority of world leaders (including heads of states) are women.
Even in the religious establishments, both orthodox/fundamentalist
and reformist, women become more powerful and dominant. High
impact on changing the worldview of fundamentalist movements,
moving them in a more spiritual direction.
Associated weak signals: more participation of women in
governments, in the economy and in religious circles. Women have
played a reformist role in all religions. There is even a feminist
movement (‘Kolech’) among the ‘haredim’ (the ultra-orthodox Jews)
in Israel.
Forming of new international unions similar to the EU:
‘Polario’: a union that will include the US, Russia, Canada
and Scandinavia.
Associated weak signal: Shift in US policy by the Obama
government to more favourable policy towards Russia, i.e. by
replacing the Bush government’s plan to deploy a missile defence
system in Poland and the Czech Republic with a different plan.

‘Confucio’: East Asian union: China, Taiwan, Korea (reunified) and
Japan.
Associated weak signals: Election of the Japan Democratic Party
(JDP) as the governing party of Japan and of its leader, Yukio
Hatoyama, as Japan’s new Prime Minister, after more than 60 years
of almost total rule by the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP). Recent
thawing (again) of relations between North and South Korea.
‘Pan Semitic Union’ in the Middle East: Israel and the
Arab countries.
Other unions all across the ‘Religious Belt’ – that stretch of land
between Tibet, Bangladesh and India in the East, westward through
Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran and Islamic central Asia, through the
Middle East and Turkey, all the way across North Africa. Israel, Iran
and India – will become close collaborators as part of this process.
Major shifts of world power: first, over the next 20 years, from West
to East (Confucio as No. 1). Then, from the present industrialised
North to the Religious Belt (Israel, the Arab countries, Iran, India and
the federations they will form). Finally, the latter part of the century
will witness the rising power and influence of Africa (and indigenous
people in general).
Mass migration of Jews from North America to Israel, for at least
four different reasons: social (rise in anti-Semitism); economic
(increasing economic opportunities in the Middle East); political;
and religious.
End of human labour/work as we know it: end of present paymentfor-time-or-task system and its replacement by a universal coownership, ‘shareholder’ system. Machines do most work, humans
do what little the machines cannot do, share the profits, and try to
figure out how to spend their endless leisure time creatively.
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What is your opinion on the WI-WE methodology?
The current approaches for detecting wild cards and spotting weak
signals are excellent. But practitioners overlook the value of macrohistory. It is probably true that most macrohistories are useless for
WI-WE. But not all, and the three that form the subject of my book,
the Sex, Age, and Caste Models, I feel, would be especially useful as
WI-WE methodologies. I suggest that WI-WE methodologists should
add them to their repertoire.
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Joint interview of three experts
Singapore
National Security Coordination
Patrick NATHAN - Deputy Director, National Security Coordination Centre, Prime Minister’s Office
Jeanette KWEK - Senior Strategist, Strategic Policy Office, Public Service Division, Prime Minister’s Office
Bernard TOH - Strategist, Strategic Policy Office, Public Service Division, Prime Minister’s Office

The interview focused on methodology. The experts
were asked to elaborate on Singapore’s method of
handling WI-WEs, and how to carry out practical risk
assessment and relevant horizons scanning.
Answers:
For the Risk Assessment and Horizon Scanning (RAHS)
programme in Singapore, there are two main strategic
foresight efforts:
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(1) RAHS directly employs eight people, mainly in performing daily
horizon scanning, and 14 people in technology and software
development. RAHS staff analyse approximately 150 globally
detected issues every day, which are related to 18 key domains
of interest. That information is produced into daily reports and
bi-monthly analysis reports, and will finally be synthesised into
an annual product, which could serve as an input to strategic
planning. There are a range of sources, from dedicated
environmental scanning services such as Shaping Tomorrow,
to futurist networks, futurist blogs, scanning sites and news
aggregators.
The RAHS suite of tools 1.0 was piloted in 2007. RAHS 1.0 is
currently in use, and in the end of 2010 the RAHS 2.0 will be
launched. The tools will be used to help analyse trends from the
daily scanning efforts.
(2) The RAHS team is working with other government agencies,
such as the Strategic Policy Office, on a Singapore Emerging
Strategic Issues Project (SESIP in this interview report). The Global
Business Network/Monitor 360 were consultants in the first
phase of the project. SESIP had about 10 people from different
ministries working on the project. Its objectives are both to
identify significant emerging issues to produce new strategic
intelligence, and to make a tangible strategic impact on decision
making. There are varied information sources for SESIP, including
on-line consultations and workshops with domain experts from a
number of countries and with different backgrounds.
(a) The first phase (six months) of SESIP has been completed,
and the second phase has commenced. In the first phase, the
process started with gathering 400 versatile ideas of emerging
issues for further analysis. These ideas were then clustered
according to STEEPM categories (M for military). The clustered
ideas were then ranked according to seven criteria. The result
was 50 emerging issues. These 50 issues will be translated into
indicators, so that they can be tracked in the RAHS system.

(b) In the second phase (six months), there are a number of
separate tracks. One key effort would be to re-cluster and
identify cross-cutting challenges. Inspiration has been drawn
from the work done by the European Commission’s Joint
Research Commission to identify key emerging issues in their
EU and The World in 2025 study. The intention is to distill the
50 issues into a smaller and more manageable list of 15-20
uncertainties and risks that could be discussed by key policymakers and decision-makers.
The first phase, resulting in the 50 emerging issues, has already led
to some useful follow-on work. Some of the ministries in Singapore
have started to analyse the 50 issues for specific impact and
influence on their domains of interest.

RTC North
Interviews
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Arnold Black
United Kingdom
Environmental Sustainability KTN
Arnold is currently the Deputy Director on the new Environmental Sustainability KTN, responsible for the Chester centre
and staff, delivering a wide programme through an intelligent, interactive e-portal. He has worked overseas on world scale
mining plants and with UK Manufacturing sites and is consequently familiar with mining and metal extraction, hazardous
chemical manufacture and waste treatment processes. His current expertise is in sustainable materials recovery, renewable
energy and Eco Innovation. Arnold is an accomplished networker, speaker, facilitator and presenter with many conference
performances to his credit including the OECD and ETAP in Europe. He has presented evidence in person to the House of
Lords Select committees and the European Parliament on waste and resource issues and various technical presentations to
smaller groups of MP’s and Industry leaders. In his spare time Arnold is a keen environmentalist with a totally organic garden,
including chickens, and grey water harvesting and solar thermal heating on his home. He is also very involved in his local
Church and has been to Africa recently with an international charity they support to offer project manager/funding advice for
training/resource centre they are trying to build in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda.

Can you envisage any major wild cards (positive or
negative that may occur in the next 20 years?
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The phosphate industry has a major impact on the environment at
the point of production, but there is a general failure to recognise
the impact of phosphate recovery on agriculture. Consider the
increase in global population leading to an increase in competition
for food, which in turn means an increase in agricultural production.
This tends to mean that more fertilisers will be used and ultimately
the increase in the use of phosphates, an essential ingredient in
fertilisers. At the beginning of the cycle (the increase in population
leading to an increase in agricultural production), the limited
resources of phosphates are not taken into account, as the world’s
phosphate rock reserves are becoming depleted. Even if this is
taken into account, in order to alleviate this, agricultural industries
may need to intensively irrigate, which could lead to further
problems, such as contaminated land.
The effect of climate change on the natural environment and habitat
also has the potential to be dramatic. If the migration of mackerel to
the North Sea continues at an alarming rate, then a new fishing war
is at risk.

What would be the dramatic impact of the wild cards
you mentioned, and how should it be addressed by
future research? In which field?
Regarding the limited resources of phosphates, this would
potentially lead to a similar situation to that with the scarcity of
all rare materials. There could be geopolitical problems, due to
selling phosphates, and problems with locations if trying to source
them from other places. There is also the risk of mass population
displacement (bringing with it health risks) if trying to relocate, and
economic migration becomes a possibility.

What are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realisation) of the
wild cards mentioned?
Blockades at Peterhead port in Aberdeenshire, Scotland,
have prevented the Faroese vessel Jupiter from offloading
1,100 tonnes of fish to a processing plant, in protest at the
quotas for mackerel fishing.

The recent heatwave in Russia has affected cereal crops.
What are the most pressing emerging issues/problems in the EU
that are insufficiently (or not at all) addressed by current research?
There is a possibility of raw materials running out, and we need to
look at ways of recovering resources. One research area is around
intelligent active disassembly, so that materials can easily and
readily be recycled and reused.
It would also be desirable to look at new alternatives to existing
materials, which may exhibit the same (or preferred properties). For
example, even when we consider new innovative solutions, such as
photovoltaics, there is not always full acknowledgement of where
the raw materials will come from, as silicon is a rare earth material.
It would be interesting if there were alternative catalysts – for
example, nano copper instead of platinum.

Are there any other WI-WEs, areas of interest or
lessons learned from other studies?
Another wild card would be a major landslip on the North Atlantic
Coast of Canada, resulting in a large tsunami impacting on the
western coast of Europe. Lots of money has been invested in
avalanche research, and this could be utilised in the landslip
example, whereby multiple smaller tsunamis are triggered to avoid
the catastrophic impact of one large one.

What in your opinion are the best methods to identify
WI-WEs?
One way of identifying wild cards and weak signals would be to have
two classic teams of experts – one utopian and one dystopian. It
would be interesting to encourage each team of experts to think of
events and issues in the other genre, and then analyse the results.
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Manus Hayne
United Kingdom
University of Lancaster
Dr Manus Hayne is a Senior Lecturer in the Physics Department at Lancaster University, UK. He worked at the Laboratory
of Solid-State Physics and Magnetism of the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium for 10 years, where he investigated
semiconductor nanostructures in very high magnetic fields (<50 T). He joined the Physics Department in Lancaster in
June 2006. His research expertise is the (magneto-) optical and transport properties of low dimensional semiconductors
and semiconductor nanostructures, which he has studied in a wide range of material systems. Present research is
focused on (i) antimonide-based quantum dots with applications in memories; (ii) GaInAsNSb quantum wells for 1550 nm
telecommunications applications ; and (iii) cross-sectional scanning probe microscopy of semiconductor nanostructures and
devices. He has a number of European industrial, institute and academic partners.

Can you envisage any major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years?
As a technology dependent society, if a major magnetic solar storm
was to hit the earth, there would be lasting damage to electric
power grids and potentially the electricity supply of the world could
be severely damaged.
Another topical wild card would be a super volcanic eruption.
Considering the whole of Yellowstone (US National Park) is
basically a dormant volcano, can you imagine the chaos if this
became active?

What would be the dramatic impact of the wild cards
you mentioned, and how should it be addressed by
future research? In which field?
If a major magnetic solar storm was to hit the earth, the effects
could be catastrophic for technology. We are such a technologydependent society. It would cause billions, if not trillions, to repair,
and there would be an effect on water supplies, perishable food,
medicines and other necessities. Being forewarned is forearmed
... hence further research and adequate procedures are required
to hinder the storm or prepare for its arrival. Perhaps there are
modifications to the power grids that could be researched to
alleviate the impact of such an event.
With regard to a super volcanic eruption, the effects are fairly
obvious. There could, and probably would, be catastrophic impacts
on society, ecology and the environment.

What are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realisation) of the
wild cards mentioned?
Some experts believe the sun is behaving strangely and this could
be a warning that something unusual is in the offing. Particularly
strange are the sun spots (dark patches) spotted by Galileo.
They normally occur in an 11-year cycle, but they have been at a
minimum recently as no sun spots have been observed for over twoand-a-half years. This is baffling scientists and causing concern.
This has happened before, hundreds of years ago. This was in a
period where society was much less dependent on technology,
however, so the impact would have been much less than what it
would be today. There is nothing to suggest that this will not
occur again.

What other weak signals could be particularly
relevant to future changes that may significantly or
unexpectedly affect the key areas of ERA?
There seems to be a general public misunderstanding of science.
The way society perceives technological advances or other crises
can dramatically influence public opinion and acceptance of such
technologies. This has been evident for MMR, ClimateGate and the
BSE crisis. Public perception of genetic modification has drastically
affected the progress of research, due to the way it has been
understood, or misunderstood. In today’s climate, this is even more
evident, as there is open access for people to air their views through
the internet, increasing the scope for misinformed dissemination.
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Do you have any comments regarding the usefulness
of wild cards and weak signals and how these may be
interconnected?
There could be an infinite amount of wild cards and weak signals,
so it is important to keep these as relevant as possible without
hindering the creative stimulation.
When looking at the connections between wild cards and weak
signals, you can start with a weak signal and try to extrapolate a
wild card from it, or equally start with a wild card and attribute weak
signals, but are they always related?

Do you prefer other definitions of wild cards and weak
signals?
I have no problem with a wild card being a high impact, low
probability event; however, I would not call them surprising. For
example, a large meteor hitting the earth could be considered a
wild card, but this is not really a surprising event. In fact, there are
probably not many truly surprising events nowadays.

What in your opinion are the best methods to identify
WI-WEs?
For scanning wild cards, you could consider public input by having
an open forum with no boundaries, to stimulate thoughts, but with
quality control and checks.
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Ian Henderson
United Kingdom
Enterprise Europe Yorkshire
Ian joined RTC North in 2007 to lead the European Commission Seventh Framework Programme support activities in
the Yorkshire and Humberside region. He works with universities, business multipliers, individual companies and other
organisations, to promote programme awareness and facilitate participation in collaborative R&D. Prior to this Ian
was Engineering Projects Manager with DuPont, and latterly Agfa-Gevaert, managing capital programme planning and
implementation at their UK manufacturing site. His research career started in the printing and publishing sector with Sericol
Group (now FUJIFILM Sericol) in Broadstairs, Kent, UK, where he was involved in the development of novel photo-sensitive
coatings by modification of water soluble polymers.

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years and are
particularly relevant to the EU research and/or may
dramatically affect the ERA vision?
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Although a global issue, the unexpected consequences of climate
change resulting from adverse effects on eco-systems would have
large impacts across Europe. Other potential high impact events
with low probability could be new discoveries in low-cost sustainable
energy generation; large-scale changes to the European political
structure; and significant changes in the global economic powerbase and associated demographics.

What will be the dramatic impact of the wild cards
you mentioned, and how it should be addressed by
future research?
Climate change would definitely influence food chains, with specific
issues regarding food security and adverse health effects.
If new breakthroughs in low-cost sustainable energy were made,
there would need to be significant investment in implementation and
uptake of new technology. There would be a knock-on effect and
impact on oil companies and energy producers.
There is always scope for a political revolution when changes are
made to a political structure. There could be a rapid decline in
Europe’s power.
The demographic wild card is interesting; one dramatic impact could
be mass migration ... everybody moving to India or China, where the
jobs are!

Political unrest is already spreading in Greece, Portugal and Spain,
and this is escalating. Although not likely, this has the potential to
grow and cause changes in the European political structure.
Equally, on demographics, there is strong economic growth from the
East in China and India, and perhaps a more stagnant situation in
Europe and the United States.

What other weak signals could be particularly
relevant to future changes that may significantly or
unexpectedly affect the key aspects of ERA?
The reduction in public spending across Europe is leading to a
‘survival of the fittest’ economy, and could lead to the abolition of
the euro. There are also new trends in the production of specific
food crops around the globe.

You mentioned more than one wild card or weak
signal: can you identify any causal relationships
between them?
There is probably some correlation between climate change and
sustainable energy sources. Demographic issues and migration can
be linked with politics.

What are the most pressing emerging issues/
problems in the EU that are insufficiently (or not at all)
addressed by current research?
Particularly in the UK, due to the recent change of government, there
is a need for new, more cost-effective models for government and
local authorities. This exercise would be valuable all over Europe.

What are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realisation) of the
wild cards that you mentioned?

Could you share other insights that you may have
regarding long-run future research, taking into
account the ERA vision and grand challenges?

There are new discoveries in the relationships between organisms,
and, for example, the bee population is massively in decline.
One reason for this could be the changes in climate, which are
significantly changing the ecological system and the natural habitat.
An ambition for the energy industry is to create low-cost renewable
energy sources. There is a lot of research ongoing to establish this,
which is itself a weak signal that we are aspiring to create this holy
grail of low-cost sustainable energy.

Better integration of national and European initiatives would be
desirable and beneficial. If you are considering ERA, it has to be one
big compromise because everyone wants to get more out of it than
they put in.
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Ian Holmes
United Kingdom
C-Tech Innovation Ltd
Ian Holmes served as a Marine Engineer in the Royal Navy before studying Engineering and Environmental Science. He has
been involved with innovation support and technology transfer for a number of years. Projects include the Resource Efficiency
KTN, EC Innovation Relay Centres and provision of support, advice and evaluation of research funding applications. He has
managed and facilitated collaborative partnership projects and supported national and international bids. Ian has worked
in the armed forces, the outdoor activity industry, training and team building and as technical manager in industry. These
experiences have given him a varied and individual approach to leadership, management styles and problem solving. Ian
says “I read early Sci-Fi and like the fact that so many predictions are now part of everyday life. I am able to see a host of
applications for a new idea, across a range of industries; sometimes the developers can be blinkered by their own vision for
their project”.

Can you envisage any major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years?
The environmental impact for the future is an interesting topic.
The current fixation with carbon and CO2 emissions could be a red
herring. This in itself could be considered a wild card, whereby
governments, policy makers and investors could better prioritise
their recommendations, particularly with regard to carbon capture
and storage.
One interesting future scenario would be if the Far East, in particular
China, made access to rare and essential earth materials limited.
Such materials are crucial to renewable technology and are difficult
to obtain in other geographical areas.

What are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realisation) of the
wild cards that you mentioned?
There is ongoing debate about climate change, carbon emissions
and CO2 emissions. Typically, this is along the lines of climate
scientists versus industry regarding the validity of CO2 emissions
and the correlation to global warming.
With regard to the Far East limiting access to rare materials that
are vital to renewable technology, there are already studies showing
that China controls approximately 80% of these resources. There
are concerns over future manipulation of these resources and the
potential power struggle it may cause.

Are there any interesting lessons from previous
studies or other unpredictable areas that the EC
should look at?
The DCDC Global Strategic Trends report from the Development,
Concepts and Doctrine Centre (DCDC), a Directorate General
within the UK’s Ministry of Defence, makes interesting reading
for future scenarios.
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Do you prefer other definitions of wild cards and weak
signals?
The definition of a wild card is okay as a high impact low probability
event, with examples such as the Gulf oil spill and recent Icelandic
volcanic ash incident making it easy to understand the concept.
These events are not necessarily surprising, even if low probability.
For example, a terrorist group developing and using a nuclear
or bio weapon would have a huge impact, but would not be a
great surprise.

What in your opinion are the best methods to identify
WI-WEs?
An interesting website, where science meets fiction, is www.
technovelgy.com. Newly published scientific discoveries and

journal articles are related back to where they may have first
appeared or been inspired by previous science fiction literature.

What are the most pressing emerging issues/
problems in the EU that are insufficiently (or not at all)
addressed by current research?
Alternative materials with functions similar to potentially restricted
materials are important for Europe, especially with a view to
renewable technology. Research on self-sufficient materials or
recycling from waste materials (such as polygeneration) is ongoing,
and it would be wise to continue in this vein, as a lot of development
is still required.
An important issue for Europe, is the shift in cultural change on
attitudes towards renewables and also on business models for
European industry. For example, there is constant aggressive growth
in industry that may not be for the greater good, even though there
is a push for this.
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Bruce Lloyd
United Kingdom
London South Bank University
Bruce spent over 20 years in industry and finance before helping to establish the Management Centre at what is now London
South Bank University. He has a Degree in Chemical Engineering; an MSc (Economics) / MBA from the London Business
School and a PhD (by published work) for his work on ‘The Future of Offices and Office Work: Implications for Organisational
Strategy’. He is a member of Chartered Management Institute’s ‘Leadership Research Panel’ 2000-01 and its Panel on
‘Leading Change in the Public Sector’. His interests include the link between leadership, power and responsibility, and the
relationship between leadership, wisdom, knowledge management and organizational performance. He is Review Editor for
the Long Range Planning Journal.

Can you envisage any major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years?
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One issue I have, which can be linked to wild cards and foresight
exercises, is how issues and events are reported and how this
then leads to political action. For example, if a sensitive election is
coming up, certain issues can be distorted for many reasons. In the
UK, the media have a strong influence on attitudes in society, and
those involved in the media can be influenced by their own agenda,
rather than being independent. What would happen if the UK media
was controlled by Russians, or operators from other countries? The
potential for impact on society could be huge. It is not difficult to
argue that Rupert Murdoch (an Australian with American citizenship)
already has too much influence within the UK today.

What will be the dramatic impact of the wild card(s)
you mentioned?
The impacts on society would be dramatic, with potential for
propaganda being reported to influence public perception of
certain events.

What are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realization) of the
wild card(s) you mentioned?
There is a difference between the reality of an issue and the
perception of such an issue. This is essentially a reflection of media
influence and there can be numerous consequences created for
political reasons.
The BBC (British Broadcasting Corporation) was once recognized
as completely independent, but now it is prone to sensationalizing
events, and cannot be considered a reliable source of information.
Traditional media sources of reliable information are often suspect
and this usually due to over-sensationalizing events. Society can
become immune to certain aspects of news, rather like a ‘crying
wolf scenario’. For example, the recent SARS scare: do we really
know how serious they were? We know what was reported in the
media and then this is perceived in certain ways by society. What
will happen if a real epidemic occurs?

The recent Mexican Gulf oil spillage was traumatic, but in the past
such problems have generally been dealt with with limited fuss.
Today, probably 99.9% of the population have limited knowledge
of real events and rely on media coverage, which determines their
perception of an event.

Do you have any comments regarding the usefulness
of wild cards and weak signals and how these may be
interconnected?
The Perfect Storm Model is interesting and there is a strong case
for exploring the interconnections of possible wild cards, in order to
understand the risks and their potential impacts.
For me there are two issues related to wild cards; technically, what
‘can’ you do about a wild card, but also, politically/socially, what
‘should’ you do.
One major criticism around futures exercises is that they are rarely
part of a systematic annual review of the probabilities of an event.
Typically, what happens is a one-off exercise, where a wild card is
identified, experts look at the probability and the potential impact
is assessed. But circumstances change, driven partly by shifts in
attitudes of society, as well as new technology developments and
new information, and this is not factored into a learning-driven
review process because these review processes are not embedded
properly. If a review was undertaken annually, the quality could be
improved and this should lead to better decision making.

What do you think should be given top priority for
EU research?
It is important is to manage the priorities in terms of output impact. It
is a balance between high predictability and low impact, against low
predictability and high impact, similar to standard risk management.
However, within the European Commission it is not clear what the
agenda is for prioritizing in terms of outputs. For example, the CERN
accelerator cost billions of Euros, but how was this justified in terms
of priorities of usefulness and potential, or even expected outcomes?
Big decisions often get taken implicitly, with vested interests having
a disproportionate influence; just look at the fact that we have not
been back to the moon since the first landing 30 years ago.
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Are there any interesting lessons from previous
studies or other unpredictable areas that the EC
should look at?
Demographic changes are very interesting for the EU, and there
are a lot of statistics on this. But what do people do with this
information? For example, in the UK some people are still surprised
that some schools are full or empty, although the authorities should
have recognized this 10 years ago with the information and trends
they should have had available.
In demographics, one area that is not sufficiently researched
is the changing attitude to children. The biggest uncertainty in
demographic projections is to do with birth rates and migration, and
these are very hard to predict. A key question is what will happen
with birth rates, and what is the effect of the shift in attitudes due to
the changing role of women in the workplace and education? These
factors have big impact on birth rates.
It is important with any of these studies not to lose sight of why we
are tracking this information, especially in the face of information
overload. For example, if you look at existing trends, what will be the
impact in 50 years? Obesity is on the increase, which will probably
increase depression. Yet the ageing population will also increase.
How do we reconcile these trends?

What are the best methods to identify WI-WEs?
A well-managed brainstorming session usually works well, but it is
important to have experts and/or futurists who are well informed and
used to making connections between the information. This will help
to ensure you get the best out the session.
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Do you have any further comments regarding the
iKnow project?
The process of managing the information that is collated is very
important when dealing with wild cards. Reliable information is
critical and this is related to both how the information is gathered
and how it is utilized. For example, what do we do with the WI-WE?
On a side note, asking someone to imagine wild cards without limit
on its focus makes it difficult to establish where to start, and it is
hard to do the process justice. It may be beneficial to identify certain
themes, and then put them into manageable categories, to help
focus interviewees. Otherwise, the number of wild cards and weak
signals that could be generated is almost infinite, although it is also
important to recognize that much creativity comes from exploring
the interaction and boundaries of previously defined categories.
Overall, the key to long-term success is in the review process. The
quality of the decisions taken probably depends more on the quality
of the conversations about the issues than on anything else. This
is the critical factor in improving the effectiveness of our learning
processes – which are never as good as they should be.
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Neil MUNDY
United Kingdom
Ellingham Associates
Neil Mundy is a Chartered Public Finance Accountant with 25 years’ experience in economic regeneration, mainly in the
northeast of England. Neil has particular interests in science and technology within regional economic development,
particularly healthcare and life sciences, emerging technologies, process industries and renewables. Neil has had
responsibility for the appraisal and establishment of numerous technology infrastructures projects, some in emerging
technologies.ers.

Can you envisage any major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years?
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There are a number of wild cards that come to mind:
1. Government cutbacks driving innovation, but possibly affecting
social cohesion, healthcare, education and public order.
2. Major lack of sustainability in energy sources and irreparable
damage to wildlife habitats, shrinkage in polar caps, sea level
rises.
3. Significant demographic change , people living longer, change
affecting demand on healthcare – ageing population, more
home-based personalised care, increased levels of dementia,
dramatic resource implications of treating co-morbidity. High
human and financial cost of treating increased falls.
4. Population increase and migration to cities and effect on food
production and distribution.
5. Water shortages and flooding, as well as temperature rises
and droughts, due to climate change affecting population
movement in Europe and elsewhere. Areas for wine growing
and other crops beginning to move to other countries, such
as UK.
6. Further catastrophic events like oil spills, disruption of the
internet, major earthquake, tsunami, nuclear events, forest
fires, pandemics. Globally transmitted diseases of plants, trees
and wildlife.

2.

3.

4.

5.

What would be the dramatic impact of the wild cards
you mentioned, and how should it be addressed by
future research? In which field?
If the wild cards were to occur, there would many significant
impacts.
1. Government cutbacks – This could stimulate innovation
and new social capital and community-based business, but
in certain worst affected countries, cuts will undermine social
cohesion, healthcare, education and public order. Change
needs to be managed more effectively to support this change
financially and socially. It is important to properly organise and
support innovation involving industry through open innovation.

6.

Lack of sustainability in energy sources – Climate change,
particularly linked to man-made causes and increased
CO2, will involve more risky exploration for fossil fuels and
irreparable damage to wildlife habitats, shrinkage in polar
caps, sea level rises. This could be addressed by the provision
of a pan-European government incentive, and further support
and encouragement to make changes through carbon duties
fixed at an appropriate level.
Significant demographic change –creates overwhelming
demand on healthcare through an ageing population,
with more home-based personalised care, higher hospital
admissions, increased levels of dementia, and dramatic
resource implications of treating morbidity. It would help
if Europe concentrated on developing methods of prevention,
education on diet and exercise to encourage social
responsibility.
Population increase – Population increase and migration to
cities and effect on food production and distribution. This could
be addressed by looking at the over-reliance on a few outlets,
and resilience plans could be devised.
Water shortages and flooding – Water shortages and
flooding, as well as temperature rises and droughts due to
climate change, would affect population movement in Europe
and elsewhere. Areas for wine growing and other crops may
begin to move to other countries, such as UK. It would be
useful to encourage a pan-European strategy on sustainability
and business continuity. Other ways to address this include:
the development of a range of flood attenuation measures;
making full use of solar energy or hydro power, or developing
new plant and crop strains to survive and flourish in more
hostile climates.
Catastrophic events – This could include events like oil spills,
major earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, nuclear
events, forest fires or pandemics. These would have differing
effects, from serious flooding of coastal cities and seaboards
due to earthquakes triggering tsunamis, the grounding of
aircraft due to volcanoes, and further destruction of marine
and other wildlife by environmental disasters. Improved
forecasting would help with this, as well as developing
advanced technologies to analyse data. Further developments
could be made around industrial biotechnology solutions for
waste and toxic material elimination.
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What are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realisation) of the
wild cards mentioned?
There are a number of interesting weak signals and trends that
possibly indicate the emergence of a wild card, such as:
1. There is feedback from agencies, government ministers,
population and business that the changes are unstructured
and not properly planned. The recent lorry drivers’ strike
in Greece wreaked havoc – stranding tourists, destroying
lucrative fruit exports and drying up fuel supplies.
2. The emerging evidence of over-reliance on deep sea
exploration for oil and gas from Russia, and now there is more
interest in waste-to-energy plants, despite the environmental
lobby.
3. There has been significant damage to insect habitats,
dramatically reducing the numbers of butterflies and bees. In
the UK, there has also been major disease affecting oak trees.
4. The uptake of electric vehicles has been surprisingly quick.
5. Reduced arctic shelf and polar ice with increasing sea levels.
6. Continuous improvement in life expectancy, increase in
dementia, improved tissue engineering, effects of improved
management of co-morbidity in older age, with currently
around 70% of hospital beds occupied by people aged over
65. Emerging effects of increased use of statins and reduced
smoking-related deaths. There are also higher levels of
hospital admissions.
7. Early response to the effects of climate change in the
northwest of England, with work being done on a water grid.
8. French wine growers are buying land for vineyards in Kent.
9. The UK Environment Agency has taken measures to tackle
reduced fish stocks.
10. There have been objections from Scotland to current BP deep
sea oil exploration plans.

Are there any relationships evident between the wild
cards and weak signals you mentioned?
Significant demographic change is affecting healthcare – under
ERA-AGE (European Research Area in Ageing), more home-based
personalised care, increased levels of dementia, dramatic resource
implications of co-morbidity linked to continuous improvement in life
expectancy, tissue engineering, effects of improved management
of co-morbidity in older age, with currently around 70% of hospital
beds occupied by people aged over 65. Emerging effects of
increased use of statins and reduced smoking-related deaths;
relationship between obesity and increase in type 2 diabetes.
Government cutbacks in Europe are driving innovation, but possibly
affecting social cohesion, healthcare and public order. Feedback
from agencies, government ministers, population and business
suggest that the changes are unstructured and not properly planned.
This is seen by the effect of the lorry drivers’ strike in Greece.
There are benefits of early cross-sector and cross-industry
collaboration in tackling pan-European and global challenges.
Sharing of intelligence and knowledge is key.
There is a link between climate change, damaged habitats for fish,
animals and insects and industrial biotechnology.

Water shortages and flooding, as well as temperature rises and
droughts, due to climate change are affecting population movement
in Europe and elsewhere. For example, areas for wine growing and
other crop development are beginning to move to other countries,
such as UK. A pan-European strategy on sustainability and business
continuity should be encouraged, and a range of flood attenuation
measures should be developed. Europe should make full use of
increased solar energy or hydro power.

Looking ahead to the future of European research –
which of the WI-WE that you mentioned should be
given top priority?
Europe needs to focus its research priorities across a number of
sectors. Specific areas of research that should be given priority
include:
1. Healthcare- under ERA-AGE treatment of dementia in the
elderly, skin cancer (melanoma), prostate cancer, telemedicine
to support home-based care, longer-term research on the
effects of statins.
2. Industrial biotechnology and agriculture complementing
ERA-Net BioDivERsA – to deal with oil and chemical spills,
support for agriculture and fishing, e.g. what if bees and other
pollinators disappear? Safe improved yields in fish stocks
and crops. Develop crops that are more resilient to changes
in temperature. Improve knowledge and methods of Infection
control.
3. Greater emphasis on nanotechnology, very low-cost thin
film technologies, for example in solar energy and medical
nanotechnology, e.g. targeted drug delivery, cancer treatment.
Lighter and stronger materials for cars and planes.
4. Improved development of sensor technology to apply to mobile
phones and devices to assist in telemedicine under ERA-AGE
and communications generally.
5. Expand research linked to renewable energy, wave and
tidal power, hydrogen, storage of energy from solar. There are
doubts over the continuity of the global supply of biomass and
effects on forests.
6. Greater emphasis on battery and fuel cell development,
smaller, cooler and better life.
7. Greater use of mobile phone applications in communications
and health and other education.
8. More independent research into the longer-term effects of
mobile phone use.
9. Greater emphasis on, and involving end users in ‘design
thinking`.
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Do you prefer other definitions of wild cards and weak
signals?
Perhaps ‘early signs’ or ‘early symptoms’ may be clearer than
`weak signals`.
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Martin Sharp
United Kingdom
Liverpool John Moores University
Martin Sharp completed his PhD in laser materials processing at Imperial College, London in 1985. In 2000 he became the
manager of the Lairdside Laser Engineering Centre at the University of Liverpool, working principally in the field of technology
transfer and knowledge exchange, and delivering several EU-funded programmes, including the ERDF-funded ‘The Laser
Initiative’ from 2002 to 2005. This project supported the introduction of laser technology into the Merseyside region of the UK.
In 2008, Dr Sharp moved to the General Engineering Research Institute at the Liverpool John Moores University. He set up the
Photonics in Engineering research group with Dr Paul French and is undertaking research in a range of applications of laser
materials processing.
Throughout his career Dr Sharp has supported the laser materials processing community in the UK and academic/industry
collaboration. He is currently the Vice President of the UK’s Association of Laser Users (AILU) and chair of the steering group
for the North West Photonics Association.

Can you envisage any major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years?
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There are a number of wild cards that initially come to mind, such
as:
1. ‘Significant’ financial events cause ‘significant’ changes
in science and innovation funding. For instance, China
calling in debts to undermine a G20 economy, leading to
significant financial difficulties in Europe and social unrest.
2. Significant terrorist action damaging science
infrastructure. For example, London, Cambridge, Manchester
put out of action for a significant period of time (more than a
year).
3. Pandemic causing significant deaths in G20. There would
not only be a huge financial and societal impact, but also a
‘backlash’ against science’s failure to prevent the deaths.
4. Evidence of alien life, such as intelligent signals from
deep space. Perhaps this is more of a stereotypical wild card,
but it would boost interest and investment in science.

What would be the dramatic impact of the wild cards
you mentioned, and how should it be addressed by
future research? In which field?
There would be significant impacts if they were to occur.
1. There will be an initial significant decrease in science activity,
coupled with societal breakdown caused by large-scale
unemployment and large reduction in personal wealth. In
the longer term, a self-reliance policy will encourage local
manufacturing and innovation.
2. With a damaged infrastructure in the UK (or Europe), the loss
of research capacity could divert investment to other countries,
which could have catastrophic longer-term impacts on science
and innovation progress.

3.

4.

There could be an initial boost in vaccines and immunology
research, but then the research base itself could be depleted
and large-scale societal unrest, coupled with financial
problems, will have significant impact. Mass deaths could lead
to a breakdown of trust in science, damaging the
science base.
A renewed interest in science, coupled with ‘fear’ of alien
contact, could significantly boost science spend.

What are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realisation) of the
wild cards mentioned?
A ‘not so’ weak signal has been the financial crises in 2008-09,
with the subsequent credit rating issues with some EU countries.
Further weak signals could be found in purchasing patterns of
emerging companies, and levels of innovation reaching those of US/
EU/Japan.
There is the continuing nuclear proliferation and attempted
smuggling, with the ongoing West/‘Islamic fundamentalist‘ conflict
causing increased tensions. While closely monitored by security
forces, weak signals will most probably be identified in changes of
country/regional/ethnic group behaviours.
The bird flu/swine flu events are strong signals. But concentrating
on the obvious influenza risks may allow rapid development of
drug-resistant viral illnesses, so it may be better to look for the weak
signals elsewhere than flu.
Regarding evidence of other intelligent life, there are a number
of signals which have indicated this. SETI (Search for ExtraTerrestrial Intelligence) generating ‘false alarms‘; review of historical
astronomical data at all wavelengths; a signal originating from
intelligence is likely to be very weak – but if proven, it will change
humankind.
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Are there any causal relationships between the wild
cards and weak signals you mentioned?
Most probably finance and financial resilience. It is likely to be
financial failure that leads to large societal changes, with institutions
such as science and research being part of the collateral damage.

Looking ahead to the future of European research –
which of the WI/WE that you mentioned should be
given top priority in EU research?
A study into financial risk analysis and resilience that can achieve
governmental and public acceptance and is not aimed at maximising
financial gain (for the few?) would be beneficial and, as with all
social science, potentially highly subjective and open to criticism.
But the financial crises may have been averted if financial models
could have predicted the outcome of the western reliance on debt to
a level of certainty that governments could not have brushed aside.
Of the ones identified above, pandemic is probably the priority.
The others are more an indication of the need to increase EU
collaboration, cooperation and integration, so that regional events
cannot cause significant disruption to the overall EU research activity
position in science.
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Lenka HEBÁKOVÁ
Czech Republic
ERAWATCH Network for the Czech Republic
Lenka is the country correspondent for ERAWATCH Network projects for the Czech Republic. She studied social sciences and
international relations at Charles University in Prague and the Sciences Po University in Paris. She has worked as a project
manager for the Operational Programme Human Resources Development at the Czech Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs,
and spent an internship in Skelleftea, Sweden, on active employment policy and lifelong learning. In 2005 She joined the
Technology Centre ASCR, where She is currently responsible for analysis and EU Structural Funds projects in the area of
human resources for research, development and innovation. Since 2009 She has been temporarily based in the CZELO Office
in Brussels.

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years?
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Following the debate during the iKnow workshop in March 2010, the
major wild cards were identified and agreed by the experts within
the ICT-SSH group as follows:
• For information and communication technologies (ICT): Collapse
of internet network connection structure; Complete loss of
privacy; 3D media trustworthily copying reality; and P2P networks
as a predominant technology for data management.
• For social sciences and humanities (SSH): Pay as you pollute;
Climate of right wing politics; and Never too late to keep on
keeping on.
Explanation of these wild cards is available in the relevant workshop
report. These wild cards generate a number of themes relevant to
EU research. Two more wild cards were identified as good subjects
for European researchers: Nano-lab inside your body; and Ageing
and healthcare through technology.

What will be the dramatic impact of the wild cards you
mentioned, and how it should be addressed by future
research? In which field?
The EU will support the nanotechnology and healthcare research
issues, combining SSH with ICT, technical and medical research.
Inter-sectoral and international research cooperation is needed.
More concrete themes for the Nano-lab research are: Research on
nanodiagnostic methods; Evidence-based medicine; Non-invasive
treatment; Research on application software for nanochips; and
Research on suitable options for policy and regulation.
Ageing research themes are: Robotics and smart houses; Interfaceoriented technology; Social research (life models); and Research on
the impact of demoscopic (i.e. public opinion research).

What are the week signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realization) of the
wild cards that you mentioned?
Weak signals associated with ‘Nano-lab in your body’:
• New research results on disease diagnostics, making it possible
to detect weak signals in our body.
• A huge trend towards the increasing development of
nanotechnology.
• Diagnostics is developing and tries to identify illness as soon as
possible.
• Higher spending on R&D as a percentage of GDP.
• An artist broadcasts images of her gastroscopy.
• Through webcams, people suddenly start to exhibit their private
life publicly.
• Threat of terrorist attacks, giving rise to an atmosphere of fear in
society.
• Initiatives and mobilization of NGOs against the trend of chipping
people.
• Many ordinary things are becoming common, so people are
easily excited about new, “sexy” technologies (i.e. 3D movies).
• Terrorism of hacking; emergence of new crypto/analysis
methods.
• Curing a person at the start phase of illness is much cheaper
than later.
• Governments are trying to push down the costs of healing.
• There are many highly active hackers all over the world, trying to
hack any kind of database.
• Telecommunications technologies are developing very fast.
• People do not care about their health.
• New lobbying initiatives of companies’ clusters putting pressure
on governments.
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Weak signals associated with ‘Ageing and healthcare
through technology’:
• More affordable technologies to help older people.
• Higher spending on R&D as a percentage of GDP.
• Demographic pressure on public finances due to the cost of
human caretakers.
• People are wanting to live alone, supported by ambient
technology. This will continue into old age.
• Smart home technology is available; research is under way on
intelligent monitoring.
• Tax increases.
• Increase in social changes.
• Family structure change - no or single child families, with the
consequence that the burden of taking care of elderly parents is
too much for one.
• Rise of ‘human hyenism’, where older people are exploited by
false promises made or false hopes raised.
• Old people remain active longer, due to empowerment
by technology.

Can you identify any causal relationships between the
wild cards mentioned and weak signals?
Due to the reduction in labour costs they entail, robots will be used
more widely for the elderly and to provide better healthcare in the
context of an ageing population in Europe. Diagnostics can only be
improved and extended if there is enough spending on the relevant
fields of research. Nanotechnology and biotechnology research will
bring results for the emerging issues of European society.

Looking ahead to the future of European research –
which of the WI-WEs, that you mentioned should be
given top priority in the EU research?
• New research results on diseases diagnostics, making it possible
to detect weak signals in our body.
• Higher spending on R&D as a percentage of GDP (in the Czech
Republic especially).
• To cure a person at the start phase of illness is much cheaper
than later.
• Governments are trying to push down the costs of healing.
• Old people remain active longer, due to empowerment by
technology.

What are the most pressing emerging issues/
problems in the EU that are insufficiently (or not at all)
addressed by current research?
Ageing, healthcare, societal changes, technology impact
assessment, management of research, international and intersectoral cooperation to solve emerging problems, the role of social
sciences and humanities in explaining and analysing the impact of
technological development.

Could you share with us other insights that you may
have regarding long-run future research, taking into
account the ERA vision and Grand Challenges?
Defining the vision and long-term research priorities is crucial for
the improvement of ERA. Globalization, social change and inequity,
economic crisis and poverty are issues generating a huge number
of research areas to be tackled. The good news is that Grand
Challenges have been identified, not only generally, but also in
detail, for various actual research fields – such as sustainable
development, intercultural interaction, global health or human
wellbeing, defence, etc. These documents have been discussed
when preparing the research agenda of the new Commission, and
the themes of the next Framework Programme for Research and
Technological Development (FP8). FP8 is planned to be much more
about interdisciplinary, international projects, involving the public
as well as the private research sector. The mobility of students and
researchers should also be strengthened within FP8.

What other week signals could be particularly
relevant to future changes that may significantly or
unexpectedly affect the key aspects of ERA?
The ERAWATCH Country Report 2009 identifies groups of signals
(barriers) which may have significant influence on the future
involvement of the Czech Republic in ERA.
One of the important signals is the fact that public support for R&D
is fragmented in the Czech Republic, and expenditure on R&D is
low. Another signal is the low number of researchers; the barriers
are a lack of appropriate conditions for researchers, the structure
of disciplines at universities, and the low horizontal mobility of
researchers and students. The low proportion of research in high
technology-intensive sectors is the third identified signal. The fourth
signal is the small number of domestic companies engaged in R&D;
current policies may not be sufficient to encourage enterprises
which do not perform R&D to become involved in research. The last
identified signal lies in weak linkages between academic research
and the business sector.
From the global point of view, the current R&D system is not very
satisfactory in the Czech Republic. Participation of Czech teams in
ERA initiatives is not outstanding, although it has been increasing
in recent years. Also, attracting foreign researchers to participate in
Czech research projects, and avoiding a brain drain still seem to be
challenges. However, generally the ERA goals and challenges are
reflected in all relevant policy and strategic documents in the Czech
Republic, such as the new proposal of National R&D and Innovation
Policy 2009-2014, the National Reform Programme 2008-2010 or
the White Paper on R&D and Innovation (2008). Some aspects of the
reform have already been settled. However, it is necessary to forge
ahead in order to improve the national R&D system in response to
new trends and needs in the field of R&D in Europe.
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What is your opinion on the concept of wild cards and
weak signals?
Wild cards and weak signals are quite a good concept to identify
the hot research and innovation topics that will be solved in the
near future. Foresight and analytical sociological methods can be
used to elaborate them in depth. A byproduct of such concepts is
the introduction of an international platform of different experts to
discuss the research issues.
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Vivienne SOYKOVA
Czech Republic
Czech Technical University
Vivienne is a psychologist who graduated from the Faculty of Arts, Charles University in Prague. She specializes in security
and emergency management. Vivienne lectures at the First Faculty of Medicine as a Research Assistant and at the Czech
Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Transportations Sciences, Dept. of Security Technologies and Engineering as an
Assistant Professor. She was a delegate of the Czech Republic to the JMC NATO until 2006, and has been National Expert to
JMC NATO since 2006.

Could you tell me a bit about your background and
what you are doing now?
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I am a psychologist. I graduated from the Faculty of Arts, Charles
University in Prague. I specialize in security and emergency
management. I lecture at the First Faculty of Medicine as a Research
Assistant and at the Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty
of Transportations Sciences, Dept. of Security Technologies and
Engineering as an Assistant Professor. I was a delegate of the Czech
Republic to the JMC NATO until 2006, and have been National
Expert to JMC NATO since 2006.

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years? What
are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint at
a growing likelihood (or imminent realization) of the
wild cards that you mentioned?
‘Human made’ or ‘nature made’ security wild cards will certainly
have some effect. In the area of energetics, these include, for
example, intentional or unintentional black-outs. Relevant weak
signals already include a shortage of qualified workers in the Czech
Republic’s power industry, both technicians and university educated
professionals, who would be able to continue in the interrupted
tradition of energetics from the period before the significant growth
of market-oriented liberalism and extreme environmentalism in
society. Other weak signals are the increasing economic competition
of energy companies and the absence of a unified system to prevent
crises of the energy transmission system control (central energy
switchboard).
Another wild card in the area of energetics is a possible
breakthrough in the use of new sources of energy (nuclear fusion,
hydrogen fuel). Such a breakthrough has been awaited impatiently
for a relatively long time already. The question remains, however,
whether it will ever happen.
Major progress in healthcare can be considered quite likely,
especially related to the usage of nano-technologies and laser. For
example, it is becoming evident that existing preventative measures
are relatively inefficient, as is the chemical-pharmacological model
for the treatment of malignant tumours. It is therefore necessary to
achieve a breakthrough in the efficacy of radical surgical methods of
treating tumours.
Wild cards from the area of ethics can play a major role in the
history of Europe. These wild cards arise from the crisis in value
systems, especially in the new Eastern European member states of
the EU, as well as other countries of the former Soviet bloc.

The signals (which are better characterized as strong, rather
than weak) include the current economic crisis and the lowbrow
behaviour of powerful individuals in the society. The driver of this
development is the significant shift by the liberalized system of
values in Eastern Europe towards the only critical criterion,
economic gain.
Also, there is evidence of ‘national pride’ in a number of Eastern
European countries on a par with the 17th century. This pride
is combined with procedures copied from Western European
management, which are internally incompatible with the current
state of these societies. The result is tension between the individual
Eastern European countries and at the same time between the
European East and West, which can have a significant impact,
among other things, on the functioning of the ERA.

What will be the dramatic impact of the wild cards you
mentioned, and how should it be addressed by future
research? Which of the WI-WEs you mentioned should
be given top priority in EU research?
From the point of view of security wild cards (energy black-out),
people will be confronted with new scenarios of daily lives, for
which they will not be ready. Apart from research focused on the
technical basis of the problem, an important role may be played
by corresponding research activities in the area of sociology and
psychology.
Regarding the crisis of value systems, liberalization and the
development of human wellbeing leads managerial decision-making
processes to prefer immediate (financial) gain over the long-term
development of basic social values (tradition, continuity, long-term
vision). Rapid development of technologies leads to a confrontation
with Christian ethics. Traditional systems from south-eastern Asia
(China) are gaining the upper hand, because for them the most
important things are not human beings and their wellbeing, but the
goal and the means to achieve it. From a long-term point of view,
this development may result in a disintegration of the European
system of values and an overall decline, including a degradation of
the ERA.
As a consequence of this development, we can expect growing
frustration of today’s 40-year-olds within the next 20 years,
especially in Eastern European countries. This frustration will
influence their psychological and general health and will lead to a
decrease in their average life expectancy. That is a challenge for
healthcare and sociological research.
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Could you share with us other insights that you may
have regarding long-term future research, taking into
account the ERA vision and the Grand Challenges?
Half a billion people live in the EU, and they are already aware of the
fact that other economical entities are significantly larger and better
equipped with raw materials and energy. It is therefore necessary
to build upon know-how and its quality. This means that quality of
education and research is of the utmost importance. With that in
mind, not only is content (the what) important, but methods (the
how) of education and research are also important, with regard to
the creation of a basic long-term value system of society.
From the long-term point of view, we need to formulate an
overarching philosophical framework – a common umbrella of sorts
for the ERA and the individual Grand Challenges – which would
contain the basic values of European culture (while respecting the
original traditions of individual nations). Ensuring harmony between
technology-oriented education and research (especially basic
research) and this bio-socio-ethical basis would enable us to face
the European identity and ethics crisis and the related wild cards.
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Adam SPORKA
Czech Republic
Czech Technical University
Adam is an assistant professor at the Department of Computer Graphics and Interactions at the Czech Technical University
in Prague. His research focuses on non-verbal vocal input for emulation of input devices of personal computing equipment.
He has taken part in numerous EU-funded projects, including ENORASI, VHCE, i2home, and ADAMACH. He is also a musician
and a graphic designer.Vivienne is a psychologist who graduated from the Faculty of Arts, Charles University in Prague. She
specializes in security and emergency management.

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years? What
are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint at
a growing likelihood (or imminent realization) of the
wild cards that you mentioned?
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I see a possible future problem with data formats and standards
in the area of ICT – the resulting wild card is that a loss of data
may occur, because nobody would be able to read it. I am currently
trying to solve one such problem with particular software, it can be
considered a weak signal. The greatest spontaneity in data formats
took place in the 1980s and 1990s. The life cycle of software is
currently on the rise, but one still needs to make an active effort to
store information – it cannot be just stored and never touched again,
it needs to be continually and actively taken care of.
Another series of wild cards may result from the recent volcano
eruption in Iceland. Similar events may deepen problems, especially
with air transport, which would cause airline crises, low transport
capacities, and high airfares. It would take a long time for ship
transportation to begin functioning satisfactorily as a replacement.
A new expansion of train transport may also occur on the European
continent at the same time.
The absence of a fast and inexpensive global means of transport
may cause the trend of localization to prevail over globalization.
Paradoxically, this may lead to a significant worldwide growth of
migration. People would want to relocate to places they like when
unable to go there regularly, such as on vacation.
Another wild card is the potential immortality of the next
generations, which may result from improved healthcare and new
discoveries in medicine and bioinformatics. However, immortality
would bring the question of the sustainability of such a state. A
partial problem (weak signal) would be, for example, changes in the
area of copyright – works of immortal authors would never enter
the public domain, old authors would not allow new authors on the
scene, etc. Generally, it would be difficult for young people to attain
a position in any profession.

Which of the WI-WE should be given top priority in
EU research?
A great ICT challenge, and a wild card at the same time, is the effort
to involve as yet excluded groups in the digital community. People
want to share their experiences with many other people, and they
want to do it online. It can be difficult for older or disabled persons,
but a suitable interface can help them in this regard. The aim is to,
for example, allow people who can only communicate by moving

their eyes, to converse over the internet in real-time. Sociology also
has to investigate what happens if society is divided into those who
can communicate online, and those who cannot.
This is closely tied to researching ways in which people use their
computers, and their ability to communicate with computers. Natural
communication with tools and machines is always oriented towards
some particular activity (i.e. task-oriented). However, computers are
universal meta-tools that work differently. Current ways of controlling
computers are oriented towards processes (i.e. we know how
computers work and we use them accordingly), not towards specific
tasks. This has to be changed.

What are the most pressing emerging issues/
problems in the EU that are insufficiently (or not at all)
addressed by current research?
I participated in the Czech iKnow workshop and a wild card
discussed was the Thinking Cap, which is a machine intended for
the monitoring and recording of thoughts. I do not think we should
go this way. There is a great risk that such technology would be
abused for surveillance and crowd control. The undeniably positive
aspect, such as being a method for the disabled to communicate, is
overshadowed by the possibility of a security threat. Nothing is free
and we have to decide what is more important. This means there is
an acute need to deal with ethical problems created by technological
progress.

Could you share with us other insights that you may
have regarding long-term future research, taking into
account the ERA vision and the Grand Challenges?
The Grand Challenges concept must stay open for discussion and
new ideas and challenges. Then it will be undoubtedly useful.

What is your opinion on the concept of wild cards
and weak signals?
The concept of wild cards and weak signals gives a clear structure
to thinking about different issues – it is a good method for people
with a technical background. Such a method can help to solve the
conflict between mid-term and long-term thinking which is now
present in research. Today’s research asks strictly for quick results,
which unfortunately causes us to become a short-term oriented
society without any long-term vision or direction.
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Libor STEJSKAL
Czech Republic
Charles University
Libor graduated from the Faculty of Social Sciences at the Charles University in Prague. He now works as a researcher and
project manager at the Centre for Social and Economic Strategies at the Faculty of Social Sciences at the Charles University,
Prague. Currently Libor is finishing his thesis on ‘Security and citizens in the 21st century’. For the past two years, he has
worked for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic as a security expert for the civilian reconstruction team in
Logar province, Afghanistan.

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years? What
are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint at
a growing likelihood (or imminent realization) of the
wild cards that you mentioned?
Every wild card should follow from certain trends, or it should be
possible to identify it with the help of weak signals – so I will turn
this question around, and go from trends and weak signals to
wild cards.
One current trend is the rapid selective degradation of the natural
environment. In the Czech Republic, for example, there is a
disturbance of hydrology conditions, which is a trend that also
threatens other European countries. The amount of subsoil water
reached 47% of the usual level at one point in recent years,
and we came very close to a crisis. The resulting wild card can
be the exceeding of a critical threshold, after which the level of
subsoil water falls below a critical limit, causing drinking water
sources to completely dry out. If paired with a disruption of surface
watercourses, it could present an enormous problem for both the
ecosystem and society.
Another issue from the area of the natural environment is species
extinction. This is often the case, with common species not enjoying
any special protection. It is made possible by the reaching of a
certain threshold, which can be followed by a wild card discussing a
zero-level pollination of plants. This may lead to a total disruption of
the food chain in a matter of weeks or months, which would result
in a disintegration of the entire ecosystem, including severe impacts
on society. On top of that, this may be followed by a wave of an
invasive, unregulated species that would become a significant pest,
due to the changed conditions. The impact of this species may lead
to the loss of crops in a region, which could take us to the brink of
a real societal crisis, with food supply problems. As in the problem
with water, the issue is food security in this case, too.
Another weak signal is the break-up of public government in parts
of European cities. This is linked to a wild card predicting the fast
emergence of parallel power structures, in the form of organized
crime, that would be able to quickly gain alternative (mafia) control
over society, but with much higher social costs and problems.
Yet another trend concerns energetics (energy economics),
especially our inability to modernize it centrally. Instead, there is an
uneven development and incompatibility between the modern and
obsolete elements of the production and distribution systems.

This causes the system to have unbalanced loads, with the
possibility of subsequent black-outs. This would cause the
disintegration of basic structures of society within a week.
The weakening of solidarity in society is an obvious trend, along with
growing social division and the weakening of the middle classes that
bear the whole weight of social transfers. This situation may cause
a wild card describing an outburst of hatred towards unproductive
groups of the population, with the threatened middle classes
paradoxically becoming the bearers of the hate and violence. This
issue strongly disrupts the stability of today’s society.
The growing use of technologies in production is a significant trend,
along with the related structural unemployment of a considerable
part of the workforce. This can result in a wild card which could be
characterized as a turn away from the official monetary economy
towards commutation of production and consumption. Families
can emancipate themselves from sectors of the official economy
contributing to the creation of the GDP in certain socially segregated
territories, even today. All goods and services produced or consumed
by such families can be realized on the basis of barter trade. Should
such behaviour become more widespread in the future, and become
a form of protest, it would endanger the existing economic system.
The largely related trend of ostracizing certain social groups into
ghettos, and the destruction of public space, concerns both the
poorest and the richest parts of society.
A pandemic of a new disease (a quickly mutating virus or bacteria)
is also a wild card.
The last interesting wild card is the emergence of systems for a
total surveillance of the population. Partial surveillance systems are
numerous, even today, but there is no apparent integration of these
systems going on. The possibility exists, however, and does not pose
a major technical problem. Should this become a reality, the threat
of an abuse of the integrated information would be very strong.
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You mentioned many wild cards and weak signals.
Could you identify causal relationships between them
in more detail?
Another important signal that has not been mentioned yet is gradual
global warming. Major changes in the behaviour of ecosystems
could be caused by surface water warming by a few degrees.
That could also cause an enormous burden for the power grid,
because water is used to cool practically the whole industry. This
is a phenomenon that threatens both food and energy security. The
connections are complicated and the system is not closed.
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Which of the WI-WEs you mentioned should be given
top priority in EU research? And what are the most
pressing emerging issues/problems in the EU that
are insufficiently (or not at all) addressed by current
research?
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There is an inherent lack of methodical research on unforeseeable
topics (what happens beyond critical thresholds). There are,
however, a number of needed topics of research in social sciences.
The radicalization of some social groups has become an important
topic for European research. However, today’s research mostly
focuses on marginal groups, and the behaviour of the majority (the
frustrated middle class) is not mapped. This topic should appear in
new calls.
There is also no satisfactory solution for the control of total
surveillance, but this topic is now starting to open.
Another major problem is the fact that there is no investigation – or
no sufficient subsequent communication – of the degradation of
the cultural landscape as a whole, i.e. not only selected biotopes.
Component processes (suburbanization, occupation of areas around
big cities) are described, but complex impacts (in what ways do we
lose cultural landscape; what are the changes in the land resources)
are not sufficiently researched. It is this complex that diminishes
the ability of the cultural landscape to fulfil the social functions that
society needs it to perform.

What is your opinion on the concept of wild cards
and weak signals? What methods/processes for their
identification do you consider the most suitable?
Wild cards are good as a way to become aware of the
consequences of some critical situations. I am more interested
watching weak signals and surmising their consequences. We live in
a world of weak signals, not wild cards.
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Antonín RASEK
Czech Republic
Czech Technical University
Antonín is a major-general in reserve. He works in scientific research, consulting, publishing and literature. He has written
numerous books, studies, and articles on youth sociology, management, the military, and politics. After graduating from
the Military School and the 1st Infantry School of Combined Arms Units, He became a career soldier. Simultaneously I took
correspondence classes, and graduated from the Faculty of Arts at the Charles University, Prague, where degree degree
subjects were philosophy and history. He completed his dissertation in 1969, and his post-graduate studies were in sociology.
Then he worked in sociology research at the Consulting Institute of the Czechoslovak National Committee for Scientific
Organization, and at the Research Institute for Manufacturing Technology and Economics. Antonín was the civilian Deputy
Minister of Defence for Social and Humanitarian Issues from January 1990 to September 1992, and the director of the
Institute of Strategic Studies in 1993.

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years? What
are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint at
a growing likelihood (or imminent realization) of the
wild cards that you mentioned?

• Pandemic of tumour diseases caused by the existence of strong
transmitters that change the geostatic fields around tectonic
boundaries to resonance fields.
All of these wild cards are supported by relatively strong signals and
are thus becoming prognoses.

There could be a number of wild cards, especially in the area of
security. I consider the following to be the most important:
• Black-out in the power industry – in case of tensions in Europe
and the world; the Czech Republic could be affected, especially
if it does not complete the remaining two blocks of the Temelín
nuclear plant.
• Social unrest – in case of asocial policies and the fall of the
social state.
• Serious attacks on information networks.
• Strong far-right neo-Nazi-like party.
• Strong far-left communist-like party.
• Chinese infiltration (in neighbouring countries, Africa, and Latin
America, followed by Greece; another possible scenario – gaining
control of the Balkans, Czech Republic, and Central Europe;
gaining control of Siberia).
• Local military conflicts with a global impact – Pakistani-Indian
nuclear conflict; Israeli-Iranian conflict.
• Ethnic unrest – Romany (Romany militia); migrants
(Islamic minority).
• NATO break-up.
• European Union break-up.
• Large-scale oil accidents and disasters.
• Shortage of water – in case of continuing climatic problems.
• Extinction of bees – as a consequence of ecological imbalance;
could have far-reaching impacts on the pollination of plants
and the entire ecosystem, including a food crisis and related
social impacts.
• Fall of a large meteorite.
• Eruption of an underwater volcano with globally
destructive consequences.
• Nuclear plant accident.
• Pandemic (arising in a moment when nobody believes in any real
danger, because of the bird flu, etc.).

What will be the dramatic impact of the wild cards you
mentioned, and how should it be addressed by future
research? Which of the WI-WEs you mentioned should
be given top priority in EU research?
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The most dramatic impacts have the attributes of social disasters,
be it the consequences of a black-out, attack on information
networks, social unrest (rise of undemocratic or totalitarian regimes),
ecological disasters like water shortage or bee extinction (water
wars, agricultural problems), or the Islamization of Europe or its
infiltration by China. We should prepare for all of these impacts, both
from the point of view of the respective specializations (energetics,
ICT, natural sciences, and ecology) and from the point of view of the
umbrella social sciences. I consider energy security the top priority
for European research.

Can you identify any causal relationships between the
WI-WEs you mentioned? Are any of them particularly
relevant to EU research and/or may any of them
dramatically affect the ERA vision?
We have developed some of the wild cards into scenarios in several
publications with my colleagues.
For example, publication [1] is about the Islamization of Europe
wild card: Europe has decided, similarly to the United States,
to grant the so-called ‘blue cards’, allowing legal residency in
the countries of the European Union. There was emphasis on
integration, not assimilation. Integration presupposed a knowledge
of language, employment, and housing. Migration could not stop the
ageing of the European population, but could revitalise its genetic
pool. The number of qualified people increased, but they worked in
positions requiring lower qualifications, especially in construction
and healthcare.
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Every year was marked by an increase in the number of foreigners
in Europe, mainly of the Muslim religion. National identity, European
integration, migration, and multiculturalism were topics not to be
underestimated. This is what has happened, because of strategically
late reactions. France has become the first Islamized country in
2040, followed by other West European countries.
Publication [2] develops a scenario from the wild card describing
a middle class revolt: European countries, USA and Canada were
increasingly confronted with economic pressures from China,
India and other Asian countries. This increased unemployment
among qualified professionals, the ‘backbone’ of the middle class.
Developed countries saw a gradual widening of the gap between the
very rich and the middle or lower income groups. This undermined
society’s social cohesion, which led to a growth in the number of
mass strikes and social unrest, with uncontrolled progression at first.
There was an increase in crime rates in society, and organized crime
also grew in strength. Socially weakened security forces were not
able, and partially did not want, to deal with the problem. Discontent
of the middle class with the ruling political elite, which was more
and more linked to the economical elite, grew in most developed
countries. The middle class started to utilize its strong weapons
still more – education, professional knowledge, competence
and communication skills. It also started to organize politically
– new political movements were created, unions went through
a renaissance. The middle class gradually started to succeed in
stripping the existing political and economical elites of power in
many countries.
These and other scenarios can be mutually interconnected, and their
significant potential impact on the ERA is obvious.
References:
[1] Balabán M., Rašek, A. (2008): Divoké karty v budoucím vývoji
sv_tové bezpe_nosti (Wildcards in the future development of world
security). Vojenské rozhledy, Vol. 2008, No. 2. ISSN: 1210-3292.
http://www.army.cz/images/id_3878_4000/3538/vr2008_2.pdf
[2]_Balabán, M., Rašek, A. (2007): Historie z roku 2020 (History
from the year 2020). MF Dnes, 16. 6. 2007.
http://www.ceses.cuni.cz/CESES-75-version1-070616_balaban_
rasek_mfdnes.htm
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David ALEXANDER
Italy
CESPRO
David Alexander was born in London and graduated in geography at the London School of Economics. In 1977 he obtained his
PhD in Mediterranean geomorphology from University College London (UCL). From 1978 until 1980 he was Research Fellow
at UCL, during which time he studied erosional processes in clay badlands. From 1982 until 2002 he taught geomorphology,
physical geography, natural hazards and disaster studies at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst (USA). He has also
taught extensively at five Italian universities and, briefly, at the University of the South Pacific in Fiji. He has participated
widely as a teacher in emergency management training courses and currently directs disaster preparedness training for
the regional government of Lombardy in Italy, where he is the Scientific Director of the Advanced School of Civil Protection.
He collaborates extensively with emergency services at all levels in Italy. In addition, at the University of Florence he was
a leading member of the team that designed, launched and taught Italy’s first Master of Civil Protection course. For the
academic year 2002-3 he was Professor of Disaster Management at Cranfield University in the UK, based at the Royal Military
College of Science, where he directed the Cranfield Disaster Management Centre. During 2004 he was Professor and Head of
the Disaster Management Subject Group at Coventry University, UK, the largest centre for disaster studies in Britain. Currently
he is Ministerial Contract Professor of Disaster Management in CESPRO, Centre for the Study of Risk Conditions and Civil
Protection at the University of Florence. He is based in the Faculty of Medicine. At present he is working on an encyclopedia of
natural hazards.
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What are you currently working on?
I am studying the L’Aquila earthquake that happened in Italy in
April 2009 from an epidemiological perspective. I am looking at the
human effects of earthquakes, how to protect people, as well as the
relationship between what people did, conditions and the chance of
being killed or injured. I am also studying welfare in the aftermath of
the earthquake. When we plan for disasters, we always tend to plan
for the last one rather than the next one.
Since 1993 I have also been keeping a record of disasters from all
over the world.

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years?
• The unexpected is always becoming more likely.
• I am not sure that we have a clear signal on climate change and
its effects. Recent disasters in China, Pakistan and India are
symptoms of change in weather – which is not the same as a
change in climate. Weather is different from climate and very
variable. We cannot deduce trends from very short sequences.
• A major climatic event – for example the first European
hurricane. We had a tropical storm in Portugal in 2008, for
example. There is an interesting project looking at this – the
Katrina project. It has nothing to do with America, but is
modelling the effects of a super storm in Europe. There is
a strong potential for a major storm that could affect many
countries at once or in turn. We have had these recently – in
2000 and 2002 there were floods in six countries. Tornadoes
are also highly underrated in Europe – these have happened (for
example, one in Birmingham). They have been relatively small,
but we should prepare for a major one, which could result in a
higher loss of life.

• Seismicity in Europe – a major earthquake. In some parts in
Europe seismicity is not very well known, for example Northern
Europe and Britain. There are places, though, with some
seismicity – to date smaller earthquakes have not done anything.
However, were these to hit sensitive places like a nuclear power
plant, things would be different. Also, earthquakes can lead to
tsunamis.
• Volcanic eruptions. Possible danger from lesser known,
although very large volcanoes under the sea. Italy’s biggest
volcano, Marsili, is under the sea. It is not active but it has very
long slopes and these are unstable; possible slope collapse
could lead to tsunami. There is highly occupied coast not far
away – this could potentially be a serious disaster. Were this to
erupt, earthquakes and tsunamis would follow. There is also an
undersea volcano in the Caribbean. Were this to erupt, this would
have an effect on both sides of the Atlantic – in cities like New
York.
We need to look at these things in the light of probability. If you
start discussing volcanic eruptions, earthquakes etc. in the same
breath as asteroid or meteorite impact, then you are muddling up
your probabilities a lot. There is a possibility of asteroid or meteorite
impact, there are examples of this. However, the real question
hinges on probability, which is very low.
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What will be the dramatic impact of the wild cards you
mentioned, and how it should be addressed by future
research? In which field?
In many ways it is not about research – but about preparedness and
especially about the translation of research results into actions and
preventive measures.
The trouble with volcanic eruptions, for example, is that although
one can see an eruption coming, it is difficult to predict the moment
at which it will take place and its magnitude. Volcanoes can cause
massive destruction, although they do not necessarily erupt due to
inflation and deflation of the ground surface.
Evacuating millions of people is very problematic – moving millions
of people around to stay for perhaps a few months. Eyjafjallajökull
in Iceland erupted for a few months, but it became apparent
that there is no coordination of response or interchangeability of
transport. Millions of people were stranded. It was only for a week,
but some records say that Eyjafjallajökull erupted for 13 months.
The uncertainty here was – how long will this go on for? There
were serious consequences for transport – for example, bone
marrow could not be delivered to hospitals in North America. Also,
Eyjafjallajökull erupted on the scale 2, which is not immense – Hekla
and Krafla are larger volcanoes that are known to erupt with great
disruption – toxic ash clouds all over Europe. Also a long disruption
to flights and transport in Europe could have devastating effects.
Perhaps we need more research on Emergency planning and
coordination. We need to keep in mind though that it is difficult to
plan for a very improbable event. You need procedures that can be
adapted to fit events, even thought the magnitude varies.

What are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realization) of the
wild cards that you mentioned?
Look at how we have tackled events in the past and look for the
weaknesses in that. Then perhaps we have a guide to what could
happen in a major event in the future. One example was the inability
to coordinate means of transport during the volcanic eruption.
This was significant in many ways, as it highlighted the massive
disruption that can be caused to European society. Europe is a
densely settled and complex place, with high levels of technology;
what happens when it does not turn out right?
This is also true for other types of events – terrorist attacks, largescale contamination events (chemical, radiation etc.). For example,
if this were to happen in a very a busy place like King’s Cross – this
could not be easily decontaminated. It is not easy having to bypass
major cities – everything is centred around large cities. For example,
during the polonium poisoning of the Russian spy Alexander,
30 localities were contaminated, 1,000 people requested tests,
restaurants and hotels had to be completely gutted and this was a
very minor incident! Huge costs and difficulties were involved in this
rather minor incident.

Looking ahead to the future of European research
– which of the Wi/We that you mentioned should be
given top priority in the EU research?

• We have had a case of tropical diseasing emerging in Europe.
With a warmer climate these could potentially take hold, for
example cases of malaria – brought with people coming back
from holiday. This could potentially become a tricky problem.
• Various major natural hazards, such as volcanic activity, which
would need some research attention. Tsunamis as well –
Mediterranean countries and countries with Atlantic coastlines.
• Earthquake hazards – Italy and Turkey in particular in Europe.
Then there are many places waiting for the big one to happen:
Istanbul, Kathmandu, Tokyo, etc. Damage and loss of life has
been estimated, but figures are being contested.
• Volcanic eruption that could change the climate. For example we
could see four years without summer.
• Then we have events that may have major consequences, like
Chernobyl, for example. We see now that nuclear energy is
undergoing a revival, and the effects this may have are unknown.
• Damage to grain production, could have large-scale
consequences.

Do you prefer other definitions of wild card and weak
signals? If these concepts are ambiguous in your
opinion, how could they be more clarified and better
defined?
• Wild card definition: I think this is fine; you need a short, simple
definition, which is not contaminated with jargon.
• Weak signal: Here we should also include recent events in
addition to current events. We might look back in time – not too
far, as society has changed so much in recent times. But we can
have hidden messages in the last 40 years, which could affect
current events. Weak signals can lie in recent events, rather than
just current ones.
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Are there interesting lessons from previous foresight
studies that employed the WI-WE approach?
I am working currently with scenarios in my earthquake research.

What are the best methods to identify WI-WEs?
It is a function of ability and experience. If you have had lots of
training in it, you will have the ability to recognise what is significant
and what is not. There is not a simple cookbook manual of saying:
look for the following. You cannot plonk a 20-year-old graduate in
front of a computer and say ‘figure out the wild cards’. It is much
more to do with feelings for the subjects. We are dealing with
complex realities here.

Anything to add?
In the end, you have got two important tasks, I am not sure to what
extent the project does both. In the first instance, you discover the
wild cards and weak signals. Then you need to assess which are
more likely than others. Somebody will have to do that if the project
does not. We want to prepare for the more probable events, rather
than the less probable. We would perhaps not want to prepare for
the invisibility spray, but more for a rise of fascism, or the wheat
disease.

• Bearing in mind that I have just dealt with natural and
technological wild cards, I would say impact of climate change
needs most attention. It is not easy to assess the impact of
climate, because you are most often assessing the impact of
weather.
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Clem BEZOLD
United Kingdom
Founder and Chairman Institute of Alternative Futures
Clement is founder and chairman of the Institute for Alternative Futures. He established IAF in 1977 and in 1982 he started
IAF’s for-profit subsidiary, Alternative Futures Associates, to assist corporations in their strategic planning using futures
methods. He has been a major developer of foresight techniques, applying futures research and strategic planning methods in
both the public and private sectors. As a consultant, Clement has worked with many Fortune 500 companies along with major
organizations, including the World Health Organization, the National Institutes of Health, the Rockefeller Foundation, AARP and
the American Cancer Society.

Are you working with wild cards and weak signals?
Do you use these concepts in your work?
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What is the difference between a wild card and a black swan?
Interestingly, the black swan concept came up in an earlier interview.
Essentially, there are wild cards that you recognise as unpredictable.
So you keep seeking them and you recognise that the probability
is low enough that you are only making yourself more resilient. You
might not do anything about it until after it happens. Black swans
have more currency and I consider them to be virtually the same
things as wild cards.
My comment on weak signals is that the signal is related to your
interpretation of something important to your model of change.
So whether or not it is a signal or a weak signal depends on an
analytical frame I have that tells me it will be important. In that
analytical frame, I would argue that you should understand whether
it is visionary or not, whether it is normative or not; or, even if it
is not normative, you should recognise that it is a business-asusual extrapolative frame and is in fact normative. In other words,
everything is normative. So there is a form of weak signal analysis
that will affect what I will tell you when we ask what are visionary
opportunities? We argue that futures and foresight have to deal
explosively with visionary, as well as challenging, possibilities.

So would visionary be more positive rather than
challenging? What do you mean by visionary?
We have a concept of visionary scenarios similar to Luke
Georghiou’s concept of success scenarios. The way we phrase it
is: if a critical mass of stakeholders successfully pursue visionary
options, what would it look like? Earlier this decade we did four
rounds of scenario futuring with Luke, Ian Miles, Rafael Popper and
company. Our work used an approach where we develop expectable,
business-as-usual and transformational forecasts that ask what
could go wrong, and visionary ones. We call them alpha, beta and
delta. So the future is in looking for weak signals. There is the
question of whether they are positive, negative and whether you can
actually find positive weak signals?

This has come up in our work – the question of positive and
negative weak signals and wild cards, because people tend to
stray towards the negative in the future.
That gets particularly intense in the concept of defence and military
analysis.

Can you envisage any major positive or negative wild
cards, in research, science and technology, that may
occur in the next 20 years?
I would say it is breakthroughs. One is a set of issues in automated
research, and whether we are going to have robots and AI that
can figure out and invent things. I think we will. I am not sure how
significant this will be.
The bigger issue is: will we have science and technology that invents
products and services that increase sustainability and equity? There
is a line of thought that we should cater to and market to the poorest
billion in the planet and meet their needs and sell to them, turn
them into consumers. Business Professor Coimbatore Krishnarao
Prahalad has studied this, and it is evident in the Grand Challenges
funded by the Gates Foundation. Should we be developing targets
like a desktop manufacturing device that manufactures all the things
a household would need, and a desktop bio-manufacturing device
which generates food? Can we invent something that would provide
most of the stuff that families pursue? You need an iPad and to
manufacture the $100 computer – in 20 years will we be able to
manufacture that, either in the home or locally, at virtually no cost?
Nano technology has implied that it will get to that point, but
I am talking about particularly positive applications of it. For
manufacturers like GE or Siemens, that may not be a positive. But it
might be good for those people looking to buy these products.
The bigger issue is the breakthroughs that we can use to develop
sustainable and equitable food growth. So the wild card is: ‘will
science, technology and innovation be directed towards relatively
radical, sustainable and equity enhancing innovation?’
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If that were to happen, what would you imagine would
be the dramatic impacts or implications from that?
We end poverty as we know it. It is more complex than that, because
there is poverty of mind and poverty of spirit and poverty of physical
things. This could end poverty of physical/material things over
20 years, if we focused research and development appropriately.
If there are weak signals of this radical turn, I would say look at
the actors on the building rung of the pyramid movement and the
innovation there. For example, there is a prosthetic foot called the
Jaipur Foot. Students at Stanford got together with the makers of
the Jaipur Foot and made a prosthetic leg. Legs can cost $5,00030,000 and they developed a leg that cost $100-200. That is an
example of the kind of potential for building and inventing.

Where would you like to see research that would
advocate this change or drive it forward? Would you
say one field is more important than another, or is it
multidisciplinary? Which fields do you think would be
most prominent?
It is multidisciplinary, definitely. The non-biological and food stuff
from the more physical stuff. It would be nano and electrical
engineering, computer AI manufacturing materials. All of that would
need to be checked out in terms of the precautionary principle.
What would it take, in whatever discipline is involved in doing the
technology assessments, to make the precautionary principle
appropriate?

Can you imagine any negative impact from this
wild card?
It could dramatically impact on the workforce structure. It could lead
to shifts in the economy that affected the workforce structure and
further disrupted middle-class jobs. In other words, it could be a
significant eliminator of jobs. If the food part of it were successful, it
could reduce the need for agriculture products. On the other hand,
one of the other projects we did with Ian Miles and his colleagues
was on the UK rural economy. We found you could turn those into
greenhouse gas absorbers, even if they were not in agriculture,
so there were alternative possibilities. You might call this R&D on
shared abundance and on what it would take to bring it about and to
make society work in that context.

You mentioned a few wild cards: the automated
research robots and AI and then the food and
sustainable method of distribution. Do you think these
are in any way linked together?
They could be and should be. The weak signal for me on a
positive side is that this is being done in ways that would increase
sustainability and equity and eliminate poverty. Admittedly, this is
one-sided but it is my contribution.

Looking ahead to the future of research, which is your
most pressing wild card or weak signal that you think
deserves very focused research at this moment?
The possibilities for equity and sustainability enhancing advances
deserves priority. There are some related issues as we increasingly
digitise and move to wireless, and we come to understand the
differential effects of wireless on health. Some people will be more
susceptible than others and we do not understand that.

We need to, as the advances that I would see as sustainable and
equitable carry with them wifi and other kinds of risks. There is a
whole line of health-enhancing breakthroughs. We are mapping
the genome, which will be very low cost to do that ultimately. We
will have a better understanding of genetics including a raft of
other factors influencing our genetic structure. The question of
personalised nutrition and personalised medicine for all could be
important. There are some limits on that and poverty is one of the
major limits. So if we can deal with that and with poverty, we can
make some of the other revolutions more effective.

You can see that kind of lying at the bases hindering
advancing in other research areas?
It is making advances apply – such as many of the advances
we watch in biotechnology. Genomics was one of the four ESRC
studies we did with Ian Miles and his colleagues ten years ago, and
we focused on the equity component. There is clearly a variety of
questions about how genomics and health research will evolve. Most
of the energy and direction for research into wild cards and weak
signals is not focused on equity, fairness and sustainability – it is
focused on making the most money.

Do you prefer other definitions of wild card and weak
signals? Is there anything you would like to add or
subtract from the definitions?
This notion of black swans, and the consciousness that whether
it is a signal or whether it is weak or not is dependent on a
larger analysis supplied by the observer. Weak signals should be
interpreted consciously and as expectable, challenging or visionary
– that is, negative and positive as well as extrapolative or most likely.
Positive we argue should be visionary, not simply good.
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So do you mean that weak signals lie in the eye of the
beholder?
Yes, as analysts, we use our own mental models to label a particular
issue as a weak signal of change. Presumably, the way the logic
goes, everyone else would miss the weak signal but I would see
it because I have this particular model. My point is these models
should be understood in terms of whether they are extrapolative,
negative or visionary. The context in which you find the weak signal
is important.

What in your view are the best methods to identify
weak signals and wild cards?
Essentially continuing to think about it and having analysts who
understand both what they are looking at and the systems. A
weak signal is something that is going to change a system and
understanding the systems is really important.

Do you mean scanning on a systems level, rather than
focusing maybe on scientific fields?
You can go within fields but knowing the systems. For example, take
desktop manufacturing, which would be a critical line of innovation.
My forecast is that we will have a desktop device that would do
almost anything, so understanding the technology about that enough
to be comfortable with the forecasts is important, and then I would
argue an understanding of how it is going to be used is important.
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Can you envisage any major wild cards, positive or
negative, that may occur in the next 20 years?

Would this be in any particular field or do you see it as
more multidisciplinary?

One example is a new generation or young people’s revolutions
against the established system. This would be mostly against the
economic system, refusing the idea of companies, profits, business
leaders. It might be a refusal to work and contribute to the system.
Another one is a population which is no longer wanting innovation
and always seeking more, and which is willing to come back to the
economy of few.
One that is more in Europe is a shift towards a service industry.

It is multidisciplinary.

Can you imagine a wild card relevant to the ERA
research?
This wild card is the idea that there will be a dynamic and
unexpected phenomenon of convergence and divergence between
actors and territories at all levels (e.g. countries, regions and
individuals). This is what will create failure in the ability to connect
and create new things with actors.

How do you think this will affect the ERA vision?
The vision with this phenomenon of convergence and divergence
cannot be one unique vision through road maps and key strategy
areas. It has to be totally changed, in the way it is presented, and
the way it evolves.

What do you think would be the dramatic impact of
these wild cards you mentioned?
The impact is the lack of researchers, an impact on the organization
and the companies who exploit innovation. They may not be able to
exploit this research in Europe if we have a shift towards a service
industry, and difficulties in finding researchers, and young people
not willing to enter into the system any more. So it might be difficult
to create value in Europe based on our research. There might be a
problem of funding. There might also be an impact from this kind
of tension between actors and the problem of value creation, and
countries and territories just focusing on themselves, with less
collaboration.
The impact of the wild card should be addressed in future research
by developing more real-life experimentation-based research. New
behaviours and policies of risk taking are needed, and less power of
established experts, research organizations and R&D organizations.
The door needs to be opened to new entrants and new generations.

Do you see any weak signals that could hint at the
detection of the wild cards you mentioned?
Fewer young people are choosing scientific subjects at school
and training programmes. There is some sort of societal power
against technology. There is a tendency to create new forms of
organizations, like leading labs. Even attractive companies are
engaging in new forms of organizations which are not structured
in the same way, and we have new forms of collaborative
organizations. New business models are also being developed.

Do you see any causal relationships or other
relationships between the wild cards and weak
signals that you just identified?
They are very related. If we consider that young people are in a state
of revolution against the established system, then it is easy to relate
the wild card to the weak signal that they do not choose to engage
in scientific careers.

Maybe the lack of scientifically trained people will
lead to the shift to the service industry?
Yes. If there is a shift towards the service industry, it will be more
difficult to absorb all the research that is being done in Europe. If
society is fed up with innovation because it has been absorbing too
much, then this idea of a counter power against technology and hi
tech is a weak signal of this wild card.

Can you see any reason for this revolution against
innovation and technology?
In France we have many problems with nano technologies. Some
non- conforming associations have been created, which seem to be
very powerful, even at the political level, and have an impact against
investment in R&D.

Is this a particularly French example, or do you think it
is more widespread?
It is quite widespread. In France we are very focused on nano and
mirco technologies, but in the rest of the world there is research
on the risks and accidents related to nano technology. So it is quite
widespread that society and people are not that ready to integrate
all kinds of technologies, even when the functionalities and the
performance of the products are high.
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It is as if technology and innovation have lost contact
with the consumers and the people who are meant to
use them.
There is this weak signal, with more and more people, society and
consumers, involved in the innovation process. Then they become
more educated and knowledgeable about the value of innovation
and they contribute to create the value. Probably at some point there
will be a problem about how much value to capture. Then probably
in Europe there will be a problem about the way the value is shared
amongst the stakeholders. They will be more knowledgeable and
less satisfied with innovation, and will wonder whether it is worth
entering into.

If we look ahead to the future of European research,
which of the wild cards or weak signals that you
mentioned should be given top priority in EU research?
The next generations of people, because that is the way you are
going to get the next generation of innovation models and values,
the next generations of forms of organization, the next generations
of contracts, employment, everything. So the point is to integrate the
next generation into innovation activities, not only as potential users
or future customers.

What are the most pressing issues?
The most pressing issue is to work on the new values. What are the
values beyond economic values, especially in the field of innovation
technology management and R&D management? Today I think
that top managers are the main obstacle to innovation and to the
expectation of R&D.
The problem with top managers and management for research
is that they are mainly targeted on profit, economic value, on the
organization of things or resources. So it is urgent to have this
population change their mental models and paradigms.
It is not far from the way policy makers may decide about some
huge investment in R&D, just investing in things, organizations and
people they know and things they have already experienced.

Could you share with us other insights that you may
have regarding long-run future research, taking into
account the ERA vision and grand challenges?
We need devices to foster collective intelligence. Intelligence
meaning that we are building new visions, new representations
of the future to foster the future orientation of people and actors,
and a place for learning by doing or action learning, a place for
experimenting and acting just to learn.

Do you prefer any other definitions of wild cards and
weak signals, or is this something that you use in
your work?
I work more on weak signals than wild cards. If I look at your
definition of a wild card, the way I used to work on weak signals
is that it is very difficult for people to assess the likelihood and
potential impact of the surprising event. They feel it is only based on
their intuition, so either they are too afraid to share it with people,
or it does not make sense for them to share it. For me, this level
of likelihood or impact requires it to be established or assessed
through sharing a point of view, so that you can feel more confident
about the way you assess the likelihood or impact of a surprising or
potential future.

Then if we look at weak signals, it is a very ambiguous concept.
Your definition is enough, because it is only a concept, it is not for
me a reality. It is very difficult in practice to say: ‘This is a weak
signal and this is not’. It depends on the position of each individual.
It is a useful concept for raising people’s awareness about potential
future changes and potential deviations with established trends. It is
important to stress a bit more that a weak signal is something that
could be a precursor or an indicator. It is something that might be a
deviation or discontinuity with the current trends or state of affairs.
This idea that we won’t follow the established trajectory is important.
What might be also interesting about these weak signals is how to
use this kind of ambiguous information. How can you put them into
the system, share them? What is the usefulness of working on weak
signals? In France you are supposed to work on facts and figures,
not on weak signals.
Moving onto interesting lessons from previous foresight – it is
important to raise people’s awareness of their future orientations
and different ways of combating the future; to raise people’s
awareness about the way they see the future in an extrapolative
way, through stories and scenarios and surprising evidence. This
idea of wild card and weak signals needs to be linked to other
ways of looking at the future. This is important because they are
complementary. The future may remain as a trend for a long time,
so it is necessary to link the different futures approaches and
associated methods.
We also need to relate these foresight studies, weak signals and
wild cards to knowledge from community science processes and
human behaviour. Their value will emerge from the way people
share their understanding and create new knowledge and new
presentations. Community processes are very important. Weak
signals in themselves don’t bring anything, it is the interpretation
you put on it, what you add to weak signals that is important. It is
also a way for people to talk about the future and fears and threats.
I talked at the start about very negative potential events. I think
weak signals and wild cards could sometimes be used more to
target more policy change thinking about the future. It could be
interesting to integrate this, so we can use weak signals and wild
cards in a positive way, rather than identifying threats.
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What do you feel are the best methods to identify wild
cards and weak signals?
Simulation processes. Collectivism. You take pieces of information
that you feel are surprising and you try to link ideas or pieces of
information to form a picture that makes sense. There is a huge
amount of literature about processes, and I think this is a very good
method. It is not a method of identification of weak signals, which is
too objective and not constructive. For me what is important is the
building of a weak signal. It is more like making sense of it, playing
it out.
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Could you tell me a bit about your background? I
understand you are the European Commission now. So
you work in foresight?

What will be the most dramatic impact of these wild
cards and how do you think it should be addressed by
future research or policy?

Yes and before that in the academic sector. I used to work in
foresight and two years ago I moved from research to research
strategy. I am no longer doing foresight research as such. I did lots
in ICT and information technology in the past but I am now working
on issues about the European Research Area strategy with a focus
on the next 20 years.

The first one will make research much easier. You create an
enormous amount of resources for doing it and secondly you can
create the DARPA effect, which we lack in Europe now. We do not
have defence-related research at an EU level, it is all nationally
based. Neither do we have a similar blue sky initiative as in the US.
The impact of DARPA on the development of the internet, was highly
significant. I am not advocating an exact equivalent as a policy
item – but if we can find a way to get similar leveraging effects it
could be desirable. The alternative is the (re)emergence of research
nationalism. This would be catastrophic for European research
because in recent years we have recognized the need for scale in
equipment and funding as science and technology become more
sophisticated and complex. European member states cannot afford
to duplicate their research investments 27 times and it disperses
qualified researchers as well as infrastructure. Modern large-scale
research is labour- and capital-intensive, so you cannot have a
single effort in every country, you cannot have a large-scale effort in
nanotechnology in every country – well you can, but if you put it all
together you will have better research.

Can you envisage any major wild cards, positive or
negative, that may occur in the next 20 years and are
any particularly relevant to EU research?
The first wild card is to consider if we can get a unified European
defence. This would generate a need for a European defence
research policy, which in turn would have a huge impact on
whatever we might do more widely in research. It is comparable to
the impact of the UN. In is a positive wild card.
A negative wild card from a European Commission perspective is the
strengthening of national research strategies, which is something
that has happened because of the monetary crisis. People are now
defending their own turf and trying to maximize their own research –
no longer a European approach but a national approach.

Are these your two favourite wild cards at the
moment?
No, there are many but these are things that I might be talking
about more in the near future. There is another card I would like
to mention that is not wild but is rather predictable. If we can
manage to get a European unified research innovation market, it
will stimulate a need for more research policy. It is something on
which we are working and if all goes well it should be achieved. But
in terms of how I understand wild cards, those two are the most
unexpected ones which could have deep effects.

Have you detected any weak signals that hint at the
growing likelihood of these two wild cards?
In the defence theme I don’t see weak signals that point in that
direction, but I think we will get there because it is a generational
problem. It is crystal clear that, militarily speaking, each European
country for itself does not mean anything. There is a growing
idea that we must act in a more integrated way. There is also the
realisation that if Europe wants to be a global player it needs a
common foreign and defence policy. I think these would make it
possible.
With research nationalism, however, you see weak signals in how
the debates are conducted today about research policy. The fact,
for example, that the UK has decided to cut 25 percent of its overall
research budget will inevitably have a boomerang effect.; actors
will try to replace that funding by tapping other funding sources. So
there are signals there.
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Do you see any other weak signals, maybe not
necessarily linked to these two wild cards, that are
particularly relevant to future changes that may
significantly affect the European Research Area?

Could you share with us other insights that you may
have regarding future resource, taking into account
the ERA vision and grand challenges?

One is an extremely good signal – it is a generational one. We have
been talking a lot recently with young PhD students and I see two
encouraging trends. What I see – and this is intuition – is that most
of these students think European. They think in terms not of fortress
Europe, but in terms of doing a PhD in Finland with part of it in
Barcelona and then getting an appointment in Britain. So there is an
increasing consensus that that is the road to research and it is very
different to the thinking 20 years ago. This is encouraging, because
these people know that you cannot multiply 27 initiatives, because
they simply don’t think like that.
Secondly, what I also found is that these researchers base their
decisions primarily on research excellence. This is extremely
encouraging, because if that is your starting point, it means your
focus is not national issues - it means you are globally oriented
and want to go for the best. This means that Europe must get its
act together. I see an encouraging sign there that nuts and bolts
support for European research policy is becoming the norm, thinking
European is becoming accepted as the way to do good research,
and thinking of a European research career is becoming more
common.

This is part of our first report to be published from our thinktank, which is called EROP. I think that we have to work for a new
Renaissance. The Renaissance was a way to get out of the Middle
Ages and go into industrial society. In order to get there, things
had to be done differently. To do that we had the Enlightenment,
which was science and rationality guiding the new way for the
world to go. That happened in the 15th and 17th centuries and we
have something similar here. We have enormous challenges which
oblige us to rethink the way we do things to create growth, but in a
different way to attack climate change and ageing.
My personal view is that for a new Renaissance we are now facing
the challenge of reinventing our society with science and technology.
This being said, the big challenge for science and technology in the
future is ethics. The boundaries are not material ones, not the limits
of our thinking, the boundaries are ethical. How far can we go with
personalised medicine or sensors to measure C02 everywhere?
How far can you go with that, without feeling you are constantly
monitored by some sort of “Google map”? So I think the ethical
issues are the key issues for the future and whether there is a
wild card which might have a deep effect. In principle, people are
willing to accept a lot of science and technology if it helps them
in their lives, but what if it goes wrong? In this case it might have
an enormous backlash, which will catapult us back 50 years. A
backlash against science, technology and innovation might be a
strong and important wild card.

Do you think that is a recent shift that has happened in
the past few years?
I think it is an unproven spin-off of Erasmus and of the fact that
people no longer do their research in their laboratory. They go to
international conferences, make things globally and follow the
international literature. The research world has become a globally
operating world
I think it is a really important effect of mobility and of Erasmus and
the international modus operandi of research, in particular if you
think excellence. Excellence is not determined by boundaries.
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Is there anything you would like to add, or anything we
are doing or not doing?
iKnow should find ways of keep people informed about these sort of
issues (i.e. wild cards and weak signals).

What do you think are the most pressing emerging
issues or problems in the EU that are insufficiently
addressed by current research topics?
Four topics: ageing; resource efficiency; mobility; global
competitiveness. First, ageing has led to demographic tensions,
which is a big issue. Secondly, resource efficiency is linked to
climate change and C02 emissions. Third, mobility – via advanced
communications technology – to reduce the use of cars and
airplanes. Fourth, global competitiveness and what it means for
labour policy and commercial policy, etc.
I think these are essential for our European future and European
model.

Do you think these are being addressed by policy
efficiently as well?
We have clear signs that the new Commissioner really wants to
redirect our research policy to tackle these grand challenges. This is
the right thing to do.
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Based on the issues or “signals” you identified in the
2009 ERAWATCH report for the UK, can you think of a
wild card event, a low probability high impact one that
might be a wild card for most people, but not for the
experts. What are the big impact events that may have
a consequence?
This is difficult to answer in terms of signals, because they are
endogenous policy signals rather than exogenous responses to
external events. Policy is by definition planned, so how can you
have unforeseen events in policy? You can have unforeseen events
which influence policy. For example, as a result of the financial crisis
there might be such a weakening of the EU structures that one or
several members leave the EU, which will have major implications
for funding from EU sources. There might be political signals, e.g.
weak signals, such as civil unrest in Greece or the UK in the face of
severe cutbacks, or there might be loss of significant parts of the
policy infrastructure. In terms of UK policy, a potential weak signal is
the loss of the overseas student market and the collapse of a large
number of UK universities. Already some are operating in debt or
deficit. There is potential impact from that.
Another one is that less than half of UK engineering and physical
science graduates go on to pursue science-based careers. There are
many students deferring university entry because there is perceived
higher competition for university entrants places. A knock-on effect
could be a sudden downturn in UK student intake, leading to a dip in
terms of skilled graduates in the future.

What would be the wildcard there?
A major dip in the supply of UK human resources in science and
technology. That would have significant impact on industry, which
would exacerbate the effects that are already being picked up.
They are not such weak signals – there are already low levels of
UK business participation in Framework, and low levels of R&D
spending, so that is going to have a knock-on effect. I don’t see
some of these weak signals causing a major level of concern. It is
a political fact that the UK government is not committed to the EU
Barcelona target, and several European countries are committed in
rhetoric, but will never be successful in meeting it. So I don’t think
that has major implications in the long term. The proportion of ethnic
minorities participating in higher education, again, is not something
that has any implications, as far as I can see.

Do you see ‘full privatization of public laboratories’ as
something that might develop?
It is already developed in a fairly extreme form in New Zealand,
where the laboratories became crown agents and so are
effectively privatized anyway. The concern is that you no longer get
independent research. The laboratories were set up according to
the Haldane Principle.1 They were at arms length to government
but did government research. But if they are privately run, they
are even further removed from government, but they are no
longer necessarily concerned with public good research. They are
clearly led by commercial concerns and will undertake activities
that are funded by external contractors. One of those contractors
could be government, but the issue becomes: who does strategic
government research? If this is done on a fees basis, then the sense
of independence and lack of commercial interest is lost. If you are
doing research for the Home Office, there is going to be a concern
to produce the types of results that you expect government to want.
So it’s like medical research, where research supports the interests
of the large drug companies that fund it and the counterclaims of
other researchers tend to be not published, or brushed aside. So
there is a concern that without public funded laboratories, who
carries out independent research for public good?

What would be the wild card of that scenario, where
most laboratories are run privately?
The wildcard is that certain areas in research are no longer funded,
there is not the broad brush, and research becomes very targeted
on the big ticket issues. If something arises which is currently low
key, not particularly sexy in the research sense, then you begin to
have a backlog, as you lack the research to deal with the threat
when it arises. It is a wildcard that has already come and lingered:
the idea of ‘zoonoses’ – animal-borne diseases that effect humans,
e.g. Avian flu (Bird flu), Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease (CJD), Bovine
spongiform encephalopathy (BSE). They emerged suddenly and
there was very little underpinning research going on. Government
had to step up its research effort to understand them better.

1
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If you combine climate change with animal-borne diseases, and
the long-term effects of changes in biodistribution and biodiversity,
then there are the makings of a perfect storm. Certain conditions
could come together to cause a major health epidemic or something
that affects a significant sector of the agricultural business, or
agricultural dependency, e.g. a wheat disease that wipes out wheat
crops. That is the long-term effect. You could link it back to the lack
of public labs, where research in those areas is no longer supported
because research has become more commercially led.

Which areas of public research do you think will
be mostly affected by such a big cut in research or
privatization of labs?
You could argue that social research might be, because there have
been major social changes in the way people live, the breakup of the
nuclear family, the rise in communications, different entertainment
perspectives. Maybe the whole idea of understanding social or
human behaviour is lagging behind the current need for updated
social studies. It is a case of trying to identify the whole thing, what
is possibly out there, from a range of tiny things that already exist.

Can you think of existing signals that might be
pointing to that dramatic scenario different to the ones
we have?
You have things like the emergence of road rage, so frustrations
because it is an instant society, and people expect things to happen
more quickly. People expect instant answers, better quality, better
choice immediately. People’s expectations are growing and when
technology does not deliver as quickly, or deliver what they expect,
then they become frustrated. Also, you have more of a benefit
culture now, where people expect instant support from society,
whereas when economic conditions break down, the funding is
removed.
It is difficult to say whether things are becoming more prevalent, but
things like cases of child abuse are outpacing the ability of social
services to cope. Instances of multiple killings, recently in the UK.
There has also been a rash of them in China, as social conditions
change there, Some have blamed the changes in social conditions
and the move to a more consumer-led society, as people move
away from the agricultural base to get jobs in the cities, where they
experience poor working conditions. People randomly going into
Chinese schools and killing children, is not your normal image of
Chinese society as a whole.

What is your most important wildcard from the ones
you have mentioned?
The agriculture and health.

Would that be EU-level type research or carried out
individually by national member states?
It is too big to be done at national level and also it is a concern
of most or all EU states. We can imply effects on just about any
country.

What are the most pressing emerging issues/problems
Europe is facing?
In no particular order: integration/immigration; environmental;
economic; and identity in terms of the regional or super national
tension that is going on, with the drive for greater centralization for a
super Europe opposed to the greater regional demand for autonomy.

Do you see the UK in the same box if you think
nationally? Do you think immigration is a problem and
the economy?
PC: Yes, immigration and the economy are major problems; not so
much national identity.

If you had large-scale joint programming research
to tackle these problems, would the UK be happy to
contribute?
I would think so. There is already a lot of social inclusion/integration
type research going on in the UK. In fact I think there are already
ERA-NETs.2
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If you think about these problems, what can you
foresee in the next 20 years – which of these two
types: type A – a very negative wildcard, because
the problem is getting bigger – or type B – there is a
positive wildcard solution to the problem in the next
20 years?
I can see integration getting worse. I can see economics getting
worse and then getting better, but that is the nature of economic
cycles. I have no idea which way cohesion and the political
dimension could go. Environmental is likely to get worse and if you
bring energy security into that, that will also get worse.

Is one of your solutions there, in terms of new energies
and technologies in the next 20 years, making
European energy self-sufficient?
The only thing you could do is if you had some integrated intelligent
energy networks, but I can’t see that as a near-term solution. I think
energy supply will still be a major issue. There have been major EU
initiatives in things like biofuels, and whilst progress has been made,
it brings as many problems as it does solutions.

if you were given money for a research project to
address these issues or the signals associated to that
particular scenario, which one would you research
further?
Because of my background I would go for agriculture and disease
related. I am talking about agriculture very broadly, including
fisheries. It does not relate to the policy side, it relates more to the
human-induced and the long-term natural changes. It is all the
exogenous factors: overfishing, pollution of the environment, and
overlaying that is climate change, and then a combination of these
factors which can lead to sudden declines in certain species or
outbreaks of certain diseases.

2
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Do you think the UK can bring any major science and
technology breakthrough or major radical new policies
– a positive wildcard?
The UK already contributes, in terms of having good policy.
Governments and projects we have worked in have shown that a
lot of the UK practice could be more widely disseminated in Europe.
In terms of scientific breakthroughs or contributions, historically
the UK has always been good. The anecdote is that the UK makes
lots of scientific breakthroughs and fails to capitalize on them. You
don’t have to capitalize in commercial terms, you can capitalize in
social terms. Just because something does not bring commercial
or economic benefit does not mean it is not bringing social benefit
to a broader audience. The UK has a very good reputation for good
quality science, which leads to a lot of developments. I do not see
why that should end, unless there is this tearback in support for
innovation which is envisaged.

If the Eurozone collapses, given the UK is not in the
Eurozone what do you think will be the impact for the
UK?
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I think there will be a political vacuum at the centre of Europe. Whilst
everyone is supposed to have equal rights around the European
table, certain partners like France and Germany might seek to
dominate European policies if you removed the breaking system of
the European Union or Council of Ministers – but that is an extreme
scenario. If the Eurozone broke, I don’t know what the economic
implications are.

What are your views about the European Research
Area Agenda? You have been asked to interview the
Euro dimensions to the Erawatch.
I think the idea of increasing the effective critical mass of Europe
through better collaboration, better mechanisms for integration, is
good. The problem with ERA is that there is a lot of rhetoric that
surrounds it, and in reality it is driven by quite reasonable grassroots
needs, e.g. sharing of major facilities. If it can be a mechanism
whereby that type of sharing and interchange of researchers is
better organized, then that is good. But with a lot of EU initiatives,
the initiative tends to overtake the initial objectives of actually
setting it up. It becomes a politicized entity in its own right, and the
politicized process tends to move away from its own objectives. So
if you are looking at potential weakening of the EU because of the
financial crisis, that might be a useful brake on political aspirations
and bring about a return to the valid economic rationales for
better integration, so it could do ERA more good. If there are fewer
resources going into the new member states’ research budgets,
then they need to pool and develop critical mass and partnerships
and collaboration would be heightened.

What do you think is the national impact of the
Erawatch reports?

If your Erawatch activities were to become extremely
successful in the UK, what would be the main extreme
positive wildcard of major success, what can the
government see there?
The policy mix under the Erawatch is useful. It analyses what is
there and looks at strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
in the policy mix. If that fed into policy making, that would be an
extreme example which would be very useful. There is a synthesis
report for Erawatch, which looks at everything and trends in policies
or commonalities in policies. If the Erawatch reports prompted
debate and discussion at a higher political level in the UK, that would
be quite an achievement.
The analysis and what is being done with the analysis is the issue.
You have to collect before you analyse, but the collection phase
becomes overemphasized and the analysis is lost. We have figures
for numbers of scientist per thousand in all these countries and we
want them for X more countries and we want to look at the gender
ratio in them. You wonder what is the policy question underlying all
this?

Have you used this knowledge of wild cards in the
past or in developments?
We have not called them wild cards as such, and it is not in the
Erawatch context. We did some work for DEFRA3 on a Horizon
Scanning4 series of workshops, looking at different areas and
picking out possible threats. The animal-borne diseases were
identified in that. They are not really wild cards, because as a
concept it has already happened. It is trying to identify what the
next specific example might be, what the wild card is, it could be
a disease of fish, amphibians or wheat, it could affect humans or
human food.

Are you happy with the definition of wild cards
and weak signals, or do you prefer to use another
alternative?
They are straightforward enough.

If the Commission asked you to identify a few weak
signals coming from the research systems of the
members of Erawatch, where would you look for
signals, what type of signals would you look for?
You could look for new government policies, like application of
foresights, new approaches to evaluation, in terms of research
maybe new policy mechanisms, new ways of developing synergies
between different policy measures. The weak signals that could be
detected already are these system reviews that, say, Austria has
carried out into its research and funding infrastructure to assess it
as a whole entity, rather than in various pieces focusing on research
councils or funding councils or government funds.

They are useful from an academic point of view and maybe they
serve some use to policy makers who want an immediate source of
information on the research system in the UK. But I would not say it
has a major impact. It is basically collection of information. In a lot
of cases the Commission collects information because it likes to and
has no idea how to organize it and use it fully.
3
4
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Would you look at particular emerging areas of
research?
There is a TNO Techno polis for research groups investigating
the impact of the FET Programme,5 looking at two areas: ICT and
quantum computing. They are trying to develop indicators to look
at those areas of research. But in sense, it is almost self-fulfilling
prophecies, because they have been identified as emerging areas
and have received funding, so there is a lot of activity. In research
there is nothing new, it is not a huge leap, it is all incremental. The
major leaps are where you have findings in one research field which
are applied suddenly in another research field.
What people are trying to publish and what areas people are
applying in – those are the areas I would look at for emerging areas
in research. Journal editors would have a feel for what people are
publishing in new areas. They might come across areas where
peer reviewers were less comfortable about reviewing the material
they were being sent. Perhaps they would also be more aware of
research papers that fell between two domains, cross-over types
of research. In a research council, you would not look at what was
being funded, but at what applications were coming in, as that is
where the leading edge is.

What sort of wild cards would you include in your
Erawatch country profiles? Wild cards having an
impact on the system, the country or on ERA or all of
these together?
In Erawatch we don’t usually look for wild cards as such. Some of
them tend to do a SWAT analysis, so I guess you look at the threats,
but they are usually clearly signalled threats. We don’t tend to look
at the fringe possibilities.

If you were asked to look for wild cards, what
type of wild cards would you ask your national
correspondents to look for?
Wild cards that would lead to a destabilization of the innovation
system, or have potential major impact on the innovation system. As
an example, I would go back to the destabilization of the economy
and losing funding. Society and the economy destabilize the
innovation system. In Greece, for example, I imagine many Greek
researchers will no longer look for research jobs in Greece, but will
look abroad.
So I would be asking national correspondents to look at the broader
social and economic horizon, to see what sorts of changes there are
that might impact the national innovation system in a negative way.
I can’t think of any that would impact in a positive way, except some
serendipitous discovery of a new energy source.

What sort of measures would you have for wild card?
Would you scan papers or look at proposals for wild
cards? How would you generate those?
You could talk to policy analysts. Serious journalists, who write for
publications like the Economist or the Financial Times, might also
be a good source. They get a chance to speculate and look at what
the long-term implications might be of some of the changes they
are reporting on. Also specialist journalists, who write for energy
or health magazines. Policy makers in international organizations,
like health organizations, the UN FAO,6 or the International Energy
Agency7 – people who see the international perspective and broader
issue.

How would you use this information? What would
you do with that list of surprises, the wild cards, the
signals?
In the Erawatch context, I would report it. I don’t know how you
would use them further: you could report it and publish it in general
articles.
We are trying to use them further by creating an imaginary
call for research. We are trying to suggest to the Commission
‘recommended research’ that they can pursue or promote, not on
the wild cards, but on issues which may be related and based on
what needs to be done before the wild card happens, even if it will
never happen.
So not a technology research focus, but exploratory, socioeconomic.
We also have calls for interdisciplinary research, such as health with
nano technology.
That makes sense, because of the extent to which these issues
overlap. Nano tech depends on the technologies and the science,
but has implications for health and the way society takes it up. It
makes sense to do a rounded research programme which covers
all the various issues. You have one on energy security as well, so
diversification of energy sources?

You are talking about alternative energies?
Yes. It does not have to be a disease either. There are more subtle
wild cards. For example, a version of GM wheat starts producing a
chemical which alters brain function, but is not detectable until it
becomes widespread in the population. This is possible, as common
food products have important effects on health and wellbeing, so a
major proportion of the population could be affected.
This a difficult project. There are so many weak signals, rather than
strong ones. It is not the black-and-white issue where wheat does
not grow any more, it is where wheat or another foodstuff, or a new
processing technique has a major effect on consumers.
A good example is the Chorley Wood process. Bread made in the
old way used to take four or five hours, but through the addition
of flour improvers and enzymes, bread can be produced in a few
minutes. But now there is an upsurge in wheat intolerance diseases,
e.g. Celiac disease, and people who require gluten-free food. The
argument is that before the advent of highly processed wheat
products, people did not suffer from this, their digestive systems
could cope. But now the market for gluten-free products is huge.
Something must have caused a shift in how people react to wheat.
You could argue it is the Chorley Wood process.
6

5
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It could also be that people are eating more processed foods and
are not getting the same level of nutrients from processed food as
they would from proper food. That is all tied up to the obesity issue
as well.

Which of the wild cards you mentioned would be your
favourite one?
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Can you think of a positive wild card?
A gene is identified as a route cause of all causes of cancer, which
is treatable.

Which wild card would you like us to upgrade to a
policy brief?

The animal disease is the more interesting one. As an extreme,
imagine if domestic dogs suddenly became a carrier for some
flea-borne disease which affected humans in the UK. It would be a
major issue. It is the equivalent of the Black Death, but instead of
rats coming into the country you already have a huge dog population
here. They are in very close human contact all the time and as a
vector of disease, dogs would be quite dangerous.

That would be a good one. It is positive looking, but there are or
could be implications that are not all positive from it. Life insurance
would be a major problem; and there is the issue of screening
people at birth, and abortion related to carrying the gene. So
something that initially seems a major breakthrough or cure for
cancer, could have several negative policy implications. It could also
lead to a complete restructuring of the cancer research system in
Europe.

Any signals for this?

None of them were inspired by your own report?

If you look at rabies, there is still a real fear of rabies with the
border controls and signs about it, but I cannot remember the last
reported case of rabies.
Look at the fox stories: three attacks.
Is there something causing a change in fox behaviour? Because
that it is so unlike a fox. Normally they don’t go into domestic
dwellings, they are quite timid. They do feed off the contents of bins
now and there is an upsurge in urban foxes, but there has been
a change there. If foxes became a vector of disease or changed
their behaviour to come into greater contact with humans, or if they
cross-infected the dog population, then… imagine if people could
not have dogs or cats in houses with them. If it was decided it was
no longer safe for people to keep dogs as pets, then that would be a
major wild card.

So from the social perspective, if the policy comes
without major outbreaks, as a preventative policy, the
government makes a law or makes it illegal to own a
dog or a cat, the wildcard happens.
The policy would not emerge like that, but as a gradual process.
There would be instances of something happening, then research,
then linkages then guidelines, rather like the advice for rabies. This
would be ‘if you have a dog, don’t let it come into contact with this
and this’; then ‘don’t have contact with unknown dogs, or dogs
with children’ and might lead to ‘don’t keep dogs; all dogs must be
rounded up by the council’.

What sort of research would you recommend if you
were to write a brief?
You would have to investigate what the potential is for dogs acting
as a carrier; whether it happens in other countries; possible
mutation to a similar thing to rabies; the implications of climate
change on the spread of it; the implications on what the carrier
species would be if it was brought by fleas.
The wild card scenario is that either dogs or cats or both might be
susceptible. and they could act as carriers for a human disease –
there is equal possibility that both could be carriers.

I can’t think of signals in terms of policy or a way of arranging
policy or structures, because policy is always an endogenous factor
which is controllable. You can always see which way policies are
going. I don’t think anyone in any country enacts a policy that is a
complete surprise, whereas a climate change-related incident or a
disease-related incident can be unforeseen.

What about a sudden or dramatic decline of science or
science technology?
That is not policy induced, it is induced by economic factors and
behaviour. It is not a policy change. It comes into the migration
issue. For example, after the great Irish migration, Ireland never
really recovered as a nation from losing so much manpower.
Everyone who was economically at risk and who could afford to, left
the country in search of a better future; the landed gentry stayed.
This had a major impact on the social distribution in Ireland for at
least two or three generations.
You mentioned the major reduction in social research may have
a negative impact on society, with an increase in child abuse,
domestic violence, etc.
It is more the change in society in general, it could come about in
the downturn of economic growth. You could argue the 1980s were
a time of high economic growth, but we are dealing with some
issues hung over from the 1980s. The problem is disentangling
everything. If you are going to have a hypothetical research
programme to cover these, you have to cover all the bases – the
scientific and the sociological.
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Can you envisage any major wild cards, positive or
negative that may occur in the next 20 years?
Two very positive wild cards.
The first is the idea that we might be on the brink of a digital
renaissance. Some commentators have suggested that we are
facing a lot of intellectual surplus and this is being harvested and
utilized by the internet and new institutions surrounding the internet.
I am also interested in the topic of material plenty in Europe.
There is a lot of worry in Europe about basic necessities in the
rest of the world. But there is also an interesting scenario where
Europe may have all its basic needs for energy, transport, food
and manufacturing met, freeing more resources for creativity and
intellectual enterprise.

What do you see would be the most dramatic impact
of these two wild cards?
I have looked at the digital renaissance idea a lot. I am interested
by the idea that the boundaries of organizations are starting to fall –
the classical boundaries, like the classical constructive form. There
is discussion about whether the traditional university will maintain
its walls, and about open innovation and maybe the boundaries
between the academic class and policy entrepreneurs. The public
blogosphere is part of that phenomenon and there is a lot of hope
and talk about a new intelligent software. There has been discussion
about artificial intelligence forever, but maybe a more modest
thing may come into place. You can see the start of it with digital
smartphones. I could foresee these things becoming more powerful,
the volume of communication getting higher, and these sorts of
things routinely managing traffic, scanning the web for you, serving
the secretarial function, hunting out huge volumes of information.
The consequence would be people expecting to have this kind of
limited intelligent agents working on their behalf.

How do you think this topic should be addressed by
future research or policy? What fields and how should
they approach this most successfully?
Meaning the fundamental discoveries that could enable this? I am
interested in organizations as technologies. People are actively
attempting to reengineer organizations to create high performance
organizations, that are able to deal with uncertainty, transcend
national boundaries, recruit talent to utilize smaller units of activity.
So organizational scientists, gain theorists, market designers
all these people are enabling a lot. I observe dramatic changes
happening in machine learning. We could see artificial intelligence
techniques, and although data mining techniques were oversold,
there has been real progress there. I could easily foresee that
coming forward. The real progress .has been in dealing with
uncertainty: route functions that can be taught to computers to
routinely deal with fuzzy, ambiguous, uncertain information. Internet
sociologists can observe what has gone wrong with bloggers, and
media scientists can study what has gone wrong with the evolution
of the media and the internet. Education professionals are talking
about the role of the university. Journals are attempting to open
up the review process by posting things on the internet, and trying
to find some balance of how to have informed commentary when
making an open and transparent system.
On the other side, the digital renaissance requires a certain level
of material culture. You can see at least in the Netherlandsa deep
concern with sustainable energy level systems and a European-wide
electricity grid and markets. I think you could see signals of ever
more electricity being traded across national boundaries. A natural
consequence is mutual interdependency on electricity if that trend
keeps coming. Likewise, there is stuff going on with manufacturing
and I suspect that manufacturing will go more local, more low cost,
more corner shop. One example is 3D printing, which is one of these
technologies that are taking decentralized manufacturing to an
unknown and unprecedented scale.
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Does this tie into the second wild card you were
talking about: the ‘material plenty’?

Would you like to add anything on the links between
the wild cards and weak signals?

Yes, because it increases inefficiency in manufacturing and there
is discussion about it almost being a disaster. We have had huge
advances in material plenty in the Western world, but an increase in
unemployment in the manufacturing centre. There is a commentary
about where those jobs are going. What happened to those jobs?
Have they been taken away or was the loss of these jobs a result
of the natural increase in manufacturing productivity and were
they going to disappear anyway? So for Europe to achieve full
employment, those people who were doing these jobs would be
freed up from more routine tasks. The manufacturing centre has
already been eroded, but carrying that still further, the question will
be: can Europe utilize this talent that was working just to maintain
basic infrastructure? If that becomes routine through infrastructure
operating systems and a more digital society, what will people be
doing? A positive use of those people would be engagement in
creative and intellectual scientific activities.

I conceptualize that and we did talk about it as new institutional
forms and a rise in higher values. If we talk about a hierarchy of
values, having the material values satisfied may see an increase
in environmental values and esthetic values and curiosity as a
value. Also the creating of a cognitive surplus of people displaced
in a positive way from occupations where their range of ability
was not fully being used. We will see more people doing a form of
volunteering, e.g. amateur musicians who don’t need a recording
contract to puttheir work on the internet. That sort of enabling of
people without big labels to do what they like to do and share with
others.

What are the weak signals that could hint at the
likelihood or imminent realization of these wild cards
happening?
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You could watch the natural miniaturization of electronic devices
and track that to see how far that goes and how smart these
things become. There is a lot of talk about web standards and the
semantic web. The difficulty tracking that one is that is a diffused
topic. Half the problem is creating a common standard. So even as
the technology progresses, that does not necessarily mean that the
standards progress.
On the material plenty side, you could be looking at energy trading,
electricity trading. You could watch the fraction of renewable energy
used in Europe, the transnational trading of these things and the
consolidation of regional markets to create a more widespread trade
of electricity, thereby enabling more fluctuating sources of electricity,
thereby stimulating more green energy.
Tracking new institutional forms would be difficult, but maybe
tracking some of these new things. We are all a little disillusioned
with these new risk-bearing instruments that are blamed for the
current downturn in the economy, but I think we have not seen the
end of those. We will see a second wave of market place innovations
and other sorts of firm-based innovations to enable or help us
achieve more things with our firms. Maybe it would be possible to
track mentions of these things in the popular news.
Because of the sectoral basis of Europe, tracking employment by
sector would point pretty clearly to these kinds of seed changes
happening.

Looking ahead to the future of European research,
which of the wild cards and weak signals do you think
should be given top priority in European research?
It seems the ERA experts are primarily interested in research policy.
so I would prioritise the digital renaissance. Because of peer review,
maybe grant procedures will be changing, opening up grants from
the monolithic research coalitions. The desire in policy is to create
networks of researchers. The institutional capability of engineering
networks, rather than keeping fixed constellations of actors, is not
there yet, but I think it will change.

We define a wild card as a low likelihood but high
impact surprising event. Would you agree with this
definition?
Yes, your definitions were very interesting to me and my
colleagues. We are engaged in a programme of research we call
a deep uncertainty. We are talking about engineering systems and
policy, and we are having a cross-Atlantic dialogue with Carnegie
Mellon, who are very oriented to probabilities, fixed definable units
of uncertainty. Many of my colleagues are talking about the big
uncertainties that can’t be measured, where probabilities might
mislead you. So we are influenced by Taleb’s Black Swans and we
are talking about scenario analysis. We are also very interested
in these wild cards, and the question is: how close are these
definitions? The differences might surround whether or not we are
more interested in the events surrounding the world or the impacts
on the policy maker. In the end we need both. How is the decision
maker affected by the uncertainty? What is the uncertainty itself?
Although we don’t call it a wild card, I understand we are coming
from a broad agreement on the value of looking at these things.
As far as weak signals go, that is also a very interesting dialogue.
We are talking about adaptive policy making, the kinds of things that
you can monitor in the environment. A signal changes decisions, or
shows that things are headed in the wrong way. So we categorise
the problem. In the past, decision making was fixed and rigid: adopt
this framework and follow it until it is time for a new decision. We
need a more intuitive cycle and a chance to recognize and realign
decision making, as the problems of the previous one become
apparent, as certainties become resolved. We should help the
decision maker to take advantage of these options, so althought it
is stylized differently to weak signals, we definitely recognise that in
our research.
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So you would broadly agree with both these
definitions?

What are the best methods to identify weak signals
and wild cards?

Even more than broadly. I am curious about how many other
dialogues are out there using similar words and similar concepts.
We touched on Black Swans and wild cards and adaptive policy
making and sign posts. I have no doubt about the interest of those
things, more a curiosity about whether they can be brought into a
common framework to deal with uncertainty in decision making.

Creativity techniques are the best way, particularly for your problem.
What I like about the research problem is you frame it and you are
searching the boundaries and limits of what we know. Therefore
techniques that enable the opening of the mind, imaging a wide
range of possibilities, are best, and other techniques that involve
scenario analysis and exploratory analysis. Exploratory analysis has
some merits for examining weak signals, because you can discover
that even small changes in the signal could result in dramatic
changes in outcome. You are freed up to explore wide ranges of
values for the signal to reflect our current epistemic uncertainty
about what the world is today, so that is also useful.
It is appreciating that we can’t have a metric for a certain class
of uncertainty. I appreciate the necessity for scenarios, which is a
natural way of loosening up a parametric framework and attempting
to measure and manage uncertainty in a less restrictive way.

Have you done any previous foresight studies using
this approach with the wild cards and weak signals?
I personally have not. My colleagues dealing with flooding policy
and water are using these kinds of things. Many of them are more
infrastructure-related than knowledge- and innovation-related.
Some of the interesting discussions are more to do with the ability
of decision makers, and how can they manage the political realities
of admitting we are in a certain environment. Similarly, engineering
design has a tough challenge of making design trade-offs. They can
recognize the uncertainty, but in the end they are going to need to
make these trade-offs and how do we give information to developers
and designers so they can incorporate this in their work? This is one
of the reasons why they are very fixed with probabilities, which are
important for some expressions of uncertainty but not others. They
are driving towards probabilities all the way through, because it can
be used in the design methodology.
We also have colleagues working with RAND.1 They are doing what
they call exploratory modeling. They use a simulation approach to
understanding the future, but they acknowledge the uncertainties
in the model. They try to do more model runs across a wider range
of parameters, but they have the issue of how do you expresses
the uncertainty and how do you act upon it? They hope by doing
extensive enough simulations they can get round it, but you still
have to come up with a metric. They are using things like regret
from decision theory to say, ‘Faced with this uncertainty, how do
we choose the best policy?’ It is not the optimum policy, but the
one across all futures that provides us with the least regret. I find
these discussions interesting – how to operationalize and act on
uncertainty.
Having argued so strongly against using probability approaches, they
still have to synthesize all the data they are creating. That means
they have to evaluate how to help decision makers chose the right
futures. If you can’t just average them through created expected
utility, what do you do about it?
Taleb, in his book about Black Swans, was coming from a financial
trading domain and seems to have no problem talking about
expected utilities. He agrees that probabilities ought to be useful,
averaging through is the right thing, deriving expected values, but
he concedes that you will never collect enough data to do it. RAND,
on the other hand, fundamentally disagrees that expected outcomes
have any usefulness at all for the deeper uncertainties that we face.

1

When you say ‘creativity techniques’, do you mean
group workshops?
Yes, and list association and free association techniques and
brainstorming.
You could make a distinction between the degrees of group work.
You could also examine the expert vs. novice dimension there. Do
you need an expert or someone who can be imaginative with the
ideas, and how much of a consensus do you need and should you
allow to form, or will it stifle ideas? The overlap with ‘expert opinion’
and group negotiation techniques – they are not the same, but they
could enrich each other.
If I were to design a group negotiation or group learning exercise
here, I would attempt to find the widest variety of people possible.
Certainly some of the decision makers, but also some people who
are just attempting to think creatively but publicly about the future.
In particular, if we were going to talk about the digital renaissance, it
would be nice to have people who are talking about the future of the
internet and the bloggers and the people who are shaping opinion
and talking about these things online in the digital world. That also
raises the issue of whether the exercise should be digital, because
maybe the people who care most about these things are online
discussing them.
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Can you tell me a bit about your background?
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I have been involved in futures studies almost from the very
beginning of the field in the 1960s. I taught the first officially
recognised – that is to say recognised by a university academic
council – futures course in 1967 in Virginia Tech. When I went to
the University of Hawai’i in 1970 the State Legislature eventually
created the Hawai’i Research Center for Futures Study and I have
been Director of it since that time. I am in the department of Political
Science in Hawai’i University and we established a year or two
later a two-year Masters programme, where people can learn to
be consulting futurists. I was Secretary General and President of
the World Futures Studies Federation. I worked in many different
countries, especially socialist countries in the 1970s, when they
were using the Federation to think safely about a different future
from the one they thought might otherwise lie ahead of them. I have
taken the opportunity not to work only in one place for a long time
but to see what it looks like from many different countries around
the world.
Futures studies has not grown in academia in the way I had hoped
it would. It has grown in application and there is that strange
imbalance. It has a very thin academic base for an increasingly
robust application. I am not sure that is healthy, but that is the way
it is.

I understand you are not too sympathetic towards the
classification of wild cards.
That is right. Once upon a time I was, but a number of years ago I
wrote that it implies there is a normal future to which the wild cards
are deviations. Not only is that not the case, but it is one of the
reasons we are in perpetual problems as planners and foresight and
futures people. We think there is this normal future that the world
should be following and it does not exist any more.
Because of this, I avoid trying to talk about the future and insist we
need to adopt an alternative futures perspective. I have determined
by empirical evidence there are four generic alternatives.

What would those four basic alternatives be?
The major one, the default one, the official one of our culture
and of all developed and developing countries, I call continued
economic growth. I often ask students, ‘Have you ever had a
class in the future?’ And they say ‘No’, and so I say ‘I am a failure
because I have been in the futures business for so long and we
have not infiltrated academia in any way’. But the entire purpose of
education, especially higher education, is to produce people who
have the worldview, values and skills to keep the economy growing.

That is the only future that education knows and the only future the
government knows and so we are in serious difficulty.
Because of the focus on economic growth and not on the other
alternatives, the increased probability of social system collapse or
local, national, regional, global issues are arising. That is a category
that has always existed in futures literature and it has now become
popular, especially in the West, as we see our systems collapsing.
Iceland knows all about economic collapse. Partly to prevent
collapse and/or as an alternative preference to continued growth
is what I call a ‘discipline society’ and all the efforts towards
sustainability – not just camouflage for economic growth – this is
the third category.
The fourth is transformation – the belief that we are transforming
humanity into post humans, artificial intelligence – all of that
fantastic stuff I call a transformational view of the future.
I observe images of the future and test out those four categories
into which all images of the future fall and my conclusion is, yes, we
usually plan for all four and not just for one of them.
That is why I am not too happy with the concept of wild cards.
Because one of those so-called wild cards is a constituent element
of one of those four alternative futures.

Could you mention any of these wild cards that fall in
any of these four, either positive or negative, that you
think are going to occur?
Many of the things, for example, were indicating linear changes that
might happen in the continued growth model that might change
things. So continuing developments in communication technology,
globalisation, things about energy, environment that might cause
social system collapse. There were some things that might fall into
true sustainability, disciplined society, and a few things that I would
say are transformational things, that Ray Curtswhile writes about in
his book Singularity, which are fundamentally transformative of the
human character. You have some things in all of the categories –
probably more in continual growth or failure to grow, but some that
are clearly collapsed or impose collapsed society, or discipline, or
transformation.
There were some things you don’t have. I am at the International
Space University and I don’t think there was anything about space,
even as part of continued growth, business as usual, or speculation
that we might be going to Mars and the role that will clearly play
in the transformation of humanity because we are simply in a
completely different environment and will begin to evolve again.
There are so many things in space, for example if we find life
elsewhere, much less if we find intelligent life elsewhere.
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That is one area I thought was surprisingly missing.
I am in political science and governance and I teach new systems
design. I don’t think there was anything about new laws or laws
that would have a transforming effect. For example, a year ago
the United States Supreme Court shocked the world by giving
corporations – which as a concept is only 100 years old – First
Amendment rights, so it is not possible for Congress to restrict
corporations giving money to politicians. The startling thing is, two
years earlier I had developed a scenario that had the Supreme Court
making a similar decision to the one that they did make, leading to
a decision for corporations to run for public office. I see that as an
emerging possibility, just following the logic of the Supreme Court. I
would put it down as a wild card to be developed.

What would be a dramatic impact of this wild card and
how should it be addressed by future research?
When the Supreme Court raised this issue, it caused one of the
biggest outcries among people concerned with corporate power
generally that I have ever witnessed. Many people went immediately
to my wild card and said, ‘Well, the next logical step is that if they
are people they have the right to run for public office and carry guns
etc.’ From my point of view, and that of most people I discuss it with,
it is a horrible situation, where people’s individual rights are swept
aside. Corporations have no conscience, no real accountability to the
public. They will outlive any of the people who allegedly work in or
own the corporation. They are utterly irresponsible in what they do
and only focus on the bottom line, making money. It is from my point
of view a particularly bad scenario. I guess if you are in the business
world you love it.
I teach new government design – the most obsolete social institution
surviving in the world today. England is immune from it, because you
don’t have a written constitution, but you are moving in that direction
and surely the EU’s horrible constitution is an example is the dead
hand of a great invention. In the USA in 1789, when they conceived
the idea of constituting a government out of nothing by writing down
fundamental principles, that idea had a death grip on all thinking
about the government. In the US the Constitution is worshipped and
beyond criticism or any sort of modification, much less starting all
over again as churches, corporations, transportation have done.
Those are the sorts of things that I noticed were missing when I was
casually looking over your information.

Are there any scenarios or wild cards that are similar
to corporations running for public office that you have
thought of recently?
I noticed that you had the very strong possibility of a nation, the EU
or the USA having a truly fascist government. In the US, if the key
party succeeds in taking over the Republican Party and they throw
out the Democratic Party, which seems increasingly likely, they will
not be able to govern the US and they might well react in a fascist
way. I see that you have that as a wild card – that is entirely logical.
I have also experimented with electronic direct democracy, i.e. the
development of electronic communications destroying authority.
People are so accustomed to twittering and blogging that they don’t
trust other people and they make up and believe stuff themselves.
You could have an electronic direct democracy that is more
important and powerful than the representative form of government
we have now. That will be one possibility.

Then there is this concept of the ubiquitous society. It was a hot
topic of conversation two or three years ago, especially in Finland
and Korea. That same technology, the global positioning satellites
and the ability to see down to one metre or a couple of centimetres
can do wonderful things in terms of medicine and disaster, but it
can and almost certainly will be used for surveillance and control of
human population. Twelve years ago someone wrote an Intelligent
Government article in The Futurist. He said that this technology
will replace policemen and laws, and that you will design an
environment which makes it impossible to do something bad, and
restrains you if you try. Again, that looks very likely. In an attempt
to deal with disasters, find lost children, etc., the technology will
replace existing forms of administration of government. I think there
is a lot there.

Can you see around you any weak signals that hint
that this is taking place?
I spend a lot of time working in Korea. Democracy is not native to
the culture and character and they still have one of the last effective
civil services. It is a great privilege to be a bureaucrat and they
come from the very best universities and are devoted to doing what
is best for the country. So they are much less concerned about the
negative impacts of using these technologies for social control and
are talking more and more about how these can be incorporated
into legislation.
One of the scans that I recall was that there is an eco oppression.
Environmental matters might get so bad that they severely limited
people’s ability to behave the way they want to, especially in areas
of consumption. As I read that, and thinking about ubiquitous
society, I can imagine a hi tech North Korea, in which you have this
value structure called juche,1 which are major goals which drive
everything. If you had this advanced technology which will ensure
everyone behaves in that way and enjoys it, then you would have
something pretty powerful.
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Can you see any causal relationships between these
wild cards that you have mentioned so far? Are they
linked in any way?
Yes I think they are all linked. North Korea is a truly counterintuitive
society still in existence. In the 1980s when I was visiting
communist countries, people did not want Kim Jong-il to succeed
his father. There was a period of power struggle and the people
who invited me along either fled the country or were killed. If I think
about these existing examples and listen to people talking about the
satellite application and the wonderful things they can do for climate
or driving automobiles, etc., I naturally put these two things together.
So all of these things are interconnected.
So far we have been talking about high tech stuff. More recently
I have been becoming hysterical on the growing probability of
collapse, because I take the end of oil extremely seriously. There are
millions of things that could solve the problem of the loss of oil, but
we have wasted 30 or 40 years to resolve the problem. I don’t think
it is possible to discuss the future without taking into account that
factor, and the environmental issues and global warming. In Hawai’i I
have been working with the School of Architecture to persuade them
not to build dykes to prevent the rise of sea levels, but to welcome
and embrace the water. These changes are not to be looked at as
catastrophes, but as tremendous opportunities for innovation and
new ways of doing things.
1

http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/dprk/juche.htm
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The third thing the economic crisis. I don’t think that is going to go
away – I don’t think we are experiencing real recovery now. If we do
see a recovery, we will start to use oil faster and the price will go up
and environmental issues will get bad. Ultimately, whatever we do
the economy will continue to weaken and collapse, and for the most
part democratic governments are not able to do anything about it.
Japan was not able to get hold of its debt. The ruling party proposed
a set of measures which were modest and the voters voted against
it, so it is just not possible to rule democratically any more. I could
get pessimistic, except my view is that if it is going to be that way,
especially for young people, they should embrace it and design the
best possible world they can.

Which of these issues we have talked though should
be given top priority in research?
I think it is too late for energy. I don’t think it is possible to avoid
what they call a gap – it will affect everything, including the ability to
do research to find new energy sources. The number one issue is to
look at these things positively and begin to design for them. I don’t
talk about mitigating anything. It is way to late for mitigating climate
change and mitigating energy. All you can do is anticipate it, design
for it, embrace it and find out what the best possible future is, for
you individually and your community and the world, through that
transforming process.
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Do you think the concepts of wild cards and weak
signals are ambiguous in any way? Would you use
other words or other definitions?
The concept of a wild card implies a normal future. Each one that
somebody thinks is a wild card is a wild card in relation to what
they think a normal future is. All these wild cards are a constituent
element or trends or foundations of someone’s alternative future. So
if I was going to analyse them usefully for policy makers, it would be
to put them in the four future perspectives and see what scenarios
result from them. They are interrelated, but based upon different
logics of what is going to happen, what is most important.

So you would loosen the boundaries around each one
to see the bigger context and the links. What are the
best methods to identify wild cards?
I am familiar with attempts to systemize it, like the RAHS2 system
in Singapore. Singapore is one of the most futures-oriented nations
in the world, because its only resource is intelligence. They look
around and constantly try to see what is new. They will abandon
what has worked before but is no longer working, and try something
new. They have been very serious about trying to find a method. I
have worked with their judiciary for about 10 years, but it is way too
complicated and too positive; it still represents the social science
paradigm.
The method I use I call is emerging issue analysis and is a very
simple context. Graham Moliter pointed out that everything that
exists now as a problem or opportunity that everybody knows about
was totally unknown and non-existent. Everything goes through
an S-curve of growth, from emergence to slow growth to take off
period through maturity as a problem or opportunity perhaps to
death, or cycles up and down again. Most futurists are concerned
about things in the trend area, while most decision makers are only
concerned with things at the top. Futurist/foresight people say you
have to study these things earlier and the decision makers say ‘No,
we have enough problems to deal with now’, and so there is that
conflict. The concept of wild card lies in that very earliest growth,
when something is just beginning to be identified.
So I try to teach my students how to define, scan for emerging
issues which could become trends and problems, and how the
emerging issues merge together with trends and other emerging
issues to create different scenarios of their development. To be a
good scanner, you need to be able to pick up the new bits, the new
signals in a mass of otherwise ordinary stuff and make connections.
You need to read widely.

2
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What wild cards do you think might happen in the
next 20 years? We are defining wild cards as low
probability, high impact.
My list, in no particular order, is:
• The possible break-up of China into independent provincial
governments.
• Declining male fertility in the West, which suddenly starts
affecting birth rates.
• A breakthrough, such as a nano discovery, transforms the
economics of photovoltaics. Photovoltaics is all about efficiency.
I have a feeling that a breakthrough will come from someone
working at molecular level on molecular phenomena.
• In terms of geo-politics, it is not very wild, but I think there will be
a reversal to protectionism.
• A boom in agriculture, including all kinds of cartelisation, high
prices and new investment, possibly linked to GM.
• A rise of eco religion: nature-centred religions worshipping the
ecology and the harmony of the Earth.
• Relocalisation of tourism because of geo-political instability, cost
and environmental concerns; people more likely to spend their
leisure time in areas near to them rather than far from them.

Are these relevant to the EU?
They are all relevant to the EU; and probably all of them, except
possibly the male fertility one, are relevant globally.

How do you think it should be addressed by future
research, the research agenda at the EU level?
Some have an implication for research priorities. Food and
agricultural development should rise in relevant priority. For
photovoltaics and nanos, the lesson is not so much about research
in that area, but in the idea that we need a more effective system to
translate radical ideas from scientific discovery into applications. The
other issues are more socio- economic, but they demand substantial
socio-economic research to understand and monitor the situation.

Have you already seen some weak signals that lead to
that wild card?

The agriculture boom is not here yet. But there is a threat to some of
the world’s major agriculture, through drought and climate change,
and to other food supplies, e.g. fish. To produce food effectively, it
may be that alternative methods to conventional farming would be
needed.
Eco religion: there are some small signs, e.g. Paganism is one of
the fastest growing religions. It has been officially recognised and
the police are entitled to take leave on Pagan festivals if they state
that it is their religion. I discussed this with a Catholic priest, whose
view was that Catholicism could easily accommodate concern for
the environment. So we may see a response in mainstream religion
and a change in priorities, if you wanted a very weak signal. I got
the idea at Stonehenge, where I saw a druid in robes whose posters
were about environmental threats, stating that in his religion this
was the top priority.
There are some signs of protectionism in comments made in crisis
responses. It has not happened yet, but certain politicians speak
about it.
We can find some weak signals about the regionalisation of tourism.
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How do you think the European Commission is
responding to this?
The switch to organising research around societal challenges will
pick up some of these things, but in other areas there is a tendency
more to follow thinking in the mainstream. There is one foresight
report which says China will be dominant, rather like we used to say
about Japan. All the China policies are based on this, overlooking
the fact that China is more complicated. Historically it has been
organised more by province than by the centre. So you need to
consider which parts of China to have relationships with.

Are there causal relationships between these
wild cards?
They are linked to each other. There are probably some underlying
drivers linked to them: climate change, resource issues, geopolitics
– in many ways they respond to these things. But they do not
necessarily cause each other.

I saw a clipping a while ago about how the Chinese government in
Beijing had indicted several members of the Shanghai government,
reflecting rivalries.
Policies are being implemented at regional level amid social
tensions.
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How would you prioritise these for research in
the future?
Most of them I guess are already being covered in research;
agriculture would be a clear priority. I don’t know whether European
research has particularly covered the male fertility problem. It is a
sideline in medical studies – research into its causes is not treated
as a high priority, and it is linked to many other issues, such as
the ageing population. The photovoltaic and nano issues are at the
right level of priority; it is how we do the research that needs to
change. The others serve as a reminder that we need to keep socioeconomic research as a priority.

Do you think the priority linked to these wild cards
already reflects the most pressing issues in the EU? If
we connect these to the grand challenges idea?
They reflect some of them, but there are not other equally important
issues. I did not mention energy security, social issues which need
researching, migration and population change.

If we forget about these wild cards, what are the most
pressing issues or problems that we have in the EU
that are not sufficiently addressed by research at the
moment?
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We do not do much research at the moment on water-related
issues; we need a lot more on that, water is a pressing issue. Maybe
urbanism is another issue, issues around cities.

What about the socio-economic implication of the EU
or enlargement of the EU on those particular topics?
There is no great deficit of research about enlargement. There
is probably not enough thinking about relationships with some
key countries. For example, the relationship with Russia is quite
neglected.

Do you have insights that you can share about the
grand challenges research area?
The direction we are going in, of having more integrated research
and innovation initiatives allowing us to cover the spectrum from
research through to social and economic measures and market
measures, is probably very important. ERA Vision should be about
efficient research, but also efficient innovation. That is actioned not
just by research policy actors, but also by policy actors from other
domains.

What do you think our definitions of wild cards and
weak signals?
I am happy with the wild card one, it is very straightforward. The
weak signal is difficult to define, because it does not have an
existence independent of the person or group receiving the signal.
An example of this that I was recently told of by a French colleague
is the development in China of a GM cotton resistant to the weevil
that attacks cotton. They noticed a cluster of papers about this in
Chinese. Then they found a paper by a French sociologist, called
‘From Sink to Source’, which found that this weevil had moved away
from cotton and was attacking all the other crops. So cotton had
transformed from being a sink to absorb this pest to becoming a
base for the weevil to attack other crops and disrupt agriculture in
an unexpected way.

To me that is a weak signal; but probably to an agriculturist –
particularly a Chinese one – it is a very strong and obvious one. It
depends on who is getting the weak signal: because it is coming to
my consciousness, do I take action and respond to it? So you need
something in the definition about observable changes which indicate
a different perspective from the one held by those receiving it.

Are there interesting lessons from previous foresight
projects that you have done?
In ‘FarHorizon’, although it is not a weak signals project, we do
employ wild cards as part of the methodology. We have tried it in
different ways. In the last workshop we asked the participants to fill
in a form before they came, on certain categories to think up wild
cards on the future of innovation in Europe.
I would take two lessons from that. Firstly, people tend to reflect
current trends. So this one is full of things about the collapse of the
Eurozone, as that is in the news and strongly affects them. If we had
done the same exercise two years ago, it would probably have been
about pandemics. Finding things that are contra trend are more
interesting sometimes. The other lesson is that we normally have an
enjoyable hour identifying these and prioritising them, but it does not
really affect what people do in the rest of the workshop.

What do you think are the best methods to identify
wild cards and weak signals? In our project we look
at scanning. We looked systematically at the whole
of the research projects funded by FP7. Then we are
supposed to scan outside FP7, looking at blogs, news.
It appears sporadic, lacking a rigorous approach.
The data flowing might depend on the receptor again, because
unless you pick them up, you can almost scan any data source, so
how do you distinguish between them? There has not been much
discussion of the dynamics of the data sources themselves. For
example, if you are looking at news sites, you need to have some
understanding of what criteria the editorial team are using for a
story in the first place. That is my main source, other than when I
see something in real life, like the druid. Normally I see little stories
on the side in newspapers or on websites, which are often more a
signal of something than the main headline. But still someone has
already decided that is an interesting item. Blogs also have filters,
but maybe fewer.
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Can you envisage any major wild cards, positive or
negative, that may occur in the next 20 years?
Whether it is a wild card or an uncertainty, the much predicted rise
of India, China and Brazil faltering, and then something about the
nature of capitalism in Anglo Saxon or western nations, which rises
back to the fore again. This is counter to the prevailing assumption,
so that would interest me.
On climate, there is a widespread assumption about the way that
is going to go, and there are some wild cards, e.g. new diseases,
technological innovation that will far outstrip our use of carbon and
fossil fuels. There are a lot of bleak wild cards that are written about
frequently, and my approach is to try to look at them differently.

What do you see would be the most dramatic impact
of these wild cards and how do you think it should be
addressed by future research?
I think scenario work and futures work is less about understanding
the future and more about understanding today and the methods
to make this more manageable. Almost any of these projects have
identified issues about democracy and technology, for example to
overcome carbon, or the nature of economic power. A lot of the
research is keeping an eye on the signals around them. It would
be good if there was more investment in communication and
conversation to get people ‘what iffing’ around those assumptions,
i.e., thinking about what if those assumptions were not true.
Probably investments in communication, rather than research,
looking at how you convey some of the possibilities without
sounding like a sceptic or a reactionary.

Can you pinpoint the weak signals that could hint at
the likelihood or imminent realization of these wild
cards happening?
I don’t think any of my ideas on this are totally individual, but the
scanning sources of things.

Can you identify any causal or other relationships
between the wild cards and weak signals that you
have mentioned?
One of the relationships we see, and a sort of paradoxical one, is
that the population growth in the global East and South creates
a base for the economic focus. Some of that is relative to green
technology and green research, but paradoxically it might not lead
to a transformation in the nature of capitalism of those countries, as
there may be a limit to growth. So there is some correlation, but I
would not push it too hard.

Looking ahead to the future of European research,
which of these wild cards that you mentioned do you
think should be given top priority in EU research?
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I would encourage as much possible investment in any technology
that surrounds environment and technology. The way that life
was lived 100 years ago it would have been almost impossible to
imagine the technological innovations that arose between 1910
and the Second World War. Medical technologies have transformed
longevity and the human experience of ill health, and that was in a
very short space of time. Some of the major concerns people have
about life expectancy were addressed very fast. I think the same is
going to happen about our concerns about environment or health
and environmental wellbeing.

In the iKNOW project we have defined wild cards as a
low probability high impact event. Do you prefer any
other definition?
I would go with that one.

We have defined a weak signal as an observable
change in current trends or state of affairs and some
may be indicators that a wild card could be happening,
Is that a definition that you agree with?
Yes. It may not be a signal of a wild card, but I would go with that
definition.

Do you have lessons that you could tell us about
from previous foresight studies. Have you done any
previous foresight studies using this approach with
the wild cards and weak signals?
The way I have used them has been more of a brainstorm about the
future.
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Can you envision major wild cards (positive or negative) that may occur in the next 20 years and are particularly
relevant to the EU research and/or may dramatically affect the ERA vision?
What is your overall view about wild cards and
weak signals?
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With ethical markets we are trying to connect the people who have
genuine foresight and knowledge. That seems to be the same kind
of thing that the iKnow project is doing. It is a very good idea.
I have done a lot of work with the European Commission. We have
done work on Beyond GDP.1 My company financed a survey in ten
countries, including many EU countries, Brazil, Australia, Russia and
Kenay. We asked the public in those countries whether they thought
that GDP, a money-denominated measure, was adequate. The
first question was: did they believe that GDP was the best way to
measure the progress of society? The second question was whether
GDP should be examined to include indicators of health, education
and poverty gaps etc., which GDP leaves out. In all the countries we
surveyed, at least 70% of respondents thought that GDP needed
to be expanded to cover other indicators which are as important to
people’s lives as money. We are doing a re-run of that survey later
on 2010 and adding China and the USA.
I have a different viewpoint on the idea of wild cards and weak
signals and would like to challenge those two definitions. From
the perspective of my work in foresight over the last 30 years,
I like to think of myself as a global acupuncturist. I like to scan
all these nested global systems within the planetary ecology:
countries, economies, technology, culture and so on. I have an
intellectual boutique for redesigning cultural DNA. There are many
malfunctioning strands of DNA, like GDP, that need to be teased out
and redesigned, because right now it is replicating unsustainability.
For example, the functioning of the financial system is based
on faulty economics and keeps replicating social and cultural
destruction, as well as ecological destruction.
I question the category of wild cards. I believe there is no such thing
as wild cards, because all our problems in the world, whether we
view them as wild cards or weak signals, are of our own narrow
human perception. As we expand our perception and knowledge,
we find that these so-called wild cards are simply to do with our
blindness.

1 www.beyond-gdp.eu

I have been having this debate with the author of The Black Swan,
Nassim Nicholas Taleb. He is a Wall Street trader and made this
a fashionable term.His idea is that there are wild cards, which he
called Black Swans, that we do not expand. This is the same idea
as weak signals: we expect that swans will be white, so we are very
upset when we find a black one. He pointed out that a function of
human behaviour is to designate through our paradigms what we
pay attention to and then what we don’t pay attention to, because
we have put on intellectual blinders. We then think it is a surprise,
i.e. a wild card. But if we had an expanded model of the way the
world works, we would expect these phenomena, or these wild
cards, as they would be in the model.
My life’s work has been about expanding models of human
knowledge and how it needs to be reintegrated. The Cartesian
reductionist approach to knowledge which powered the industrial
revolution is an amazingly powerful kind of knowledge. It enabled us
to change the circumstances of our societies to produce this huge
cornucopia of goods and services. It is by paying attention to these
small separate phenomena that we created the world today.
The problem now is how to reintegrate that knowledge, which is
now in all these separate silos, not only in our academic institutions,
but throughout our society. Governments have Departments of
Energy, Departments of Justice, etc. In Washington DC and around
the world, there is a now new sort of metaphor. Policy makers are
talking about the silos and how they prevent systemic and integrated
policy. Everybody wants to know how to connect the dots. That
conversation is going on in academic institutions and everywhere in
the world.
In the 1970s, I was with the US Office of Technology Assessment
(OTA). We knew about global warming and the loading of the
atmosphere with carbon. We were aware that the first visible
symptom, that people would think was a wild card, was crazy
weather (climate change). As I went around the world lecturing I
would do a little informal survey and ask people whether they had
had any unusual weather. Increasingly over the last two decades
the answers would come back: yes, we had the largest snowstorm
or the worst drought. At the OTA we knew these were the early
symptoms of climate change, but it took 30 years for that to get
on the political agenda. This happens mostly because of willful
blindness, both in academia but also in incumbent industries e.g.
fossil fuel industries. They now have all the lobbying power and they
give money to government and politicians, and they prevent the
emergence of the next economy, which is the green economy.
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So I am more interested in willful human blindness: among
individuals, academia, the business community, the political system,
even NGOs, which are a kind of early warning system.
Over the past 30 years, groups of people eventually come to feel the
impact of this inadequate analysis or blindness. They find that their
air or water supply is too polluted and so they form voluntary groups.
This gives an early warning signal to the politicians, who, along
with academics and the business community, resist seeing what is
obvious. This is why I am so eager for your project to discuss the
categorisation of wild cards, rather than the cause of the wild cards.
Wild cards are caused by willful human narrowing of perceptions
based on special interests, sometimes based on ignorance but often
not.
The best example is the willful ignorance in the economics
profession, which considers effects like pollution, climate change,
and poverty as externalities. Designating something as an externality
is like designating it as a wild card or something you can ignore. You
push it outside of the system until it reaches some kind of crisis.

So do you think that by calling something a wild card
we are giving it a label so that we don’t have to think
about it yet?
It is one way of calling attention to these phenomena, but calling it
a wild card is a misnomer – it is the willful blindness of the people
doing the perceiving. This is the debate I have with Nassim Nicholas
Taleb, the author of The Black Swan. In the financial system, almost
everyone who is testifying about the financial crisis says it was the
black swan, the wild card, the perfect storm, we could not have
anticipated it. This is the way of avoiding responsibility for this
narrow view. In the case of the financial system, I and many others
had been writing about systemic risks in the financial systems
in derivates since the early 1990s. So to call it a perfect storm
or a wild card or an unanticipated event is not only untrue, but
irresponsible.

What do you think are the best methods of scanning
for these to avoid this blindness?
I think we do need very much to scan for the crisis that we are
creating, because we are creating all of these crises. The other
avoidance of responsibility that humans use is: ‘oh it was an act of
God’, the invisible hand in the economics model. All my work shows
that the invisible hand is our own. We create the crises and the
quicker we collectively take responsibility for them and speak about
them honestly, rather than treating them as wild cards, the better
our analysis will be.
For example, what is emerging in the field of nano technology could
create a lot of wild cards. There are 1,600 consumer products that
have nano particles in them, in clothing, paint etc., and there has
been hardly any research as to what nano particles do in the human
body. We know that when humans inhale very small particles that
get lodged in the lungs this causes diseases, such as mesothelioma
from asbestos particles. That problem is potentially much worse if
nano particles enter the human body. An enormous industry has
developed, with numerous companies and university research
departments pushing nano technology, while almost no money is
spent on studying the effect all of this may be having on human
biology and the environment.

This is a familiar pattern, that we saw it all the time at the OTA. The
OTA was set up in 1974 with an annual budget of $15 million. Our
remit was to look at the social and environmental impacts of these
technologies pouring out of the research. Nobody had done that
before – they preferred to wait until the impact happened and say
‘that was a wild card’ or ‘we did not expect that’.
The development of nuclear energy is a good example. We were
told it was too cheap and how wonderful it would be; only later did
we realise that it had the long-term problem of waste disposal,
radioactive emissions and was the most expensive and inefficient
way that humans had ever invented to boil water. So why did we end
up building these nuclear power plants? Because lots of intellectual
or vested interests were going to make a lot of money out of it. Also,
since the atomic bomb had been developed, there was a desire on
the part of politicians – particularly President Eisenhower – to do
something with this incredibly dangerous technology that had been
released. So they had the atoms for peace programme and that
compounded the error.
These are the kind of examples that I know of from my service on
the OTA advisory council. The people who served with me were
Nobel Prize winners: the president of MIT, the Secretary of Defense,
the Head of the General Accounting Office, all these incredible
people. We did the best foresight studies ever conducted in a
national government, and the OTA model was copied in about 40
countries to provide foresight before technologies were released to
the public, in order to gain an idea of their social and environmental
consequences. Yet when the Republican party – basically the party
of business and finance – took over in 1996, they did what humans
so often do. They killed the messenger and shut down OTA, so that
we could go on being comfortably blind and when these effects hit
us we could say it is a wild card.
I began calling these acts, such as the nuclear accident at Three
Mile Island, not an accident but an ‘inevitability’. I am thrilled the EU
is funding this project. There are many incredibly good policy people
in the European Commission, and I am trying to help them and
point this out. It gives them political cover and a better opportunity
to recommend that we recognise these issues ahead of time and
exercise real foresight, rather than waiting until they hit and call
them real wild cards.
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So would you rather call them inevitabilities than wild
cards?
They are really inevitabilities, because they are based on willful
blindness and lack of perception. Knowledge of these consequences
existed; it is the political fights around this new knowledge that
is the issue, and how vested interests accumulate around these
incumbent technologies and prevent the knowledge we have from
getting into the system. Making knowledge more available and
integrating it is absolutely vital. I am raising a philosophical question
about a paradigm.
The point has been made about whether they are wild cards or
simply links in a very long chain that were going to happen because
they all derive from somewhere and they are all going to go
somewhere.
The whole issue is to deepen our knowledge in order to trace
these things back to their sources. We are all dealing with sources;
the cause is always inadequate human perception, rather than
knowledge.
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We have the knowledge – the issue is the willful blindness caused
by politically interested groups and intellectual investments. We had
a conference here on transforming finance. We looked at all the
knowledge about how finance became so bloated and how it began
to become cancerous on the real society and real economy, as in the
classic case of Iceland. So you have to go back and examine what
were the causes that led finance itself to become a bubble that was
far too big and became a cancer on society as a whole.
There is a very good book from the London School of Economics,
called the Future of Finance. They examined the causes, incentives
and all the inadequate economic models, which externalised all
the social costs they were creating, and the various theorems and
hypotheses about markets and rational actors. Economic textbooks
which have not been updated for 15 years underlay the computer
risk models, so all the assumptions were wrong from the start. Then
there were the incentives in the system to make more and more
money. All the best students, instead of going into engineering and
law, want to get into finance to make a quick buck. Then they put
it all on steroids with these computers, so that 70% of all trading
on Wall Street is done by computers, with thousands of trades
every second. I have been writing articles about this for 15 years
and saying this is such a dysfunctional system that of course it
generates crisis. And then they say the crises are perfect storms
or black swans. This book is wonderful and they have started
an excellent new centre at LSE – the Centre for the Study of
Dysfunctional Finance. The iKNOW project has the opportunity to
point out where dysfunctional information drives systems into these
kind of bad social and environmental effects. That is why I set out
to create a new kind of indicator beyond GDP, which is what the
Calvert-Henderson Quality of Life2 is indicating.
Looking forward, I think what we are going to be rebalancing in all
societies; in the market sector and the commons and governance.
Over the past 20 years there has been a terrific expansion of
markets. Markets are useful ways of allocating resources, as
long as you have good information and everybody has the same
information and power. If this is not the case, then markets become
dysfunctional, as they are now. There will always be an equivalent
sized domain of the global commons, but all must have access to
air, water, and biodiversity. So the next big wave to emerge strongly
is research about the best way to manage our common resources.
I wrote a book titled Building a Win-Win World and Paradigms
in Progress, which discusses the rise of this parallel commons
sector. It is now moving very quickly; there are conferences on
how to manage the commons and the first Bank of Sweden prize
in economics was recently awarded to Elinor Ostrom, who has
been researching the commons/shared resources. Until recently,
economists dominated the entire field with the message that we
must extend markets all over the world, and that the only way
to manage common resources is to turn them into markets. Dr.
Elinor Ostrom’s research pointed out that was not true. Every
human society has been able to manage common resources with
cooperation, and has found very good ways of getting together and
managing these. That requires a re-emphasis on cooperation and
sharing, rather than competition. So we have to rebalance the global
system. There is nothing wrong with competition, but the system
must always tend towards the cooperative framework within which
competition takes place.

Markets are being transformed and my company is covering
the great transition from the age of fossil fuels, based on those
reductionist methods of knowledge, to what I call the solar age. This
is based on much more knowledge about the way the planet actually
works and the way human beings actually behave.
On our website the green transition scoreboard tracks this transition
to the solar age. People can consult the scoreboard every day
and see how much private investment is pouring into solar, wind,
sustainable forests, agriculture and all the new technologies of the
solar age. All of that is now moving more into the information age.
This is the new emerging economy. Because of the old paradigms,
the mass media and many in academia cannot see how huge this
transition is. According to our first calculation, $1.2 trillion of private
investment is already in the pipeline. In the first half of 2010 several
more billion were added, even when the finances were going down.
The knowledgeable people are investing in solar and wind and
energy efficiency and the new economy.

Can you see any inevitabilities that people are not
focusing on, or trying to ignore?
I think the emergence of the new economy, the new green transition,
is still being largely ignored by mass media. The other is the fragility
in the design of the internet and the World Wide Web and the energy
inefficiency of these electronic technologies. We have all been lulled
into the idea that they are much more efficient.Yet Google is so
energy inefficient, it now wants to site its server farms in Iceland. It
is a great opportunity for Iceland to have these things in the coldest
climate they can find, but it would be much better to redesign the
system that is gulping electricity. One estimate says the whole IT
internet system will be using half of all the electricity generated on
the planet by about 2012. So that has to be a priority.
Another, minor example, on a much smaller scale, is cell phones.
People are finally beginning to realise there is evidence that cell
phone use causes brain cancer. In the USA they are trying to sell cell
phones to children, as if they were toys. I hope that the knowledge
spreading that this project could achieve can help to catch this kind
of irreponsibility before it becomes too serious.

What fields of research and knowledge should be
pulled in to help the development of these emerging
economies? Is it just economics?
Economics will be irrelevant. The current model of economics
is discredited. It is an entirely inadequate way of measuring the
efficiencies of solar age technologies, because economics does not
understand thermo dynamic efficiencies. In order to look at these
technologies you have to understand the laws of thermo dynamics.
We are trying to reduce energy and materials throughput to the
absolute minimum, whereas economists have the absolute opposite
view – they want to increase consumption. We want to dematerialise
our economies and bring consumption down and share it better,
so that people have enough but not too much, so that we grow
mentally and spiritually, rather than just growing fat.
It is the same with society. I have a new paper on my website,
‘Outside Insights Qualitative Growth’,3 which I wrote with the
physicist Fritjof Capra. It was published by the Society for Chartered
Accountants of England and Wales and released in the House of
http://www.icaew.com/index.cfm/route/168855/icaew_ga/Technical_
and_Business_Topics/Topics/Corporate_responsibility/Qualitative_
Growth_by_Capra_and_Henderson__Corporate_Responsibility__
Sustainable_Business__ICAEW/pdf

3

2

Ȁ http://www.calvert-henderson.com/
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Lords in November 2010. I also presented it to the Oxford University
Finance Lab and the European Parliament. The reason they like the
paper is that they can talk about growth again. The Green Members
of the European Parliament call it qualitative growth. We make the
point that the environmental movement, which has talked about no
growth or low growth or negative growth, is politically untenable.
Politicians cannot possibly handle that. Our paper points out that
growth is natural, it is part of nature, and the question we have to
ask our policy makers and academics is always what is growing,
what is dying and what needs to be maintained. We know the
green solar age is growing very fast and the fossil fuel economy is
dying; in the meantime we need to maintain our infrastructure, like
levies and public transport. The politicians in the House of Lords
and European Parliament loved it, because now they can talk about
growth again. It is the growth of what we want and some things
have to die, otherwise we have a budget deficit. At the same time,
we must stop subsidising nuclear power in order to invest in the
growing part of the economy and to maintain our infrastructure.
The whole idea of the green transitions scoreboard is to give people
hope. You can drill into the scoreboard and see where the money is
going and this can create the new career paths and new jobs in the
future.

Of these inevitabilities – the emergence of the new
economy; the fragility in the design of the internet;
and the energy inefficiency of these electronic
technologies – which one would you prioritise in
research? Which is the most urgent?

I will give you one crazy example from the USA. We have more
and more homeless people in the USA, who have been thrown
out of their houses. At the same time, the empty houses are being
vandalized. It would be so much better to let the homeless people
– with help and supervision – be in the empty houses. They are run
by two different departments: the US Dept of Housing and Urban
Development and then the US Dept of Health Education and Welfare.
One deals with house builders and the other deals with homeless
people and they don’t talk to each other.
This is why we need a systems view now that takes the whole thing
to the next level. It is rather like imagining we were extra-terrestrials
visiting this planet and looking at what humans are doing, as I
did in my first book, having that view that we all live on the same
planet and the conditions of our happiness and quality of life are
similar in every part of the world. We all need loving families and
stable communities and to be able to use resources to create good
livelihoods; we all need to educate ourselves and grow, and we
all need healthcare. A lot of this stuff is now moving to the United
Nations level, because these are all cross-cutting organizations.
It is the reconceptulising of the system at the next level and every
human being has this mental skill. As in a camera, each one of us
has the skill to have a zoom lens; we can zoom down into more and
more detail and we also have the same skill to pull back and take
a wide shot and look at the whole system and remember where we
zoomed in before. We can go back and forth between the zoom and
wide lens whenever we want. We just have to teach that to children.
It is about critical thinking.
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We need clusters of priorities that sit together. For example, we
must prioritize cutting the weapons budgets, but at the same time
we must also have the priority of not subsidising wasteful energy. If
we are going to invest in the green future, at the same time we must
stop wasting money on things that are obsolete. It is less a matter
of priorities than a systems view of policies that sit together and are
synergistic, so that each policy will fit with each other. The priorities
approach is part of the reason why we got into the mess. We need
to make people realise that their priorities can be aligned with
each other.
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Can you give a bit of background: what you are
working on now and what you have done in the past?
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Recently I have been doing foresight work in three areas.
Firstly, international policing, the Fishers International Policing
Executive Program brought together about 15 police executives from
Denmark, Holland, Brunei, Singapore, Australia, US, Canada to look
at how the external world is changing and what the police should
do in response to that change. We start out with some scenarios,
then look through the systemic change and where in the policing
narrative changes are needed. For example, in Canada the policing
narrative is: ‘Give us more’, and the public are saying: ‘We are being
asked to cut back, so why should the police not have to cut back
too?’ As organized crime becomes more sophisticated, the police
are feeling far more vulnerable. The only way they can succeed is by
becoming more diverse, with more females and more people with
different languages and far more community policing.
I have also been working with high school principals throughout
Australia.
In the health area I am working with a range of World Congress
health professionals and the chiefs of health throughout the Asia
Pacific, looking at how ‘smart health’ is challenging the topdown
approach to health care. For example,. peer-to-peer, meditation, less
meat, preventative type healthcare are challenging the traditional
model. We aim to get them to look at emerging issues, at how the
world changes and how we can adapt to become more preventative,
rather than going to the traditional command control view, which is
a fear mode. If they are concerned with looking good for the public,
they become more rigid. Instead, we do action learning with them,
seeing the weak signals and looking at how we can transform.
Originally I started futures work in the 1970s as a student at the
University in Hawai’i. From 1981 to 1991, I was senior policy
analyst and planner with the Hawaii judiciary, where I coordinated
the Court’s Foresight Program and at the end of that I did a PhD. In
1994 I moved to Australia, working at the university doing consulting
for 14 years. For the last 10 years I have been professor at Tamkang
University. It has the largest futures programme in the world – about
5,000 students at undergraduate level – and we are allowed only
12 MA students.
I believe in action learning. Theory develops from practice and
seeing what works. Based on that, I theorize the future. I don’t do
consulting per se. My main goal is to use theories and methods
to frame ‘How did we learn?’ So I help the client or organization
learn in different ways, rather than give them a particular future or
particular answer.

Have you in your work noticed, or can you envisage,
any major wild cards, positive or negative, that may
occur in the next 20 years?
I don’t use the term ‘wildcards’, because it overly emphasizes
randomness. I prefer Graham Molitor’s emerging issues analysis,1
where you go from problems to trends which have some seeds
of change, or Elina Hiltunen’s weak signals/weak signs – they are
growing, but have not become massive. Vegetarianism was’ weird
Californian stuff’ and now, with climate change, more people are
becoming vegetarian – it has entered the debate. The Australian
Commonwealth Scientific and Research Organisation (CSRIO) said
five years ago that vegetarianism was not appropriate and now they
recommend it. So a major science body is saying it is good for you
and for the climate. That is a major wild card/weak signal that could
dramatically change production and distribution of food.
PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals) offered a
$1million prize for anyone who can grow in vitro food, i.e. growing
meat without having to kill the cow. That would dramatically change
the entire world production of food, meat and dairy. Developing
artificial meat within five or 10 years is a game changer for the
entire planet. So one is the vegetarianism, the second is technology
that changes the game.

Would these two be your favourite?
They come up a lot. The other one is peer-to-peer. Most
organizations go to command control when in crisis; peer-to-peer is
difficult, because there are so many divergent viewpoints it is hard
to get agreement and there is a lack of consensus. My conclusion
is that it will become more important and it empowers people. For
example, in the health field patients don’t just go to doctors, they
create patient-to-patient peer networks. One critique says this
creates ‘cyberchondria’. With Google apps, you will soon be able
to see how many people in a room have a similar disease profile to
you. That is quite dramatic and, it may not be a wild card any more,
it keeps on growing exponentially. But doing it wisely is the wild
card: how do we use peer-to-peer wisely?

1

http://cjc-online.ca/index.php/journal/article/viewArticle/716/622
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What dramatic impact can you see from these wild
cards and how could these be addressed from future
research?
Only three percent of the OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development) health budget goes on prevention.
Imagine the scenario where you took vegetarianism peer to peer. I
do research on people who do meditation. Their chances of getting
infectious diseases and their health costs go down, their IQ goes up.
So if you take just those three technologies – meditation, peer-topeer and vegetarianism – you put them together. The OECD budget
is three percent; can you imagine the scenario where prevention
becomes 20-30 percent of the budget?
I believe these new possibilities are likely because the healthcare
costs for ageing societies is very high. There is no way of meeting
those costs, given the expectation of new technologies and the
desire for people to live forever, without a move from a peer-topeer to a prevention model. You have two choices: you can put an
ambulance at the bottom of the hill or a fence at the top of a hill.
Most people put the ambulance at the bottom, because it is very
hard to get credit for prevention. In foresight work, we have to think
of metaphors or strategies whereby prevention is valued by the
political system and the institutions that govern us.

Are there any specific fields where you think
prevention research could take place?
Policing, as everyone says we cannot stop crime unless we move
to prevention. Health too: the health system cannot survive without
moving towards a prevention model and there is a financial
imperative which makes it easier. It is about putting the language
around the political imperative, so that leaders and government
ministers have a story to tell.
This also means that patients have to transform their narrative. The
narrative is usually: ‘You are the government, take care of me’. The
narrative should be ‘Patient, take charge of your health.’ It is not just
the systemic change in how we tackle alcohol or meat or tobacco, it
is the change to get patients empowered to look at technology and
see what their own health possibilities are.

What are the weak signals that hint at the growing
likelihood or imminent realization of these wild cards?
Whenever there is a major health outbreak, such as mad cow
disease in the UK, then people quickly switch direction. That
increases the chance of more dietary shift. Methane emission by
cows, and the fact that the meat industry is one of the biggest
problems for climate change, could be an impetus. Meditation, as
health costs are so high and the technology is simple. The main
challenge for futurists is how to transform the narrative so that it is
not religious, but a rational practice, especially if you are in charge
of a business or corporation. In a spiritual audit of the American
corporation, over 50 percent of CEOs said spirituality is defined as
something open, transcendental, inclusive; it becomes one of the
key competitive edges, they have purpose, they work harder, they
listen to others. It creates a whole change in the culture and climate.
Even in the framework of competition, these wild cards can enhance
one’s location in the world’s economy. It is mostly looking at how we
change the cultural narrative, so that it feels more rational and there
is support for it.

Can you identify any relationship, causal or otherwise,
between the wild cards you just mentioned?
They are occurring because costs are high and people want to
reduce costs, and because the things we are doing don’t work.
People want to live longer, and people want the planet to feel better
and look better and last longer for humans. Paul H. Ray and Sherry
Ruth Anderson , in their book, Cultural Creatives, say the percentage
of people who are more likely to change their diet or use meditation
has gone up from three percent to five percent in the 1960s/1970s
to 25 percent today. It has a gender base to it. Females are leading
this, and in that sense they are the wild card. They are leading in
employment figures, in the number of small businesses in the US.
They are playing the leading edge role here. The old systems are
not satisfying or meeting people’s needs and there is a need for a
new system. I think these are wild cards, but the more I study them
analytically, the more I can see they will shift from wild cards to
normality.
As researchers, our main goal is to collect the data, follow the
signals, but also to work on the narrative to change the stories. So
the framing of the issue is within our terms. When an Australian
member of parliament saw the OECD report recommending
vegetarian diets, he said: ‘These are crazy tofu munchers. They
are a threat to our way of life’. We need to find a way so that he
could also see these ideas are beneficial. When the wild card gets
attacked in such a way, we can see something important is going
on. It is moving up from emerging issue to trend.
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Are there any wild cards that you think should be
given top priority in research as very urgent research?
I think all those four – vegetarianism, peer-to-peer, meditation and
ageing – work quite well. I would not try to prioritize them. You could
ask researchers and see what they think is the most important.

In the iKNOW project, we defined wild cards as a
low probability, high impact event. Do you prefer
other definitions or would you add something to our
definition?
I am OK with the definition. The challenge is that a metaphor of
wild cards assumes total randomness. The work I did with Dator
and Molitor on macro history and emerging issues shows that, yes,
there is randomness, but we can see the traces of change. I am not
sure ‘wild card’ is the perfect term, because people are used to a
total random definition of the universe; they are complex, chaotic
patterns. I would prefer a definition that also allows in the notion of
deep structures, history and the possible structures in the future. I
have no problem with your definition, but I would like something that
is less based on world views and the card metaphor. Something to
indicate that it does not come completely out of the blue.
John L. Petersen’s book, Out of the Blue, is wonderful, but I prefer
Graham Molitor’s emerging issues analysis, James Dator, etc. I think
we can mix them all together, so that might be some theoretical
prioritization: how to analyse these four terms and see where they
are the same and where they are different.
Our definition of weak signals is observable changes in current
trends or state of affairs. Some particularly important weak signals
could be precursor events that make a wild card more probable or
even inevitable. Do you think this is a good definition or would you
add something or subtract something?
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That sounds good. So you see a weak signal as something that
influences the wild card. In that sense, it is not so much a wild card,
because there is an event that influences its trajectory
The weak signals give it a context.
Then you can ask ‘In what weak signals is it my personal
subjectivity, and what weak signals are intersubjective, what weak
signals do we have quite a bit of data around?’

Do you have any interesting lessons to share from
previous foresight studies that have employed a wild
cards and weak signals approach?
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I have noticed that people discount the future. When I do foresight
workshops with the governmental sector, local city or local NGO,
it starts out that the future is very far away. When we go through
the emerging issues or wild card/weak signals process, suddenly
something they considered 20 years away and we meet again
they say: ‘Oh my, it is already here’. The rate of change is much
higher than when people sit around and discuss it. No one wants
to stand up and be the silly one and look stupid. It is important for
researchers to push other people’s weak signals and wild cards,
so that the movement of the group is allowed to bring in the
improbable, the provocative, the disturbing and the ridiculous. If
we give them the space to allow that thinking, then I find groups
will become far more creative in their thinking. There has to be that
permission, there has to be some story that lets all employees feel
that this is OK.
I am working with the Australia Bio Security Dept of Agriculture,
Fisheries etc. They are looking at who should be doing emerging
issues now: just the central office or all of it? There is this dialogue
that both should be doing it, and so how do we create a database,
data bank, a culture where anticipating the future becomes the
norm? That is becoming crucial. I have found that does come
from the CEO, but it should not be oversold. The thing I learnt
from Canada Bio Security is that we need to find some winners
and success stories that give the organization some motivation.
They need to see that we can anticipate the future in certain areas
and we can take a new idea and follow it through the full product
cycle and make it real, so that citizens are happy with our ministry
because of the costs reduced or income gained.
I like the anticipatory action learning framework. We anticipate the
future, but everyone develops action learning cycles within the
organization.

What in your view are the best methods to identity
weak signals and wild cards?
I use emerging issues analysis. I tend to do it in groups, and the
more diverse the group, the better information we get. In a situation
where it is just one group, they think the same and act the same. I
try to get emerging issues groups with diversity built into them and
there is permission in a foresight workshop to invite people you
would not normally invite. Even if they are inappropriate, they force
the movement of the group thinking that is going on. I find that very
powerful.
I say ‘Make sure you bring your clients along, people you don’t like
and people who are very different to you’. Sometimes it is possible
and sometimes not, but the foresight courses that work best are
those with a high level of diversity. People challenge each other.
They can help each other see things the other can’t. Travelling
around the world helps in seeing things from different perspectives
and engaging not just in analytical technologies but in emotional
intelligence, spiritual intelligence, any way to challenge the official
view of reality. In my causal layered analysis approach2 I find the
litany view, the official view of how things are and the move to
alternative views work quite well.

Is there anything else you would like to add or ask?
Part of the role of futurists is to transform reality, not just to look
for the wild cards. Once there is a narrative transformation and
re-scripting, people can see things they could not see before. I find
that quite powerful and this is at the core of my work. Find out what
the emerging issues are, the weak signals and wild cards, unpack
them, look at systemic analysis narrative. Then use these toys to
create a different possible future. From there I will ask myself: what
are the new emerging issues/wild cards? It is action, it is learning, it
is long term? So we just keep on learning. So I am very happy with
your project.

Do you think people need to be more comfortable
about thinking about the future?
Yes. They also need to be comfortable moving from the command
control view that will predict the future to. this action learning
approach that is looking for signals and wild cards and emerging
issues, which we use to help us develop our scenarios of the future.
So moving to a more adaptive learning organization.

2

http://www.metafuture.org/Articles/CausalLayeredAnalysis.htm
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We are looking at global weak signals and wild cards.
Are you working on any research projects at the
moment?
There is interrelation between many of these items, so it is hard
to isolate them. But I will begin with your first question about wild
cards.

Wild cards that might occur in the next 20 years?
Many people have made lists of these. One is greenhouse warming
due to carbon dioxide and methane, and the associated impact
uncertainty, such as the level of rise of oceans and the degree of
warming of the Northern hemisphere. For example, it has an effect
on agriculture: warming means some areas near the equator will
become unusable for farming and others throughout the North will
become more friendly for farming (e.g. Canada may have much
more agricultural land available). The melting of the Antarctic ice
cap and the Arctic ice cap will raise the ocean level. The uncertainty
is how much. There will be precursor events like a small level of
temperature change in the ocean and in the currents that will affect
land areas in Europe. They will presage much larger change after
20 years.
Super volcanos could also have a very negative effect on agriculture
and on all kinds of life forms.
Super earthquakes of magnitude 9 or 10 would be devastating to
huge populations.
Then there are pandemics. The black plague that killed about 30
percent of the European population in 1347 seemed to originate
in China. With today’s ease of transportation, it is even more likely
that a pandemic would spread everywhere across the globe, even to
Australia.
Massive nuclear war could cause a nuclear winter and a global
famine as a result of that.
Cyber warfare is attracting a lot of attention right now: the ability to
damage or wreck an industrial facility or communication system or
global financial system and global electricity grids, and so on. That is
a serious technological concern.

Then you have other forms of warfare, such as biological and
robotic. These could be carried out by terrorists and provide very
little warning, thus placing a tremendous burden on the intelligence
gathering systems. We already have cyber spying today and it has
been discussed recently. Stuxnet has possibly been used already to
damage computer systems and networks. So those are some of the
negative wild cards.
On the positive side, (and I have written about this in a keynote
speech I gave in 2007 at the PICMET conference in Portland), we
have already moved from the industrial age and are now in the
information technology age. Next comes the bio/nano technology
age. This has a very interesting aspect to it, which is convergence
– for example, biology becoming a kind of computer science and
computers taking on some biological characteristics. You can
already see this in some of the labelling, e.g. ‘computer viruses’.
Convergence is particularly due to the fact that we are going into the
molecular age, let’s say by 2025. This means we will be working at
molecular levels, with very small molecular and atomic units, which
means using very basic building blocks which underlie all of the
sciences, biology, chemistry etc. So there will be a convergence of
biology, engineering and other areas. Biology, chemistry, physics and
computer science all use genetic algorithms, neuron networks and
molecular programming. You have bio informatics and combinatorial
chemistry – all these break down the old traditional boundaries
between sciences, between biology, chemistry and so on, and
you have nano technology, bio technology, cognitive science, and
information technology.
For example, neuropsychiatric research mainly into nanoparticles
that course through the brain may provide new insight on how the
brain processes information, identifying possible blockages. Bio
computers may be implanted to serve as molecular doctors, locating
problems, so that in medicine and psychiatry you have a whole
new domain of activity. So, hopefully, these are positive wild cards.
We may even create living organisms in this molecular age. Some
optimists like Ray Kurzweil talk about robotic intelligence surpassing
human intelligence.
You will certainly confront problems, and this concerns your
impact question. For example, information technology accelerates
globalization (it has already done that).
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This leads to systemic complexity and in today’s newspapers there
are weak signals that we are not able to handle very well.
Economists are unsure whether they want to increase taxes or cut
deficits and increase the debt of nations, etc. This is made more
complex than ever by the fact that the economy in every country is
related to almost every other economy. This mushrooming systemic
complexity is a major concern. It is increasing constantly now,
galvanized by telecommunications, and it accelerates the pace of
change, which is beginning to overwhelm our institutional capability
to manage governance. National leaders do not know what actions
would alleviate the growing problems. Respected economists are
at sea as to what policies we should be following. One concern is
that rich nations face economic collapse. That is a possibility and it
is certainly a wild card, but that possibility has several contributing
factors.
One is that, increasingly because of globalization, business can
exploit a young, low-cost work force, wherever it exists. Due to
high labour costs in California, my son’s company has shifted its
manufacturing to China. As China will become more expensive,
business may move to Vietnam or Africa. Long life expectancy is
creating an ageing population, which means an ageing workforce
that becomes technologically obsolete. We used to say that an
engineer out of school for ten years is obsolete.That means this
workforce will have a hard time finding jobs, even if they have a
good education: the new technology will pass them by.
All these factors contribute to a potential economic crisis. We
are seeing signs of that already. In turn, this connects to the
problem of the dysfunctional political system. We see in the USA a
‘demosclerosis’, leading to a paralysis. It is becoming harder and
harder to get anything done. If you take all of that into account and
you consider history, there is another possibility. It has happened
before in the fifth century AD, when Christianity became the state
religion in Rome, which created whole new constraints and led to a
Dark Age. A forecaster in Rome in the year 200 or 250 would never
have forecast that the superpower of that period would be replaced
by a Dark Age. This is certainly a wild card.
What could this mean? Much of science would be discredited. We
already see that much of the US population does not believe in
evolution or global warming. So, under a new religious domination
of governance, which could be the beginning of a new Dark Age,
there would be no effort to mitigate global warming. The idea
would be that God would help, just as he helped with Noah’s
flood. That is hard for many people to visualize. But weak signals
are already there. There would be a serious reduction in support
for research and development, particularly for the biological and
molecular technologies. This would not be merely discouraged,
but forbidden. Most cannot conceive of a serious setback like that,
but it is possible, particularly with the rising discontent with the
way things are going. It makes me think back to the early 1930s,
when many people in Germany thought it ridiculous to consider
the Nazis a serious threat. After all, Germany was a very educated
and cultured country where such things could not happen. The
extremely detrimental effect on German science persisted for at
least a generation after the defeat of the regime. One has to be very
watchful of these kinds of wild cards.
One thing that concerns me is: what can you do about weak
signals and wild cards? I looked at this problem three decades ago.
Basically, the vast majority of the public is concerned with the here
and now, not with distant events or distant space or time.

The effect is what I call discounting. Economists view discounting
in terms of the value of money. Future dollars are not considered
as valuable to economists as dollars you get this year, because you
can work with the dollars you get now to make more money. You can
also talk about the discounting of problems, and I have written about
this. But the point is the next question after you recognise that there
is almost a universal tendency to discount distant time and space
and only worry about things that are close in time and space. What
can you do about that? You can amplify the weak signals in two
ways. We already have technology which has been very helpful in
compressing space. Think about the manned landing on the moon, a
distant event in space that you could see in your living room. That is
what I am talking about: transforming a near time and distant space
event to a near time and near space event. We are talking about two
dimensions and through telecommunications you could bring that
distant event into near space and near time, instead of distant space
and near time.
The more difficult problem is distant time – a near space event but
in distant time. Something close to your community but in the far
future; 20 years from now or longer. How do you bring that nearer,
that is, to take a distant time and near space event and make it
near time and near space event. You can do that by video and game
simulations. A good example is the movie “The China Syndrome”. It
took a future possibility and made it very dramatic to get people to
see it. Games like SimCity, where you play the game to develop an
urban centre, are also a way to do it. Yet little has been done to use
these tools to amplify the wild cards/weak signals to make them
stronger signals, by bringing a distant event into your time-space
horizon or, to put it another way, to extend individuals’ planning
horizons, whether space or time… That is one area that I think you
should address.
I want to mention one more step that would also help to amplify
weak signals. This dates back to 1984, when the Santa Fe Institute
was formed, a centre for the study of Complex Adaptive Systems.
Its work has provided much understanding that is very important for
forecasting. For example, we discover that such systems are nonlinear and can have phases that can be stable, have oscillations,
be chaotic or be unstable. We know that when a system becomes
chaotic it is impossible to forecast its behaviour.
Let me take a social system as an example, e.g. the Russian
Revolution. In the early 1900s, the Russian system with the Tsars
was deteriorating, but you could not forecast what would be a later
stable system. You could possibly consider that there might be a
chaotic phase, going from the Tsars to revolution, and that from
revolution a new stable state would arise. But you could not forecast
what the stable state following the Russian Revolution would be, that
you would have Lenin and develop a stable communist system. This
is characteristic of these complex adaptive systems.
You find such behaviour in technology. Much forecasting technology
involves the logistic curve or S-shaped curve. In the S-shaped curve
you have the beginning when you have a new technology that is
going, say, from the development of a typewriter or bicycle. There
were dozens of forms of bicycle or typewriters before the successful
version. You could not predict which of these dozens of possible
versions would be the successful one. That is what usually happens
at the beginning of the S-shaped curve. It is chaotic and hard to
predict anything.
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Then comes stable growth, when your bicycle or typewriter
technology grows in steps from about 10% of the market to 90% of
the market in a fairly smooth transition, so that you can forecast it.
Once you get up to the 90%, you approach system obsolescence.
What is the next technology? When the S-shaped curve flattens out,
you again have a chaotic phase. In other words, the S-shaped curve
at the beginning and end has a kind of chaotic behaviour and in
between is stable.
This behaviour is found in many different areas in both technology
and social systems. It was evident in 1989 when Gorbachev had
perestroika and there was suddenly a collapse of the Soviet system
and the end of the Soviet Union. A chaotic period followed until Putin
took up the reins. That new stable outcome was again not really
predictable. I was at the Berlin Wall in 1989 just a couple of weeks
after the Wall fell. I visited a social studies institute about a mile or
two from the Wall and nobody there had developed any scenario
which considered this kind of breakdown of the Wall. This is an
example of the chaotic situation, how it can appear suddenly.
So there is a need and it would be very helpful to study Complex
Adaptive Systems. There is a way to do it using agent base
modelling to determine phase transitions to obtain better insight of
complex economies and facilitate precautionary actions. You can
try to identify phase boundaries in stability and chaos. This is very
helpful for decoupling complex systems connections. For example,
when a system is so complex you can’t handle it, to make it more
tractable you cut some of the feedback loops to delay the onset
of chaos. Another thing that you need to consider is that systems
can become too centralized or too decentralized. In other words, a
balance is crucial between centralization and decentralization, or
between globalization and localization.
This need is of particular relevance with today’s globalization made
possible by information technology and communications technology.
There is a threat of global cartels and so balancing centralization
and decentralization can be very important. With these complex
systems we are still in a learning phase.
Another thing you can do is delaying the onset of chaos by cutting
feedback loops. You can also go in the other direction and enhance
feedback loops in order to accelerate research and development to
counter wild cards. So you have these options, all of which require
deeper insight into how complex adaptive systems work. There is
still a lot to learn about this.
Finally, when you have concern about wild cards and you want to
have long-term policy, and it is difficult because there is so much
uncertainty over the long term, there are now ways to look for nearterm actions that permit flexibility for shaping long-term sustainable
strategies. I specifically refer to Long-Term Policy Analysis, an
approach by Rand Corporation described in a book by Lempert,
Popper and Bankes in 2003. This book is about using the computer
to develop a vast array of scenarios and then coming up with
reasonable actions in the near term that provide a better flexibility
over the long term. As you get more information, you can refine
and change your actions. That is a fairly sophisticated approach
developed in the last seven years.

Which one of these negative wildcards do you think is
more likely to happen in 2020? Or which one do you
think deserves further research because, even if it is
unlikely in the horizon of 2020, you think the current
knowledge in the community would not be sufficient
to take precautionary actions?
I mentioned the movement from the age of information technology
to the age of molecular technology, which is also a positive wild
card. It creates many issues, ethical, religious and all kinds of
issues, because the ability, for example, to create living organisms
is a very sensitive subject. I think it needs clarification and a lot of
attention, because otherwise it has the potential to create a lot of
conflict in the society, just like the anti-abortion conflict. Things that
can be done with molecular technology are so significant and basic
to life that it can create all kinds of bad effects. A good technology
can create bad effects because the reaction to this technology can
be very negative. In other words, it can be so anti-science that it can
damage other areas that have nothing to do with it, because it can
set back all of science and technology.
I would also focus on the economic potential, economic collapse,
particularly of the wealthy countries. I should add to that the ongoing
population growth to over 9 billion from 6.5 billion and the resulting
migration problems affecting Europe, America. They can also be part
of the economic mess that we seem to be edging towards.

This adds another bullet to my negative list, which
is the convergence we have in the positive list. But
there is also a negative side to convergence, which is
unexpected use of convergent technologies that might
raise these ethical issues – is that right?
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Yes it can raise very serious ethical issues. Throughout history there
has been a power struggle between religion and the state. This can
reignite the struggle; the molecular age could reignite this because
of the concern with human life factors. We see it already in the USA.
In Texas, for example, the school boards are forcing schools to use
texts that include intelligent design as an alternative to evolution. If
the molecular age can bring this kind of conflict to the forefront, it
can threaten the separation of church and state. I am often puzzled
when I read what some of these people are convinced of, as it
seems so unbelievable to me; but this situation exists and it could
get much more disturbing. I mentioned going back to another Dark
Age, because that would be the worst kind of situation. But when
you get these technological factors and these population growth
factors and the inability to deal with the workforce to find enough
jobs for people, this is all interrelated. So this economic/political/
religious interaction is one of the most negative things that I would
see as a major threat.

If you have to chose between the three negative
categories, the natural events, the human cost driven
by a political agenda and the unexpected impacts of
current trends or developments, would you choose the
last one – the most unexpected impacts of existing
trends – as the most important?
Yes that is the most obvious one to me, the one with the strongest
weak signals, because I see already how much more significant it
is becoming. People in the political campaign are throwing around
slogans but nobody has solutions.
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Which of the six in this category would be the wild
card that you think deserves some attention for
research? The first I have is the unexpected impacts
of globalisation and ICT’s penetration; the second you
mentioned is the overexpectation of the manufacturing
workforce in some parts of the world and unexpected
impacts of that. Or would you still not include that in
your top six?
It is part of a natural phenomenon of population growth between
now and 20 years from now, after 2050 it is going to stabilize.
Therefore the growing workforce and the questionable ability to
manage that workforce and the older population – all of these kinds
of things coming together – this is what creates that economic
threat.

I have that category as number 2. The third is ageing
population, which might be related to this previous
one, so we can put these two together. The next would
be the unexpected consequences of a global economic
crisis.
HL: Again, that is connected.
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OK lets put this together. The next I have is what you
call demosclerosis: the democracy paralysis in the
USA.
The possibility of demosclerosis, mentioned earlier, implying an
inability of governments to manage the complex economic/political/
religious impacts effectively is exacerbated by the deepening
interrelationships resulting from globalization. It may presage a
period of instability that can have vast unintended consequences,
such as new dictatorships and conflicts.

The next is the religion crisis problems, and the last
one is the negative side of convergence.
Except for the convergence, which is a technological issue, the
others were all related to each other. No single one is more
important, because they all are linked. If you did not have the global
workforce you would not have such a problem with the ageing
population, so it is very hard to separate these. It really does not
matter where you start, you move inexorably from one to the other.
I list them as separate causes, but the impact of an economic or
governance disaster is the result of all of these put together.

Was it was easier for you to think about unexpected
impacts of convergence rather than unexpected
impacts of workforce issues?
Both are the consequence of technology. I think convergence
has been less discussed because it is more subtle. The reason
for convergence is that we are working increasingly at the basic
building blocks like molecules, which are part of everything. So,
since atoms and molecules are part of everything you deal with,
convergence is a fairly natural phenomenon, which is evident, for
example, when we talk about computer viruses. There is a blurring
of boundaries in many areas and that will have unexpected effects,
some positive and some negative.
I mentioned some positive effects; the prefix ‘nano’ refers to a
billionth of a metre. Particles that small can be inserted into the
body and you can measure things at that level – potentially a very
positive impact.

You create a molecular doctor when you can sense what is
happening in cells in the human body in a way you could never
do before. It could provide a very effective tool for diagnosis and
possibly treatment of diseases. Almost any technology will have both
positive and negative impacts. The automobile is a wonderful way to
move around, but also gives rise to traffic jams, pollution and fatal
accidents.

Which of the positive impacts of convergence do you
think deserves more attention?
The medical impact I think would be of great value. The potential is
that we may be able to change the whole way we look at cancer,
for example.

What do you think are the most important issues
that the European research space should be actually
focusing on? What are the top priority grand
challenges the Commission talks about?
To me the most important is better understanding of complex
adaptive systems. Our limited knowledge of that is evident every
day when you open the newspaper and see the discussions and
hand wringing about economic difficulties and another recession
and depression and deflation and inflation. Our knowledge of how
to handle complexities, whether for example one should decouple
systems so that they might be easier to manage, cut the feedback
loops, etc., is a very subtle issue, but also a fundamental gap in our
knowledge. When I see the top economists in disagreement about
areas that they once were assumed to be expert on, I realize the
complexity of our systems is getting beyond what we can know how
to handle well. Is decentralization the answer? If so, how much?

Which particular subsystem of all the systems that are
already interconnected would you consider to be the
main focus of attention in the next 20 years?
The global financial system is a top priority and that of course is
part of the economic system. That is where I would focus, to prevent
a collapse. The Nazi movement in Germany would not have gotten
anywhere without the economic hyperinflation, depression and
resulting high unemployment in the 1920s. These were the key
factors that led to the election of Hitler, which in turn led to World
War II. That to me is the number one threat.

Do you have any particular preference for a definition
for wild cards or weak signals or are you happy with
the working definitions we have been using so far?
I don’t have a problem. I am not very concerned with definitions.
In my field, some people talk about forecasting, others talk about
foresight, and the question is how do you define one versus the
other. I tend not to focus on terminology as much as some people
do, but rather on substance. You can easily get into a kind of
Talmudic debate on how you should define the subject.
I edit the Technological Forecasting and Social Change journal and
we recently received an interesting contribution on wild cards by
Oliver Markley,1 of the Futures Program at the University of HoustonClear Lake. The title of the paper he is working on is “Type 2 wild
cards and wild card scanning: methodology for improved intelligence
on the emergence of intelligence on highly disruptive phenomena”.
1

http://www.owmarkley.org/
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He talks not only about high probability/low probability and high
impact/low impact. He adds a credibility dimension – high and
low credibility or disputed credibility – and considers disbelief or
ignorance, active disbelief, disinformation, taboo, censorship and
disrepute, with examples of each of these. He also talks not just
about wild cards but mild cards.

With your background in mathematics, have you
somehow considered the use of catastrophe theory
and the four key elements, the strata control borders,
you talk about boundaries in your papers and the
links?
My emphasis has been on multiple perspectives as applied to
complex systems. I arrived at this from my own experience in both
the aerospace industry, where I was involved in systems analysis
and operations research, and then at the university’s systems
science programme. I found that the way technologists or engineers
look at a system does not give a very complete picture for decision
making. They look at the trade-offs and the cost-benefit and so on;
it is basically what I call the technical perspective. The way you look
at the system is like looking through a lens, the technological lens;
you look at the quantitative aspects and seek optimization. That
is one important viewpoint, but it is not adequate for the decision
maker who has to worry about the organization, for example. Say his
analysts tell him the company should go into a new line of business
like undersea systems. He has to worry about who will do the work
in the organization, who will be opposed to it and who will support
it. That is what I call the organizational perspective. We then have
the individual perspective, as decision makers have their personal
agenda, their own ambitions and biases.
Looking at all three of these perspectives gives a much sounder
basis for decision making than looking at only the technical
perspective. Each perspective elicits insights that the others do not.
This has been my own focus and there are two books, the latest
one in 1999 is Decision Making for Technology Executives: Using
Multiple Perspectives to Improve Performance. It discusses the
discounting effect that I mentioned earlier and also discusses all of
these perspectives that turn out to be extremely useful. That focus
is based on the fact that I realized traditional technical analysis was
quite inadequate for corporate decision makers, as it looks at the
system only through one lens.

What in your view are the methods that are useful to
gather knowledge about wild cards and weak signals?
How would you go about finding out issues?
I don’t think there is one way to look at this. Again, your perspective
makes a big difference in what you are looking at and how you
come up with ideas. You have to be interdisciplinary or nondisciplinary. That is already a problem with most academics, as they
are most comfortable disciplinary approaches. I can’t tell you that
there is one way.
You are probably familiar with J. F. Coates’ paper on “Risk and
threats to civilization, human kind, and the earth”, Futures,
December 2009. He has interesting tables on the levels of
seriousness of what you call wild cards and the potential casualties
of each type. He considers what kind of catastrophe could wipe out
humankind, greenhouse warming and a planetoid hit being two such
wild cards.
A final point: developing a listing of wild cards and particularly their
impacts is bound to be frustrating, as it forces you to separate
items that are strongly interrelated. The lesson I learned from
systems thinker C. West Churchman, that “everything interacts with
everything”, may not be a bad guideline for your work.
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Have you explored catastrophe theory in forecasting?
The potentials?
Not really from that point of view. That has been surpassed
somewhat by complexity science.
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Could you tell me a bit about your background and
what you are doing now?
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I am an innovation researcher dealing with innovation management
and innovation policy. I am in the Austrian Research Institute
of Technology, working on a couple of research projects. I also
co-ordinate the Innovation Futures project,1 which is a blue sky
funded project like the iKNOW project. We are dealing mainly with
innovation futures and how they will be organized in the next ten
to 15 years. Some colleagues of mine have collected some weak
signals and uploaded some onto the iKNOW database.

Can you envisage any major wild cards, positive or
negative, that may occur in the next 20 years?
At policy level we see more defragmentation within the European
Commission. We will have more strong national countries within
Europe and less power from the Commission, which would have
many impacts on the European Research Area, innovation policy
etc. We will have a Europe at two speeds – some countries that
are speeding up and doing well and others doing less well. That is
all related to the future of Europe and a common European Union.
You could also see more political problems, debates within Europe
on the political agenda and harmonization process. Probably some
countries will leave the European Union. They could say that the cost
benefit and what they gain are not worth the opportunities and risks.
The original idea of the European Research Area will be on ice, as
well as how markets are regulated and the common market. That is
what I could envisage at the political level.
So the lessening power of the European Union in
all areas?
This could give more power at the regional level. It is what we see
to some extent already, but the regions get more autonomy and
eventually we see a future Europe as it was 500 years ago, with a
lot of small, more independent regions. This could happen on the
political level.
At the society level, what might be interesting would be any
catastrophe related to technology, e.g. a nuclear power plant
meltdown.
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http://www.innovation-futures.org/

Something could happen, because people and societies always
think they can control technology. After such a catastrophe there
will be some kind of rethink about basic technology and progress.
In Europe, there is a strong belief in making progress, and that
researchers and technicians can solve all the problems. If a
major catastrophe were to happen, probably people would rethink
their attitude and there would be scepticism about technological
progress. There will always be questions in society about research
and technological progress and funding, but after a catastrophe
people would question research and progress and how it is
organized.
Society always learns and tries to improve systems, as we have
seen with diseases such as mad cow disease. But with these
systems, after a while you have problems. Managers and the policy
makers are learning their lessons, but the systems don’t really
change. We see this now with the financial crisis: it really is a crisis,
but I am not sure whether policy makers or decision makers have
learnt much and are changing their systems.
If a catastrophe happened, this could be related to a nuclear power
plant problem or human disease, or at present there are weak
signals with wheat disease. Or it could be genetic technologies
and genetic modifying of plants, animals and humans. It is also
interesting to see what is the next step, what the implications are
for society and how it thinks about research and technological
progress in general. So there will be more scepticism. There are
also, of course, a lot of opportunities, but any catastrophe will bring
a rethink and will change our thinking about the role of research and
how research is organized in the European area. There is also the
question of how researchers do not take responsibility for results – it
is always the industry or the academic who adopted the idea. This
could change generally, and there could be more regulation of the
researchers.
There are a lot of wild cards related to traffic or other major events,
but more important for these systems is what the economy or
policy learns. Of course, the financial crisis happened and we can
ask what is really changing. An interesting wild card is one that is
fundamentally changing systems.
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I did not systematically scan for weak signals in our project or
in other projects, but I am aware of some. This was very narrow
and focused on how innovation will be organized in the future.
Innovations will be by companies, citizens and academics. Most of
the weak signals from our project have been uploaded into your
database. We scanned some weak signals and we have already
drafted some wishes for innovation. You can download the report
about this from innovation-futures.org.

How do you think these wild cards and weak signals
should be addressed by future research to try and
prepare for them or learn more about them?
We think the more weak signals we scan, the more we produce
and the more creative we are in thinking about what could happen.
This is important, but more important for futurists is to understand
what the decision makers are doing with this information. Future
researchers are not so interested in this question, because they
want to provoke and create. But I think the community should better
understand what happens with this information.
Policy makers at the European level will read some of these wild
cards, but probably for many of them there will be no response,
action or preparation for some of these futures, because they
think that is too far away, or not realistic whatsoever. We need to
understand better why this is, and why society and policy makers
and decision makers ignore the findings of futurists.
You could of course spend another three years developing and
detecting new wild cards and weak signals, but I think we should
spend as many resources and efforts trying to understand how
much this information is used by the stakeholders. You can
produce very nice reports, policy newsletters and policy briefs,
but what is the role of this documentation? We should think about
whether producing such briefs is the right media or form of media
communication, or whether producing a movie or an event or a
workshop may have a higher impact. We should reflect on this and
think how to communicate our results.

And maybe follow the uptake, to see how it is taken up
by policy makers and how it is used.
How it is to be adopted and how these weak signals and wild card
stories and policy briefs can have an impact; how to communicate
such information and visions. This should be on the research
agenda.
The Commission probably also think that if we scan enough and
develop enough and prepare enough briefs, then we are prepared
for the future. But maybe we need to prepare now for the future and
understand what role these foresight projects can have. We also
need more critical reflection within the community.

So do you think this is an ongoing debate within the
foresight community?
The debate has just started, but I don’t think we are really debating
about this. It should become a debate and be on the agenda for the
future.

Returning to the wild cards and weak signals about
the defragmentation of the EU and the nuclear power
plant meltdown, which kind of line of research should
be given top priority in Europe? Should we focus on
these wild cards or anything else that you think is
urgent?
I think energy is a pressing issue. Energy has so many impacts,
e.g. how you heat your house, how you propel your cars. The whole
energy debate and different forms of energy should have a high
priority.

What would you like to see the research focus on in
the energy field?
New sustainable energies and how current systems can be
transformed and changed. There is a lot of inertia in the system
not to change, with good reasons. So we have to offer these big
companies alternative solutions that can be business alternatives.

The iKNOW project has defined a wild card as a low
likelihood but high impact and surprising event. Is this
a definition that you would agree with or would you
add or subtract from that?
No, for me that is a practical working definition.

We have defined weak signals as observable
changes and current trends or a state of affairs.
Some particularly important weak signals could be
precursor events or indicators that make a wild card
more probable or even inevitable. Do you think this is
a good working definition for a weak signal?
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This does not convince me immediately. I don’t have a better
definition. It is very broad. If you relate weak signals just to wild
cards, for instance with the volcanic eruption and ashes, were the
weak signals their fault? You are focusing too much on the link with
the wild cards, but weak signals can also become a major trend not
necessarily related to a wild card type event. So this definition is not
convincing me at the moment. Something is missing.

You think that weak signals could just as well stand
alone?
Yes. You can make the link to wild cards, but it can also stand
alone. We have discussed this, because we also scan for weak
signals and we needed a definition of a weak signal. We defined it
more specifically for our purpose, because we see it as indicating
a change in an innovation pattern, whereas you were talking about
changes in economy, society, policy and technology. Observing
changes in current trends you could be more specific - is it any
field? You are dealing with the whole universe.

Have you done any previous foresight studies using
wild cards and weak signals and are there any lessons
you could share with us from that study?
No. My colleagues have done projects about this, but I have not.
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What are the best methods to identify wild cards and
weak signals?
I would probably talk to futurists who are writing books about the
future, and writers of science fiction books or Hollywood films. Of
course the internet is a good source, and social websites are good
for issues. Also probably other future studies which have been
prepared or developed by companies. They do not publish their
reports, but they would also be of interest – internal reports by Shell
or BP, etc. Many interest groups, societies, associations and NGOs
have study groups and strategies, goals and values. You would
probably find some goals and strategies which are visionary about
changing the world or the industry or attitudes, etc.

So reports or publications from people that might be
looking towards the future?
Not necessarily just organizations looking to the future, but also ones
that want to change the future, such as Greenpeace. What are their
dreams, strategies and values? What are these organizations aiming
for? Some of the ideas may become reality one day. There are many
lobbyists who have a specific idea and are trying to protect their
groups, societies or industries, but it is also interesting to know what
they stand for and what their ambitions and beliefs are, because
on the one hand we are very conservative, and on the other we are
provoking ideologist ideas.
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Is there anything you would like to add?
My most important point is what is done with the information and
how to help policy makers and decision makers to prioritize. For us,
the connection of these signals and wild cards is not enough. We
need to look at how we are using this information and how can it be
used. We have to take the next step – what does it really mean and
how to help decision makers. It is difficult for them to prioritize, as
there are many weak signals and wild cards. It is important to help
and support them in the next process, i.e. how to select and how to
prioritize. Society will not be prepared for all of your wild cards and I
don’t know how you will guide this decision-making process.
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Fiona LICKORISH
United Kingdom
Horizon Scanning and Futures, DEFRA
Fiona Lickorish’s recent work has focussed on the use of futures research methods – such as horizon scanning, trend
research and scenario planning – to identify, analyse and communicate insights about the future. Fiona’s research has
played a major role in providing policy-makers with the knowledge and tools to anticipate new risks and opportunities, and
to enhance their foresight capabilities. Fiona has a track record of developing and applying futures analysis techniques for
policy impacts including the methods for informing evidence-based policymaking and practice, and an ability to integrate
and assess the full impacts of developing policy - social, economic and environmental. She has experience in designing,
specifying and leading research programmes, and extensive project and budget management experience, including the
development and leading of staff, professional teams and networks. Fiona’s background in building partnerships within
and between government departments and their agencies, private companies, local authorities, the ‘third’ sector, and with
academics and consultants gives her a broad understanding of the government, local authority, academic and ‘third’ sectors,
and the frameworks and constraints they work under. Fiona’s advocacy and conciliation skills have been demonstrated
through research for examination in public and judicial review, as well as presentation and report writing skills for a wide
variety of audiences.

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years?
I think both the wild cards identified in the workshop are likely to
occur: Wheat Comes a Cropper (i.e. New Crop Disease) and When
the Lights Go Off
(i.e. For technology to triumph all it takes is for good men to do
nothing).
Press coverage has made me think of the wildcard developed in
the workshop about transhumanism. The press coverage was about
someone having a chip inserted in them, that has been infected
with a virus. I think these two will take us further into the area of
transhumanism. Some nefarious characters may use virus attacks
on those people who have transhuman implants. This could link to
another wild card we had, about a systems attack.
I spoke recently to a researcher at the Ministry of Defence, about
research into wireless weaponry. This interferes with people’s
pacemakers. The more we integrate ourselves with electronics and
robotics, the more chance there is of terrorism attacks that could
affect that.

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years and are
particularly relevant to the EU research and/or may
dramatically affect the ERA vision?
These are relevant globally – not necessarily just European level. It is
very relevant, because people are having pacemakers fitted today –
it depends on how fast that technology develops. But in the USA and
Europe people can afford to have these changes made – therefore
they are particularly vulnerable.

What will be the dramatic impact of the wild cards you
mentioned, and how it should be addressed by future
research? In which field?
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SWOT analysis on what the strengths and weaknesses are on new
technologies and social trends. We tend to get fooled by technology
as something good. But we have to remember that there are going
to be people who will want to use technology for harm – not good.
Technologies invented in good faith are sometimes used for harm.

What are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realization) of the
wild cards that you mentioned?
We need to look at weak signals around all sorts of trends. We use
STEEPV analysis – we add the V for values because people’s values
are very important. We need to be constantly scanning for weak
signals in all of these dimensions.
We need to think about what the impact of these could be.
Sometimes we identify the primary impact quickly but we don’t
always think about what the secondary, tertiary, etc. impacts could
be. We often look for positive impact, so we miss negative impacts
that could happen further down the way.
We need to liaise with other groups that do that kind of scanning –
these are, however, not always open about what they do. They are
often more security linked than we are – intelligence etc. People in
defence labs look at new technologies – but they will not tell you.
They do not want to promote ways to use technologies for harm.

If you mentioned more than one wild card or weak
signal, can you identify any causal relationships
between them?
Transhumanism and the two we identified in the workshop. Certainly
the transhumanism and the systems blackout – the more we are
integrated, the more vulnerable we are to attack. Standard protocol
response also makes us much more vulnerable to attack. Also, if we
were to further the transhumanism thing, I imagine a system would
be running it – if that system got attacked, it would be disastrous.
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Looking ahead to the future of European research
– which of the Wi/We that you mentioned should be
given top priority in the EU research?
The wheat crisis, because that is what we have less control over.
We have the ability to put systems in place and protect them in
technological terms. If a new crop disease comes and climate
change accelerates that disease, how long it would take us to deal
with that disease is totally unknown. Security issues could become
serious within less than 12 months. It could be any sort of crop
crisis. We could have some serious problems.
When lights go off – this would have a huge impact economically,
but we could adjust to it and would find ways of dealing with it.
When it is a major food source, this is more serious – it could take a
long time to recover from it.
This would have a huge impact on the ERA, due to how global the
system is. The less developed countries that are less technologically
dependent would be OK during the systems crisis. The food crisis is
a completely different thing – it would be a global issue and would
be awful.

What are the most pressing emerging issues/
problems in the EU that are insufficiently (or not at all)
addressed by current research?
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I don’t know enough about IT systems and don’t know how we could
prepare for ‘when the lights go out’ – I am sure we have ways but I
don’t know the system well enough.
Food security is my area and therefore I would place the wheat wild
card first. In the UK we are not used to having food shortages – we
would not cope with that at all. If the lights go out, we can carry on
living as long as we have food and water. Not having food – I think
that would be quite difficult, especially in our economic climate.
However, in saying that, when the system goes out – how will you
get food to the shops?!

Do you prefer other definitions of wild card and weak
signals? If these concepts are ambiguous in your
opinion, how could they be more clarified and better
defined?
No, this is the definition I use when I explain wild cards to people.
High impact–low probability, seeming to come out of nowhere.
Definition of weak signals – I think that is a good definition. I
usually say an indicator of a wild card could be happening. When
you identify a wild card, you would want to identify some indicators
as well. We use these terms a lot, but we don’t spend a lot of
time wondering what we mean by them. People get caught up in
semantics – but if it works for what you are doing in this project, it
will work for other people.

Are there interesting lessons from previous foresight
studies that employed the Wi-We approach?
Not specific things to wild cards and weak signals. We have a set of
eight essays from when we looked at our programme after several
years. We looked at what is useful in futures studies. The need to
be multidisciplinary was one lesson, because you need to have
someone who can look at other sciences and understand them. It
is important to have someone who understands social sciences.
Also you need someone who understands the language they use.
Chemists and physicist have a different language.
A wild card needs to be meaningful for the people who have to
use it. If you don’t show them what it means for their area of work,
they will disregard it. You need to be open about the impacts and
implications for them.

What are the best methods to identify Wi-Wes?
• You need to be good at horizon scanning. You need to be thinking
forward. You need to be able to make links between the weak
signals you see happening and how they might unfold into a wild
card.
• Also, if you are focused on a particular area of work – you need
to be able to sit down and think ‘what could come out of the blue
and knock us down?’ The best way to do that is to work with
experts in the field. The wheat wild card came from me working
with a security expert and this had been bothering him for a
while.
• You need to work with people who know stuff and you need to
know the questions to ask them. What crop would cause us the
most problem if it were to fail? Some would not say wheat –
they would say soya, as it is in so many things and cannot be
substituted.
• You need to learn enough about the topic so that you can you ask
the right questions.
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Michael MARIEN
United States of America
Portland State University
After four interesting years in Berkeley during the early 1960s Michael returned "back East" to earn Ph.D. in interdisciplinary
social science from the Maxwell School at Syracuse University (1970). He has monitored the writing of futurists, system
theorists. and various other reformers and visionaries for the past 14 years. His self-published guidebook to this literature.
Societal Directions and Alternatives (1976; out of print) led to the founding of FUTURE SURVEY. a monthly abstract journal of
books and articles on trends, forecasts, and proposals-transformational and otherwise. FUTURE SURVEY and Future Survey
Annual, which integrates abstracts from the monthly, have been published by the World Future Society since early 1979. In
late 1979, the New World Alliance was initiated. and Michael has served as a member of the Governing Council since then,
with special effort devoted to helping prepare the NWA Transformation Platform (1981), which he considers unique and
promising, but very preliminary and incomplete. This essay adapted from a presentation at the Association for Humanistic
Psychology Twentieth Annual Meeting in Washington (1982), is seen as an initial probe into the vast and vexing problem of
why so little humane, transformational change actually takes place.

What is the most interesting research project
publication you are currently working on?
My website, Global Foresight Books.org which is mapping current
affairs books. That is a very broad definition in the publishing world.
It incorporates a lot of social scientists who don’t call themselves
futurists, but are nevertheless talking about forecasts and policy
proposals. Futures studies or futures research – what you call
foresight research – is a very small entity and there are hardly any
books that are explicitly in that realm.

What would you like to do after completing this
project?
This project is a demonstration and the next step is to secure
testimonials and obtain funding to make it sustainable. Rather
than propose doing this and then get funding, I decided to do it
and demonstrate it, as people would not believe it until they saw
it. Beyond that, all sorts of things can be done if and when I am
reasonably on top of the current affairs literature, which incidentally
is not reported in the futures journals.
Publishers don’t care about books –they only want articles on
foresight. They just have an occasional book review. There are about
1,000 futures-relevant books published every year and an awful lot
are being ignored.

What was the last foresight project website you visited
and what for?
In the world of foresight and futures studies? I don’t look at them.
I look at what publishers are putting out, so both universities and
thinktanks. I try to hit the websites of all the publishers and leading
thinktanks, like the RAND Corporation1, the Centre for Speech in
International Affairs, the Brookings Institution,2 which puts out a
huge catalogue that had 77 items that I checked off. The great
majority of the items they were distributing were publications of
other thinktanks, like the United Nations University Press.
1
2

So you don’t look at research project websites or at
reports?
Only if it was something of extraordinary interest. I am mostly
looking for finished publications, either in book form or something
on the web.
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If you were able to anticipate the future of one
research area or sector, which one would you choose
and why?
I am interested in all. I am one of the few general futurists, or as
I call myself, a ‘futures watcher’. I have been a generalist for 40
years, I can tell you which ones are important. On my website I have
the literature classified in 25 major categories, and 20 of those
have to do with standard government departments, such as health,
communication, transportation and urban affairs, etc. But five of
the categories are on particular issues which are huge and multidimensional and they overlap with the others.
Climate change is the most important long-term futures-oriented
concern which needs to be monitored. Number 2 is the economic
crisis. There is a flood of literature on this – there must be about 80
books on what happened, how to avoid this happening again. I think
there is too much on this. I have an explanation of those categories,
which will be posted soon. Water is an up and coming issue, rising
very fast, and I have a separate category for that, although otherwise
it would come under environment and resources. Development
is a huge area and again there are a huge number of books and
hundreds of people who are going to save the world by doing this
or that.
There are overlaps and these are all important in varying degrees.
But climate change is the most important in the long term and the
economic situation is the most important in the short term.

http://www.rand.org/
http://www.brookings.edu/about.aspx
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Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years?
It is a question of how far we go on the list. This is where some
further refinement is needed, as I think the term ‘wildcard’ is used
poorly. Literally, a wild card is a joker in a deck of 52 playing cards,
with a two percent probability of occurrence. That is fine. There are
certain events or developments that have a one chance in 50 or one
chance in 100; but then there are other events that are more like
one chance in 1,000 and there ought to be a category for those,
e.g. very wild cards. In the US there is a popular book about black
swan events (Taleb, 2007), highly improbable occurrences. On the
other hand, there are a lot of ‘not so wild’ occurrences, with a 10%
to 30% chance of happening. To call them wild cards is to deflect
attention away from their probability.

My favourite wild card, that I am most concerned about, is acid
release of methane from plants on the ocean floor. Even rapid
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release of methane from melting tundra is likely to be of great
concern (see alarm posted by Hans Schellnberger of the Potsdam
Institute in my review of Clive Hamilton, Requium for a Species,
chosen as a recent Book of the Month on my new website, www.
globalforesightbooks.org) If you were to assess climatologists on the
very uncertain probability of this, I think it would fall into the ‘not so
wild’ category.
For some of these events, there will be a lot of controversy.
It depends on what sort of timeframe you have on all these
developments. It is useful to specify the timeframe. I find some of
them to be very vague as far as what is happening, and sometimes
it is an obvious event which is already under way.
This project is about developing a methodology, so any suggestions
are very welcome.
It is the underlying methodology. For example, you have something
on off-the-shelf disease testing. This is already under way, for
example blood sugar testing for diabetes. You just expect more and
more of the same for that. It is unsurprising, a general trend, and I
don’t think it belongs in your collection of wild cards or weak signals.
Similarly, ’Growing dependence of society on technology‘ is hardly a
weak signal; it is conventional wisdom, at least in US. (Another one
of my top ten wild cards is an extensive and prolonged crash of the
Internet, due to malfunction, a superhacker, or outright cyberwar.)
Hopefully, at some point, you should do some retrospective WI-WE
assessments, notably for tThe Great Recession, where there were
dozens of outlier warnings that were not heard. Merely posting the
warnings is not enough.

What are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realization) of the
wild cards that you mentioned?
That is a very broad and vague question. Everybody is looking at
signals – there are thousands of signals for thousands of events. For
example, the rapid disintegration of the Eurozone; this could happen
any time. There is lots of talk about Greece and a lot of worry. That is
certainly not a wild card and could happen in the very near future.
I think this term ‘wild card’ needs to be better defined. I suggested
the three different categories would help to improve thinking about
these events – wild cards, not so wild cards and very wild cards.
There are many agencies looking for wild cards and weak events.
The security establishment and intelligence establishment specialize
in all sorts of weak signals of incipient problems worldwide.

The health establishment look for early warnings of disease
outbreaks and have a very refined method for spotting this on a
global basis. So I don’t think you would be offering any help to them,
but I don’t know because you are running a general service.
The problem with running a general service is that everybody is
very specialized in their own silos. There is a lot of complaint about
people blocking their silos, not looking across the categories, but
that is the situation. I am trying to break it with my website. I am
not confident it will work, but hope it might put a dent in it. If you
have information on a thousand possible wildcards, which you could
easily do, who is going to plough through all this? When they want
specific information, they will probably go to the people in their
domain who are familiar with this. It is the problem of packaging
this, getting credible foresight and assessment, and getting it out.
That is why you need a Top Ten or Top Twenty list to attract attention
to what you are doing, rather than a long, unuseable list.
The wheat crisis is a legitimate wild card. I think there is a wheat
virus on the way in Africa. There is the question of whether it
spreads, but that is certainly legitimate and is near term. I prefer
stuff in the next decade or so. My reaction to “floods in Europe
lead to a mass migration”, is that it is far, far out. I don’t know what
countries you are thinking about. Clearly, floods in Bangladesh will
lead to mass migration. That is more likely than not – beyond ‘not so
wild card’, it is conventional wisdom. But in Europe I would have to
be convinced that is even a very wild card.

Do you have some important criticisms of the study?
Invisibility spray sounds very fanciful to me. If you are trying to
establish credibility it seems well into the realm of science fiction
and fantasy.

And of the methodology?
Suggestions for improvement – wild cards and weak signals could
be better defined. When you state certain things, it is important how
you define them. For example, “black economy”: your definition is an
electronic black economy or a more informal economy everywhere,
especially in lesser developed countries. This has been and always
will be and it is a huge topic. I am a bit unhappy about that. China
is setting up a new Great Wall. Clearly China is spreading out in
the world and making a lot of investment because they have the
money to do it, and what you want to call it is quite important. Let’s
go back to the first three in the policy brief. A neo-fascist leader
gets elected… it depends how you define fascist leader – most
look at Hitler, but there is a new, friendlier version. For example,
Bertram Gross published Friendly Fascism in 1980, which pretty well
described the Bush Administration some 20 years later. No one ever
made the connection.
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Eleonara MASINI
Italy
Gregorian University
Eleonara is Emeritus of Futures Studies and Human Ecology, Faculty of Social Sciences. She has been a futurist since the
beginning of the 1970s. She came to futures studies as a sociologist working on social change and came upon futures
thinkers by chance. Eleonara was invited to the first futures conference. She was working in an institute on social change and
was able to create a group on futures studies. For 30 years She has been teaching a course of futures studies from a social
point of view at the Gregorian University in Rome, and writing books, some of which are still useful for beginners. Eleonara
has travelled a lot, teaching courses and facilitating conferences. She was one of the few women working in the field and
loved it.

What is the most interesting research project or
publication that you are currently working on?
I have been working on the philosophical and ethical background
of futures studies over the last 20 years. The consequences of
foresight are very great. I have worked on many education journals
about futures.

Can you envisage any major wild cards, positive or
negative that may occur in the next 20 years?
Two great weak signals are immigration, and the decreasing
interests of some European countries in education and information,
interdisciplinary education especially – at all levels of education, but
especially at university level. I am speaking about Italy especially, but
also Greece and probably Spain very soon.
Some negative wild cards deriving from these two big trends are not
being looked at. The increase in immigration is certainly not a weak
signal, people are aware of it. But there is not enough awareness
in terms of decision making and its impact, especially for the long
term. At this point it becomes a wild card that we don’t understand.
Groups of immigrants can be very strong pushers of decision
making, whether at the political or economic level. At the economic
level, decision making institutionally is much more prepared, but
at the political level it is not, except in Germany or France, which
are better equipped, and maybe the UK. They are not aware that
this, except for a few signals, may have a very strong impact on
governments.
The second consequence is that these people are the most affected
by the weak wild card of insufficient funding for education in
general, and for interdisciplinary education, especially going into
university level. That means all the European efforts are leaving out
a large part of what will be the future generation. If you look at the
future generation and immigrants there is a danger of not being
aware of social actors.
Finally, immigration can also bring religious contrasts. These may
become very dangerous and strong. You can imagine the entrance
of the Islamic community in Spain or Italy; in France it is already
starting to become dramatic and is not such a weak signal. In the
South of Italy, which has a very low population growth, an increase
in population aged over 75 and a lack of adults between 25-45, this
lack is filled by migrants, usually uneducated.

This will have a political and religious impact, and will have a
negative impact from the education point of view.
Also the possibility of the breaking down of Europe and the contrasts
in the long term of the Eastern European countries which are in
economic crisis, e.g. Romania, Bulgaria and the ones that want to
join, e.g. Serbia. A wild card may be coming from immigration and
from this side of Europe.

What will be the most dramatic impact of these wild
cards and how do you think it should be addressed by
future research or policy?
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Futures research does address it. The point is that futures research
is very weak at the government level, especially in Southern Europe.
Italy cannot think a year ahead at the political decision-making level,
though at the economic level it is happening. Some of the great
enterprises are seeing it clearly and getting out of Italy; small and
middle-sized enterprises are doing things on their own because they
do understand futures research.
The lack of looking ahead is tremendously serious. It is this way
in Italy, but will become so in Spain, with a total lack of futures
research. There are only two or three futures researchers in
Italy and an international group. Some of my PhD students and I
have approached the government about this, and even the best
governments possible in the recent past. That is why futures
research is needed on this migration issue. In the 1970s, for
example, migration was a great trend, not a wild card but a
not-so-weak signal. A minister of science in Italy asked me what
the greatest problem in the year 2000 would be. I told him that
population growth was already 1.5, so Italy would have a lot of
elderly citizens, mainly women, who would have to be cared for,
and he laughed at me. From what I have seen, Spain will have this
problem; a lot of countries are much more aware. I am talking of
decision makers at the political level. This will affect research and
education, which is the first thing that is being cut and will affect the
next generation. This is why good students emigrate to France or to
the USA, etc.
This is going to be very serious and will divide Italy and Europe. This
might lead to the breaking of the European Union, as many countries
do not feel part of the European Union because they keep taking
decisions at the territorial and national level, except when the crisis
comes. This is very dangerous.
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Can you identify any causal relationships between the
weak signals and wild cards you have mentioned?
You mean at the educational and research and immigration level?
Yes of course there is. Italian higher education and universities
are well below the European standard, although we do have some
excellent universities. I will give you a personal example. My son
is the youngest Dean of the Faculty of Oriental Studies because
he studied in China for eight years and he is now an international
figure. He came back to Italy to try and work on this, and to say ‘you
can do it’.
There are some great universities in architecture, but they are
working in isolation and are being paralysed. This is what happened
in Greece and will happen in Spain, which has excellent universities.
Many of our students go there. So there is the possibility of a
breakdown. The hope is that the younger generation, which is much
more aware of this, will fight it and try and go to England, France,
Germany, etc. to study. So there might be this exchange, which is
why we must work even more on it. The ERA vision must be carried
out with European funding.

What issues do you think should be given top priority
(of the ones you have mentioned) in European
research? What is the most urgent one in your view?
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The immigration issue is very serious. I have been working on it for
many years and it has become even more important. I have found
scenario building an excellent method for working on this. The way
that PREST has been using this method with the participation of
decision makers at different levels in futures is very important. When
decision makers are made aware, they understand it. It is extremely
important to carry out futures research on immigration, and also
on the immigration of researchers in Europe. I think this is crucial.
Scenario building also has to be increasingly defined.

Do you use the concepts and definitions of wild cards
and weak signals in your work?
Yes. I have used seeds of change in the past, but I think weak
signals are very good as indicators of something more probable or
even inevitable. A wild card is more difficult to detect. For me this
always emerges when something happens in an element of society.
The wildest card I can think of in Europe is the breakdown of the
European Union and the contrast between the eastern European
countries and those that were traditionally western European
countries.

Have you used the wild cards and weak signals
approach in your research and if so are there any
interesting lessons you could tell us about?
The whole aim of developing research at the European level is to
train the younger generation. How to capture wild cards has to
be taught, not only in the futures/foresight field, as related to the
decision makers, and not only at the economic level, but especially
at the political level. If this kind of research had been well known in
Greece I think much damage could have been avoided.
The whole of Europe has more conservative governments, which
have a history of not capturing what is going on in society. Clearly,
social research, futures research is what is needed. That is what
I have been trying to teach to different students from around the
world. Their capacity to understand and capture wild cards in their
own countries has been excellent.
The younger generation of foresight experts is much better than
my generation at capturing weak signals and wild cards. They are
already anticipators and I think I was considered that too. At the
political level in Italy, with regards to studying the future I have failed.
I tried, but there was always refusal. Hungary is very good, but
Romania is disastrous from my point of view. So this is very difficult
for Europe. R&D and the vision of the ERA are extremely important,
and this is not happening in some countries.

What in your view are the best methods to identify
weak signals and wild cards?
Working in a group and building scenarios together between
futurists and decision makers. We can help to bring out the wild
cards with our experience. In foresight, the best way is to have a
continuous dialogue with the decision makers and help them dig out
the wild cards.
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Canada
Capitalizing on Change Project
Ruben Nelson, Executive Director of the Capitalizing on Change Project (http://www.capitalizingonchange.org/) and president
of Square One Management Ltd. He is also a fellow of the World Business Academy, the World Academy of Art and Science,
and the Meridian Institute for Leadership, Governance and Change. A native Calgarian, Ruben Nelson lives in Lac des Arcs and
has explored our changing world for over 30 years. He is considered a Canadian pioneer of serious thinking about the future.

What do you think of wild cards and weak signals?
We don’t use wild cards in our work, for two reasons.
Our first objection is the definition being used. It confuses probability
with plausibility, or at least is not clear. It is not quite sure what it is
measuring, where the fence is that lets you in or out of that class.
The classic definition of wild card, as you have used it, is
something that is improbable, but if it did happen it would be
highly significant. Oliver Markley led an interesting conversation
around weak signals. He said we need to distinguish between
probability and improbability, plausibility and implausibility. He
made the point that many of the weak signals people talk about are
actually quite probable. Many of the weak signals you have posted
on your website seem quite probable, particularly in the science
and technology area. So they don’t meet the classic definition of
a weak signal, which is about improbability, whereas plausibility
picks up the question of whether it will be a surprise to people. Will
people understand it, not because it is improbable, but because it
is scientific or some other sort of event or development that they
simply do not pay any attention to?
If we were going to use the concept of weak signals, we would
clarify weak signals that are improbable, that have high degrees of
probability, very high impacts, reasonable degrees of probability, that
is enough that they are not science fiction, but they are implausible.
What you are really judging is whether opinion leaders wrap their
heads around these things or whether they will be shocked by them.
Nine/11 was one of those things, highly probable if you look into the
research.
The second reason is that we do futures in a holistic or integral way,
and therefore good work requires that you force your clients to think
about things that they don’t want to think about. This is like raising
children: you have to learn to be responsible. We insist that our
clients learn and that they consider things that are highly implausible
to them. One of the greatest sources of weakness in the foresight
field and in human endeavours is that people do not do thorough
enough work to consider the things that they find offensive. We are
outliers in this regard. We are one or two percent of people in the
field of futures research. We think it will grow in time, and in the
meantime it’s the view we take in Foresight Canada.
We don’t think there is any such thing as weak signals. A weak
signal is a signal in the mind of the perceiver. There is a whole
literature around weak signals, as if a certain kind of signal is a
weak signal; as if there are certain places you can look for a signal.
A signal of any sort is a weak signal in the mind of the perceiver.
Our apparatus is not very sensitive, so many of the things on your
website, for example, are things I have thought of. They are the kind

of things that, given my background, are the signals I pay attention
to. If you are new to the field, you may have not thought of them or
may not think of them in this way. So weak signals are in the mind
of the beholder.
When you are new to something, for example if you are in first
year at university and you have never taken a course in psychology,
then most of the things you talked about are weak signals. They
are relevant weak signals, because you have no idea how to string
them together and why are they important. If you learn to think like
a psychologist, then the things that used to be irrelevant and weak
become part of your daily life, they are robust, living, and so we tend
to understand. This is how we use weak signals.
I am trying to be clear about how we use language. We no longer
talk about science, technology and innovation. This language has
become so ubiquitous that it is taken for granted, but we think it
gets in the way of understanding the future and not being surprised.
There is a smaller group in the field, which we think is growing, that
instead of talking about science, technology and innovation, believes
one can only talk about manifestations of human consciousness,
cultures and forms of civilizations. One of the things all civilizations
do is technology. We find some way to separate more reliable
knowledge from less reliable knowledge. What we call ‘science’ is
probably the most powerful way yet devised to do that, but every
culture needs to know which knowledge is reliable and which is not,
because if you don’t it could cost you your life.
We do think about science and technology, but only as something
societies do apart from human psychology. We try to think in more
integrated ways and that too is coming. There is an emerging
conversation in the futures field about integral futures or holistic
futures. There is not a common single language yet, but we
categorize it as ‘Foresight 2.0’. I have an article called Extending
Foresight 2.0, in the May 2010 issue of Futures. That gives you
a sense of the way we think about things here. As in any field,
professionals differ and so can engage in good conversation with
each other to stretch each others’ minds.
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Do you have any favourite or interesting wild cards,
taking into account that you are not a fan of using wild
card as we design it?
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Fundamentally we don’t use wild cards, because classically when
work is done for a client, if something is called a wild card you
don’t have to think about it. Wild card has been used to classi a
whole range of events that just sound strange. It has been used
as an excuse by professionals to not have to confront fee-paying
lay people with more difficult or challenging possibilities. So we
work with a category of things that, if they happen, will be highly
significant and are implausible but we think highly probable – often
hard to know how probable. We work with these things, but by not
calling them wild cards. Our clients cannot say to us that their board
does not want to think about wild cards. We think it leads to shoddy
work, you talk to people about the things that are easy for them and
not the things that are hard, and you just keep getting surprised by
life.
I will give you four or five wild cards. One would be that a major
government – this could be the UK or Iceland – will break with the
now normal practice that a country’s money is all interest-bearing
debt money, and move to some sort of fiat money.
Weak signals of this would be: talk about fiat money; and places
that are strong, but so challenged economically that they need to
make a fundamental change in their economic system or be totally
owned by the hedge funds. We think that is far more likely. If you ask
1,000 economists that question today, they will give it a zero to one
percent probability. We think it is much higher than that and needs
to be watched. There would be huge implications if things developed
so that the Euro became fiat money and not debt money. Europe is
big enough for that to have a global effect.
Another is volcanic activity in Yellowstone National Park, central
western planes in America. It is a place with geezers, hot pools
and lots of manifestations of water being driven up to the surface
under pressure. One of the largest explosions in the Earth’s history
happened there millions of years ago. If this blew again, it would
take out much of the population and economy of west central North
America. Inside the volcano is a huge semi-circular dome the size
of Yellowstone park, and for 100 years geologists have known it is
moving up the cone of the volcano, lifting the whole landscape. They
know at some point it will go up again, but they don’t know when.
This is hugely implausible, because only one in 10,000 people in
North America know that is the case. It would be utterly surprising
and a game changer.
The third wild card is an India/Pakistan nuclear exchange, which is
a function of climate change and the pressing issue of water. There
could be several wars out of climate change and India/Pakistan is
high on the lists of strategic analysts. The rivers on which Pakistan
relies all start in India and the legal agreements in place favour
India. India can abide by them, but if it came to this, the world and
India would be watching millions of Pakistanis die. A country and
regime as unstable as Pakistan would not allow that to happen
without punishing India. The use of nuclear weapons in that theatre
triggered by climate change is based on a fairly long logic chain. It
presupposes that we are not able to deal with climate change, but
the kind of signals we would look for are fairly obvious. That is the
nature of what is normally called a weak signal: once you have seen
it, it is not weak any more.

A fourth example is a societal development that triggers something.
It is simply a realization of a critical mass of opinion leaders, who
make up roughly 15 percent of a society. If you take a critical mass
as 20 percent of a society, it means that when a critical mass of
opinion leaders change their mind about something, the public
agenda begins to change. Once a critical mass of women in the
1960s wanted to talk about the place of women in North American
society, it went viral pretty quickly. Once a critical mass of opinion
leaders in Scotland wanted to talk about greater independence in
Scotland, then it was unavoidable. A critical mass of opinion leaders
is one of the touchstones that we look for as a fundamental shift
in the dynamic, because an item then goes public and the public
conversation begins. If it is a shocking item, the public’s response
can mean they behave badly.
You can be lucky if you have wise and stable leaders, but you can’t
rely on it. Mostly our leaders are not much different from the rest of
us, e.g. enough pressure and we all go a bit crazy. In the next five
to 15 years, it is entirely likely that a self-reinforcing escape of CO2,
i.e. runaway climate change, is what we face as a human species.
That changes the game. All the normal plans of life get put on hold
in an even more dramatic way than in wartime, because in a war
people have some sense of what to do, e.g. stop doing your job, get
first aid training, etc. Since no one is doing serious work about how
a whole jurisdiction should respond to this kind of thing, we have
been looking for places; the American military is doing some, but not
in the integrated way we would like. We think when this happens, all
hell breaks loose.
We have identified several things that are dawning realizations. That
is the way human consciousness works – it takes us a while to work
things out. Among the things we look for are issues that, if they
happen, are very dramatic and impactful and are far more probable
than people give credit for, but still implausible, and which are not
even on our research agenda.
Another one is the realization, again by a critical mass of opinion
leaders, that the only way for modern western industrial society
– and therefore increasingly the dominant form of civilization on
the planet – to become sustainable is either through death or a
fundamental transformation that would be as different as from
preindustrial to industrial. In other words, we have to stop talking as
if modern industrial society can be made sustainable. There is a root
assumption among CEOs, politicians and in the literature that we
can make modern industrial society sustainable. Through decades
of research, we have come to the view that that is not possible.
We are arguing that it is a fundamental change of character. It is
so fundamental that it qualifies as a different form of civilization.
Until we know that, we will continue to play a game that we cannot
succeed at. The longer you delay it, as with runaway climate change,
the more difficult the task and the higher the odds that you will fail.
We have found no research centre dedicated to this proposition.
We ask the empirical question: ‘Is it really the case, and if so what
is your rationale for saying that?’ ‘What evidence do you point to?’
‘How do you string it together logically that modern industrial culture
can only be sustainable if it has a fundamental change, fundamental
enough to transform to a new civilization?’ Then you look around for
weak signals – what evidence is there that this has already begun?
Are we further into this than we know?
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We want all the perks of a modern industrial civilization, but we are
unwilling to pay any of the serious prices to become sustainable.
We are the only group in Canada that has done serious research
on this question. Our research suggests that people doing foresight
should add this to their agenda and we are a bit distressed that is
not happening.

Do you see any weak signals for the first one, the
economic system change?
There are several videos on YouTube about the destructiveness of
the debt money system and the rise of fiat money. If you Google fiat
money or lett money you will find that conversation goes back 40
years. This is true of most weak signals – you will find it has a very
long tail once it goes critical. One of the triggers of going critical is
when a critical mass of opinion leaders changes their view. Once
it goes critical, the angle of the steepness of the curve turns from
a very slow slope into a hockey stick curve, where you begin to
move in a different direction and velocity. Whilst it is not yet part
of Economics 101 or chambers of commerce, because the vested
interests in the current system are huge, I would assume that there
is some conversation, for example the work of Hazel Henderson1 or
James Robertson.2
I would think there was some conversation in Iceland after the
economic catastrophe. I have no idea if any formal research has
been done, or whether the government has been asked to write a
research paper on how fiat money works. If they have, one of the
places they would look is North Dakota. In the US, states as well as
the federal government can issue money, so for 90 years the Bank
of North Dakota has run a debt-free money system. It is the only
state in the Union that is not in debt.

What do you think would happen if a major state
or major government was to take up this debt-free
economy?
I tried to choose things for this conversation that do not have to be
the way they are. You don’t have to be a futures person to know
that things don’t have to be the way they are. Most people take
things as if they are God-given. Meaning trumps everything else,
so when meaning changes, you challenge the very meaning of life.
At the moment, in the modern industrial world, debt money is so
woven into the meaning structure that if you challenge it, you are
not just challenging the market system, you challenge the ‘good life’
of production and consumption. These things tend to happen only
in extremis, under great pain. An example was the understandable
desire to never have a war like the First World War. It was so bloody
and pointless, that the commitment to peace in the 1920 and 1930s
made perfect sense, except that it kept people from realizing that
Hitler was rearming his army and preparing for war. It took the
invasion of Czechoslovakia – the fourth country to be invaded – for
the British people to get it.
Under what conditions do we change our minds profoundly enough
to gravitate towards a view that is grounded in evidence? How is
it possible that a species as smart as we are can live in the face
of evidence that, once you have seen it, is so obvious? Yet that
can be done by whole forms of civilizations, whole cultures, whole
institutions.

1
2

http://www.hazelhenderson.com/
http://www.jamesrobertson.com/

There is one project in Birmingham which is trying to identify things
that are so important that our future may hang on them, and which
at the moment we are probably missing. That for us is the heart of
futures work.
It is like people who are planning for the inheritance for their
children, but who neglect the moral character of their children. That
is the kind of trade-off you don’t want to make. It is better to have
a poor child with character than a rich kid with no character. As a
civilization, we seem to be hellbent on abolishing character in order
to make money.

Do you think we can prepare and understand by
doing research on these wild cards that you have
mentioned?
Yes, if this is about the dawning realization of very daunting things.
If one can say that most people at street level don’t seem to
understand how their own minds or how civilizations work – that is
a fairly arrogant proposition. In order to avoid other accusations of
arrogance, I have to include myself in that and so do those who do
futures work – and that reflectivity is not yet securely at the heart of
futures.
Let me tell you how we work here. Our fundamental project has
been to first identify wicked problems. This is the language we
use, it is out there in the futures literature: complex and swampy
problems that function through the dynamics of complexity theory,
rather than quantum mechanics. This means that small things can
make big differences and big things can make no difference at all.
Complexity theory says you can go along and everything is fine
and then you fall off a cliff and you say ‘how can that happen?’
because in a quantum world that can’t happen. But we now know
that quantum does not account for the very small in the world, or
for the way that living ecologies work, so there is a different model
behind it. So our societies are at risk in ways that they don’t even
know about.
They are not bad societies for being at risk in these ways, because
we have not lived with complexity theory that a critical mass of
opinion leaders even understand. Among the leaders of the G20,
what are the chances that even two of them understand complexity
theory or could write a decent paper on it? What are the chances
that two percent of their advisors understand it? A critical mass
would mean between eight percent and 20 percent of the most
critical advisors at the last G20 in Toronto actually understanding
complexity theory and its implications for how they understand
big issues. This is nobody’s fault. Until now in human history when
new ideas have emerged, it has been enough to let those ideas
work their way through society through cultural osmosis. Part of
what the sociology of knowledge does is ask questions about how
long this takes; and how do technologies, transportation or other
communication patterns change that?
Part of the nature of foresight is to identify and raise the issues,
as you are doing in this project. I hope you are identifying a small
group that you might invite to a small conference, to think about
the next step in this kind of work. Those kinds of thoughtful,
reflective questions don’t get asked much, not just in sociology but
in the futures field as well. One way to move forward is to take the
opportunities to nudge people, by being supportive and cajoling as
friends and colleagues, so the next time they do something it will be
better designed than the last time.
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Europe is a testbed for legitimacy on foresight, but it is not getting
good value for its money, based on the work that is being produced.
So our strategy here is to somehow wiggle our way into the lives of
a variety of people. Some are deliberately opinion leaders, and get
to be trusted enough that we can push them. We try to identify the
two or three most significant players in foresight in the province and
then have quiet, off-the-record conversations with them, basically
saying that if we don’t insist on good work being done, nobody else
will. Somebody has to engage in conversations that are inherently
moral and ethical, spiritual, grounded in being human, and then
look at what we characterize as science, innovation, sociology,
technology. It is ultimately an issue, as it was in Iceland, of a whole
culture living in a such a way that nobody understood how much
they were putting themselves at risk. It is not even risk in the normal
sense; the degrees of uncertainty are so high that we cannot
estimate the risk. We don’t know how much risk you are putting
yourself at, but it may cost you your life or may cost you less than
that. We are dealing with uncertainty, not risk analysis.
At the moment, because of fiat money and the way we live as
civilizations, there is not a place on the planet where there is a rich
public conversation about these issues. Therefore the people who
are impervious to them end up dominating the public space. I know
of no country where they have honest and frank conversations with
the young people, aged 15 to 35 years, about the way that we are
now living as a culture and form of civilization, and what that means
for their future. The World Health Organization talks of an epidemic
of mental health issues amongst adolescence. We think it is a
funding problem, but we don’t even understand the nature of the
problem we are up against. It is not mysterious once you see it –that
is the nature of weak signals.
. Our fundamental strategy is worm our way into the confidence
of people who we call ‘the warm ones’. They are people we can
have a private conversation with and take risks and say things
that we would not say publicly. So we find people who have some
sort of openness to this. If the places of openness are multiple, it
could be literally a phrase or conversation about things spiritual,
ethical, technological or something else. We will try then to deepen
that conversation, to have it move from the more trivial to the less
trivial, from the narrow to the deep, and find ways to nurture that
conversation as a series of episodes in friendship. The deepest
conversations only take place in friendship. For example, we have
been quietly looking for partners in a research project to ask the
questions empirically: ‘How much trouble is modern industrial
civilization in and what is the nature of those troubles?’ ‘What are
the root causes of it and what do we have to do to get out of it?’
‘Is it even possible to get out of it?’
Fundamentally our strategy is to identify good issues, signals in a
variety of settings. Foresight Canada has a reputation for people
who are non-trivial, who have a depth of judgement and are willing
to raise some of the more difficult questions as a field, as well as for
our clients, because we think that is what we have to do.
One of the things you might think of doing in the next round is an
international project. There are many ‘warm ones’ in Europe, as well
as China, Australia, Canada, America, etc., who would welcome a
serious research project that was trying to get under the surface.
There is at least one more level of what might be called ‘wicked
issues’ or ‘meta issues’. These would be the issues that underlie
even these issues.

At the Copenhagen Climate Change Conference, for example, there
was virtually no public talk that climate change should be seen
as a symptom of a much wider malady that is civilization-wide.
Rather, climate change is seen as a problem that technology can
fix, which is exactly how you would expect a modern industrialized
civilization to think. The deeper question is: is this is a symptom of
a deeper thing? I would encourage you to think about these in ways
that are deeper, broader and wider. What are we learning here to
add another research question to the current research? At what
levels are we learning from all this? What is the next piece? Are we
learning the kind of stuff that will allow us to do an international
project to identify what are the problems? Not problems that the UN
has to solve, as that is all within the thinking patterns of a modern
industrial world.
Let’s make a world list of wicked problems in an integrated way, in
which character and science and technology are all factored into
the identification of the kind of issues we are up against. We will
create a set of issues that is not on anyone’s agenda today, and say
to people: ‘Here is version 1.0 of what in effect is the agenda for the
21st century. If it does not become your agenda, you die.’ Twentyyear-olds already know that. Therefore there is some real time
pressure to get on with this, and do the work.
We have been at this for about 15 years. We have involved several
thousand citizens in enough experiments to make us confident
that the strategy of looking for the ‘warm ones’ is good. It needs to
occur at the senior level and at the street level, including mothers,
grandmothers, university students who are open to these things.
They form a significant minority, and at the moment there are not
many people providing settings for these conversations to happen
as if they matter. Our experience shows us that if you do that, people
will respond.
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Can you envisage any major wild cards, positive or
negative, that may occur in the next 20 years? Choose
perhaps your top five.
In the next 20 years we will have machines that are smarter than
people.
Another is that we will be able to build processors using bacteria.
For example, we will be able to make ‘smart’ yoghurt, where
every bacterium in the yoghurt will have electronic devices which
it assembles in its own cells linked together to create skilled
intelligence. So a pot of ‘smart’ yoghurt would have a higher IQ than
the whole of Europe. That is a very big one and I predict it will be
possible within the timeframe and by 2025.
Another is a major disaster caused by an R&D accident. I think it
is more likely in the biotech field. For example a virus or bacteria
created in a laboratory is released by terrorists, and causes chaos.
A collapse of the networks caused by terrorism or foreign powers,
cyber warfare. There are a lot of efforts in that area and our
networks are vulnerable. That could cause social destruction, deaths
and complete business chaos for the banks.
An interesting one would be a major breakthrough in solar power
that brings the cost of making efficient solar cells down by, say,
20%, 50% or even 100%.
There are quite a lot of positive ones. With the environmental issues,
people coming together to look after the environment and people
happy to work together for the common good. If that could spread
throughout the world that could make for a nicer society.

What would be the most dramatic impact of these wild
cards and how do you think it should be addressed by
future research or policy?
I think the essential nature of wild cards is that the best way to
deal with them is to ignore them as far as planning goes, as there
are so many of them and they might not happen. You cannot make
economic allowances for all the different wild cards. So ignore them
and make your best plans and ensure your plans are at least a little
more adaptable. Don’t plan solely on the basis that everything will
always work and stay the same. So as long as you build in some
adaptability to allow for unforeseen events, there is no need to
plan for every individual wild card. It would be extremely expensive,
because there are thousands of them. Most of them won’t happen
and the ones that do you don’t know when they will happen, so it
is impossible to have things in your toolkit in terms of being able to
deal with them.

I don’t think it is worth planning for them. We need to recognize
that they might come and that the future won’t stay the same and
nothing will ever go wrong.
To be adaptable and to be agile – that is what I am telling every
business. You make your plans and then something else comes
along, so you have to be adaptable and be able to adapt quickly.

What are the weak signals that could hint at the
likelihood of these wild cards happening?
One of the weak signals is the bacteria; it is actually a strong
one. We have people trying to make synthetic bacteria for energy
conversion technology, such as converting coal into methane. That
kind of technology, linked with other technology in IT, such as multi
core processors – if you follow those down the line far enough it
becomes a weak signal of how computing might go. We might have
millions or billions of cores and the best way to produce those is
by using synthetic biology. So there is a very weak signal at the
moment, but you can see how these could work together in the
future to bring a radical change in how we do computer processing
and realize artificial intelligence. It also has scope for new kinds of
weapons systems, which are potentially a big threat, so we should
be wary of that.
There are solar power weak signals. Every week there is a new
development and a lot of people are putting a lot of new money into
it. It is inevitable that we will have a lot of developments, but a major
breakthrough is not inevitable. At the moment there are some big
barriers in solar power, there is a lack of ingenuity. But I think there
is a weak signal there: if enough people are looking at it, someone
will stumble across a way of doing it cheaply. At the moment we are
doing small incremental changes leading to a slow development
path and it needs a rapid change. Weak signals of that are just the
numbers of people looking at the field.
Another area for weak signals is in social change. I think we are
looking at very substantial reorganization of society. Many traditional
techniques are clearly failing and many techniques used by
politicians over the last few decades have made things much worse.
There is a lot of frustration building up, people are wary of politicians
and I think that is a weak signal pointing towards a major change
in how we do politics. It is the same in many European countries
– confidence in politics is dropping and pressure is building up for
change.
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This is based on a lot of factors: pressures from immigration;
conflicts in the religious world between East and West; conflicts
on environmentalism; conflicts due to the increasing gap between
generations in the population, as we have an increasingly large older
population and the costs for these are going to be borne by the
younger generation.
We should expect major change, even revolution, in 2012 to 2013
when pressures hit critical point and people hit the streets. That is
an important weak signal.
In terms of science and technology, one of the weak signals comes
from the environmental fiasco caused by scientists changing their
results to get their message across in a continent such as Europe,
where there was quite a lot of scepticism towards science and
technology. There is now a complete disregard for science and
technology at the grassroots level and that will produce a negativity
towards it and will damage Europe in the long term. In Europe we
are still digging holes and throwing science away and using guess
work to form policy. That is not going to work and will put Europe
at a huge economic disadvantage, especially compared to China,
Brazil, Russia and the USA. That is a weak signal at the moment
heading us in the wrong direction and it is bad news.
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Can you identify any causal or other relationships
between the wild cards and weak signals that you
have mentioned?
There are many weak signals for different trends, which are coming.
The weak signal might point to an environment out of which a
wild card might materialize; it cannot actually lead to the wild card
itself, because a wild card by its definition is something that comes
out of the blue. Wild cards at best can only be loosely connected.
So, for example, the multicore processing biotechnology can be
loosely connected with the ‘smart’ yoghurt , but there is no direct
connection there. No logical technique of looking at the processor
development would lead you to smart bacteria. It requires you
to link together things from different regimes. If you saw all the
developments in biology and IT, you can see a lot of potential and
you could spend a great deal of time analysing scenarios which are
essentially worthless. I don’t think there is a formal technique which
would help find the linkages.

Looking ahead to the future of European research,
which of the wild cards and weak signals you have
mentioned should be given top priority as a research
topic?
We ought to look at how we can recover a strong scientific
reputation.
The damage done by the environmentalists recently is enormous. I
do not think they understand the damage they have done. There has
been an enormous amount of money spent on policies which will not
work and are making the environment worse. The reaction from that
is already causing damage to the rest of the scientific world. Europe
needs to recover that, because without good scientific method and
respect in the community, the chances of dealing with any other
problems are greatly reduced. In the absence of proper science,
policy is made on guesswork and old wives’ tales.

So a firmer scientific ground for our solution to
environmental problems?
Yes, I think so. When the European Commission is funding the
programmes, it will have to get much stricter. It must ensure they
are done in strict scientific ways and the prejudices are removed
and the results are not just produced to get the answers that
politicians want to hear, which is how a lot of the environmental
research was done. The politicians wanted to hear a particular
answer and they would cherry pick the results until they got what
they wanted and throw away the rest. That is not how we do
science. Without credibility we cannot succeed. Europe will be
damaged greatly by that, because we will be wandering around
randomly, whereas China is based on scientific method and logical
reasoning and will be racing ahead with double-digit growth.
Scientists have to be paid to find the correct answer, not the
answer the politicians have asked them to find. That is at the centre
of European prosperity. We are in an age driven by technology
breakthroughs and we cannot survive on the world stage unless we
have sound techniques for developing technology.

In the iKNOW project we define wild card as a low
likelihood but high impact surprising event. Would you
agree with this definition?
Yes, that is how most futurists would define it. It is unlikely to
happen at any particular time, it comes out of the blue and it has a
great impact.

Weak signals are observable changes in current
trends or state of affairs. Some particularly important
weak signals could be precursor events or indicators
that might make a wild card more probable or even
inevitable. Would you agree with this definition?
No, I do not agree with linking them to the wild cards. Weak signals
are measurable or noticeable changes in an existing trend which
will cause a much bigger event to happen in the future, but it is
not necessarily a wild card. They are a weak indicator of a larger
trend coming down the road. Part of that bigger trend might be the
creation of an environment in which a wild card is more likely – that
is the only way in which it is linked to wild cards.

Have you used wild cards and weak signals in your
work?
I do a lot of work on future threats and opportunities and so on.
Sometimes wild cards are very appropriate, things that might
happen. Weak signals is the source of revenue for almost all
futurists. By thinking through the implications of weak signals that
people are not noticing, you can gain insights about the future that
others would not have bothered with. What gives individual futurists
their edge is picking up on weak signals.
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Are there any interesting lessons from your previous
foresight work when you used the wild cards and
weak signals approach that you can share with us?
I was picking up the signals of virtual reality very early on. The
missile industry was using virtual reality for R&D several years
earlier and I overestimated the impact it would have through my
own prejudices. I came to the conclusion it would be much more
important in the world than it actually has become. Essentially I took
a weak signal of this technology and built a future scenario based
on it which was greatly exaggerated compared with what the future
delivered. That was an example of how not to do it: essentially to
look at a weak signal and assume it will become a bigger trend than
it indicates.
When looking at a weak signal, the error margin is very large.
Therefore you must not make too much policy based on weak
signals. All you should do is maybe increase the amount of research
in that area and check and monitor the area. You should not be
basing lots of new technologies and policies on weak signals,
because they are unreliable. That is an important lesson.

What in your view are the best methods to identify
weak signals and wild cards?
It would be a good idea to let people’s minds wander and collect
the results. There is no proper methodology for this. We all have
our own little collection, based on individual expertise and what we
encounter. When you go into a new field you acquire new knowledge
and then you create the idea of a new thing that could happen.
There is no formal methodology, just experiences and knowledge
and ensuring you think about it.
I do not use the formal techniques I used when I first entered
futurology. Now I use common sense, logical reasoning and
imagination.
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Joe RAVETZ
United Kingdom
University of Manchester
Joe Ravetz is a leading thinker on sustainable futures for urban and regional development, and the methods and tools
which are needed to help make the transition. His landmark study ‘City-Region 2020 – integrated planning for a sustainable
environment’ provides new insights and new pathways, drawing on a major case study of the long-term future of a large
conurbation. Following this the Centre for Urban & Regional Ecology (CURE) is now the base for a range of projects at the
regional, UK and EU levels: the agenda covers urban development, environmental and landscape management, economic
development, organizational / information studies, policy analysis and future studies. The added value of such transdisciplinary work is in the linkage and synergy between one strand and another – working towards the goals of ‘integrated
planning’ and ‘integrated governance’, as the necessary responses to the complex challenges of sustainable cities and
regions. This is an ongoing quest, which includes visualization, Web 2.0 and interactive workshop techniques, as well as
former experience as a community architect, development manager, carpenter and builder. Many of these strands are now
being woven together for an in-depth exploration of possible futures, based on the underlying theme of ‘inter-dependency’.
This is the core agenda of the next book in writing – ‘City-State 21 – pathways and signposts for the 21st century’.

What is the most interesting research project or
publication you are working on at the moment?
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The One Planet Economy Network project (OPEN), which is a
long running collection of projects. This is an opportunity to do
some innovative thinking about how economics and politics will
work in the 21st century and how systems thinking can help us to
understand these better. I am trying to write a book on this.
The idea of One Planet Economy is that it will work on a sustainable
basis in terms of climate, resources, land use, chemical use, etc.
There is a quantitative side to it, but I have also focused on the
institutional side – the relationships between organisations.

If you were able to anticipate the future of one
research area or sector, which one would you choose
and why?
I am working on economics at the moment. I am not an economist,
which is probably an advantage in many ways. Until now, the
shape of the world and the activity of people in production and
consumption has been dominated by economic thinking, which is
materialistic, positive, deterministic, etc. I can see great potential
for this to change and it needs to change as soon as possible,
because we are destroying the environment. We are also widening
the gap between rich and poor in the world and we are organising
the majority of human activity into work which is alienating and
unfulfilling. So things must change. If I put a name to my field, it is
applications of systems thinking. Systems do not always change in
a gradual, predictable way; they often change suddenly, with great
uncertainty and sometimes catastrophes. So it seems useful to look
at systems thinking from the point of view of surprising things that
happen, i.e. the wild cards.

Can you envisage any major wild cards, positive or
negative, that may occur in the next 20 years? Maybe
pick your top five.
If you can think of a wild card, as soon as you can think of it, it is
not so wild. A lot of them are things we already know about, such
as the rise of China, which might happen more quickly or have
more consequences than we anticipated. I began to think about
what happens if you have three wild cards that are all connected.
The thinking was to look at this from a systems point of view. In
any system you might find a situation where things are under great
stress, so one little thing then means the whole system collapses
and everything changes. This is a wild card situation, which then can
then flip into a new surprising and unpredictable state.
I could see five major wild cards in politics: number one is the
collapse of a major nation in a geopolitical area that is already under
great pressure – so Pakistan, Iran or Russia. Each of these major
nations with large populations is already under huge pressure from
internal dissent, terrorist groups, breakaway groups and financial
pressure, etc. We can imagine dramatic possible impacts. Pakistan
falls to pieces and becomes more of a war zone than it is already.
Pressure on Afghanistan, Iran, etc. then escalates and spreads,
so there is social, economic and environmental catastrophe and
instability, which spreads to Russia, India etc. Maybe the Chinese
move into the area, because they are the most powerful player, and
take over with military law and millions of soldiers. The shape of the
world changes very suddenly.
Wild card number two is environmental or climate. Although we
know climate change is happening, there could be very rapid
changes, which according to our current models are only very low
probability. Low probability events often appear to be extremely
likely, because they keep happening. So, for example, a large part
of the Arctic ice breaks off and sea levels rise, maybe there is a
drought and a severe heatwave that jeopardises food supply in
Europe, or some combination of those things. Then it is wild not
because we did not think of it, but because it is contributing to a
situation which is already under stress. The world may be in a bad
way politically, economically and socially, etc.
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Wild card number three is technology, particularly dependence
on technology systems – the internet collapses and cannot be
restarted, for example. The internet is the nervous system of the
global economy, so if it goes down we have a really big problem.
Wild card number four is the problem of people’s mental wellbeing
and mental health. In previous centuries, people’s mental framework
was kept in place by the class system, the dominant ideology and
particularly by religion. Everybody went to church on Sunday and
the church organised differences between people, so organised
the Christians to hate the Jews, etc., but people were helped to
organise their lives and their way of thinking. Now religion is in
decline in most of the western world, and there is an infinite choice
of communications and media, and breakdown in many social and
cultural groups. I would predict with high probability some kind of
wild card about a rapid increase in mental illness, alienation and
depression. This could have all sorts of other effects on the economy
and politics.
My favourite wild card of the week was the WikiLeaks site. I was
expecting more political impact. Maybe it is ongoing and we do not
know how it is going to end, but one might imagine a positive wild
card along similar lines. What if all the information about almost
everything became available to anyone who wanted to know? This
would change politics, economy, finance, technology, etc. Possibly
in the end it would be a positive move, although many people
would lose in the short term. It would be very wild, because it would
change the way everything is done.

What about weak signals?
I have a problem with weak signals, because the question is: where
do you start? There are millions of weak signals. The problem with
looking at a weak signal as an item is that it is only one small part of
the system. We need to understand the system more than any one
part of it, because only then can we say, ‘this system is becoming
very highly stressed and one tiny push here could trigger a chain
reaction’. The question is: are we trying to find weak signals for
that tiny thing which might trigger the change, or are we trying to
find weak signals describing the system as a whole, or the part of it
which is under great stress? I have not found an answer to that.
I am writing a book about social science perspectives on cities.
It looks at the mental illness wild card from the angle of a global
level of critical science. There are a number of trends going on,
such as globalisation, liberalisation, modernisation, urbanisation
and new concepts of governance, risk, consumption, etc. Eight or
ten mega-scale dynamics are driving change or associated with
change in a more direct and physical way, in cities, technologies,
human communities, etc. If we are looking for weak signals, should
we look for signals of globalisation or the effects of globalisation?
Globalisation is part of a larger process, which is changing not just
the size and shape of a city, but also the meaning of the word ‘city’.
It is changing a whole system, of which cities are an important part.
I am working on how to understand this problem and contribute
something useful to policy.

In your book, what are your concerns that may need further
research, questions which you could not answer completely, but
that you still included? Do you think any of your intriguing weird
findings may evolve into something with very high impact? What are
the signals that you brought to the readers’ attention? They might
turn into wild cards in the future, or may become important driving
forces. We want to explore whether published books are sources of
signals.
The book is not a research book presenting new evidence. It is an
overview book, bringing in evidence on many different areas.
We are aiming for a more integrated understanding to help people
to solve real problems. Books about environment in the cities are
nearly always simplistic, but we need to see that a city is not a
simple machine. It is a very complex system, so lets understand
some of that complexity, particularly some of the critical agendas
which underlie it. By critical, we mean that these things are not
agreed, but are used in argument, debate or ideological contest. The
World Bank is saying one thing, the European Commission is saying
something different and the markets are saying something else.
These different ideologies are competing for the dominant role in
cities around the world. We can start to understand cities not simply
as a million houses in a place, but also as part of a global system.
We can begin to understand why environmental problems are
happening and how to be more intelligent, with more of the foresight
approach to respond to the problems.
The signal which was intended to come from this is about integrated
policy, or multi-level governments. There are a number of different
names, e.g. anticipatory government, foresight, or the relationships
between environment and human systems, ecosystems, etc. There
is an overriding concept and different approaches to developing
policy which come out of that. The background is the big transitions
already taking place, like globalisation, liberalisation, If we are
looking for weak signals of globalisation, we can measure trade and
investments, science and technology, the integration of the world
economy. It is more difficult to measure what is in people’s heads
when they do their job, when they go on holiday, but this is equally
important.
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What are the most important implications for
researchers and policy makers? What needs to be
changed?
The main purpose of the book was understanding the nature of the
problem. I left a few policy direction pointers in the book.
I have been working in Brussels with Digi Regions on the follow-up
to this. We look at policy, at the agenda and challenges for urban
governance. The situation is becoming more difficult all the time
with the financial crisis. On the other hand, there are opportunities
for new social networks, the possibility of social technology and
the transparency of information, which is maybe increasing. There
are three or four important implications for policy and governance
systems that I have been looking at in more detail.
One is the interaction of governance with enterprise and
entrepreneurs. How does policy deal with urban regeneration in
areas of great poverty, crime and unhappiness? Until now it has not
been very successful and has just moved the problem from here to
there. If policy wants to respond to these kinds of complex systemic
problems, it must also work in a complex and systemic way. A
simple solution is usually not enough and may even do the wrong
thing.
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So the role of policy and governance is to encourage the selforganisation of communities under stress, or small businesses that
are going bankrupt, or vulnerable large businesses. I am sceptical
about the UK Conservative government’s Big Society idea, because it
is the way to have a right-wing hierarchical society.The rich will get
richer, the government will save money. But it is no coincidence that
there is this strand in Conservative philosophy that meets with the
anarchist philosophy of self-organisation.
Another agenda is to deal with complexity. Working in climate
change policy is complex because of all the stakeholders – private
sector, third sector, public sector, at different levels. Each of them
needs to work with and talk to the others, in order to look for the
opportunities that come through working together. Without those
opportunities, nothing will ever happen. In Manchester at the
moment, we have a low carbon experiment going on, with about 30
stakeholders, and they have not yet found a practical way to work
together. This is a challenge for policy. It is a technical issue, but also
a social and cognitive issue. It reflects the nature of knowledge and
information and how this can be transferred and exchanged around
a larger system. It is something we are only just beginning.
The question of what signals are coming out to other stakeholders
is interesting. It has no simple answer. We can look for multilateral
types of policy working, which bring together entrepreneurs
and their value chains, social technology networks and their
intermediaries and the systemic governance strategy community.
This will not be easy or simple, but there are great opportunities
and we can look for them, even if we are not ready to see the whole
picture.

What is the main difference between the complexity
that you were talking about and urban governance?
The interaction between these different types of
stakeholders, and how they manage to identify
these opportunities together, is similar to the urban
governance challenge.
It is the same thing, but from a different angle. We are dealing
with a system with many different parts, which are all connected. I
take four different angles on more or less the same problems and
opportunities.
Number one is to look at the chains of interaction which generate
value – economic value, cultural value, etc. The economic value
has until now been dominant, so generally economics is the way
of thinking which organises almost everything else. We are now
looking at situations where other forms of value seem to be just as
important, maybe more so.
Another angle is to say, ‘actually it is about knowledge and
information’. A third angle is about ethics and responsibility, and
a fourth angle concerns the systemic qualities of resilience and
adaptive capacity. In other words, we need to build cities which can
change, innovate, learn and create.
What are the signals that are being communicated to others?
Starting from the global problems over the next 40 years, we are
likely to have climate crisis, water crisis, food crisis, security crisis,
minerals crisis, that no one talks about, and one or two others.
These are all at the global scale, but all have direct implications for
cities. Life in cities will be difficult a few years from now.

An interesting practical question is whether we should have more
self-sustaining cities. The most important thing of all is the collective
intelligence of cities, which is connected with knowledge transfer,
learning capacity, etc. This closely connects with the idea of
foresight as the building of collective intelligence. My number one
message for the outside world would be that we need to build our
collective intelligence.

Is there an issue for which you could do a pilot project
or a demonstration that it is possible to achieve this
high intelligence?
A good place to start would be the low carbon demonstration. I am
doing it in theory and talking to people in Greater Manchester. but
not in a big funded way at the moment.

Any big wild card events which could be a rapid
change for policy makers in the way that cities are run
or resources are allocated?
The way in which different stakeholders cooperate or share
intelligence.
I could imagine a wild card based on social technology. Today
we have Facebook – in three or ten years’ time we might have
something much more powerful. So a wild card based on social
technology as the catalyst that helped all the stakeholders in a city
to collaborate and understand each others’ opportunities better than
ever before. A sudden step change in the intelligence of a city – and
intelligence is not just about information, it is about thinking the
information is necessary. This would have big impacts. Suddenly we
see the possibility for cities to make rapid changes in the way that
they work. They can make rapid progress in the low carbon agenda,
or on crime, drugs, unemployment, social welfare, environmental
improvement, simply by improving the intelligence of the system.
Anything is then possible.

What would be the biggest impact?
Responding to the climate change crisis is very important, but
equally important are social problems, such as mental illness.
This is my personal number one social problem, and is connected
with drugs and social media addiction, etc. One of these other
approaches could contribute to the problem of drugs and drug
use in society. A third one might be to contribute to a problem of
economic waste and alienation: many people are unemployed,
many are employed doing jobs which are not good for them, a lot of
people feel miserable, do not have enough money and do not like
their work. So maybe we can help a palliative wild card to take place
in our demonstration city, which will enable many people to have a
better quality of life through work, and a better quality of prosperity
through their living situation. Maybe that is an economic wild card.
These wild cards could all be connected. So what is the goal? Cities
could be more intelligent, but why, what do we want? The goal can
be economic sustainability, environmental sustainability and social
sustainability. For each of those goals we can imagine the possibility
of a gradual transition, or of a sudden change, which we did not
think of before and then we say it is a wild card.
We have seen through WikiLeaks how can one website with 20,000
files can change the whole geopolitics of central Asia. This is the
power of information.
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We have the technology, so why do you think this
social innovation is not happening?
There are powerful reasons. Everybody has secret information
in their office about other people, projects, money or something,
so we can look at the information problem as an area of conflict.
One person wants this information, but another person wants
to keep it secret, so there is a contest. Is it going to be secret
or will it be shared? This is the power of WikiLeaks. Change is
happening in many ways. Copyright for books is being challenged
by Google. Intellectual property in scientific publishing is changing
fast. Multinational companies are taking out patents on genetic
information, etc. The idea of what is common knowledge and what
is private knowledge is a contest. I do not see the possibility of
any simple solutions, where everybody says ‘lets share all of our
information with everybody’.

So do we need a city council, and if so, what would be
the role of the city council in government?
We can look at government as a rational process of taking
information and making rational decisions. We can also look at it as
a way of conducting ideological debate, for which information is not
so relevant. So the city council might have the ideological debates
and when they have made a decision, they might give the job to the
managers, who will give the job to the computers. The question of
governance under that scenario is interesting.
There are many assumptions built into the way that economics
is done, and economics tends to dominate how decisions are
made. We can question these assumptions, and look for positive
alternatives in many areas of economics, investment and supply
chains and micro-economics, behavioural economics etc. If we put
all those together, we can start to envisage the step change in our
demonstration city, where we have an alternative kind of economics,
based on enterprise, innovation, self-organisation of value added.
We can look at the implications for jobs, incomes, households and
public government, and promote investors. We could perhaps add all
that up and see the possibility of an economic wild card in which our
city will rapidly change the way that the economy works and the way
that capital is increased, and so on.

If priorities are set from the bottom up, and projects
are funded by city councils or similar local authorities
on the basis of this city intelligence, would you
consider that to be a wild card if it changes the way
development projects are carried out in cities?
Physical developments in cities are a slow process. It would be
more interesting if we were looking for rapid change. In a wild card
situation we might want to look for social and economic change, and
it is possible to imagine a wild card in a positive way.

Why is the EU funding the urban governance project?
What is the main objective?
They are looking at the future of the cohesion funds from 20132020. They are aware that the cohesion funds assume that regions
are the building blocks of Europe. There is an alternative way of
thinking: that cities are the building blocks of the European economy
and society, and that the regions are purely the spaces around the
cities, so we should look at cities first.

Which is your preferred view?
I work in systems which work at both levels. If we look at cities as
the units where these transformations and transitions are more likely
to take place, then I am interested in cities.

What could go wrong in such a system where we have
this intelligence?
What looks like a positive wild card can suddenly turn very negative.
For example, if information becomes more open and transparent,
that is fine. But if the people with the most access to information
become a dictatorship, with the power to look into everyone’s lives
and find and imprison dissidents, then this is a very negative wild
card. We can imagine the possibility of both positive and negative.

So what needs to be researched?
If we are aware of the possibility of both negative and positive
outcomes, we need to look for the signals which can show us which
one is happening, and particularly the qualities in the system which
enable the positive or the negative to take place. Then we need
to look at how to enhance those qualities in the system. This is
important, but not easy. In a situation under great stress, as most
cities are every day, if we look under the surface we may think we
have a catalyst, such as the social technology example. But if we
introduce social technology into our city system, it is difficult to
say whether it will have a positive outcome or a negative one – it
could result in both at the same time, and become confusing. Policy
makers will see the big risk that the system could go negative.
They will want to know what we are going to do, and what kind of
research we can design to help us avoid that possibility.
There are several ways to design such research. One is to work
from what we know already in social sciences of organisations, and
the impact of IT on knowledge management in large organisations.
Another research idea might be to design laboratory-type
experiments with a small group of 10-20 people, maybe like a Big
Brother house, with videos and cameras monitoring everything. We
then introduce some change and see what happens.
A third kind of research might be more in sympathy with the idea
of wild card thinking. This is to say, ‘we can do risk assessments
but we can’t think of all the wild cards. We can do organisation
studies but we cannot really understand what is going on. We can
do scenario building, which might help to imagine possibilities, but
never the wild card which is really going to happen’. We can use
a combination of these things, with an interactive knowledge- and
intelligence-generating process. If we take the basic foresight
approach, we focus it on the end of the range, which is concerned
with high impacts and low probability events, wild cards and black
swans, etc. We do this as an interactive process which runs through
all the knowledge management and strategic policy intelligence
of that group, network or organisation. Policy development has a
relationship with knowledge producers and intermediaries. From
what we know so far, this way of working is more likely to anticipate
wild cards. If we see a wild card happening, it is more likely to
respond in a more resilient way.
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So could we name this wild card, which combines
urban governance plus complexity plus the
intelligence, social technology, Smart City?
Yes, the name is already used everywhere, but it is a good wild card.

If this is achieved, it requires a lot of engagement from
different actors, the public and stakeholders. Would
you rather see some headline Smart Cities replace city
councils or super city councils? What is the big issue?
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My preference is to make these things into small stories, so we can
imagine a newspaper headline which will sell the newspaper.
One way to do wild cards is to imagine: why is this really wild? It
is wild because somebody somewhere is going to be very happy
or unhappy. If a number of people are happy or unhappy and are
in conflict, then it is a story and you will see it in the news. If it’s a
story then this is a wild card that is not simply a technical change
in the system, but a step change in the way people are thinking and
understanding a situation. Often the best way for that to happen is
through the story, the narrative. We can bring that thinking back to
the systems analysis of wild card situations. A typical wild card is not
one single event, but usually a chain of events. We can tell these as
a story running through time or space. Looking at real time, historic
experiences, we can see these are not fiction, but they are like
stories. Lehman Brothers went bust, then AIG, and the government
stepped in and there was a sequence of events which were wild,
which add up to the big wild card – the collapse of the global
financial system which nearly happened two years ago.

What will be the first big impact/transformation of
Smart Cities? Say Manchester becomes a Smart City
and radically transforms the city council. What would
I see? Would I still pay my city council each month
through the government? What would they do with the
money? What are the big implications for citizens, the
tax payers?
On a national basis, we might say public services will improve, costs
will go down, taxes will go down. On a more wild card basis, we
might say there are street parties all over South Manchester, bored
teenagers suddenly find things to do in their communities, drug
users realise there are better ways to use their time. A whole range
of possibilities might come from this wild card. There is a danger
that some of this is utopian, which is why I am particularly interested
in wild cards which have positive and negative mixed up together.
We might say in our example the city council is transformed, with
a new generation of social technology, future internet, etc. Public
services increase and people seem happier. Anyone under the age
of 40 is better off, because they know about Facebook. But people
over 40 are out of the loop, they can’t organise their Facebook
pages fast enough. So there are many positive and many negative
effects. The combination is at the centre of the picture and this is
one of the most interesting areas of wild card thinking.

Is the wild card just the acceleration of the local
governance plans that are already being implemented
in some respects? Is it the time aspect that is the wild
card here, is it happening more quickly?
This is where we come back to the philosophy of wild cards. Imagine
there is a trend in our system which is increasing in a gradual and
predictable way. It gets faster and, as a result of that increase, there
are other impacts which we did not think about before, caused by
the speed of change. The wild card seems to go wild, so that we can
see something is happening, but we can’t measure it properly. This
is like structural system change.
In the typology of wild cards, Type A is changes which just increase
in speed. Type B is where we have accidents which are waiting to
happen, like an earthquake, which will happen but we don’t know
where or when or what the impact will be, so when it happens it is
a big wild card. Type C are game-changing events from out of the
box. So if our system suddenly starts doing this, then the game is
changed. We can’t use the same breath as we used before because
it does not work. We need a different kind of understanding of the
system, different indicators, different weak signals, etc.
So your question is relevant, because if you imagine our town hall
fixed up with social technology, is this Type A, increasing change? Is
it also possibly Type B? If we make everything digital, there are huge
risks and accidents waiting to happen – it could be sabotaged or
taken over by Rupert Murdoch,it could simply crash, or be privatised.
Is it a Type C, which is game changing and therefore there will be
other possible impacts which we cannot even imagine now? We can
construct a wild card on the Type C model and say it might do this, it
is very new and different, so we can only suggest some possibilities.
If we construct our wild situation of town hall technology, it is
possibly a very positive wild situation but can also turn very negative.
So do we want a Type A, Type B or Type C wild card? Maybe all
three, and then the reader can decide which one is most interesting
for them.

Which of these types is more likely?
We can still ask the probability question. We might look at historic
examples and say in this example all three types were happening.
There was a gradual change that could be measured, there was
an accident that happened along the way, but also the game was
changed.
From an ICT perspective, it is a Type A, a continuation of technology.
ICT has this habit of changing its game very fast. Facebook is about
four years old and already has half a billion users and is a game
changing thing. The technology existed already. The application
and the social technology was a game-changing wild card. It
would be interesting in the project to select some examples from
the library, and see whether we have a useful typology – can we
‘Type’ them? Can we then put Type A, B, C or D side by side, to get
alternative views on a wild card situation? This also comes back to
the application of wild card thinking in risk assessment and strategic
policy. It might help to bring back more of a connection with
foresight and future studies, capacity etc.
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What tabloid headline would you give it?
‘Smart City needs a reboot’. This is positive and negative. I would be
happier with a positive/negative combination than if we say it is all
positive, which is not so realistic.
This Smart City notion may also lead to democracy 2.0 or different
self-Organisation.It might enable.
So you want another wild card about further along the line,
what happens after. We could imagine a wild card in which local
democracy in Europe suddenly changes because of the changes
categorised by the new technology.

What would be the role of national government and of
the EU if we had Smart Cities everywhere?
That is a good question. Will we need government as we know it?
It could change quite rapidly. I would see combinations of positive
and negative outcomes as the most interesting, certainly if social
technology is the catalyst. Social technology is in many ways
democratic and decentralised, but in many ways it is the catalyst
project, highly centralised and easily available for censorship by
dictators and so on. The game-changing potential of this is not to
bring in some utopia, but rather to change the game of the contest
between the forces of capital and the ruling classes and forces of
democracy and the citizens. That is very Marxist, but we may find
that emerging rapidly, so that is a wild card.

Will that technology be private?
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The private corporations would rent it to the government and would
say, as long as we control the content you can rent it from us.

So this theme needs to be researched?
Yes. It is difficult to research the future interest usefully if we are
also researching the game-changing potential of the future internet,
both positive and negative. I am working on some research tools
to do this. They work on a mathematical topology approach, so we
can look at the shape of organisations and communities and the
shape of networks in a topological sense. I would like to use your
mathematical information technology skills to design a project which
can do this in a systematic research way.
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Alun RHYDDERCH
United Kingdom
Foresight Horizon Scanning Centre, Government Office for Science.
Department for Business, Innovation & Skills
Alun Rhydderch has worked for the UK Foresight Horizon Scanning Centre since 2005. He managed projects for the Centre
including the International Futures Project (2020 scenarios), World Trade: Possible Futures, and Technology and Innovation
Futures, and designed and facilitated scenario workshops to inform the UK National Security Strategy. He led development
of the Sigma Scan – 250 future issues and trends relevant to UK public policy (www.sigmascan.org). He is a regular speaker
on horizon scanning and scenario planning, and has taught a European Commission course on the subject. He has published
guidance on the use of scenario planning in government.

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years?
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At the Horizon Scanning Centre we have done quite a lot of research
into possible future trends, impacts and wild cards. They are in
searchable form on our website, www.sigmascan.org. If you select
[high impact, low likelihood] or [high impact, high controversy] in the
Advanced search box) you can find some wild cards that should fit
your definition.
There are about 20-25 papers – similar to your briefs.
The main wild cards are:
• Tsunami
• Volcanic eruption at Las Palmas in Canary Islands
• Solar flare that can bring down a satellite network, GPS, etc.
• Possible collapse of the ice sheets in the Antarctic, leading to sea
level rises
• Pandemic – the most common wildcard
• Astrobiology and life beyond earth
• Asteroid.

Do these have importance outside the UK?
Most of them have relevance outside the UK. The future of London
is rather UK-specific, of course. Could Britain withdraw from the EU?
This is not just UK-specific, but EU. Most of them are beyond the UK.

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years and
are particularly relevant to EU research and/or may
dramatically affect the ERA vision?
There needs to be a coherent process for horizon scanning and
foresight at the EU level and that should incorporate some notion of
wild cards.
Having a specific wild card research programme would be negative
– it would be yet another element of a non-joined-up picture at
the EU level. It needs a coherent foresight process of scoping and
identifying areas of research based on grand challenges and societal
benefits. Within these areas there should be proper discussion about
what the wild cards are, as well as what the stronger trends are,
etc. I am not saying there is no merit in discrete projects under the
framework. But for this material to be used properly in the EU, there
needs to be a holistic approach.

What are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realization) of the
wild cards that you mentioned?
• The pandemic one – the signals are growing stronger, so it is
easy to see where that is coming from.
• Tsunami, solar flares, ice sheets – there are signals that
are getting stronger, like global warming and changing
weather patterns.

How did you identify Sigma scan wildcards?
Various ways – initially brainstorming activities and workshops
with various research groups, in and outside of government,
such as Institute for the Future in the US (iftf.org) and the Ipsos
MORI Research unit. We developed them starting with a STEEP
classification (Social, Technological, Economic, Environmental and
Political). We then broke these categories down into domains and
sub-domains. Within these we examined a range of source material
– over 2,000-3,000 documents altogether – and identified which
themes were picked up in different places and when they reinforced
and/or contradicted each other. We analysed this and arrived at
an initial selection of about 200 topics, which we submitted to
more groups of people – including on the policy side – to test their
relevance. Out of that process we had an original list of 150 Sigma
scan issues.
We had a separate process for the science and technology issues.
We contacted leading people working within science and technology,
not just in research, but also at technology level, in business,
venture capital, science journalists, etc. We brought them to a series
of workshops, gathering their insights on the future, then set up a
wiki-environment to get them to post their major developments that
they felt were a possibility in their area of expertise. That led to 100
issues being identified and described in the Sigmascan – at time it
was actually a separate scan called the Delta scan. Three years ago
we combined these two databases. So the science and technology
ones have a slightly different origin from the general policy ones.
The whole process took a lot of time, meetings and research and,
of course, writing! There are now about 250 issues, about a quarter
of which underwent a thorough review and refresh process in May
2011 with help from RAND Europe.
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Are you aware of current attempts to methodologically
scan for wild cards?
• There was some interesting work done recently by IIASA in
Vienna on Extreme events, and of course there is the current
EU-supported work. We are currently working to apply horizon
scanning to policy questions, rather than being focused on
research. We are always interested in new approaches to
scanning, including for wild cards.

What other weak signals could be particularly
relevant to future changes that may significantly or
unexpectedly affect the key aspects of ERA? If you
mentioned more than one wild card or weak signal,
can you identify any causal relationships between
them? Looking ahead to the future of European
research – which of the Wi/We that you mentioned
from Sigma scan should be given top priority in the EU
research?
I see ERA as a way of contributing to broader goals such as
prosperity and human development, including (but not limited to)
within Europe, rather than as something one should worry about the
technical aspects of. Maybe that’s because I’m not an EU academic!
I think about the future of the EU more than that of ERA. ERA should
contribute to that, by sponsoring excellent research.
Regarding the future of the EU, there are lots of strong signals at the
moment that should not be ignored, on the political and economic
side, and some slightly weaker ones regarding the potential for
a less harmonious period of social and industrial relations. New
forms and expressions of democracy, or ‘people power’ should be
expected, and the EU as an institution will need to define itself in a
relevant way within these.
When the Framework Programmes (FP) are designed, when they
frame the research areas, they should ask researchers – and a wide
range of stakeholders – to consider, along with what the probable
developments will be in a particular research area, also what the
less likely, high impact, developments will be. I don’t think they are
doing that enough at the moment. They should be thinking about
what the important issues will be at the end of the Programme – in
7 years – not at the beginning of it. There is often a difference!

Do you prefer other definitions of wild card and weak
signals? If these concepts are ambiguous in your
opinion, how could they be more clarified and better
defined?
You can always debate this. This is not a perfect definition but I
have not heard a better one. You can spend a lot of time debating
definitions, but when you describe wild cards to someone they do
understand.
We need to recognise that these are not distinct categories – they
are possibilities, and it is difficult to evaluate likelihood. I would
argue for a continuum, where on the one side you have a relatively
stable trend and on the other side you have wild card events. And
when you do horizon scanning you need to take note of the whole
spectrum, not just one or the other.

What do you think of our definition of weak signals?
The only thing I am uncomfortable about is that I think you are
defining weak signals only with regard to wild cards. I think you
can have weak signals of other changes in trends or other potential
developments. Weak signals can be an indicator – of a wild card,
but also other things.

Are there interesting lessons from previous foresight
studies that employed the WIWE approach?
By definition, these are hard to analyse and rationalise and introduce
to policy material. Sometimes we were asked for lists, but the lists
are not so helpful.
I think wild cards are important from a risk point of view. When we
do work with government departments on a risk register, they are
interested in wild cards. Occasionally when we develop scenarios
we use wild cards and their impacts on a range of scenarios.
They are a difficult material to use. It is important to consider them,
but to do so carefully. We need to try to persuade researchers and
policy makers to always be considering themselves where there
are wild cards that exist, and to consider extremes rather than just
probable events, even though you cannot attach a quantitative value
of probability to them. The fact is that they do happen and we have
examples of that. So we should not shut them out of planning and
consideration, because they are important.
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Do you think at the European level they are thinking in
that direction?
Some people are moving towards that direction, but some people
are not interested in going in that direction. I think there is difference
of views. Some people perhaps feel threatened or confused by the
foresight thing.
You will find this also at the national level – people will try to put
foresight or horizon scanning into a separate category – it shouldn’t
be. People like to put it in a different box – it makes them feel they
are in control of it. There is a lot of status quo and inertia within
large institutions and it means that using foresight and horizon
scanning activities to bring new insights into policy and research is
a hard struggle. We know of a few people who are doing that at the
moment – we hope they succeed.
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United Kingdom
The University of Manchester
Ozcan is based at the University of Manchester. He is a Research Fellow at the Manchester Institute of Innovation Research
(MIoIR, formerly PREST) and is the editor of Foresight: the journal of future studies, strategic thinking and policy. In MIoIR, he
is engaged in various research and teaching activities. His research activity has been focused mostly upon long-term policy
and strategy making with particular emphasis upon Foresight methodologies and their implementation in socio-economic
and technological fields at the supra-national, national, regional and sectoral levels. With a PhD from the “Foresight and
Prospective Studies Programme” of the University of Manchester, Ozcan has kept abreast of the latest in academic research
on improving the quality of futures research. He has introduced novel concepts like “Systemic Foresight Methodology (SFM)”
and “Innovation Foresight”, which have been applied successfully to address long term issues involved in Sustainable
Development, Renewable Energies, Information and Communication Technologies, and Development and Poverty.
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Can you envisage any major wild cards positive or
negative that may occur in the next 20 years?

Do you have any evidence of this or is this just a
thought process you go through?

The amount of information we share by typing, which will not be
manageable in the future. There are multiple sources of information
and it seems to be increasing exponentially. It will be very difficult to
manage and we need some smart ways of selecting what is really
important.
I see, for example, people using Twitter and tools like that. I
don’t know who the audience is, but there is a bombardment of
messages. We have a limited amount of hours in the day and we will
have to find new ways of dealing with this information.
There are multiple sources of information and there will be a wild
card which I call ‘information bombardment’. This will be the case
in less than 20 years. Maybe we will find a solution. It is about
the quantity and quality. and about our limitations as humans, our
information processing capability.
I would call this wild card ‘office less’. In the future there won’t be
any office space, because we will have information tools anywhere.
We will transmit information as we start thinking about it. So with
these new tools and screens and office environments, we will have
a lot of empty office buildings which we will need to do something
with, because we won’t need them any more. We won’t need to go
to a place to share information – we will do this by using transfer
tools. We will be closer to virtual offices.
We will not need to go to the office to share information and do
work, especially in service delivery work. Most other work, like
production activity, will remain, but I expect it will also change
its shape because there will probably be more use of robots. We
will need to create some employment for people or they will be
on holiday continuously. That is a serious threat for the human
population. If we have so many idle people around it may create
some social disturbances. If everything is done by robots and
artificial intelligence, we won’t have much to think about. We may
start creating problems and there may be an increase in crime.

This is what I am saying as a futurist at the moment. There are some
indications of that as well. I am just speaking from my observations.
These wild cards and weak signals are everywhere. You can do
systematic research, quantitative and qualitative, but there are a
lot of signals that you can interpret in different ways and try to give
some meaning to.
We were doing a Big Picture survey with 300 experts around the
world. There is a paper that is coming; it has not been published
yet. We did this with results from the FDA Survey in 2008. We got
some big wild cards. Some traditional ones, like Gulf Stream shift
and cyber collapse, and some breakthrough in human ageing, some
major pandemic outbreaks. Some are quite typical, but some offer
new threats or opportunities. Although wild card sounds like a very
negative concept, it does not have to be negative necessarily. Even if
it is positive, it may bring some negative impacts in the future.
I want particularly to discuss the wild cards in biotechnologies,
e.g. new body sensors. First of all, as an overall field biology and
biotechnology will be quite high on the agenda. My evidence for
that is the Foresight Journal. I looked at the keywords of the papers
submitted to the journal and created some network diagrams of
them, showing what those important keywords are and whether
they are located in the centre or at the periphery. An issue such as
governance, which I took as an example, was on the periphery and
emerged in foresight in 2002 but in the following years, in 2005
and 2006, we saw governance becoming more important, so getting
closer to the centre and later still, by 2008/2009/2010, the concept
had moved to the centre. But health-related or biotechnology-related
issues that I looked at have always been at the centre, so these are
important issues and they are gong to be challenges for science
and technology. There are always new advancements in this, like
combinations of biological electronics and computer technologies
etc., which create many opportunities and advancements in
genomics and bio technology fields. These are remaining high
on the agenda and I anticipate they will be important in the next
20 years and beyond. Biosensors for example are the first signal.
Sensors can already detect levels of insulin in the blood for people
with diabetes.
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This technology can track whether blood composition is changing
so that they know when they need to act to bring about changes in
insulin levels. This can be applicable to the other areas of health.
I was reading news about how we are expecting the ‘big
earthquake’. They use sensors to detect small changes, which
continuously send messages about pressure changes, etc., to the
system to which they are connected, so that they can pick up the
first signals of an earthquake. In an earthquake a few seconds are
very important. You can save millions of lives if you are aware of
it 10-15 seconds before it happens, as this gives people time to
escape from buildings. It is unknown at the moment, but similar
sensors can be put into human bodies to tell you the composition
of your body and your blood. There will be many healthy people in
the future and the wild card is that people will start living longer
and there will be many pressures on economic and social systems.
The generational gaps will be even bigger, so whereas now we have
three or four generations living at the same time, in the future we
will have 10 generations living at the same time. This may again
result in disrespect of older people and the formation of movements
against old people because they won’t die naturally, spreading the
view that they may have to be killed. They can continue contributing
to the economy by paying tax, working longer and the retirement
age will be 150. Over the 20-year time span we are discussing, we
will see significant increase in life expectancy.

What kind of future research can we do to reduce this
dramatic impact of the longevity of elderly people?
First of all, there are some positive things. This is a negative
impact of a positive wild card. On the positive side, there is a lot of
research to be done on biotechnologies, sensor technologies and
all these electronics. Multidisciplinary research will offer many new
opportunities. I think this is the area to focus on, because we don’t
actually know much about how nature works or how our body works.
We should look at the whole system, not just technology. Again, a
systemic approach, including social and political problems we need
to regulate and making sure these technologies are used ethically,
that they don’t harm society overall and that we don’t change the
balance of nature and society. Similarly, we need to keep local
cultures, languages, and social diversity and this should be looked at
as an overall system. So we should see a lot of research to be done
not just in this technological field but in other related areas: social
sciences, etc.
In workplaces there is probably a lot more substitution of people
with robots.

If we could get weak signals of something coming, we could help
ourselves and reduce the load on the health system.

What about nanotechnologies: do they talk about
those a lot too?
They are inseparable from all the developments. The body sensors
could only be possible with nanotechnology. Nanorobots and
integrated electronic devices are the intermediate steps. More
advanced steps are biomarkers so they can indicate some change
organically, then putting electronic nanodevices into the body. These
electronic nanodevices will be a more intermediate step, i.e until
2020. This is not too far away, so we may be at that stage, but these
other developments may come a little later. If you think how much
time someone needs to gain enough knowledge to specialize in a
topic, you realize it is not far off.

You mentioned more than one wild card or weak
signal. Can you identify any causal relationship
between them?
A a lot of causal relationships exist; the most important thing
is having this systemic approach – looking at how social,
technological, economic and political issues are related to each
other. Looking, for example, at what it would mean if people start
living longer, which sounds like a good thing. It will have many
benefits, more healthy people, less economic burden, but more
social disturbances. All these issues, even if they are basic science,
should be approached from this type of perspective, because there
will be some practical applications in our lives. We need this holistic
point of view.
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Looking ahead to the future of European Research,
which of the wild cards or weak signals you have
mentioned should be given top priority in EU research?
Biotechnology will offer a lot of things. It will offer a lot of other
opportunities, such as the substitution of cars in their current forms,
which still look much as they used to 100 years ago. Very little
progress has been made on this, so maybe we will find some new
forms of transportation, not necessarily wheel-based.
I don’t know if Europe will be competitive on that. America is leading
on it, and the UK is one of the leading countries too. Other countries
will also perform well: China and even India. Some surprising actors
may appear. Con Solon, whom I met in a Foresight Conference, has
been looking at biotechnology in foresight.

What are the weak signals that, if detected, could
hint at a growing likelihood of the wild cards that you
mentioned?
I think I have mentioned some of those weak signals. I see
some indications of changes in scientific journals where this
is emerging – there is a focus and an intensity in this area of
biology, biotechnologies. Everyone is talking about biotechnologies
nowadays, which is a good indication that there is potential there.
People cannot imagine what can be done really. If you talk to people
who work in this area, it is clearly very new and very immature, but
looking at current research we can come up with the ideas that body
sensors might be possible in the future. Or some body computers,
like those in cars, which indicate when fuel will be required. With the
body we only go to the doctors once we have a complaint.
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Do you prefer other definitions of wild card and weak
signals? If these concepts are ambiguous, how could
they be more clarified and defined?
Terminology and clarification have been the most difficult areas
in foresight and futures, because people don’t agree about what
foresight, forecasting and things like that are. I know of some
unsuccessful attempts at definitions, but, coming to wild cards, it
could be a little more precise. I was working on this with Jack Smith:
low probability events, with very high impacts. They are unexpected
events, like shocks or surprises. It is important to assess their
impact. We say high impact, but what do we mean by that? Impact
will make a wild card a wild card. But the definition of an impact
is as important as the definition of a wild card itself, because it
will bring many new challenges and opportunities which we may
not have previously considered or prepared for. So those events
which may not have been thought about or which we may not be
prepared for can also be called wild cards. They are unexpected,
because we are not prepared for them. We could not consider them
previously. So they are wild cards because they are unexpected.
We only talk about volcano eruptions and how much disaster they
cause after they have happened. We talk about the typical example
of an asteroid hitting Earth, but they are hitting Earth continuously;
it looks as if it is something that will never happen, but it can. The
Americans are more aware of this type of asteroid impact event.
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Are there interesting lessons from previous foresight
studies that employed the wild card and weak signal
approach that you can think of? You mentioned
something from the Big Picture Survey? Did that
employ the wild card/weak signal approach with the
same definitions?
Yes. We could not find a collective definition of horizon scanning
terminology, such as what is a trend, a driver of change, a weak
signal, a wild card. We did find them all separately, so one of the
biggest contributions of this paper is to bring all these definitions
together. It is a more workable definition, which people can take as
a reference.
From the previous studies, we learn that there have been many
horizon scanning activities and some are still ongoing, because
scanning is a new activity compared to foresight and futures and
is becoming more fashionable among policy makers – the idea of
being ahead of time. I think the most important lesson is that only a
few foresight studies suggested wild cards and weak signals. Most
of them repeated what is already evident. This experience shows us
there is a need for methodological advancement.
Our paper searched for a new methodology by looking at networks
and issues and how unusual issues can be related to each other,
and getting some signals from that. There might be many other
ways of detecting wild cards and weak signals before they emerge,
but looking at what has been done so far I have not seen any
impressive wild cards and weak signals which can be disruptive in
the future. They just extrapolate what has happened already, rather
than present something that is entirely new. For example, after the
September 11 attack this was the new definition of what a wild
card would look like; or natural phenomena or pandemic outbreaks,
which we can only think about after they happen – bird flu, swine
flu, is there going to be horse flu next?

What are the best methods to identify wild cards and
weak signals?
There are different qualitative and quantitive methods which can
be used. Consulting people who have expertise in certain areas
is useful, but this is not enough. More important is how you make
sense of it. Making sense of things is as important as seeing them.
If you don’t know what to do with the things you see, then actually
you are in a position of not knowing anything about them.

How do you go about making sense of them?
Is anything actionable or not? There is a lot of interpretation and
subjectivity in all of this, although we have some tools: interviewing
and talking to people; doing some sort of analysis or looking at
patent data, etc.; searching for some new ways as we try to bring
scanning, networks and scenarios together by integrating some of
the existing methods, not only in foresight but also outside traditional
foresight methods, to create new combinations of things. This all
provides new opportunities. Sometimes it will give you the same
picture, but by turning it upside down or looking at it from behind
or from the side, you can come up with different interpretations by
using different methodological approaches.
I cannot define the best method, as I always say methods are
only meaningful as they are made relevant to the context of the
problem. You cannot use one single or set of methodologies for
all sorts of problems, because each unique situation will require
a set of different methods and methodological approaches. That
is where the art of foresight is: looking for unique approaches for
unique situations and problems. So they need to be understood
and analysed properly before talking about methods. There are all
sorts of methods and they can be brought together in various ways
to tackle different situations. The best method approach does not
always work.
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Where you are based?
I am based at my company, Foresight International Australia. I left
Swinburne University, Melbourne, where I set up the Australian
Foresight Institute, and since then I have concentrated on writing
projects. My last big project was on ‘the state of play in the futures
field’, funded by the Seattle-based Institute for the Future, and
published in a special issue of Futures. It used a meta scanning
frame, which we developed at Swinburne. A team of researchers
used the internet and published sources to do a survey of futures
work around the world and tried to make some tentative beginning
conclusions. It was a sample study about the quality and type of
work going on. It showed a particular pattern, which did not surprise
me. It suggested that the older futures methods, like forecasting
and scenario planning and other more linear and systemic methods,
were widely used, but the newer methods that we have been
working with are not very widely used.

Which methods are those?
Things like the integral futures perspective, which is a way of
including values in the whole pattern; the four quadrants, which are
like four windows on reality; and integral thinking. Many fields have
been revisioned and looked at freshly using integral perspective as a
comparative lens. The four windows are a way of organizing different
kinds of knowledge, so it is a model of Interdisciplinarity. We have
knowledge that looks at the human interiors, individual human
interiors, cultural interiors, individual exteriors, so how we behave
and the rest of the physical world – the collective exterior. Using
that as a sorting device and a way of looking systematically at the
world through these four windows, you can tell what the emphasis
has been in projects, books and writing. It also gives you a chance
to understand how worldviews and values and other interior actors
interact with the more familiar world that we live in.

Taking this notion of ethics and values into account,
do you envisage any high impact event or situation
whereby major changes in the world values or views,
in a considerable proportion of the world makes a
major shift to different values to ones that we have
today?
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One that has been in training for some time – let’s call it a weak
signal – is the shift towards post-material values. Going from the
need to own a lot of stuff to feel good, to modes of satisfaction and
fulfilment that are not based on possessions, but maybe on quality
of relationships or doing the right thing by the environment. Where
It stops being about me and my immediate needs and my personal
stuff and is more about caring or maybe going for a stewardship
kind of ethic or taking care of things.

Where do you think will be a big shift towards that?
Do you see it as a regional shift or will individual
countries make that choice?
Bhutan is well known for having a national happiness quotient.
That is not quite the same thing, but it is in the same ball park.
They don’t want another consumer society with a great throughput
of stuff, which we know does not make people particularly happy.
So they have erected this qualitative notion of national happiness.
I think all the developed countries have subgroups, throughout
Europe, Australia, America, and Latin America, where people are
rejecting materialist values. I don’t think it is regional; it is a shift of
consciousness. That sounds flaky to people who are interested in
technological foresight, but shifts of consciousness in awareness
and foresight are overlooked powerful drivers of major change.
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Do you see any weak signals that brought this issue to
your attention?
Yes. One example is a way of approaching small-scale farming that
works within the capacity of the land to maintain fertility. It is not just
pragmatic, it is more about cultivating the values that lead people
to work within natural boundaries instead of trying to wipe them out
and create monocultures. Another weak signal is a friend of mine
who for years has insisted on cycling everywhere in Melbourne and
using public transport. He got rid of his car and his van. It is almost
an ideology for him. You can probably find scores of examples of
people making small shifts because they think it is appropriate,
rather than waiting for the big shift to happen.

Where will the next big wild card be coming from
and why?
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One area that is ripe for very influential wild cards is energy supply
– not the pollution aspect seen in the Gulf of Mexico, but more on
the international supply side and the breakdown of smooth supply.
On the ride up to the peak where we are now with oil there have
been a couple of clear points where there were problems, such as
the Arab oil boycott and the price spike. But the ride down from the
peak will be much more difficult. A wild card could be a successful
terrorist attack on a Saudi oil instillation or, conversely, proof that
the Saudis have cooked the figures for their reserves. This is a
weak signal that I have come across in a number of contexts – that
they have not been honest about how much oil is left, in order to
maintain confidence and keep prices stable. Proof of this would be
a tremendous shock to the West. It is a wild card that could come at
any time and could challenge confidence.
Around energy, our societies have become dependent on what is an
invisible process to the person on the street. You turn up at the gas
station and fill up and drive away – what is the problem? Behind
that is a very long, spread out chain, with the possibility of disruption
at many points in that chain. I think there are a host of wild cards
around the supply chain for oil that are not taken seriously.

Can you envisage very positive wild cards? We can
go back to ethics and values, but perhaps logical or
political or environmental major breakthroughs?
Yes. There are a lot of informal responses to a deteriorating outlook.
Were all those individual projects and aspirations – The Age of
Stupid, environmentalists, people trying to stop Japan whaling – to
suddenly mesh in an effective way, instead of being fragments
floating in different directions, were some sort of alignment to occur,
then there could be a relatively fast, effective constituency that
suddenly realised it had more in common than it had differences.
That could work up through the social system and force leaders to
get real. The whole political scene would have to finally stop playing
its stupid games and deal with the current situation intelligently.
All that activity could render itself more effective on a collective
level and create the constituency. Politicians cannot act without
constituency in a population and if that shift were to occur, we would
see a lot of effective change happen quite quickly.

What are the problems that you think that particular
social movements can solve, because we have
technologies, organized groups and constituencies
and still we have not seen a major breakthrough
solving particular problems. What are the key
problems you think can be easily solved and what
would you call that wild card?
I have been engaged with people who are attempting to bring new
futures thinking into the education system at the system level, rather
than through curriculum content at the classroom level, which is
always going to be difficult. That is a wild card, in the sense that
for years it has seemed almost beyond imagining that education
paradigms could change and see the future as being at least as
important as the past. If this work succeeds, it could catalyse a lot
of the dissatisfaction, help give teachers a more constructive role
and provide the support in the system that it has always needed. You
would get a much more savvy and contextual-aware and futurefocused set of processes happening within the education system.
That is a wild card which has continuity for me, but is still a low
probability high impact category.

What would be the major impact on a society with
such a complete understanding of the importance
of being able to shape the future and transform it?
Take the car. It could be a wild card 200 years ago,
but a traffic jam is the next generation of wild card
to the car, so what would be the traffic jam for that
wild card? A traffic jam is seen as negative, but
what positive one could you see? What would be the
ultimate consequence?
Step one to get to a more future-responsive education system
society is that we acknowledge we have got a problem. We wake
up or we become aware that humanity is a shaping form on the
planet, not some god or geology or weather. That catalytic change
in the education system could get vast numbers of people to realize
that it is us and therefore suggest we take responsibility for maybe
the actions of past generations and certainly for ours and what
we do now. Once you acknowledge that it is us and start taking
responsibility, there can be a tremendous breakthrough of energy,
focus and passion around changing course and doing things
differently.

How do you think mainstream religion will react to
that particular major change of individuals visions
about the future?
That is the traffic jam.
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You have mentioned ethics, the environment, energy
and education issues. What do you think is the big
issue that European society should be addressing? Not
a wild card problem, but an ongoing problem. Then we
can think perhaps about wild card solutions to that
problem.
Perhaps it is easier to look at Europe from a distance, instead of
being focused on one part of it. I think the attempt to create a
Eurozone and to integrate Europe has faltered because there are
old identities, nationalities, national icons and languages – basically
differences – that people value and want to hold onto. For those
reasons, the ability of Europe to operate as a diverse continent
seems to have stalled. The biggest problem is finding some unity
in diversity, and not so much ageing, confrontation with Russia,
open population. Were the continent to be more integrated, one that
accepts and values difference, then it would find it easier to cope
with the problems it faces. It is defragmented.

So you see here problems of social cohesion or
economic?
Well it has got an economic dimension. I disagree with looking at
society through an economic filter. I think it is the wrong way round
and that economics is being elevated beyond its station. Society is
the primary entity and economics is a way of looking at processes
that occur within society. So there are economic dimensions, but it is
essentially a social, cultural problem.

So social cohesion is a big problem for Europe.
What will be the wild card solution to such a grand
challenge?
The old-fashioned one would be some shared perception of an
external threat that makes all these differences seem stupid and
brings people together. It could be war or a dawning realization that
we are heading to a four degree centigrade temperature rise, that
people don’t want their kids to have to face.
We are at a turning point in the history of our species in terms of
the scale of our interventions in the way the planet works. We are
at a point where people no longer have the assurance that social
life will continue generations into the future. That is beginning to
dawn on people. The shared perception of that other threat that
affects everybody and all future generations is just one of those ‘aha
moments’ for our species that might just help to create that external
challenge or threat other than war.

Do you see any major breakthroughs in society where
we can imagine a society without conflicts or crime?
If that wild card happens, do you think it will be
technologically driven?
I don’t think technology is as powerful or important as most futures
people do. Technology changes the rules, and has evasive effects,
but it is actually an outcome of a social process. It is not just a thing
– a computer on a desk – but a historical stream of human activity
that put it on your desk in the first place. The issue is more about
the social processes that create the technology.
We have crime and other social pathologies which link to
behavioural change concerns. So our society will be pretty much the
same in the next 20 years or with these traditional problems?
I don’t think it will be the same in the next 20 years. A combination
of people and climate changes will be the most important drivers
in changing things. Technology is way behind that – it has effects,
but not as powerful as these two major drivers. I think crime and
conflicts will get worse.

No solutions?
The only solutions I can see are long-term cultural shifts. But if life
conditions are deteriorating, then I don’t see short-term solutions
to social problems like crime and other social dysfunction, unless
people can see that they have to pull together and do something
constructive. That is possible and is a really wild card, with high
impact but low probability.
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Have you used the concepts of wild cards in your work
in the past and if so, how do you translate these to
policy?
I have seen it as a subset of futures methods and tools which I have
looked at and found interesting, but have not used.

If you were going to use this, how would you use it
and where would you look for wild cards. What are the
methods perhaps interviews or workshops?
Focused, well structured workshops are a good way to go, because
you need reflection time.
Detecting signals of change, not necessarily weak signals but
signals of change, is incredibly lacking in the public infrastructure.
That is a deficiency that we need to try and repair, because if
you are not paying attention to signals of change that are being
broadcast all the time within the global system, then you are blind.
Not being aware – it is part of the waking up metaphor that refers to
detecting and understanding and responding to signals of change. I
don’t mean weak signals or wild cards.
The definition of weak signals is broadening now and includes
signals.I think that is very important. It seems to be genuinely
interesting work.
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What wild cards do you think may happen in the next
20 to 25 years which might affect Europe? If you can
link to these grand challenges that would be great.
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A nuclear incident, such as a dirty bomb, would be a big challenge
and be both a wild card and a major reorder of the equilibrium. It
is such an undesirable thing, no one wants to face the prospect.
Europe has never had an active bomb or dirty bomb to my
knowledge. That would be a very strong wild card and a grand
challenge at the same time.
The second one I call the population bomb. This is a massive shift
in the profile of the population – both age and origin – away from
traditional patterns. It could be in any number of directions, but
render traditional European populations minorities. That would
cause some anxiety perhaps in the population and might be a bit
of wild card in terms of culture and values. Right now it represents
a considerable challenge in how to anticipate the development of
the multicultural realities of modern Europe. In Canada, we have
been actively thinking about this and accommodating our minorities
better. But from the example of France and Paris in the past five
years, with the riots and so on, if that happened more prevalently
through Europe it would be a major dislocation.
Another potential wild card would be a schism of Europe between
one part and another. In the past we have had North/South East/
West, an iron curtain. Another schism of a different type may be
a digital have/have not, an environmental have/have not, maybe
some portable cleavage causing a schism. So you may not have a
united Europe, which is what the European Union is premised upon.
If this were severely weakened, it would cause major dislocation in
economic, cultural, social and maybe military affairs.
Another potential wild card is a digital blow-up, a major cyber
meltdown, massive identify theft or cyber warfare event which made
people less willing to trust in cyber communications and commerce
and weakened the Union in that critical economic dimension.

Which one did you think is more likely to happen?
I think the population bomb or the cyber one. We don’t like to admit
any probabilities for nuclear incidents, but if it did happen it would
be a major one.

What makes these wild cards really wild?
The unpredictable implications, multi-level reach in terms of
populations, countries, the economic and social implications, the
whole feeling of distrust and future activities related to cyber or
population. The potential for alignment with other schisms; for
example, a religious minority is part of a schism and it suffers and
goes on the offensive and tries to become aggressive and is united
in that it may trample the rights of other minorities. This is what
Nazism effectively was in the 1920s. In the 1930s it was a minority
on a kind of religious mission to stamp out other ethnic groups,
and triumph the German master race. It started out as a minority in
Germany and took over in a devious way and made its own majority
temporarily through aggressive means. Ideologically.

Can you share some very weak signals that a
re happening?
You look for gains in electoral or population share by extreme
groups or breakouts of violent incidents, higher frequency of cyber
attacks or attacks along one weak point. Cyber attack could take
on an economy by hitting a weak point over and over again. The
US economy was almost taken down by the banking situation two
years ago and there is evidence there was some malevolent cyber
hacking and bank draining at the time. In September 2007 or 2008
there were some events the US does not like to talk about, in terms
of trillions of dollars disappearing quickly from bank accounts. There
are reports of mysterious origins, difficult to trace, and they shut
down the banking systems. It was only through vigilant behaviour
that even worse meltdown was averted. Cyber has the possibility to
happen very quickly and has very high mounting implications.
Population is much more predictable as a wild card. For generations
to grow up, most generations get assimilated but not all. The
question of assimilation remains as an interesting one.
I think you get some climate change wild cards as we do in Canada,
such as the impact of melting glaciers and arctic meltdown and the
release of CO2 from the peat bogs and the tundra. There are some
equivalents across Northern Europe which could accelerate climate
change and that would be an environmental wild card.
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How do you think it will impact the EU as a political
and economic entity and as a research area?
The research area is probably pretty much on top of most of these
issues, in that they anticipate them. The European research area
is quite extensive. It has good research, has more foresight,and
therefore even the fact that they have the iKNOW project shows
they are ahead of the curve in preparatory thinking. I was surprised
in the grand challenges that there was not something more overtly
about security. I saw this even when I attended the future of Europe
meetings in 2009. I tried to get them to recognise that security was
its own independent issue on top of all this, but they tend to see it
as subsidiary. For example, climate change leads to security issues,
rather than security being an issue on its own. In North America
because of 9/11 we still feel somewhat vulnerable. North America is
a bit of a fortress, but a fortress is still penetrable. Even though there
is a high level of awareness and paranoia, there are still many areas
that could be exploited by smart terrorists. We have studied this in
research terms and foresight terms, and we see how very vulnerable
everyone is.
We have our own item about security but we link it with energy.
In North America those are subsidiary. Military defence and social
security come first, energy and social environmental security is
something that comes later. The reverse is true in Europe and with
respect to the European value set we call it a bit of ‘head in the
sand’, ostrich behaviour on behalf of the European leaders.

If we take these two wild cards, population bomb
and digital blow-up, what can you suggest in terms of
business pre wild cards and after wild cards?
Europe needs to be aware of what their contingency plans might
be for these. They are not all negative. Population bomb is just a
market, like in North America, and it is really predictable in terms of
demographic. What is not predictable is what the social preferences,
mores and degrees of buy-in and expectations are of the groups in
European society. That is where it gets interesting. I think this can be
modelled.

And in terms of policy before and after?
Only for Europe to consider whether its policies are too rigid or too
tolerant or flexible or non-existent to respond to this.

What about post wild card?
Post wild card it is all about recovery and renewal, but my
experience has been that nobody knows if you have a wild card
that comes true. People predicted 9/11 but nobody listened, and
the same with Katrina they even had contingency plans. Policy
preparations are useful, because if policy makers do not listen or
discount the impacts or probabilities, then low probability does not
mean no probability so they often react that way. Even if they have
a policy contingency situation, it is usually not adequate to cope –
as with Katrina, as with 9/11. When 9/11 hit, I knew this would
mean massive change in the US immigration and border and
talented services. I think I underestimated how massive that
change would be.

What about research pre and post wild cards?
It is important that there is research in a foresight sense to have
a project like iKNOW to do this, so one can model and simulate
it. I would suggest that major use of the Proteus tool, a CTGT
asymmetric gaming tool, would be a very useful tool for the
European Commission to sponsor. They can do it through Sandera1
or something like that.

Can you tell me more about this tool?
It was developed by the US and Canada, mostly the US, by the
Meyer Institute by the Naval Postgraduate School in Monteray
California. It is premised upon a game, an algorithmic learning
game, a no winner strategic interactive game that one learns
through the evaluation of actions. It is currently modelled on Iraq. It
was developed when it was clear to some of the US and Canada that
Iraq was a very complex, poorly understood environment. Just about
every aspect of the reason for starting this game has proven valid.
It is fairly resource-intensive. It has the potential to be a commercial
intelligence game. It needs about $50,000 investment to make it
have something other than Iraq as the subject, such as the future of
the European Commission, the future of the British hospital system.

So the purpose is before wild cards and the purpose
after wild cards could be coping with the impact?
This game if codified. If you threw some wild cards in, it will show
you some dislocations that will happen as the European system tries
to restore equilibrium. I have the software – not the game but some
of the background.
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Do you think we need to raise this kind of awareness?
You have to be careful about it, but I think among leading strategic
people it is clear that Europe, faster than North America, is
becoming a more multicultural society. This is not a problem in
itself, but if it is dominated by certain directions, inclinations or
radicalizations, or strong groups who affiliate and look to other
places for their co-ordination and direction, it could be a problem. I
noticed it was not in the grand challenges.

Not specifically. We have security, but as you said, it is
in addition to other things, we have ageing society.
Environmental security is not the same as human security and state
security, or security of institutions and way of life. Human security is
personal safety from attack and safety from ideology and safety from
torture and safety from accidents. Then your environmental ecosecurity, which is the security of the eco-system and the economic
system and I think human security is the one that will happen.
People feel fear, and when they feel fear they act irrationally.

1

http://www.sandera.net/
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We are interviewing experts in foresight and policy
makers and we are asking them how they scan
for wild cards and weak signals and whether they
use that in their work. We have set up an online
community for experts and those interested in
foresight and we are hoping that they will submit their
own wild cards and weak signals and maybe talk to
each other about the future.
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I think this is a flawed methodology. What you will end up with (and
we have seen this with five or six government departments in Britain
and in many other experiments) is a heap of bullet points, with no
connection between them. This is almost totally useless.
When I was in an oil company, I had about 20 people looking at
competition. They went cut out every item they could find in the
newspaper and entered it into a database. A vast heap of pointless
facts began to emerge. It quickly became clear that you needed a
thinking model of what mattered, how individuals played within that,
and essentially what the key dimensionality of the problem was.
Then, rather than digging for isolated facts and incidents and wild
cards, one actually then understood a flow, and the fact that the flow
could have two or three contrary forces operating within it.
So many outcomes at least meant you talked to policy makers
in a way which brought out the key dimensions. These are the
things that really matter. You can have plans – for example, the
military have hundreds of thousands of people working on a really
circumscribed set of issues, such as an amphibious invasion. When
you have the whole world as your domain, you simply can’t write
down everything that might happen – or at least if you do write it
down, you can’t possibly read it.
I know of someone who did a study for DEFRA where he ended up
with a very large room covered in 12 point font bullet points from
floor to ceiling on all four walls. It was useless. That is the weakness
of an approach in which you gain an immense amount of stuff.
The fact of someone having written it down does not take you any
further, it’s not useful.
Sorry, that is a depressing point, but I felt it was important to say it.

We have had these comments before, especially about
connecting and elaborating on them. We responded
to that and we take selected wild cards and try to
elaborate on them what possible outcomes they may
have and connect them to weak signals and other wild
cards.
I do commend the scenario methodology. If you have three or
four well constructed scenarios, you will find that almost every
wild card, other than martians landing and giant meteorites, falls
neatly into those scenarios. Exogenous events, so an earthquake
is just an exogenous event – you can’t do anything useful about it
in risk management terms or preventive terms. Looking for utility:
how useful is this going to be? Utility only works if it gives you
some mechanism of reducing the risk or some method of closely
constraining its consequences.

What is your background, and how did you come to do
what you do today?
I was in the Foreign Service, then Shell Planning and then I was at
the Royal Institute for International Affairs. Currently I run lots of little
companies.

Do you now run scenario workshops for companies
and other entities?
Yes. They tend to be ‘between’ organizations, rather than ‘for’ them.
By that I mean we tend to work with a large organization to produce
conversations with its regulator; or, as I am doing in Mexico, we get
a major organization to talk with its innovation and renewal end. The
object is not to produce scenarios, but one of a dozen tools.

In your methodology, do you use a concept such as a
wild card or weak signal?
No, never, because you typically have one of three situations. Either
people don’t know how to talk about the problem at all, they have
not evolved a language or model for thinking about it; or that model
has evolved but not propagated sufficiently through the organization,
you have slightly different models or wildly different models. Often
there is an official model, which is all about safety and quality
and being nice, and another that is all about being nasty and cost
cutting. Those two often run in parallel and often people have not
assessed their values correctly. They will go along making decisions
with their eyes closed. They will not look at that side of the world
because it is often too frightening. It is like that old analogy:
‘Why you are looking under the street light, even though you lost
your key somewhere else?’
‘Well I can see here.’
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That happens with companies. They feel comfortable in an area
and so look for solutions there and won’t go and look in the dark for
solutions, so one can push them in that direction.
The third situation where you want to use scenarios is when there
is some area of deep contention in the organization, where it’s
too painful to address the issue in the present, but if you put it 10
years in the future they are all happy to talk about it. For example,
in human resources policy: if you say: ‘You have to start employing
a more international group of people,’ or ‘You have to bring your
technologies into general management,’ the instant reaction is: ‘Hey,
that is my job’. But if you say: ‘Let’s think we can do this five years
in the future,’ it is all quite painless.
Specifically, looking for wild cards one looks for an educated mind.
We put people together in a room and very dedicated minds have
explored much further than the domain in which the company
is happy to exist, but they have never had anywhere to put their
thoughts before. As an example, I was working for a South American
oil company which discovered a really large deposit. They were their
essentially their own regulator – there was an ineffective Minister of
Energy and the country was extremely innately corrupt. The issue of
how to control this, and whether they needed an external regulator
and some law to control legislators was an area of discussion that
they could not handle on their own. All of them had thought it, but
nobody felt they could say it. So we got them together and there was
a huge row and everyone got very angry and then they settled down
and eventually they sorted it out. They have all got the good ideas. If
you go into a technology company, anyone interested in technology
has put themselves 10 years in the future – they simply don’t have
the machinery to table what they have thought.
The second point is you that need machinery. It is not enough just
to do it and walk away – you need a conveyer belt onto which
ideas are poured, evaluated and funded. That does not happen on
its own. I look for process within organizations and there are four
elements one is looking for. There is what we call insight – having a
thinking model about how the operating environment works; where
are our sources of legitimacy; if we are an NGO, why do supporters
support us; if we are a commercial organization, how are we making
money? That bundle of concepts needs to be clear throughout the
organization.
Secondly, values need to be clear. These are not ethics, they
are decisions we take, e.g. how we employ people. They are not
objectively saying ‘this is how it should be’, it is just historically
how we have done it, or this is where our brand sits. You have to
ask yourself, does this make sense? Take, for example, a company
made clothing and cloth. The values present in a company making
commodity cotton cloth were about low cost and competing with
China, whereas the fashion end of it could not cope with that – it
did not share the same values. Values are very important. Unless
you have some sort of harmony through the system, your decisions
are always going to skewed, because you won’t have the best
information. If you say as senior management you want to do
something, and no one can understand why because it goes directly
against a huge faction of the workforce, they will think you are
stupid and won’t do it.
The next thing is options, which broadly concerns the dimensionality
of the choice open to us. In a commercial organization it might be
internationalism or not; it might be stop all the selling and just make
things; it might be to become virtual.

There are a set of dimensions along which questions can be posed.
That gives you space in which you can say ‘Where am I, where is my
competition and where is all that going to be in five years and then
where is a viable place to be?’ In the very broadest sense, you can
say ‘We want to go that way and not this way’. There is some sense
of the geography you are navigating. It’s very close to insight, but it
is thrown forward and has choice in it.
The fourth thing is narrative –turning all of that into language and
reflective understanding in the whole of the organization. Unlike
20 years ago, when only senior management got outside an
organization and saw the world, now everybody in an organization
is tightly connected to your customers and external contacts. Your
young people are your antennae close to the technology. If they
don’t know what you want, they cannot innovate to supply it. If you
have no mechanisms in place to conduct conversations with them
and extract what they understand, you are going to be 10 years out
of date. This capacity to have these conversations at all layers of the
organization is what makes for the seeds of innovation and renewal.
You also need the machinery and a reward structure that picks it up
and does something with it.
If you have all of that structure in place, plus the machinery to make
it tick in the right order, you will get, firstly, sensitivity to operating
environments and wild cards and things that might go wrong.
Secondly, you will get sensitivity to innovation that might help,
rather than things that might hinder. So an organization which can
respond to change, anticipate change, innovate and renew itself, is
essentially one in which information flows are very rich; and to be
rich they need to have these tools and machinery in place. Without
all of that, it is like any complex system – you pull out the heart, the
liver, and it stops working. When it is all there, the most dramatic
things happen and when it is not, they don’t.
In many laboratories, clever people sit in utter frustration, because
they don’t know what is expected of them or they come up with
something really clever and someone will say ‘Why are you doing
that?’ Unless there is a clear conversation going on about what
we might want if it were possible, then innovation never happens.
It is exactly the same about responsiveness to change and about
sensitivity to unexpected events. If you don’t understand the
structure, you will get surprised. Most people who get surprised
don’t have a thinking model.
There is a panic in the UK about cloned cows, because people don’t
know about biochemistry and are ignorant and it sounds frightening.
The press is exploiting this. It should not be a surprise, as this has
been done before.
If we try to identify a wild card, it is virtually impossible to say which
are going to come into prominence, because it depends on how it is
talked about and pitched.
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In your scenario work with organizations do you
try to get a group of people from all levels of the
organization to work together?
No. If you mix very junior with very senior staff, the junior staff will
be tongue-tied and the senior staff won’t give of their best. Far
more important is to get people who don’t normally meet, but are
of similar level. It depends on what kind of problem you are solving,
e.g. in communication or analysis you will do different things.
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Do you ever get them to think about options that might
have unforeseen consequences or something that
might potentially go wrong? Do you speculate about
the future and how do you get them to talk about that?
That is a pay off – either do A or B, then C or D could happen. That
is decision trees and those 1950s structures. They are not terribly
helpful. If the problem is immensely complex and you do an analysis,
no one will read it.

Do you think it could be counterproductive to imagine
a future where everything could go wrong and that
would stifle the conversation and stop it going any
further?
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Yes: ‘we are all doomed’ does not take matters further. I like GANT
charts, which do help: horizontal bars which say: ‘this is going to be
important around then and then this kind of thing will matter a great
deal a bit later on’. Then you have a flow of what the issues are.
If you are dealing with top-end policy makers, say, trying to give a
prime minister a sense of what may be happening over the next
10 years, then you must deal with this very generally. What you are
trying to find out is where he is likely to be ignorant and what is
the most useful information you can supply in a short time. If you
are dealing with a highly focused company, then the issue might
be the price of lithium for batteries. Then the scenario variables will
be where the lithium will be sourced, price, and what to do under
various different futures, e.g. Chinese cartelization of rare earth
minerals. If what matters to you is lithium, and the lithium is all
coming from China, Bolivia and Afghanistan, we might look at what
other sources might be and what prices and what does the supply
curve look like – the analysis develops nicely. We are trying to look
at the very broad nature of the problem, and refine that to a series
of answerable questions, and focus down on serious things. There
are techniques to say, for example, how much would it be worth
for us to know this or that, and put a value on the information, but
that is several layers down. That is a class intelligence approach to
anything. It is similar in many ways to the scientific method.
What is terribly difficult is when someone comes to you and says
‘It is frightening, and can you tell us what is the matter?’ And we
say ‘No, we find out what matters to you.’ You can say things about
energy supply, for example, which are straightforward and concrete,
so you pull it down to definable bits and pieces. How much would it
be worth spending in order to avoid what kind of damage and what
is the probability? That becomes a set of actuarial questions and you
come up with an answer.

Can you envisage any major wild cards, positive or
negative, that may occur in the next 20 years?
Arriving at a clear understanding of what constitutes awareness
and cognition and the ability to put those into a machine that would
change absolutely everything, from the workforce, to how we think
about eating cows, to how we think about the value of individual
human beings, etc. That incidentally will happen in the next 20
years.
Go on the internet and look for the word ‘singularity minus black
hole’. There is a movement called the ectopians, who say that
somewhere in the next 50 years we will find a much better way
of being alive and aware. We will move into a much faster, more
durable substrate and will do amazing things and go to amazing
places.

If you then ask yourself, if the ultimate quality of awareness is the
same between you and me and my dog and the thing you had for
lunch, and the only differences are memory and a few other minor
differences, then all our value systems collapse. That will happen in
the next 20 years.
One the European Union should strongly consider is that global
warming is perfect. By that I mean everything has an absorption
curve. Imagine you have a clear glass of water and you put in a
drop of ink and it becomes darker, and you keep doing that until
it is completely black and then adding more in does not make
any difference. Well, carbon dioxide does indeed absorb infrared
and does indeed produce effects in low concentration, but it is
now saturated and adding more won’t make any difference. There
are very expensive schemes being set up, like the Mediterranean
interconnect, that will be a waste of money. I am not saying this is
true, but if it were, the science community and the policy community
would be discredited for a generation.
Another wild card is Chinese society collapsing under its own
weight. The only thing holding China together is the People’s
Republican Party and habit.
China could go down and take a lot of debts and make the current
financial crisis look like nothing.
Maize or wheat or rice gets a major epidemic and it is all virtually
monogenic –virtually all the corn grown in the world today comes
from the same places. At a conference in Russia in 2010 about
wheat rust there was a general sense that we could lose one of the
major crops. Ireland had this in 1840 and went overseas. We have
no overseas to go to.
The seabed is lined with methane hydrate, and if you take the
pressure off, it turns back to an extremely potent methane gas, and
we would be in a pressure cooker. We know in the past there have
been great belches of methane, followed by a climate spike. The
American coastline has had a lot of extra erosion because of extra
agricultural production and there could be a landslide. This would
move at 200 or 300 miles an hour, causing a major ‘outgassing’ of
methane.
A physicist discovers the grand unifying theory in the next two or
three years. This would have the same scale of impact as Einstein,
out of whose discoveries came nuclear weapons.
Somebody cracks RSA, which is a standard inscription. If this
was done in a public domain way, the entire banking system and
ATMs would stop working and could not be used, as they would be
insecure. The whole thing is based on one inscription algorithm.
A systemic error in a widely used operating system like a telephone
system, such as android, which allowed a virus to pass across the
telephoning networking system and brought the whole thing down.
This would bring western commerce to a screeching halt.

Can you see any weak signals that indicate that these
wild cards might happen?
There is a generic weak signal, which is that the more complex
something becomes, the more vulnerable it becomes. Technology
is our equivalent of the Irish Potato Famine. Let us say something
went wrong with logistics. Because all our shops are restocked on
an eight-hour cycle, within 24 hours the urban population would
be starving and there would be mass evacuation into the country,
where there would be no supplies.
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Anything where the core elements that allow our contemporary
complexity to be maintained are weakened or brought down would
be systematically disastrous.
The US have been thinking about this quite hard – as usual in
military terms. One of the issues is that maybe things become too
complicated to manage and we have to go to something more
modular and simpler. It is a basic criticism of the EU, China and
India. It is why India is so different to China: in Indian society,
whenever it splits it tends to stick back together, whereas Chinese
society does not. A lot of our technology structures are more
Chinese than Indian. We may need to think of ways for things to be
more local and distributed.

Are there any of these wild cards or weak signals that
you think should be given top priority in EU research –
of the ones you have discussed?
Many are not researchable. It is more useful to look at what EU
research should be focusing on. Take energy. There has been a lot of
nonsense spoken about renewables. To give you an example, I spoke
to 2,600 of the top ten chemical engineers in Europe just after the
biofuels fiasco. Not one of them had been consulted on this. Nobody
had asked the guys who know about this. For energy systems to
work, they need to be giant, unified and homogeneous – completely
the opposite to renewables, which are patchy and difficult. We
need a new version of an energy currency, taking low grade energy,
making it something that can be stored, and moving that stored
thing around, e.g. aluminum as one idea. This will work for ocean
thermal, remote wind and hundreds of things. In other words, it is a
unifying system and will all pull together.
Similarly, there are all sorts of silly things said about battery driven
cars. Oil is a long change of carbon atoms with a fur of hydrogen
stuck on it. We know where to get hydrogen from renewables, so
we could use entirely green carbon or recycle the carbon. This
would be using conventional fuels, which we know how to use and
which won’t blow up – we know how to lubricate, we know the fine
details. We are taking an intermittent difficult power supply which is
durable and storable and which we know how to handle. There is no
discussion going on that I know of within European circles that feeds
into policy about these big structural issues about energy.
Academics know an immense amount about a tiny thing, but they
know remarkably little about their whole field. What is needed
are enough people who know economics, sociology, chemistry,
engineering and physics, who can talk to wide groups of people and
extract ideas from them. These people don’t exist.
When we were doing technology foresight here, it emerged that
95% of the important issues had a social or economic basis, to do
with users and motivation. To radically change the European science
base, we need to stop thinking in these 19th century disciplines and
silos, and start thinking about how we will solve this particular issue.

So it is not to do with prioritization, but with
revamping the way we think and about and approach
problems?
Exactly. How I run a workshop is to get people to produce their ideas
and put them into some sort of crystallization, and then come up
with a prioritization of the five or 10 things we know about and need
to solve to make better decisions.

If one is running state-funded research, the belief of certain
scientists is that you set, deliver and review the tasks and the
decision-making process sits outside any problem-solving engine,
because it is about deep understanding of quantum mechanics, or
whatever. There is a perfectly viable domain there, but that should
not be the whole of it. Across Europe, the research element of the
total R&D budget, private and public funded, is about 15%-20%
and all the rest is development, i.e. the remaining 80%. That is
hopelessly badly directed. Academic science does produce amazing
results. But I one needs to systematize the development process.
I am building a database for a Latin American company of all the
people they have and all the things those people know. It is a big
network of people who are motivated by the power of being in the
network to make it good. That sort of thing does not cost much
money and produces a self-aware community which detects the
weak signals, because it has been thinking about them for the last
10 years.
User groups on the internet know an amazing amount about their
subject. In the artificial intelligence or economics groups on the web,
there are top flight minds who have been talking to each other for
five or 10 years. They are miles ahead of what is going on in the
official media. So it is about encouraging the unofficial unpublished
chatter and having ‘journalists’ within that.
Summing it up, there is an old joke which says ‘I am sorry to
write the 80-page letter, but I did not have time to write the onepage letter’. No-one reads 200-page reports. What we need are
executive summaries and communications targeted at the people
who need them. You need to think like sociologists about how
groups communicate, how they identify problems, how they deploy
information and resources on it and prioritize, and how they create
closure. If you think about it in those terms, you will see instantly
there is a structure missing in European knowledge management.
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What about methods for scanning?
Phillips carried out some psychometrics in organizations to see who
was a good predictor. He found that 90-95% of people like orderly
competition, systems and clear direction. Such people like to be told
‘The answer is cost control and your job is to sell another 10% next
year and you will sell it to that province’. They get very excited and
rush off and do it. He called this psychological type hedgehogs. They
have one trick, which is to roll up in a ball and stick out their spines.
They like clear models. Foxes, on the other hand, are sceptical of
everything, and accept no one model of the world. The fox has one
big secret and the hedgehog has many and they hate each other.
In 2002 Philips asked people to forecast some general things and
some things in their immediate area. The hedgehogs were clear
and definite and virtually always wrong, because they were single
minded. The foxes’ attitude was: ‘On the one hand, on the other, it is
rather complicated’ and they were always right. Foxes are about five
percent of the population. Find your foxes. It is often hard to extract
information from them, because they are sceptical and what they
have to say is complex.
You don’t exactly go to people to see wild cards, you go to see the
insight these foxes have put together. They don’t perfectly match
each other, but they generally overlap. These are broadly the people
you want to have in your scenario workshops. But if you produce
something wholly ‘foxish’, the hedgehogs will reject it, so you then
have a translation process, which makes it sound very definite and
very clear.
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Philip SPIES
South Africa
Creative Future Network CC
Philip Spies was the Director of Futures Research at Stellenbosch University for 18 years, and after that he taught courses in
the theory of futures studies. He has a PhD in economics, wealth economics and environmental economics from Iowa State
University.

Can you tell me a bit about your background?
I am retired now, but I was the Director of Futures Research at
Stellenbosch University for 18 years, and after that I taught courses
in the theory of futures studies. I have a PhD in economics, wealth
economics and environmental economics from Iowa State University.

Can you envisage any major wild cards, positive or
negative, that may occur in the next 20 years?
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One wild card is the expectations of high Chinese growth,
confronted by serious environmental problems in China, which they
are struggling to combat. Given the growth trends in China and
the population, the great question is whether they can succeed in
combating the environmental implications of their growth strategy. If
not, the likelihood of serious problems arising in 20 years should be
considered.
The other one perhaps is the question of moving beyond the
three-style technology transfer process. In other words, learning
capabilities and the human development side – what I call the
learning economy. At the moment we still are hooked onto the
information revolution, but the next revolution will be the learning
revolution, which is more the human embodiment of our capacity
to use information data and to ask for better information. At the
moment, the knowledge economy is driven by the hardware and the
exogenous software. The next round will probably refer to the human
capacity, in terms of judgement and thinking. So it is a serious wild
card, because most of the problems that we face today in the world
– environmental problems, international conflict problems, social
problems – relate to the human mind and to how we think, how we
understand reality and perhaps to the esoteric side of things, how
you develop your own values and own judgement around these
values. That, more than anything else, can shift patterns in the next
20 years significantly. It is not something that will happen in the
next five years, but there is growing pressure for that kind of thing
happening.
I will highlight those two things: the growing Chinese dominance;
and the great problem of coping with the extreme, human-created
complexities of the world today.

What would be the most dramatic impact of these wild
cards and how do you think it should be addressed by
future research or policy?
Futures studies should become more involved with systems thinking
capabilities. The role of systems thinking must increase, because
the complexities problem is a systemic problem. The causal layered
analysis approach and that kind of thing should become more
dominant. These are all systemic approaches. Futures studies’
emphasis on the hard analytical approach should be complemented
by the soft conceptual approaches, which are acquired human
judgement and understanding each side. That is where futures
studies should focus its efforts.

Do you think futures studies is ill-equipped to handle
these systemic problems?
It is a bit bogged down by methodological approaches and analytical
approaches. The thought processes are being ignored to a certain
extent. A few people, like Rick Slaughter, do look at it more within
that context, and this is the direction that we should put more
emphasis on. The analytical approach has become so stereotypical.
It is becoming almost a self-fulfilling tool, especially four dimension
analysis scenario development.

What are the weak signals that could hint at the
likelihood or imminent realization of these wild cards
happening?
Everybody would like to look at weak signals for technological
development, and that is rather easy to analyse. But a weak
signal at the moment is the transformation of human insight and
understanding. There is growing interest in that, and it just may
transform the pattern of development in the future, especially things
relating to spiritual, ethical and value systems.
Look at t bottom line analysis. When I worked on my PhD in
environmental economics, the only bottom line was the financial
bottom line. In later years, the pressure of the Green movement,
forced into this the environmental bottom line, and now the social
bottom line is moving in, and maybe there should be a fourth
bottom line forced into that, which is the inner view of the human
being, like values and ethics. I think the 21st century will be forced
by conditions and the growing complexity of our life to start looking
deeper and trying to get a better understanding, because we
are blooming into a less analytical world, which will be driven by
better judgement, and value judgement is the human thing. This is
appearing around the beliefs of religious dogma and moving into
spirituality. I can observe that this is an area of concern and interest.
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Can you identify any causal or other relationships
between the wild cards and weak signals that you
have mentioned?

Would you agree that weak signals always come
before wild cards? Would you say there is always
a link?

The Chinese thing is a major shift in economic and perhaps also
political domination in the world. It is difficult to imagine it now,
because we are so wrapped up with the European and American
model of the world. Even with South Africa in 1981 and 1982 I
wrote a scenario that apartheid would break down in South Africa
in 1990, but I did not believe it myself. It was a pure understanding
of what was happening. We see today a major transformation in the
world – the increased role of China, the expectations of the Chinese
future, but the possibility of a breakdown in that future, due to the
problems of managing its major environmental implications. In order
to manage it, different conceptual models and value systems are
necessary, and better day-to-day decision making and judgements.
It is not so much the plan, as the formulation of judgements behind
the plan that is important. There is a relationship between the
esoteric or internal model and the external model in these two wild
cards.
If Brazil should develop rapidly, what will happen to the rainforests,
what will be the implications and how will the day-to-day
judgements and value systems govern the decisions that lie behind
the plans that are formulated? That is another example. You can
talk of the Russian model, but that is not so much threatened as the
Chinese thing, because the Russian population is not so overbearing
and it is a resource-rich country. That might bring China and Russia
in another model closer together, not in the ideological framework
but in the economic framework. China is a resource-poor country,
which makes it highly dependent on other countries.

There are two thinking modes: expansive thinking, which is wild
cards; and reflective thinking, trying to interpret what you observe
and thinking about where it will all end if it continues, which is weak
signals. For example, if you talk about compound growth, a small
change in the inflation rate may end up as a major disaster because
of its compounding effect. Another way a weak signal can evolve is
systemic repercussions – one thing leading to another and starting
up two or three different things at the same time. So the thinking
process for weak signals is quite different to wild card thinking,
which is expansive thinking. Totally different approaches are needed
in terms of how you should manage them. You probably need two
different personalities. In a planning framework, you will get the arty
guy determined to start throwing out wild card thinking, and other
kinds of individuals, who can go through a logical process and look
at all the systemic repercussions and be interested in that. This is
how you can pick it up and understand it.

Which of the wild cards and weak signals you have
mentioned should be given top priority as a research
topic? Is there one that is more urgent than another?
For the future of the world, I think that research centring on ethics,
values and the commonality in the religious and value frameworks of
the world should be looked into. One should see an ethical approach
as long-term, because the question of the right values and ethics
should support sustainability: the role of ethics, values and thinking
models, such as systems thinking in applications and planning. If
you have good systems thinking inside, in terms of relationships,
multiple causality, complexity and so on, you can understand how to
interpret the implications of what you do today. Then it is supported
by your ethics and values, rather than the presence of business.

Have you worked in the past with wild cards and weak
signals?
A weak signal is something that you observe that potentially can
evolve into a major thing. The weak signal and the wild card is a
field of possibilities, that is an expanse of thinking. This is the type
of thing that is borne out of great brainstorming sessions. Your wild
card is exactly that, and the weak signal is almost like something
that you pick up and if you follow that goal ultimately you can turn
that into an important force.

What are the best methods to identify weak signals
and wild cards?
In the case of weak signals, you probably need to talk to different
experts. For example, a weak signal can be a new discovery in
the biological sciences or in physics or in the social sciences or in
the medical profession. You would probably go to some of these
specialists and talk to someone with an open mind and a capability
to think about implications and ask them ‘What is happening in your
field and how do you think it will evolve?’
For wild cards, I would use a different kind of personality, with a
different kind of expertise. It would be more mindblowing and more
brainstorming.
I used this approach years ago. I used coordinators. At my institute
there was a very highly qualified person in the region, and I asked
them to write about the things that interested them. Then I selected
out what they said. In 1989 we wrote papers on, say, the narrowing
of the gene pool in the world. Nobody observed it, but we picked
it up and we said what about that, where will it end up? Then we
discovered all kinds of things around the world that confirmed
this, and the danger in narrowing the gene gap in the world – the
continuous selection process and throwing way of gene pools. These
days this is generally accepted.
Another weak signal I picked up was from a study of the American
CIA. It was prepared by Stamford Research on cyclical processes
in the world. They did a study on the Russian agricultural sector for
political reasons and discovered that was a cyclical process. We
did a study on a similar possibility in the Southern hemisphere and
somebody talked about the El Nino effect. When I talked to business
people they said I was crazy, but some fertilizer companies ended
up losing their businesses due to the El Nino effect in the Southern
hemisphere. Farmers stopped buying their fertilizer because of
the drought. What we picked up in the US was a weak signal. You
observe something and it requires reflective thinking to discover
what is happening.
A weak signal is really your ability to interpret the evolving dangers
or potentials emerging from things that are already happening.
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Where would be the best places to look? Is it media or
other places or research?
Talk to the experts. You find brilliant researchers, and you may talk
to 20 and pick up one or two of these signals. Once they are excited
about what you are talking about, they do the work for you. You have
to talk to the right experts with a depth in a specific field.

Are there interesting lessons from your previous
foresight studies that you could share with us,
anything with hindsight you would do or not do again?
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The field of foresight or futures studies is really a field of discovery
and it is dangerous – you have to throw away a lot of stuff to arrive
at something worthwhile. If you are not inquisitive or curious about
things, you don’t have the personality to work in this field. If you are
rigid and analytical, you will struggle to do a good job in determining
weak signals or playing with wild cards, because your tolerance for
ambiguity is too low.
You can make use of people with a low tolerance of ambiguity.
These are usually highly respected, good scientists; they don’t
have a tolerance for ambiguity, but can tell you a lot if you are
open-minded. I would not narrow it down in this exploration. In
your scoping process, you have to decide where to draw the line,
otherwise you end up doing so many things you can’t complete
anything. You draw the line by scoping and the best way of scoping
is to formulate a series of questions. One good approach is the
rolled out series of questions that Shell use in their planning
department to their executive, which I have used in the past. You
have to ask the right questions. Your profiling starts with a questions
process. Beyond that, you should look at as many things as possible,
because you will probably have to throw away 90 percent of what
you have looked at.
These are the things that are important and can make a difference.
Like all research processes, you have to keep an open mind and
apply yourself.
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Alex SOOJUNG-KIM PANG
United Kingdom
Oxford University’s Saïd Business School
Alex Soojung-Kim Pang is co-founder of the Palo Alto Strategy Studio, a futures research group located in Silicon Valley,
California. He also is an Associate Fellow at Oxford University’s Saïd Business School, and a visiting scholar in Stanford’s
HPST program. He spent the spring of 2011 at Microsoft Research Cambridge, working in the Socio-Digital Systems group on
contemplative computing. He wanted to figure out how to design information technologies and user experiences that promote
concentration and deep focused thinking.

What futures project are you working on at the
moment? Who is the sponsor? What do you like
about the project and what do you think will be the
usefulness of the findings?
Currently my biggest sponsored project is with Naval First Graduate
School (NFGS), in Monterey, California.This is a project on future
scenarios and their application to projects rethinking global public
policy and national security. NFGS have been engaged in rethinking
what national security means in today’s world with a variety of
non-state actors; a world in which power is exercised not simply
through what political theorists call ‘hard power’ but also soft power
– where the armed forces are highly capable and uniquely qualified
not just at blowing stuff up, but also at doing humanitarian and relief
work, for example, moving 10,000 tents at very short notice into
some inhospitable part of the world. Few organisations are good at
that kind of thing, and it is the sort of thing that armed forces train
for. NFGS are trying to think, firstly, about what the parameters of
national security are in this world. This can translate into missions
for the armed services, which then raises questions for the NFGS
and similar institutions about the way in which they train officers.
This is the most interesting work I am doing. It is one way of
approaching interesting theoretical and methodological questions
regarding the utility of future scenarios, particularly those that
intercept other domains of expertise and other kinds of forecasting,
and is also ultimately very practical. I am working with people who
have to go out and do very difficult things. This brings to prominence
questions about the utility of what we do in a more immediate way
than one often finds when working with government policy groups or
corporations or product developers.

Why do you call it foresight/futures studies? What
are the elements? How would the sponsor use the
scenario?
It is futures work in the sense that they are trying to grapple
simultaneously with the changes that have already happened which
they see continuing or accelerating and being important in the
future.
Officer training is a long game. They take people in their early
20s and the assumption is that you are teaching people who will
eventually become admirals. So you are laying the foundations for
careers that will play over the course of decades. It is a kind of
applied foresight in that respect.

It is also explicitly futures work in that part of what we are trying
to do is map the future of things like civil-military relations, nongovernment organisations, and relief work. Part of this involves
thinking about the ways that civil society groups evolve, what kind of
capabilities they might have, how technology will enable them to do
things like rapidly organise groups who can respond to challenges
or threats and how new technologies or new forms of those
organisations will facilitate or accelerate those capabilities.
So in those respects I think of it as futures work. The scenarios
are being used in courses on reconstruction and stabilization,
to give people a sense of what kind of issues they will face as
leaders. They are also starting to be used by groups doing things
like reconstruction exercises, such as emergency response and
stabilization. Table-top exercises involve assembling the range of
people involved in an emergency response and eventually playing
out everyone’s roles, looking at their communication, the overlaps
with responsibilities and where there are white spaces on the map.
Some table-top exercises are very operationally focused, looking at
how well they have been planned and how well they will hold up.
They sometimes have a future element, as they can also be used to
do initial testing and prototyping for a new kind of response that will
be possible to deploy in the next several years – for example, once
everybody has a software radio, or the mesh networks that allow
more effective communication in harsh conditions or difficult terrain.
iKNOW is a project on wild cards and weak signals. We loosely
define a wild card as an event or situation with low perceived
probability. (We use the term “perceived probability” because “well
informed” people might see the probability of a particular event
much higher than someone who has never researched or been
interested in it. There are different ways of classifying the wild
cards, typically positive vs. negative. In the iKNOW project we are
primarily interested in mapping them against a simple framework,
into four types of wild card. The first type will perhaps tell us that
some wild event may continue to happen. So wild cards we have
had in the past may continue in a similar way in the future, such
as earthquakes. Environmental wild cards are typical examples,
these are not very difficult to imagine. Think about, for example,
airplane crashes it is another wild card but different conditions so
it is not difficult to imagine. The second type of wild card is the
end of a particular technology or government or a company. So
discontinuity of a service or big disruption, technological disruptions
bring this type of wild card. The third type of wild cards are about
the reemergence of an issue that you thought had been solved, e.g.
war in Europe.
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It is a wild card even though it has happened before because you
are not expecting it now, so is an issue of expectation. The fourth
is a completely new technology or new problem, something that
has never happened before. In terms of complexity this is the
most complex. Because you are not expecting it there is too much
uncertainty.

Can you envisage, in relation to this project or any
project research you have conducted in the past, any
positive or negative wild cards that may happen in the
next 20 years?
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One is the impact of the very wealthy. I have followed the revival of
the wealthy amateur scientist, such as Wayne Rosing.1 He is the
Senior Vice President of Engineering at Google, previously Director
of Engineering at Apple, and an amateur astronomer. After retiring
from Google, he decided he wanted to go back to astronomy. With
several billion dollars of his own money he has been building a
set of standardised telescopes that can be operated remotely, and
installing them on mountain tops that he has bought all over the
world. Essentially, he is building an astronomical network that can
operate 24/7, enabling the continuous monitoring of interesting new
phenomena with instruments which are exact and interchangeable,
so the same kind of readings can be obtained whether you are in
Montano or Moldavia. Another example is Craig Venter,2 who was
one of the people who decoded the first genome sequence. Others
include Paul Allen, the Co Founder and Chief Scientist at Microsoft,
and a few hedge fund managers who were physicists and now as a
hobby buy time at Brookhaven and sponsor experiments.
These people now have the resources and, thanks to a combination
of enabling factors – the internet, cheaper instrumentation and
cheaper computing – the ability to do serious science in a way
that ex-scientists even a generation ago could not. We are seeing
the revival of a kind of 19th century ideal of science conducted
by wealthy private individuals capable of doing self-funded world
class research without the confines or the need for support from
government agencies or academic institutions. They are also doing
some of the most spectacular work in the area of life sciences
and human sciences. Craig Venter and others are applying both
the money they made and the knowledge and entrepreneurial skill
that they developed as CEOs, founders of companies and venture
capitalists, to solving big medical-related issues.
This points more generally to a sensibility, on the part of at least
some of the world’s rich, that they have the resources and capability
to choose a big global problem and to spend money on solving it.I
have heard of a few Silicon Valley billionaires talking semi-seriously
about doing geo-engineering projects, spending $750 million to put
enough sulphur into the upper atmosphere to bring down global
temperatures. This is a fairly remarkable development. Philanthropy
as it was traditionally practised was not usually aimed at quite
such a global scale. The Rockefeller Foundation efforts to eradicate
malaria was the one really good example of a privately funded
project with this sort of scope. But there are a growing number of
super wealthy people who believe that if they have the resources
and the intelligence they can simply solve the problem of access to
clean water or illiteracy, etc. It is just a matter of choosing what they
want to work on and spending the money and doing it.

1
2

http://news.ucdavis.edu/search/news_detail.lasso?id=7349
http://www.jcvi.org/cms/about/bios/jcventer/

So far we have seen fairly benign projects, like Bill Gates’ decision
to eliminate malaria in Africa or conduct massive vaccination
programmes. Sooner or later, someone will decide to stop climate
change. Then we enter a whole new realm of private intervention.
There will be people convinced they are acting in the world’s
interest, but doing so in ways that raise fundamental questions
about sovereignty, about the capabilities of the wealthy to act to
mobilize resources and have global impacts that put them on a par
with small nations. That is a wild card that is likely to play out in
good and bad ways over the next couple of decades.

What is the most dramatic impact you see for this
wild card, positive or negative? What will be the big
impact on society? Who will be the big winners and
big losers?
These are individuals who are not interested in sponsoring projects
that make marginal or incremental change; they want dramatic
big changes. They want to cure cancer, eradicate illiteracy. So the
potential winners are people who will benefit directly from these
kinds of programmes. In terms of losers, number one would be if
one of these people goes crazy or the project does not work out, you
can imagine a James Bond supervillain as the black swan situation.
The other negative impact is almost guaranteed – this will challenge
the traditional parameters and powers of the nation-state. There
are people capable of embarking on private foreign policy, private
development policy that challenges both the power of countries
and the power of existing international organisations like the UN
or UNICEF or the WHO If Bill Gates is able to spend several billion
dollars and cure Aids in Africa, the fact that the World Bank has
spent hundreds of billions of dollars to very little good effect will
call into question the utility of more conventional kinds of aid and
economic development.
That potentially is not a good thing. The idea that the way to
solve the world’s problems is to make a small number of people
fabulously wealthy and allow them to work it out is a vision that
would appeal to people who have read The Fountainhead or to
hardcore libertarians. But this is not a class of people to whom the
other seven billion of us want to entrust the future.
You already started to mention some signals related to the likelihood
of such a wild card concerning the rich.
The Wayne Rosen project of buying up mountain tops for
astronomical observatories is one. Another is the more aggressive
kind of science funding in places like the Steven Kirsch Foundation,
which is conducting research on the degenerative disease that Steve
Kirsch himself has. He believes he has about five years to solve the
problem of what is killing him before it actually does. Physicists who
have got rich on Wall Street are buying private time at Brookhaven
National Laboratory,3 a physics facility on Long Island, to conduct
experiments are others.
In the institution-building realm you could also include the
Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics4 (established by Mike
Lazaridis, the founder of Research in Motion, maker of the
Blackberry.) He is not doing the research himself, but he had a clear
vision that he wanted to create an institution that would support
essentially disruptive innovation in theoretical physics.
3
4

http://www.bnl.gov/world/
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Another interesting feature of the efforts of most of these people
is that they tend not to be interested merely in funding work –
basically giving work to programme mangers to support incremental
or ordinary science. They believe they have become rich because
they know how to solve problems. They see things like cancer or
children’s literacy or access to water as just another problem, albeit
on a massively larger scale. The assumption is: ‘I built a two billion
dollar company and so I know how to solve these things’. It is a
much more aggressive, outcome-oriented, entrepreneurial kind
of science funding and philanthropy than we have seen with the
Hewlett Foundation, which does plenty of work in children’s health
but funds more normal kinds of programmes. In a way it builds on
the original intent of the Macarthur foundation genius awards, to
give money to people who are creative and notable in their field and
assume the freedom and money would make them more creative
and notable. In this case, the money is more targeted and believes
itself to be smarter.
An example is Craig Venter’s project, which equipped a yacht for
genomic research in the South Pacific. He retraced the steps of the
HMS Challenger, a Royal Navy expedition in the 1870s, which was a
founding voyage of oceanography. It undertook a global tour, taking
soundings and conducting ocean tidal current surveys. Venter’s
project retraced the Challenger’s voyage and undertook genomic
sampling of the ocean at different points.
There are many such examples, which all tend to converge around
big problems, large sums of money aggressively spent, and the
vision of doing big, disruptive things.

What can the European Commission do in terms of
promoting particular kinds of research for a wild card
like this?
There are two obvious possibilities. One is to work more formally
with these kinds of people, in order to divide up the territory. Groups
like the EU are good at doing essentially normal science – the
kind of stuff that is not necessarily very flashy, but which builds
careers and is essential for creating the knowledge from which
the revolutionary stuff actually happens. We have seen a growing
degree of risk aversion among science-funding agencies. A criticism
levelled at the National Science Foundation is that, in their pursuit
of a more quantitative results-oriented model for funding and
evaluating science, they have tended to push people towards doing
more cautious work. People like Steve Jobs or Bill Gates or Richard
Branson can afford to take significant risks with a large amount
of money, with the idea that if they do well they will be the person
who funded this century’s Albert Einstein. So one possibility is more
active collaboration to at least introduce some gentle coordination
between these different types of science funding.
The second possibility is to watch and see if there are things to
be learnt from them about funding of science, construction of
incentives that can be incorporated back into science policy and
government funding. An example is the use of prizes. An interesting
model is the Lunar X prize theory put together by Google,5 which
others are using to do very targeted, specific, quantifiable or in
various ways measurable things that could have significant scientific
or technological focus and output. It is a model that can be picked
up easily by more conventional science-funding agencies.

The tendency is to reward people – with, for example, Nobel Prizes
or Fellowships for societies – for work already done, as opposed
to identifying grand challenges that need to be solved. So DARPA,6
with its Grand Challenge programme, is a good early example of
a conventional science agency which has adopted or co-opted a
method of incentivizing and funding radical advances in high tech
research, that got its start in the private sector.
The term ‘sovereign wealth’ refers to extraordinary wealthy people
who put their money in banks with anonymous marble facades.
If you don’t know what goes on in the building you are not rich
enough. In the same way, I think of the work of people like the
Google founders and Venter as ‘sovereign science’. If it works
out, the pay-off is very big; on the other hand, with a couple of
exceptions, it tends to be carried out very quietly.
I think these are two obvious lessons that conventional science
agencies can learn from these people.

If you were going to give a tabloid name for this wild
card what would it be? Rich sourcing work?
That is pretty good. Interestingly, it is made possible by some of the
same tools that make outsourcing and democratization of innovation
work. Billionaires are using many of the fundamental technologies
that enable large crowds of amateurs devoting small amounts of
time to participate in science; rather than being one of a billion
people, they are one person with a billion dollars.
I have been reading Hazel Henderson’s7 work on the various ways
the term ‘wild card’ is used. My issue is that the question of whether
something is a wild card is purely a matter of observer perspective.
Are there phenomena in the world that can genuinely be called
wild cards in a more rigorously statistical step? It seems that wild
cards are often things we know about that our clients don’t –
and the wildness is the function of how surprising they are to
someone. I am still working on whether or when it is anything other
than that. I tend to think of ‘wild card’ and ‘weak signal’
as thoroughly interchangeable.

What are the interesting lessons from your previous
work in this area where you might have used wild
cards? Have you used wild cards in the past?
I have noticed that part of what futurists do is arbitrage wild cards.
For example, you talk to transhumanists, who are serious about
the idea of living to be 250 years old and are doing all sorts of
crazy things to make this happen. They sincerely believe that what
they are doing is going to work. On the other hand, you take this
to project managers at a pharmaceutical company and talk to
them about it and you show it to executives of consumer goods
companies. They think it is the craziest thing they have ever seen.
So, like product designers or successful entrepreneurs, some of
what we do involves moving knowledge across borders or between
communities who normally do not talk to each other, and we
generate a certain amount of surprise.
Many of the wild cards I talk about with clients are wild because
they are phenomena that I have observed somewhere else that I
know clients are unaware of. And there is value to that activity.

6
5
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What are your thoughts on the term wild card?

7
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What other methods do you think we should be using
to generate the next generation of wild cards and
weak signals and perhaps to further advance their
analysis,? Or what of the methods we are currently
using should be strengthened?
Two things. First, it is possible to mine content that professional
futurists or other people interested in the future are already
producing in places like Twitter, Delicious and other social media.
There is a lot of publicly available material. Whilst it is not very
detailed, by aggregating it, we can begin to learn something about
what interests the futures community as a whole and what kinds
of things people are seeing that are novel and interesting. Some
analysis of that would be useful.
Second, it would be interesting to try to look more systematically at
a package of wild cards and present them to a variety of different
professional communities and try to map how wild they are in each.
This would give us a better sense of whether there are certain kinds
of things that people think are genuinely surprising. If you get a
diverse enough group, you can begin to sift out the things that are
interesting mainly because of perspective. These are interesting in
the way that a wonderful building is interesting to a tourist, but not
to someone who walks by it every day. Those are things that are
more universally compelling.
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telecommunication services and products. He has done a PhD on the use of qualitative methods of futures research in
innovation processes in large corporations. His fields of interests are innovation management, innovation systems, futures
research, and the link between futures research and innovation management.

Do you have any initial questions about the iKNow
project?
The main question would be whether you would focus on the
content of wild cards or merely the process of how to get there. I
am not so much involved in predicting the future. I focus more on
matters and process of future research.

We are interested in how to define and classify wild
cards and weak signals. We are also interested in the
actual content. What is your background?
I am a macro economist. I studied at the University of Amsterdam
and then went to work in KPN Research, the incumbent telecom
operator, the Dutch national PDT. They had a research facility
and I did all sorts of future studies on telecommunications.
We did scenarios and road mapping, particularly in the field of
telecommunications and then societal and economic developments.
We tried to avoid a purely technology approach, but also to look at
the relevance of social and cultural change, to get a view or different
views on the future. We would try to assess what it means to make
decisions and connect decisions, particularly around innovation. I
worked there for six years and then I switched to the Delft University
of Technology. I am doing technical business administration, some
technical policy analysis and my PhD was on companies’ use of
methods of futures research in their innovations process. If you
innovate as a company, it takes about seven years, and a formal
study will take about 10 years. So we need some view of the future
so that your current idea of innovation is future-proof and is focused
on the right trends. I finished my PhD in 2006 and have been
working as an Assistant Professor. I am still doing futures studies,
sometimes about innovation and sometimes on the interface
between futures studies and innovation. So my background is
private research, then I switched to the academic field.

Have you in noticed or can you envisage any major
wild cards, positive or negative, that may occur in the
next 20 years?
The obvious wild cards are all kinds of natural disasters. But two
years ago I was involved in a project for the Dutch Ministry of
Internal Affairs, a workshop specifically organized for people outside
government, because they were interested in what these people
thought about possible disasters or things you cannot predict. They
noticed that we as ‘non-experts’ were focusing on non-physical wild
cards. We were thinking about what happens if governments try to
violate our human rights – if a country turns into a non-democratic
state, which is happening a little in Italy. There is also a risk of
this happening in The Netherlands, where a right wing party got
a lot of votes in the last election. If they were in power, this could
affect not so much citizens’ rights, but how people deal with it,
so people would become more disentangled. A clear example is
Belgium, where there is a lot of difference between French-speaking
and Flemish-speaking people, and that division is deepening and
widening. That is an example of a non-physical wild card – a
political one which might have a wide impact.
Usually those changes are very slow, and you could predict them
more easily than physical changes such as floods. But big changes
in how people vote, in The Netherlands and other European
countries, might cause problems and unrest in society. Many Dutch
civil servants say that if that particular party in The Netherlands were
in government, they would resign or would not follow certain orders,
so there is some resistance to these changes. Even non-physical
major changes in how people behave and vote can have a big
impact.
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So a widening division between government and the
people?
There is already the metaphor in The Netherlands of the gap
between politics and society. People have a lot of influence over
their daily lives, they decide themselves what to do, it is no longer
determined by their background or upbringing. So there is a lot of
power in their personal life, but in their political life they are only
allowed to cast their vote once every four years. Some people are
angry about the fact that they don’t influence that important domain
of society. They don’t feel they influence politics and governments
and this is in contrast to the power and freedom they have in their
personal life over what to do, what to buy, where to go on holiday,
who to pick as friends. It is a very dangerous gap, I would say.
Gradual changes in how people think are becoming less gradual and
more and more abrupt.

If we think more about these as weak signals, what
can you see as wild card that might come out of this?
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In Holland it is now very difficult to have a government, and a very
important wild card could be that at a certain moment people no
longer accept political power. An example would be the Euro. Already
some financial experts and economists have predicted or suggested
the disentanglement of the Eurozone, with one for Northern
Europe and one for Southern Europe. That would be a specific
wild card which shows people don’t accept the national authority
of government. Also, a symbol for government like currencies can
become endangered and acceptance of only certain currencies
would be a very tricky moment.

Can you imagine any other wild cards which in the
next 20 years would be particularly relevant to Europewide research, something you should be focusing on?
Something like nano or bio research, but I think they are already
being done. Security is becoming more and more important, and
causes people to have to make sacrifices, as in George Orwell’s
novel, Nineteen Eighty-four. That is already happening and people
very easily sacrifice their private personal space and private sphere
in order to make sure that at a collective level there is more security.
That is a strange trade-off that might become a weapon against
people themselves. Those kinds of dilemmas might be interesting to
research.
In innovation, you have open innovation and innovation systems. It
might be interesting to see how that relates to foresight. More and
more companies are working in collaboration on innovation and that
has some consequences as to how you deal with foresight.
The main research agenda for Europe should be defined by
problems. We are in a time squeeze regarding the fact that our
climate is deteriorating. We need more green and sustainable
technologies, but the take-off of these technologies is too slow
and the diffusion curve is still not steep enough to ensure we have
these in time. We don’t have the time to think things through and
we cannot make any more mistakes and end up with the wrong
sustainable technologies. The example of biofuels is illustrative of
this. Using the wrong biofuels can turn out worse for our climate
than we expected, and it takes many years and effort to develop the
right biofuels.

Another problem would be the ageing society. This is good in itself
and I think there will be scientific discoveries which will extend
our lifetimes. But more and more people are getting older and not
always in a good state of health. We have an insufficient labour force
to take care of these elderly people.
More and more problems will be capitalized..Poverty is an example.
We will have more and more impact of this problem in different
places in the world. Sometimes it can be beneficial – a recovery
of the European economy can be motivated by the growing Asian
economy. When you look at poverty in Africa, more and more people
will feel the consequence of that.

Are there any scientific fields that you think should
increase research to respond to these wild cards and
weak signals?
In the field of information and communication technology, most
of these technologies are still about managing and coordinating
communication and information, instead of giving individuals the
possibilities and the rights to do their own thing in the ICT world.
Social media is a good example of that. People can put anything
they like on the internet, but the moment those services become too
commercialized, the advances of social media can become a danger.
For example, if you are on Twitter you can get emails offering to link
your Twitter account with your Facebook account, your My Space
account, etc. People might not want to connect these. That looks
like a non-commercial venture, but there is often a large commercial
interest involved and people might get mixed up or feel cheated.
That might be a topic of interest – how ICT can deal with securing
its individual character without constantly trying to link things
together and make it more collective, so that governments or even
large enterprises can interfere and monitor what people are doing
on the internet.

We have touched on quite a few wild cards. Have
you noticed in your research or in the media any
weak signals that indicate that these changes are
happening?
A weak signal could be that the developing countries are not
developing and that China is now trying to buy large areas of land in
Africa to secure its basic materials. As we move into a world of more
sparsity, these decisions by the Chinese government, the Chinese
people and Chinese companies to buy basic materials from Africa
are a clear weak signal of the crucial position of Africa in a world
with more sparsity, where the people of Africa are still very poor and
not developing.
The other weak signal I mentioned is the difficulty we have in
The Netherlands to form a government. This has almost become
impossible, and at every new election it becomes more and more
difficult to make a new cabinet, contrary to the UK.
In terms of social media, there are certain occurrences on the
internet, and certain websites that have a high impact on people.
Traditional media, such as newspapers, are having difficult times
and are barely able to keep up. More and more of the immediate
landscape is becoming itemized, individualized and influenced by
many more people. Twitter is a good example. In 2008 I wrote an
article for a Dutch newspaper predicting that Twitter would become
famous. In April 2009 there was an attack on the Royal Family and
the first media coverage was on Twitter.
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It is now a serious phenomenon. People have got into trouble
because they have said something on Twitter. In The Netherlands,
Twitter has become an accepted social medium, not only by ordinary
people but also by journalists and politicians. It has become a major
news source, with reporters in the daily newspapers commonly
quoting what people have said in Twitter. In Holland more recently
someone was convicted for incitement to violence because on
Twitter he asked people to come to a certain square and start a riot.

If we look again towards the future of European
research, which of the wild cards or weak signals you
have mentioned would be a top priority in research?
In general I would assume a lot of research is being done on
technology. The main problem is that, once more, there is a big
gap between technology and society. In Europe there is a view of
innovation as being only technology inspired. So if policy makers
and politicians talk about making us more innovative, they are
speaking about us developing more technology. We talk about the
‘innovation paradox’ – that we are so good at basic science, but
so bad at translating that into business opportunities. I would say
that is the wrong view on innovation. It assumes a very linear and
technology pull approach to innovation, whilst the most important
success factor for innovation is about how people can deal with
and understand new technology and whether it fits into their daily
life. Just pumping more and newer technology into society and the
economy will not make us more innovative. If people don’t learn how
to use new technology or accept or understand it, then they won’t
use it – or if they do, later on they will have some sort of backlash,
because they will say I am so dependent on it that I don’t want it any
more.

So innovation is driven more by technology than
actual need?
I was suggesting not splitting technological research from nontechnological research. Research projects need to be funded to
have some combination, in order to ensure we are developing the
right technologies. For example, in The Netherlands there is a large
research programme in nanotechnology, and one small part is a
sociological assessment focused on what that means to society.
How we look at technology and innovation is old-fashioned. We think
technology is a great boon to society and will solve all our problems,
not just our technological problems. That is not a good idea.

Is there a wild card that you think in the future is
related to this in the future?
Dependency on technology is too great, perhaps – it has become
so specialized that only certain people understand things about very
important technology. We can’t solve things any more by ourselves.
In the past, car owners could fix things themselves and analyse what
went wrong. Now to reset your car you have to go to a specialist.
The division of labour is very much around technology; society has
too many experts and too few generalists. According to colleague
of mine who used to be an astronomer, and we no longer have the
expertise to send people to the moon, because that knowledge
was used once only, has not been used again, and has now been
lost as the people involved are now retired or have passed away.
Technology like that in cars becomes very obscure, very specialized
and more and more people might have difficulty with that.

In the iKNOW project we defined wild cards as a
low probability, high impact event. Do you prefer
other definitions or would you add something to our
definition of a wild card?
I think the definition is good. For the field of futures research it is
important to have very wide discussions on things. The question is
more a matter of judgement – how do you know something has a
low probability? It is important to know the context of the wild card.
Before the September 11th attacks, there were experts thinking
this might happen. I have heard of a study that said assuming
that terrorists will attack the United States, they might do that with
planes because they are very insecure. So it is important to view
wild cards in a context, and to relate wild cards to each other. We
need to ask what situations can one wild card lead to, and from a
policy perspective what can you do to change the consequences?
So your definition seems good. I know what you mean, and that is
the most important thing about a definition.
The crucial thing will be that local policy makers will never anticipate
based on this definition. They go for a high probability, which is one
of the easiest ways for them. I would focus not only on possible wild
cards, but also what are the subsequent events that might happen
and what can you do as a policy maker, politician or manager to deal
with those wild cards? Also, wild cards are often negative, but they
can also be very positive.

We have defined weak signals as observable changes
in current trends or state of affairs. Some particularly
important weak signals could be precursor events that
make a wild card more probable or even inevitable. Do
you think this is a good definition or would you add
something or subtract something?
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I would just add one point. The change you are talking about should
be a very essential change, a very important leading indicator.
There are a lot of indicators with variables, but which change is the
most crucial one? For example, when I worked for KPN it was a
monopoly, so all phone calls were transferred via the KPN network
and everyone had a subscription to KPN. The market changed and
there was more competition, but still most of the traffic had to go via
the KPN network. But about 12 years ago the first phone call in The
Netherlands took place that did not go via a KPN network, and that
was a really significant change. It stands out as a remarkable event.
Decline in market share is gradual and incremental, and change
should be illustrative of all overall changes. Therefore you have to
find and choose what the most essential variables are for each
domain. For instance, some people are thinking about the possible
recovery of the financial sector. The price of copper has always
turned out to be an important predictor of financial growth, and they
are saying that once more that indicator is positive and therefore
things might be recovering. We have to find really specific leading
indicators. All indicators might be important, but there are always
essential ones, and we have to look at changes in these really
significant indicators. That is the art, that is the most difficult thing.
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Are there any interesting lessons from any previous
foresight studies that have employed this weak signal
method approach?
In one study we said you can measure weak signals and put them
in a context, and we combined those weak signals with the scenario
approach. Finding the lead indicator is very difficult, and by putting
those indicators into a certain context, e.g. in the scenario method or
the error method, you might get more grip on those possible leading
indicators. It is a matter of brainstorming and asking experts, but if
you use the method those indicators might be more powerful.

What are the best methods to identify wild cards?
It is important to invite people who are on the outskirts of society,
from different industries. You look at innovation and in particular
industries it comes from outside the industry and the same goes
for futures research and wild cards. On television, writing in
newspapers you have those agents of change, but they are more on
the status quo and always bringing up the obvious. It is more about
finding exotic people with exotic opinions.
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Can you envisage any major wild cards, positive or
negative, that may occur in the next 20 years?

So you would like to see some categorization of wild
cards?

I can imagine too many – that, in a nutshell, is the problem of
wild card research. I can imagine many in the financial area,
environmental, geopolitical developments, scarce resources, etc.
It is very difficult to distinguish what is chosen because of hope
or facts. Both are important, because a wild card may become
self-fulfilling. It is a complex area and we just try to find out how it
works. At the moment, the geopolitical wild cards might be the most
dangerous for the whole world: geopolitical conflict caused either by
environmental catastrophe or by scarce resources.
It is like in the Cold War, when people were very scared. Now we
have the reverse in the futures world: we have a lot of powers, but a
few of them are enough to make a catastrophe.

Yes. We started a little on this and this is part of the categorization.
If you take earthquakes and flooding, or the Icelandic volcano, for
instance, there is a lot going on around this. With the volcano, there
were a lot of signs already that suggested to us that this one could
become a real wild card. Without this, it would perhaps have had
more impact than it finally did. Suppose we did not have the small
accidents before with volcanic ash, and nobody had done anything
and all flights had gone on. We would have had 30 or 40 accidents
in a week. This would have been a much larger shock than it was.
The availability of much better data resources and data surge
possibilities nowadays makes it better. We can react much better
than before on some of these wild cards. So I assume it can improve
if we put an intellectual process on this.

What would be the most dramatic impact of this wild
card and how do you think it should be addressed by
future research?
Many of these wild cards are completely out of the sky and officially
these are the real wild cards. But if you look more widely, you could
say that wild cards were built up over a period of time. Our project is
looking at instruments to foresee how the wild card is developing, so
that you could perhaps interfere in its evolution or at least build up
some emergency scenarios when the thing really happens.
The financial crisis could be an example of a wild card you might
have seen earlier. You might at an earlier point have prepared an
emergency plan or taken some measures before it unfolded to the
catastrophe it became. I can foresee this kind of research on these
kinds of wild cards, that have some internal building-up mechanism.
The really wild wild cards come from nowhere, e.g. America was
there when Columbus sailed there. That was really a wild card, as
it might not have existed. Many other things that are called wild
cards are not this kind, as they are building up. The ones that are
building up are separate from weak signals. You can do a lot of
research on them. You can put a lot of signs on these slowly building
up mechanisms, where there is a piling up of small events that
eventually burst out in a large event. I can imagine research on
these kinds of wild cards. But we should sort out the types of wild
cards into those that we can foresee somehow might occur, which
we can have some agenda for, and those that you cannot foresee,
which we should deal with differently.
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Have you noticed or pinpointed any weak signals that
could hint at the growing likelihood of a geopolitical
wild card?
With this geopolitical wild card, you can see quite a lot of signals,
but we should group what signals are relevant and how to follow
them. One signal is not enough. It is just like in the aviation industry,
where cracks in the metal work are considered to be weak signals of
the material becoming too worn out and you can have an accident.
You should have an eye on what kind of signals you can see, and if
there are a few and you see them increasing, you can get worried. In
the geopolitical corner I would look at threats like North Korea, which
might blow up. If you had a lot of these kinds of incidents – suppose
North Korea is doing this and Iran is doing this and Israel or Pakistan
or India are starting to – we will get a situation where we see a Cold
War kind of reaction from China and the US on certain resources in
Africa. I don’t have these signals yet, but for geopolitical tensions I
would focus on these kinds of signals. There is much more you can
imagine. You can look at certain kinds of small events throughout
the world and check out whether they are increasing; but on the
other hand, the signals might be the triggers in this one. If you think
about the nuclear one, the signals might be ticking away before it
goes boom.
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If we look ahead to the future of European Research
which of the scenarios or weak signals or wild
cards do you think should be given the top priority in
research?
The one I discuss above is difficult to research, although historical or
social sciences research might play a role, e.g. building up conflicts
or the role of scarcity of resources. .
The other one is very obvious and there is a lot of research already
in the energy area. Underneath the geopolitical ones are always
the scarcity things, so energy is key beneath this. If you have
enough energy in a sustainable, environmentally healthy way,
you can probably overcome a lot of other problems, and then the
consequence of other problems becomes less. There is already a
lot of attention on energy, in the light of the failures in energy and
economic development, but also with geopolitical considerations.
It needs some policy and a lot of research on the different energy
solutions, but also on the geopolitical distribution, etc. So the energy
wild card needs full attention in research. Scarcity of energy, energy
solutions – you can have a lot of wild cards in the energy area, from
the climate one and the unsafe energy forces like the BP oil leak,
environmental catastrophe, to lack of energy in urban areas for a
longer time, etc. A lot of wild cards are cooperating in terms of the
energy system.
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We use the definition of a wild card as a low
probability high impact event. Do you use a similar
definition? Is this a good enough definition?
Yes. We also try to categorize them further in their character, but in
general this definition is OK with me. It is just a rare event, which
changes the rules of the game completely. It changes the positions
and the way we look at the world.
Is weak signal a definition or terminology you use? How do you
define weak signals in your project?
I am not so fond of the weak signal. ‘Weak’ indicates a relative
notion – it can be weak for me and strong for you. So it is more
a matter of early warning, and who should be warned. I don’t
have a clear definition, but it is more like a signal coming from
communication theory..So you should think about who is sending
and who is receiving, and then in regard to the wild card it becomes
clearer. I am preparing some publications on this.

Can you think of any interesting lessons from your
previous foresight studies that use the wild cards and
weak signals approach?
We started, just like in the UK, with horizon scanning. The main
thing is to identify a lot of issues that may be of importance for the
future. Looking back to the horizon scanning in the UK or even to
the old trends work of the UK Ministry of Defence or Department for
Environment, Food and Rural Affars (DEFRA), and in our own work,
we did not call them wild cards then. I can think of many things that
afterwards I can consider a wild card that were not formulated as a
wild card, but which were probably identified as an issue because
someone had a wild card in their head.

It is always some fake notion that some technology may give
answers on certain problems, without looking at all the other
problems that might lead to the same solution. It is just a wild
card that this technology will serve the world best. This is possible,
but not so likely if you take into account everything else that is
happening, so it is a small or even a big wild card. If you look at
publications of the nuclear physicists during the ITA programme,
they throw one big wild card on the world because it is going to
save the world. Perhaps they are right and perhaps they are wrong. I
guess a breakthrough in nuclear fusion is on your list.

What in your opinion are the best methods to identify
wild cards and weak signals?
We are trying different approaches. Because of the complexity of
the subject it is very hard to say what the best methods are. I guess
it will always be a mix of experienced scanners, who are trained to
have a very broad view and really know their subjects. So for energy,
you have to know the energy area but have also to be able to look
outside it to find wild cards which are of importance for energy and
policy. You have the same issue for the education system: you need
to be aware of what is going on in the education system and policy,
and then you need a very wide view of what might interfere with
this policy from outside. You need a very special view of the world,
and people who are trained to scan all these forces. In addition, if
we find potential wild cards that really happened, we should study
them further and look at their development and the preceding weak
signals.
We should not look at signals as incidents or things. Instead, if you
find one you have to track down what is connected to this. Tracking
down of signals by manual scanning is not the best way. You should
have some automatic tools to follow your signal and see where it
came from originally, who is sending the signal, who is connected,
etc. There should be a lot of tool development to help people if they
have found a signal. So it is about signals and connections:.who
was involved in making it, what is the real evidence based on, what
is the timeline, does it grow, does it diminish. We simply don’t know
about this, because we have only researched a little into it. We have
not yet analysed this to find out what kind of signals would be the
best ones to search and what we need to know from the signals to
understand their meaning.
I am busy tracking down some of the past examples to see what I
can learn from these. I hope to have some interesting results where
you can quantify the essence of the weak signals, which might be
the start of recognizing them earlier. I was rather appalled when our
National Planning Agency said that the financial crisis could not have
been seen earlier, as in our horizon scan, and also in the UK, we
mentioned it already connected to the sub prime metrics.
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Are you working on any research projects at
the moment?

Can you envisage any major wild cards positive or
negative that may occur in the next 20 years?

Yes, a couple. The most relevant one is about disasters – a reaction
to feeling appalled at the way that various authorities and agencies
mess up after instances like Hurricane Katrina or the BP Deepwater
Horizon Oil Well in the Gulf of Mexico, etc., and cannot seem to
cooperate with one another. I want to find out the mechanisms
underlying the ability of diverse agencies in the sectors of society,
i.e. private, public sector ones and NGOs, to trust each other and
work together efficiently following a disaster. The frequency of
disasters, or at least those visible to us through media coverage,
seems to be increasing each week, e.g. an epidemic or recently a
dam breaking in Hungary releasing toxic sludge, etc.

There was a mix of wild cards and weak signals. I called the weak
signals ‘sleepers’. Everybody probably talks about the collapse of
civilization or eco collapse, so I wanted to concentrate on some
other things.
Mining might be a weak signal. I read a report that compared the
per capita GDP of countries to a host of variables and it turns out:
‘a 24/7 Wall Street Report based on IMF data shows the countries
with highest per capital GDP have not necessarily the most
universities nor the most credentialed knowledge work forces but
the most mineral resources’.
This is a strange echo of the early industrial age 200 years ago.
Advanced technology is being overshadowed by mining again. Much
of this is driven by China’s hunger for raw materials. We do not hear
much about the Chinese colonization of Africa, but it is a very big
issue that will affect world culture and the development of Africa
and the emphasis on mining. Peru is a big mining country and its
economy is doing very well, but it is because of exports to China. No
country can survive for the long term on extracting and exporting
non-renewable resources. I am concerned that every engineering
school in the developing world will be devoted exclusively to mining
engineering. I am exaggerating, but that is not a bad ‘sleeper/weak
signal’. They are making money on resource extraction and that
depresses the motivation for innovation in other spheres of life.
Much of this motivation for resource extraction is driven by high tech
things. The manufacture of advanced batteries, for example, causes
countries to try to wrap up the world’s lithium supply. But a lot of it is
just raw energy resources and construction resources, unrelated to
high technology, such as oil, gas, iron.
It will cause more environmental damage. You will probably read
stories, especially coming out of Indonesia, about mining-related
environmental disasters. It is very hard on local populations as
well – villages relocated and destroyed in mud slides etc. The whole
mining phenomenon is a weak signal.

Is that going to be country specific, with differences in
the way they react and the speed at which they react?
Yes and it involves many countries, including those involved in the
recent Asian tsunami.

What angle would you be looking at that from – best
practice lessons or a country comparison, or would
you just look at American responses?
I want to look at underlying sociological phenomena and maybe
the alliance literature. I want to discover what can create trust
among people who do not often work together or who have career
ambitions that get in the way of the effective pursuit of the goal.
I want to get to the bottom of it in terms of the psychology and
sociology.
It is not necessarily technological, but it concerns how we should
better organise in the future to organise technologies. Look at how
many tries it took with various different technical devices to cap the
BP oil well.
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Of all the wild cards you have mentioned how should it
be addressed by future research?
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I was thinking about that in the mining context. Around 200 years
ago, some of the world’s greatest applied mathematicians were
coming out of the French Mining Schools. That benefited a wide
range of disciplines far beyond mining engineering. Men like
Mange and Fourier came out of the Ecole des Mines, and were
major contributors to civilization. The mining schools are still very
good, but they cannot claim to be great contributors to civilization. I
cannot say whether the wheel of innovation that came out of mining
schools could ever be replicated. Given that the world’s economies
will be preoccupied with mining for the next couple of decades,
then the scope for research is on minimizing environmental impact,
minimizing adverse impacts on indigenous populations, developing
more efficient and safer mining technologies. The Chilean president
vowed to do many those things after rescuing the miners. There is
scope for research there and focus on innovation.
We know where the action is going to be, so lets accept that and
build our innovation efforts around those points of action.
I suppose discussion of China and this influence on mining then ties
into the rise of Asia and its potential decline. China has an ageing
population. There is a general assumption that these economies are
rising and rising.
The cover story of Foreign Policy magazine in November 2010
is ‘Old world: the greying of the planet and how it will change
everything1.
This is not so much a wild card, because a wild card was a surprise.
We thought 15 years ago that even in the developing world the
proportion of the population under 15 years of age would be
huge and growing. That is not what happened and it is surprising,
because usually demographic trends are predictable.
There is an article in the same issue on ‘The great battery race’2.
I don’t know if you would call that a wild card or weak signal,
probably not quite either. But the world’s countries are competing
to develop a battery that can get the equivalent of 6,000 kilowatts
per gallon of gasoline. This is the next trillion dollar thing, and would
have implications for the electric car market and so many other
things that could be done without ready access to electrical mains.
We got a trillion dollar figure with the internet in the 1980s, and now
everybody wants the next trillion dollar trigger and they think it is
battery technology.

What are the weak signals that, if detected, could
hint at a growing likelihood of the wild cards that you
mentioned?
The reunification of Korea. As Kim Jong-il hands over power to his
young son, this could be one of these points of instability that could
make things much worse or much better . As North Korea exports
nuclear technologies to everybody under the sun, including Iran, this
could have implications for nuclear proliferation.
A regime change in Iran is not out of the question, so that could also
be a wild card. Whether we have nuclear explosions in the Middle
East depends to a large extent on Iran’s behaviour.
http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2010/10/11/think_again_
global_aging Phillip Longman, a fellow at the New America
Foundation and the Washington Monthly, is author of
The Empty Cradle.
2
http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2010/10/11/the_great_
battery_race?page=full
1

With this new multipolar world, the touch points for forecasting
future technology lie in the political and social matrix around the
technology, rather than the technology itself. This is why I am
talking more about politics and sociology than technology, with the
exception of this battery issue.

Which of the wild cards or weak signals should be
given top priority in EU research?
The ageing population is certainly one of them. On the sociology
side, Angela Merkel is saying multiculturism is dead. That is quite a
dangerous statement, but it could use research support.
One of my wild cards was the breakdown of the Euro and the
dissolution of the European Union, so how to keep research and
innovation going under that circumstance would be a policy
challenge.
Some European countries are in a position to exploit the melting
of the Arctic. That is about undersea resources, and in the Gulf of
Mexico too better technologies are needed for deep water drilling,
etc. So that is probably a good priority to think about.
I have not discussed Russia. America seems appalled by what
seems like the worst of the ‘Wild West’ regime in Russia right now;
it is capitalist, without support from the rule of law. Yet America
went through that same stage of gangster-based capitalism in
the Al Capone years. Because of oil and gas, Russia has Western
Europe wrapped around its little finger in some ways. So sociological
research is needed to understand the transition from gangster
capitalism to rule of law capitalism, how it works and how it could
be accelerated. Russia is being depopulated and there are many
Chinese people looking with interest at that Russian/Chinese
border – but that is maybe not technology. I am curious why China
seems content to buy Africa but not make financial offers for parts
of Siberia. It might be a cultural thing, and there could be armed
conflict between Russia and China, which would be a weak signal
perhaps.

What did you think about our definitions of wild
cards/weak signals? Did you think the definitions we
are using were accurate, because you use the term
‘sleeper’ for a weak signal?
FP: Yes quite accurate. Oliver Markley3, who was in the futures
programme at the University of Houston-Clear Lake, has a paper
forthcoming in Technological Forecasting and Social Change, in
which he breaks down the wild card concept to several cogent and
useful sub-categories.

Are there interesting lessons from previous foresight
studies that employed the wild card and weak
signal approach?
The ideas of Oliver Markley (mentioned above) stand out.

What are the best methods to identify wild cards/
weak signals?
Talking to a variety of interdisciplinary people is the best way to do
it – category A people in science and technology fields who have
broad interdisciplinary vision. People with a systems background or
an inclination towards systems thinking are always considering what
is connected and how, and what is going to be the impact of this on
that, without necessarily being constrained by the causal patterns in
the prevailing theory and one academic silo.
3

http://www.owmarkley.org/
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Dr Johannes G. Mayer is the head of the research group “Medical Knowledge in Monasteries” at the Institute for History of
Medicine at the University of Würzburg, Germany. The research group focuses on the history of medical plants in Europe. The
main objective is to document the entire range of applications of medicinal plants over the last 2000 years. The knowledge
gained is passed on in lectures, articles and books and is also used to inspire the creation of new pharmaceuticals. This
research group is unique in this form in Germany.

In some cases are medicinal plants more effective
than synthetically produced medicines?
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In some application fields, medicinal plants are more effective
than synthetic medicine. Medicinal plants are a mixture of active
substances; these special mixtures are the hallmarks of medicinal
plants. In contrast, synthetic medicine is solely based on single
active substances, which has its upsides and downsides. Synthetic
medicine works faster and more directly. On the other hand, it
regularly leads to undesirable side-effects. Medicinal plants, such
as St. John’s Wort or balm, work on the basis of a variety of active
substances. Although in same cases it is possible to ascribe certain
effects to certain substances, unfortunately, for the majority of
plants, it is almost impossible to scientifically explore a correlation
between effects and substances. One can only explore that a special
mixture of substances is working. Therefore it would be senseless to
try to produce these substances synthetically.

Can you envision any major wild cards that may occur
in the next 20 years?
We might discover a completely new pain reliever based on
medicinal plants without any undesirable side-effects. Further, it
might be possible to discover a pharmaceutical against enteritis.
This would revolutionize treatment of this disease, as there does
not even exist synthetic medicine against it. This point also proves
that synthetic medicine is not always at an advantage. For example,
the only existing effective medicine against hepatitis is based on
medicinal plants.

Could you for example imagine that pharmaceutical
companies might discover monastery medicine
or other kinds of naturopathy, and that this might
eventually lead to a “breakthrough” of monastery
medicine?
It is imaginable, but rather improbable. Regarding such a wild card,
called “Breakthrough in Monastery Medicine”, you could further
consider an extension and call it “Breakthrough in Traditional
European Medicine (TEM)”, as the usage of European (and Asian)
medical plants in Europe goes back 2000 years. TEM also has much
more to offer than Traditional Chinese Medicine.

What would be both positive and negative impacts
of a wild card called “Breakthrough in Monastery
Medicine”?
Awareness of one’s own health and self-prophylaxis would increase
if this wild card emerged, particularly concerning widespread
diseases such as diabetes mellitus. This is partly due to a higher
awareness of healthy nutrition. Important questions such as “what
do I eat, how do eat and when do I eat” are essential in monastery
medicine. These questions might have dramatic impacts on the
food sector, in particular negative ones on “producers” of mammals
such as cattle and pigs – in contrast to fish-farming, organic
poultry farming and especially wheat cropping, which is the basis of
nutrition in monastery medicine.
There could be further negative impacts on classic pharmacies,
which only sell synthetically produced pharmaceuticals, on internet
pharmacies and even on doctors. In the past, the majority of
pharmacies produced their own pharmaceutical compounds and
offered a broad range of consulting services supplemental to
doctors. The number of such pharmacies would certainly increase
if the wild card emerges. Additionally, ordinary doctors would have
to reorientate, e.g. they would have to increasingly write individual
prescriptions for specific pharmaceuticals, which are mixed from
the required plants by the patients themselves at home. This task
requires specific knowledge related to medical plants and their
active substances.

You mentioned prophylactic actions, such as healthy
nutrition, and reactive actions, such as remedies and
medicines. Are these actions considered to be the two
basic pillars of medical knowledge in monasteries?
It is always a difficult matter when a disease has already broken out.
Interestingly, between 800 and 1300, when monastery medicine
was the predominant therapy in Europe, no epidemics existed. It
is likely that this was a remarkable coincidence. There had always
been long phases in history without any epidemics, maybe because
of low densities of populations and low international exchange.
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So pharmaceuticals based on medicinal plants are not
effective against serious diseases?
Some natural pharmaceuticals can be used against serious
diseases. But developing new remedies very quickly against new
bacteria is not possible, or to be more precise, in such cases
monastery medicine is not the appropriate treatment approach. I do
not claim that medicinal plants are a cure-all or a universal remedy.
But I do consider monastery medicine as an important supplement
to conventional medicine. It will never replace conventional medicine
completely.

Are there any weak signals that could hint at a
growing likelihood of this wild card?
Yes, take the example of GlaxoSmithKline, the world’s second largest
pharmaceutical company. They are supporting us in our work,
and are trying to benefit from medical knowledge in monasteries.
Further, there has been an enormous increase in external requests
at our research group lately. Another important signal might be
a research group in Austria, which focuses on exploring a kind
of traditional European medicine. They have already registered
this research area at UNESCO as an intellectual heritage and are
also trying to establish this area as an official medicine. They are
already conducting training seminars, which we also plan to do in
2011. Last but not least, our research group in Wuerzburg, and
the fact that we are given money for our research activities, can be
considered as an important signal.

Perhaps the most interesting contributions and insights in this field
can be found in the Slavic countries, where there is a continuous
tradition of medical knowledge in monasteries. Unfortunately, we
only have a very few sources in such countries, except for the Czech
Republic. Most applied knowledge in Slavic countries is not available
in written form and only obtainable through interviews. And written
documents are hard to get. But this is a matter of financial and
personal resources.

Are there any legislations or administrative aspects in
the European Union that might impede the emergence
of this wild card?
Yes, the current European approval procedures for pharmaceuticals
are an enormous problem, particularly for small companies dealing
with naturopathy. Those companies cannot afford respective
approvals, as these procedures are extremely time- and costintensive.
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Can you identify any causal relationships between the
wild cards and weak signals you mentioned?
All the wild cards mentioned are single findings. If new pain
relievers or pharmaceuticals against enteritis are developed, these
findings are mainly based on research on specific plants or active
substances. We work intensively on specific plants, but this research
is being conducted completely independently from the concept of
medical knowledge in monasteries as a whole. Research on new
pharmaceuticals and active substances and research on medical
knowledge in monasteries are two aspects, two strands, which
have a specific relationship, but not a causal one. The discovery of
new pain relievers or pharmaceuticals against enteritis will have
a positive impact on general interest in medical knowledge in
monasteries. But we are not trying to discover active substances
in specific plants in order to foster a “breakthrough” in monastery
medicine.

How should this wild card be addressed in future
research? In which fields?
Research on medical knowledge in monasteries should be
intensified in the European Union, as we are the only research
group dealing with traditional European medicine, except for a small
group in London, which focuses on ethno medicine. Their work is
an enrichment of our knowledge, and the working results of our
research group in Wuerzburg are helping them at their work.
It would be desirable if such research on alternative forms of
medicine was conducted in all major European states, particularly
because every country has distinct characteristics concerning
therapies and usage of different medicinal plants, primarily due
to climate conditions. Specific national research does not even
necessarily require high personal capacities.
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Can you envision major wild cards in the health

sector (positive or negative) that may occur in the next
20 years?
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I consider the production of artificial organs as a major wild card.
So this one might be of high importance to the European Union.
Another important wild card might be the breakdown of European
health systems, and, consequently, an abrupt and revolutionary
change in these systems. This would be quite negative for the broad
masses. Last but not least, I suggest the wild card “Personalized
Medicine”. In this scenario, patients will receive medicine and
treatments exactly matching their individual genotype or other
individual physical characteristics. Personal diagnostics might be
standard procedure for all diseases. Several diagnostics might also
be conducted automatically. People might go to a machine, insert a
few drops of blood and the diagnosis machine analyses the blood
and recommends an individually matching medication or treatment.
Or the machine could, for example, generate a barcode, which
the patient hands in at a pharmacy, where he finally receives his
medication mixture. This could also be conducted automatically by
“pharmaceutical mixing machines”.

What will be the dramatic impacts of the wild cards
you mentioned?
Firstly, the wild card “Personalized Medicine” might have dramatic
impacts on the pharmaceutical industry, classic pharmacies and
the health system as a whole. Secondly, you might have fewer
risks concerning well-known and undesirable side-effects, as
medicines match a person’s genotype and other individual physical
characteristics. Besides, this individualization would lead to more
efficient treatment of diseases. This would be a big step towards
increasing health and wellbeing of societies.
On the other hand, you will have significantly rising expenditures on
health and a higher risk, as you will no longer be able to conduct
long-term studies with a massive number of test subjects, as in
the case of conventional “one-fits-all” medicine. This might lead to
some grave complications or unknown side-effects. This is risky,
both for the producers of personalized medicine and for affected
patients, who might even die because of unknown side-effects. To
clarify, we are not talking about the development of personalized
pharmaceuticals for harmless diseases such as coughs or colds. We
are talking about effective personalized medicine against different
types of cancer and autoimmune diseases.

So the current characteristics of European approval procedures
might be high risk, as approval procedures for pharmaceutical
tests differ from those for the actual pharmaceutical. Normally,
approval for tests takes around three years, and approval for the
pharmaceutical takes ten years. So there is a time gap of seven
years between the test and the approval and, the test and its results
are out of date.

What are the weak signals that could hint at a growing
likelihood of the wild cards that you mentioned?
There have been quite a few breakthroughs recently regarding the
wild card “Production of Artificial Organs”. For example, scientists
produced artificial lungs for mice for the first time. Normally, after
having successfully achieved tests and experiments on mice it takes
around 10 to 15 years before the same results or methods can be
applied to humans.
I can suggest some weak signals regarding the second wild card,
“Breakdown of European Health Systems” and “Revolutionary
Changes in European Health Systems”. Firstly, there is currently
a lively discussion on how to restructure and optimize the ailing
German health system. Secondly, demographic change and the
ageing of populations leads to increased pressures on health
systems. Last but not least, many new and expensive medicines will
come onto the market in the next few years. Even today, specific
treatments or medicines such as Herceptin cost so much that they
can scarcely be financed. A regular treatment of breast cancer with
Herceptin, for example, costs 100.000€.
Thinking about our third wild card, “Personalized Medicine”, I can
mention the growing use of pharmacogenetics in the field of vitamin
and mineral supplements. Another important signal might be the
recent developments in decoding the human genome. Within the
next year it will be possible to decode it in about one day. A further
signal might be the growing share of self-diagnostics by patients,
with the help of rapid tests, e.g. for intestinal cancer. Altogether,
these trends and signals might hint at the probable emergence of
this wild card in the next 20 years.
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Assuming that this wild card is considered as rather
positive – how should it be addressed by future
research?
In order to minimize the time gap between the approval of tests and
the approval of the pharmaceutical, European approval procedures
might have to change. Besides, interdisciplinary research might
have to be strengthened, as well as research on efficient diagnostic
methods. We do not have a lack of medicine, but of appropriate
diagnostic tools.

Can you identify any causal relationships between the
wild cards and weak signals you mentioned above?
Yes, there is a relationship between the three wild cards I
mentioned in the beginning of our conversation. Both wild cards
– “Personalized Medicine” and “Production of Artificial Organs” would lead to a cost explosion in health systems, and might possibly
lead to an accelerated emergence of the breakdown of European
health systems. Another relationship exists between “Personalized
Medicine” and the “Production of Artificial Organs”, as they are
based on the same fundamental research. Finally, it is obvious
that ailing health systems, which suffer under high cost pressures,
impede efficient research activities on the fields mentioned above.
So these three wild cards form a kind of vicious circle.

Looking ahead to the future of European research
– which of the wild cards/weak signals that you
mentioned should be given top priority in the EU
research?
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In my opinion, “Breakdown of European Health Systems” is the
most important wild card. Neither of the other two wild cards
makes sense without a working health system. But the question
is how European research or European policy could prevent the
emergence of this wild card. European policy cannot influence
financial concepts of national health systems, because this is not
EU-responsibility. But it can foster transnational research on the
generation and evaluation of different effective models of health
systems by launching respective research programmes.

Do you prefer other definitions of wild card and weak
signals? If these concepts are ambiguous in your
opinion, how could they be more clarified and better
defined?
I am fine with the standard definition used in the workshop. I might
suggest the concept of the “black swan” that goes into the same
direction, but I think it is not an appropriate alternative to the wild
card concept.

Are there interesting lessons from previous foresight
studies that employed the wild cards – weak signals
approach?
No, the only applications of wild cards or similar concepts I can refer
to are in the investment sector. There you have different funds based
on the occurrence of unexpected and dramatic events.
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Mark O. SELLENTHIN
Germany
ZWE – Centre for European Economic Research
Dr Mark O. Sellenthin is a researcher at the Department of Industrial Economics and Management at the Centre for European
Economic Research ZEW and ERAWATCH network correspondent for Germany. He is primarily working with innovation
research, European research policy, innovation policy and empirical economic research. From September 2000 to May 2006
he was researcher and PhD candidate at the Department of Technology and Social Change, Linköping University (Sweden).
In his doctoral dissertation he analysed the impact of patent rights regimes on patenting behaviour of German and Swedish
university researchers.

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years and are
particularly relevant to the EU research and/or may
dramatically affect the ERA vision? What would be the
impacts of these wild cards?
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The financial sector still is not as stable as it was before the financial
crisis, or as it should be. It could still be months or even years until
appropriate regulations and actions to deal with problematic issues
are implemented. Until then, a repetition of such a crisis could lever
the whole European research policy and have vast impacts on a
broad number of areas, such as science and technology.
Another major wild card might be the occurrence of a devastating
environmental catastrophe in the area of the European Union, as
just happened in the Gulf of Mexico. If such a disaster happened on
our shores, this would have dramatic impacts on European societies
and economics. A catastrophe similar to the Gulf of Mexico oil spill
would even be more dramatic if it happened in the Mediterranean
Sea, due to the geographic characteristics of this area. It would
lead to extensive financial and economic problems for countries,
such as Italy, Spain, etc., to cover the costs resulting from such
an environmental catastrophe. In such a grave case it would
probably come to a “European solution”, as occurred recently with
the European support of Greece and Ireland. This would increase
pressure on public budgets and ultimately on social and research
policy.
As a last wild card I can mention the development of a medical cure
for cancer. This wild card would have significant impacts, not only on
health and wellbeing, but also on the economy, in particular on the
pharmaceutical industry and companies developing cancer drugs. If
this wild card occurred, it would no longer be about developing and
providing a single “blockbuster”, which is used in 90% of cases. but
about focusing on certain niches and cancer types.

What are the weak signals that could hint at a growing
likelihood of the wild cards that you mentioned?
There are currently too few transnational actions concerning the
regulation of financial markets. Already we can observe that banks
are again distributing high bonus payments to their managers, that
profits of banks, which had to be supported by the governments,
are increasing and that there is a reintroduction of the “casino and
anything goes mentality” in the financial sector. All these factors
might lead to a recurrence of the problems we had in 2008 and
2009.

Regarding some weak signals concerning the wild card “miracle
cure against cancer”, there are studies that highlight the importance
of personalized medicine. These studies aim at developing
diagnostic methods that analyse whether a pharmaceutical is well
tolerated by a patient, or that decode and analyse the genome
in order to develop an individually fitting pharmaceutical against
cancer. Particularly in biotech it is observable that current research
actions aim at the development of respective technologies. These
actions hint at a probable breakthrough in this field, but not within
the next ten years.

How should the wild cards be addressed by future
research and in which field?
Concerning the wild card “reoccurrence of a financial crisis”, the
international financial market supervision has to be improved. It is
not sufficient to take appropriate actions on a national level, e.g.
by introducing isolated regulations for Germany or other European
member states, as certain funds are not established in states with
strong regulations of their financial markets. This transnational
regulation actually corresponds to the ERA strategies, namely
joint programming and transnational cooperation. With regards to
the wild card “personalized medicine”, there is already sufficient
research and public funding in the field of biotechnology and
personalised medicine. There is also no lack of appropriate research
infrastructures or transnational research in this field. European
research is well-placed.

Which of the wild cards you mentioned might have
the highest relevance for the European Union and
European research?
It is definitely the wild card “personalized medicine”. This wild
card might seriously enhance health and wellbeing in European
societies, if not in the whole world. From an economic point of view,
a European breakthrough in personalized medicine would have vast
impacts on international competition in the pharmaceutical industry
and would result in major competitive advantages for European
biotech companies.
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Johannes Warth is a research assistant and postgraduate at the Supply Chain Management Institute at the EBS European
Business School in Wiesbaden, Germany. The Institute was founded in 2004 and deals with diverse questions and challenges
concerning supply management, logistics, corporate foresight and knowledge management. In his thesis he fo-cuses on
strategic early warning systems in the automotive industry. In this context he is involved in several projects regarding the
future of trans-port and mobility.

Can you envision major wild cards (positive or
negative) that may occur in the next 20 years?
I can consider two major wild cards that might have large impacts
on the future of transport. These are “Slow Logistics” and “DeGlobalization”. I can imagine that there are increasing tendencies
towards a turning back of current globalization patterns, particularly
regarding global trade volumes. In this wild card scenario, a growing
share of consumers will increasingly demand local goods and
services, due to an increased awareness of sustainable production
and logistics. Therefore, consumers are even willing to pay a higher
price for regionally produced goods and services. At first sight this
wild card does not appear to be wild at all, because one can already
observe such tendencies today. But I think, that de-globalization
will lead to certain effects and dramatic changes that possess the
characteristics of a wild card.
One of those changes might be “Slow Logistics”. Today, services
in logistics are strongly characterized by a high importance placed
on the time aspect. Current economic processes demand “justin-time” delivery of the right goods in the right place, both in
business-to-consumer and business-to-business markets. Contrary
to this concept, in slow logistics the relevance of time is strongly
decreasing. For example: after having ordered a certain good, this
good remains in the storage or warehouse until a certain amount
of goods can be loaded onto a single truck. The idea is to avoid
environmentally detrimental empty runs, as in fully loaded trucks,
CO2-emissions per single good decrease. This concept is more likely
in B2C-markets than in B2B-markets, as private consumers are
willing to wait longer for a delivery, in order to reduce environmental
costs caused by transportation.

What will be the dramatic impact of the wild cards you
mentioned?
Business actors such as globally acting enterprises have to adjust
their business in the wild card scenario “De-Globalization”. In
globally spread value chains, enterprises might have to reconsider
their production locations, and ask themselves whether it was not
more advantageous to produce in and for their own region. It might
also have an important impact on advertizing campaigns. Enterprises
might be increasingly forced to run marketing campaigns that
highlight regional or national production and supply of goods
and services. An increased share of consumers might respond
positively to marketing campaigns focusing on regional production
which is regularly associated with social responsibility, e.g. through
generating new jobs and reducing regional unemployment.

If such enterprises enjoy a high level of acceptance, this might
have further dramatic impacts on direct competitors and branches
as a whole. Besides the impacts on business mentioned above
there might be positive impacts on the environment. If this wild
card emerges, the global trade volume will decline and lead to less
global traffic. This might lead to less environmental impacts through
decreased amounts of worldwide transport. Nevertheless, this wild
card does not only include positive impacts, as it might lead to a
reduced variety of products and services offered in distinct regions,
especially fresh food, such as fruits and vegetables.
Another field that might be affected is logistics and logistic services.
Logistic providers would have to act in a completely different market
environment. There would still be large and globally operating
logistic providers, but the majority of providers would have to
focus on distinct regions and local supply networks, which are
characterized by the usage of different kinds of transportation, due
partly to the geographic characteristics of specific regions. The
demand for logistical services within a region will increase, while
the demand for logistical services between regions will decline. As
in every business sector, such changes or developments in business
environments involve both risks and opportunities. The latter is the
case for small logistic providers focusing on specific niches.
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Assuming that this wild card is considered as rather
positive - how it should be addressed by future
research? In which field?
I do not see an urgent need for research to be conducted in a
certain scientific field. But national or regional governments have
to give certain incentives to customers to foster the purchase of
regionally produced goods and services. One cannot foster this
acceptance just by introducing negatively afflicted regulations, such
as high tolls on imports or even import bans – this would be the
wrong way to increase acceptance of local products.
With regards to the wild card “Slow Logistics”, there is still much
research to be done in track and trace technologies, as customers
would for example want to inform themselves about the current
filling level of the truck delivering the ordered good.
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What are the weak signals that could hint at a growing
likelihood (or imminent realization) of the wild cards
that you mentioned?

If you mentioned more than one wild card or weak
signal, can you identify any causal relationships
between them?

First, I can mention a weak signal regarding the wild card “Slow
Logistics”. Nowadays, it is becoming increasingly obvious that a
growing number of people want to live more consciously, and want
to take time for certain activities in their private life. This is partly
due to the ever-increasing requirements for accuracy and work
pace in all kinds of professions and other areas of daily life. These
increased stress factors are also responsible for the continuously
growing share of people having mental illness and heart attacks.

Yes. I am convinced that the emergence of the wild card “DeGlobalization” will contribute to the emergence of the Wild Card
“Slow Logistics”.
Thinking about the definition of wild cards and weak signals we
used at the iKnow expert workshop in Cologne, do you prefer other
definitions of wild cards and weak signals or do you agree with
them?
I agree with the definitions we used in the workshop. There is rather
a problem with the wild card methodology as a whole, particularly
regarding its acceptance and its perception. Too many wild cards
are generated from today’s perspective and often do not correspond
to the underlying features of a wild card, especially regarding their
probability of occurrence.

Concerning “De-Globalization”, there already exist quite a few weak
signals. These include TV marketing campaigns run by German
manufacturers, such as Liqui Moly or Trigema, which highlight
the regional production of their products. Another contributing
signal might be the share of German small and medium-sized
companies that relocated their production sites to China due to cost
advantages. These companies are now discovering Germany as their
main production location. Another fundamental signal that might
indicate the prospective occurrence of this wild card is the fact
that there is a growing demand for mobility services. An increased
share of people prefer to rent, rather than own, mobility devices,
or are increasingly using public transport. This development shows
the increased awareness of environmental problems and aspects
of sustainability, particularly regarding the transport sector. I can
also refer to certain critical tendencies in some European states,
that might indicate a conscious shift towards their own region,
e.g. recent election results in Poland or The Netherlands. However,
although these signals might hint at the emergence of a wild card
that is assumed to be positive, particularly regarding ecological
aspects, these signals are rather classified as being negative.

What are the best methods to identify wild cards –
weak signals?
We have had some good experiences with a specific method
we usually apply at our institution to identify wild cards or
extreme scenarios. We take two theses each, with two different
characteristics, and project them on the x- and y-axis in a
coordinate system. The four different combinations of theses
and characteristics constitute different scenarios, ranging from a
standard scenario to an extreme scenario with very low probability
of occurrence.
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corporate privacy policy his/her name and institutional affiliation remain undisclosed.

Can you envision major wild cards in the transport
sector that may occur in the next 20 years?
Yes. First, some wild cards which do not directly originate from the
transport sector, but which might have a great impact on transport
and mobility if they emerge among other sectors. Such wild cards
include:
• War over resources in the Arctic
• War between Iran and the USA
• War between North Korea and the USA
• Oil traded in Yuan instead of US dollars
• CO2 as a traded source for producing goods
• China holds back important resources like rare earth materials.
Secondly I can suggest three essential wild cards, which originate
from the transport sector. These wild cards include
• Breakthrough in artificial photosynthesis – synthetic biofuels
made from algae
• Breakthrough in battery technology
• China kicks out Western cooperation partners after becoming
capable of producing needed technologies itself

What could be the man impacts of the wild card
“Breakthrough in artificial photosynthesis”?
If this wild card emerged, there would be both winners and losers.
Losers would be mainly automobile manufacturers, which currently
focus on alternative propulsion technologies, such as electric
drive or fuel cell technology. The economic production of effective
synthetic bio fuels could lead to significant sunk costs at automotive
R&D, focusing on electrification and fuel cell technologies. And it
could lead to big losses for the oil industry. The major winners might
be companies in the biochemical industry and hydrogen production
companies. Finally, this wild card could lead to a drastic reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions, as it enables CO2 neutral transport and
might even lead to CO2 neutral energy production.

What are the weak signals that (if detected) could hint
at a growing likelihood (or imminent realization) of the
wild card “breakthrough in artificial photosynthesis”?
Today, large enterprises such as BP and Shell invest huge amounts
of money on R&D in synthetic biofuels from algae. There is currently
much venture capital flowing into this research area, particularly
the breeding and treatment of different algae types. Additionally,
the famous biochemist Craig Venter is active in financing projects
aimed at creating algae. Another weak signal might be the National
Algal Biofuels Technology Roadmap from the US Department of
Energy. One the most important signals, might be that big airlines
such as Lufthansa invest large amounts and experiment in the
usage of synthetic biofuels from algae for aircraft propulsion. Thus a
breakthrough in this technology might be first realized in aviation.
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Can you identify any causal relationships between the
wild cards and weak signals you mentioned above?
The objective of R&D on synthetic biofuels made from algae is to
foster the transition into post-fossil-fuel mobility. This transition links
the challenges of resource shortages (which can be expressed by
the wild card “war on resources in the Arctic”, among others) / peak
oil and climate change.

Looking ahead to the future of European research
– how and in which research area should the wild
card “breakthrough in artificial photosynthesis” be
addressed?
In general it could be addressed by holistic research on post-fossilfuel mobility and in particular by research on genetically modified
organisms. Along with this, approval procedures of GMO might have
to be loosened in order to foster the usage of synthetic biofuels
made by genetically modified algae in all areas of transport. Current
approval procedures in the EU might be an enormous obstacle
for the transition into post-fossil-fuel mobility based on effective
synthetic biofuels.
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Do you prefer other definitions of wild cards and weak
signals?
The “classic” definition: “A wild card is a future development or
event with a relatively low probability of occurrence but a likely high
impact on the conduct of business“ (BIPE Conseil / Copenhagen
Institute for Futures Studies / Institute for the Future, Wild Cards:
A Multinational Perspective, Institute for the Future 1992, p. v), is
a good and clear definition. This definition is also regularly used by
wild card experts such as Karlheinz Steinmueller, the author of the
book: Wild Cards: Wenn das Unwahrscheinliche eintritt. (Murmann
Verlag, 2005). Concerning definitions of weak signals, the problem
is that many different definitions exist, that are pretty elusive and
weak themselves.

What are the best methods to identify wild cards –
weak signals?
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The best way to identify wild cards is using creativity methods such
as wild card workshops, where specific wild cards are jointly created
by experts (as was done in the iKnow expert workshops). Such joint
generation of wild cards can be fostered by analysing distinct weak
signals in the domain of interest under consideration and asking
which wild cards might arise from those signals. An effective means
to identify weak signals is the scanning of daily media flows on TV,
newspapers, broadcast and the internet. The latter can be effectively
enhanced by the implementation of data- and text-mining tools.
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The iKnow system can be accessed at the following address:

www.iknowfutures.eu
Please register and explore our 7 iKnow Technologies:
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